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                 A powerful magic 

is inherent in childhood:

              It is the time of thrilling 

play experience full of 

          creativity and freedom.

”

„



 



Fast and easy ordering!

Telephone Fax Internet

+49(0) 9338 89 199
24/7

+44(0)14 83/813 851
24/7

www.eibe.de
Order 24/7

www.eibe.co.uk
Order 24/7

+49(0) 9338 89 0
Mon-Thur 8 -18 o‘clock,  

Fri 8 -15 o‘clock

+44(0)14 83/813 834

Germany

Perfect products for  
an active childhood

Dear eibe customer,

Do you remember how much you loved swings and 

roundabouts as a child; or how proud you were 

when you first braved that daring slide? 

Here at eibe, we have always been fascinated by 

the magic of play. Our products are specifically 

designed to encourage children to be physically 

active outdoors and in the fresh air. How do we 

achieve this? With a myriad of different play worlds 

that excite, engage and stimulate the senses, while 

always retaining a focus on safety and education.

We know that you enjoy the thrill of children‘s 

laughter at play time as much as we do – 

maybe soon, the fun will be even greater 

in your own newly-built playground!

Best regards,

 

 Tilo Eichinger 
 CEO and owner

UK
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we are
eibe is an inspirational playground builder. 

Throughout our illustrious history, we have 

maintained a childlike delight in all play related 

things. As a traditional family-run business, we know 

exactly what children need and what makes them 

happy. We pride ourselves on being a play partner to 

our little counterparts, and as a building associate to 

the grown-ups! 
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EiBE insPirEs 
viTAliTy

support that 
goes all the way

Always in sight: 
The big picture

Discovering fascinating details

From well loved 

classics to innovative 

new worlds

InventIve 
PlaysPaces

Working in collaboration, we 

can acquaint children with the 

joyous world of play. 

With our extensive portfolio 

of imaginative products, eibe 

creates the ideal environment 

for play and learning. you 

begin the journey, and we then 

provide innovative, bespoke 

solutions. We will support 

and advise you not only during 

the planning process, but 

throughout the installation and 

completion of your project.

We want to remain in constant 

dialogue with you, along with 

families, teachers and other 

stakeholders. But first and 

foremost, we always ask kids:

„Hey , what is that you want?“

eibe‘s raison d‘etre is to give children a present 

for life; years of wonderment, discovery and play. 

Our playgrounds serve as an holistic living space 

where we can provide a stimulating environment 

to guide children through their early development 

and formative years.

To achieve this goal, we constantly monitor and 

research market trends and legislation within the 

UK (you‘ll find some relevant tips and information 

in this catalogue incidentally).

so whether it‘s in the field of  

motor skills, perception,  

language or emotional and  

social development – the  

results are genuinely 

interesting.
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Once children begin an activity, they 

immerse themselves fully in the game 

play. Their heads can be in the clouds, 

and bursting with energetic enthusiasm, 

they may suddenly lose themselves and 

forget necessary caution. With eibe, you 

are guaranteed safety and security. 

From the very outset, we develop 

concepts pursuant to the complexity of 

safety standard eN 1176. Furthermore, 

we continually invest in new production 

processes that make our play equipment 

even more robust and reliable.

Everything‘s a game? 
yes, but it must be safe 
all the same!

+   

+   

+   

+    

it is fun for the whole family

it gets you fit - mentally, physically and socially 

it makes learning a joy 

it helps nurture the development of a child to  

enable them to master the challenges of  

both nursery and primary school.

4 BenefIts of PhysIcal  

            actIvIty

Discovering fascinating details

sitting still is so ‚yesterday‘ - today‘s motto 

is very much: Get out in the playground and 

embrace nature.

At eibe, we want all children to enjoy 

outdoor life, to romp around and be wild. 

This mind-set can stimulate and motivate; 

it can increase the grey matter. Perception 

and awareness go on full speed, as children 

behave and think actively, embracing the 

free world and filling up their senses.

Physical activity breeds a 

deeper and more profound 

learning experience; 

memories and lessons are 

less likely to be forgotten 

with active play serving as 

an integral part of a child‘s 

upbringing.

Born to be wild:  
Physical activity  
boosts the grey matter

Dr. rolf schwarz

Dr. rolf Schwarz
Diplom-Pädagoge, Spielpädagoge 
and Junior Professor für Bewegungs-
erziehung (movement education) 
at the Pädagogische Hochschule 
Karlsruhe
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lAUnCHinG A GlOBAl 
All-OUT CAMPAiGn 
riGHT FrOM HOME

Our work is very much part of our identity. 

This is why we remain true to our roots 

and continue to manufacture real quality 

products at our head office in Germany.

Always looking ahead, we are now 

developing the next generation, investing  

in qualified apprenticeships, as well as  

on-going education and training.  

Well-established and Credible
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Our base in rottingen, Germany is well 

worth a visit if you ever get the chance. 

it is a state-of-the-art development and 

production site, where we design and 

manufacture original eibe products 

exclusively for you.

in addition to sports items and furniture 

for early years, we make unique play 

equipment and impressive play worlds 

for outdoor use.

if ever you fancy a visit, please let us 

know...

eibe is a committed member of various trade 

associations that aim to make playgrounds 

safer, more appealing and more conducive 

to physical activity. As Chairman of the BsFH, 

CEO and owner, Tilo Eichinger, is responsible 

for the ethos and strategic direction of the 

association.

BSFH – Federal association of producers of 

playground and leisure park equipment  

www.bsfh.info

didacta – education industry association 

www.didacta.de

IaaPa – international leisure parks association 

www.iaapa.org

it is amazing how quickly children 

grow up; similarly, eibe as a company 

has matured and flourished since 

its infancy as a small carpenter‘s 

business. We are now a truly 

international brand.

For many years, our products have 

been sold around the world, but they 

are still embedded with local, family 

values that have stood us in such good 

stead for 35 years.

a committed member of 
trade associations

Authentic and  
respected all over  
the globe

Unbelievable 
but true
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COMPETEnCE 
PAirED WiTH 
CHArACTEr

Traditionally 
good: wood

Well-established rather than newfangled; 

always thinking outside the box, while 

sticking to what we know is successful, eibe 

constantly strives to invent and innovate, 

but we draw the line at chasing after every 

new fashion in the play equipment market.

eibe products are created in order to promote 

sustainable development in every child. As 

market leader, we embrace the spirit of the 

times, respond to educational needs, adapt 

to trends and define standards.

eibe materials at a glance:

For more information on the warranty, see page

Softwood, pressure-impregnated 
solid wood, free of heart centre, milled in 
cylindrical shape; pressure-impregnated 
according to rAl wood preservation directives; 
10 years‘ warranty

Larch, oiled
softwood with high natural resistance; glued-
laminated timber with little tearing; surface 
oiled; 12 years‘ warranty

robinia
Hard wood with very high natural resistance 
and hardness, naturally grown or milled; surface 
oiled; 15 years‘ warranty

eucalyptus
Hard wood with very high natural resistance and 
premium hardness; glued-laminated timber with 
little tearing; surface oiled; 15 years‘ warranty

We work with the most 

fascinating material 

imaginable. it is alive and 

natural, just like the children 

who play with it. All the 

timber for all eibe brands is 

procured from sustainable 

european forestry. As such, 

it is subject to very strict 

processing criteria. Thus, the 

value of the raw material is 

retained.
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With our rich history and pedigree, eibe knows 

what makes a great playground and how to 

implement dynamic, inspirational ideas.

Our work ethic is underpinned by a wealth of 

experience and professionalism. We cross our 

t‘s and dot our i‘s - small detail is of paramount 

importance to us, so every planning and 

execution step is spot-on. Our routine and 

structure throughout production, planning and 

assembly enables us to have more free time to 

deliver on your specific needs, ensuring that 

you get your ultimate dream playground.

Numerous important certificates 

prove, that with us, you are playing 

on the safe side. Whether it‘s 

ecological requirements, 

corporate culture, or 

service performance, 

everything at eibe is in 

hand. Sustainability and Corporate Social 

responsibility are design imperatives. 

Our practices and ethos are regularly 

authenticated and confirmed by 

independent environment agencies, 

ISO certifications and non-profit 

organisations. Together with 

our employees, business partners 

and customers, we are proud of our 

achievements and traditions.

Practice makes perfect playgrounds!

Certified qualifications

Many small steps for a strong future.

The mark of  

responsible forestry
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Even very young children know exactly what 

they like. They love different shapes and 

colours, textures and materials. sometimes 

they have creative and daring ideas to turn 

everything upside down. But fear not; we 

don‘t have to turn upside down to mirror 

their imaginative powers. Our designers 

cover every angle to ensure new thoughts 

and concepts transform in to the innovative 

products of tomorrow.

CElEBrATE 
CHilDrEn‘s FrEEDOM 
WiTH iMAGinATiOn

Design that you can touch.

I-Zone – the playing fun is just one click away: Just read 
the printed Qr code at the start element of the interactive 
Zone with your smartphone, and off you go!  
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We are fascinated by the concept of play and the 

unbridled bliss that children derive from it. Marrying 

an innate foresight and healthy gut feeling with 

a sensitive, compassionate grasp of children‘s 

requirements and pedagogics, eibe continues to be 

pioneers within the play industry.

There are good ideas all around us waiting to 

be discovered; and we make sure we optimise 

every possible opportunity 

to continually surprise 

industry experts.

Innovation made easy

thIs Is how we Play today!
For more information, go to: 
www.i-zone.eu

it‘s time for the next generation of playgrounds. These 

interactive play units have a magical appeal. They amuse 

and entertain, they stimulate and educate. Merging 

computer game animation with athletic prowess, a true 

challenge awaits the child explorer.

  hIGh-tech  
In the     
    PlayGRoUnd
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We want to make the planning of your 

new play system an enjoyable and 

fulfilling project - from the very outset.

We understand the play and construction 

industry and are acutely aware of the 

complexities and challenges that may 

arise. Our experienced projects team 

will advise and consult on site at any 

time of day to guarantee a smooth and 

trouble-free operation.

eibe offers this service completely  

Free OF CHarGe.

eibe offers a seamless ordering process. We can 

deliver, assemble and install at your request. But if 

you wish to effect the project yourself, you will still 

benefit from the eibe warranty.

Premium service

GOOD ADviCE in 
EvEry rEsPECT

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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aN aNSWer TO every qUeSTION

Place your order and benefit from our personal advice – free of charge!

+44 (0)14 83/813 851

+49(0) 9338 89 199
info@eibe.co.uk

info@eibe.de

+ 44(0)14 83/813 834

+ 49(0) 9338 89 0
Mon-Thur 8 - 18 o‘clock,  

Fri 8 - 15 o‘clock

www.eibe.co.uk / www.eibe.de

telePhone

fax emaIl

  sImPly  
        oRdeR onlIne 

Current seminar 
dates

special offers

Overview of all 
product lines

imaginative eibian 
stories

special full playground 
packages

UK

Germany

UK

Germany

Go to our online shop at 

www.eibe.co.uk to place 

your orders 24/7. 

To subscribe to our  

Newsletter, go to  

info@eibe.co.uk

UK                                                                                 Germany



eibe creates new environments with imaginative play 

systems. We continually invent bespoke playspaces with 

their own unique identity and soul. Our products are 

versatile and varied – they are sure to inspire children 

and adults alike! 

WHaT  
we make
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Unrestricted joy and  
the thrill of discovery

Playing is not only great fun, but it also 

makes you smart. Children‘s actions 

and interactions function as a bridge 

to his/her mental capabilities. With 

our comprehensive and tailored portfolio our products, we 

stimulate the child‘s curiosity for physical and intellectual 

experiences. An eibe playground will witness an array of 

motor skills and tactile-kinaesthetic learning - sensual 

experiences of the hand. What does it feel like, is it 

hot or is it cold? Can i shape it myself? A host of 

questions that will fascinate children for hours.

P L a y I N G  &  F U N
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Start learning earlier – 
play longer 

At eibe, we believe that giving children an early 

start in education means inspiring them for life, 

and our early years playgrounds are crammed full of 

things designed to amuse the little explorers. Water 

and sand play guarantee outstanding play value; 

transporting these materials ensures fun and an 

understanding of statics.

everyone loves free play - testing, exploring, 

revealing - challenging young skills and abilities.

Leaving traces in 
the sand.

Huge fun: climbing, 
experimenting, and... 

Oh,
t h at ‘s t h e way i t is?!

With the necessary 
enthusiasm, children can learn 
the following through play:

>   

>   

 

> 

 

>   

 

> 

>    

 

Adapt and fine tune motor skills

Enhance vocabulary and speech 

projection

Understanding of symbols and 

text

Perception - visual / audio / 

tactile-kinaesthetic

sense of balance

Emotional and social 

Development

For more articles, 
see page
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A land of adventures: the playground

Playing makes you happy. When brave knights 

return from their playground adventures, 

their cheeks are victoriously red from hours 

in the fresh air. They proudly record their 

conquests and describe in detail how the 

dragon was sent back to his cave, then narrate 

the subsequent rescue of the princess 

and the whole kingdom. After 

such gallantry, good natured 

behaviour is assured for the 

rest of the day.

a D v e N T U r e

For more articles, see page
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Higher, faster, bigger –  
XXL eibe playgrounds:

>   

 

>  

  

>  

>   

  

 

The longest slide  

is 17 m long.

The highest tower  

is 9 m high.

The largest climbing net  

has 10,000 links.

The biggest play unit is 70 m long, 

30 m wide, 9 m high.  

all a question of courage

Kids love adventure and challenge. Whether it‘s 

climbing the tallest tower or sliding down the 

slipperiest slide, children will push themselves 

to the limit. The odd bump or bruise will be 

brushed to one side as they take on another tricky 

task. And eibe ensures there is always another 

taxing test just around the corner.

Oh,
t h at ‘s t h e way i t is?!

Sliding – the 
adrenaline kick 
for playing fun!
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With eibe, everybody joins in the game!

some children are, of course, livelier than others. They need more 

time and space to satiate their desire for action and speed. Our 

integrative play units account for such eventuality; they help the 

energetic control their intensity of thought and directional desires 

to become better play pals to others.

I N T e G r a T I O N

For more articles, see page
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Playing without barriers

eibe playgrounds actively 

implement the principles of 

inclusion in education: Every 

child contributes to the joint 

(play) experience in the frame of 

his/her individual capabilities. 

The play equipment cleverly 

combines play and thrill with 

therapeutic benefits. The key 

products are:

>

>

>

the integrative swing

the integrative roundabout

versatile fitness-activity  

stations

Oh,
t h at ‘s t h e way i t is?!

On the value of (play) time

Accepting the world as it is and living for the moment 

is a discipline that young children master better than 

some adults. eibe‘s inclusive playgrounds integrate 

children with special needs or learning difficulties. 

Everyone here can decide what they want to do 

and at what pace. But regardless of what each and 

everyone is doing, one thing‘s for sure - they‘ll all be 

having fun!

also wheelchair-bound 
children love to ride on the 
roundabout...

and sway on the swing 
– eibe has the necessa-
ry equipment!
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Find the printed qr code at the 
Start column of the Interactive 
Zone.

read the qr code with your 
smartphone and call up a ma-
ximum of 8 current games.

Three steps to the 

i-Zone: switch your 

mobile on and go to 

the Play World.

Check out the i-Zone!
Our cool interactive zone or i-Zone is 

a great way of getting teenagers away 

from their gadgets and in to the great 

wide open. Here, everybody can work 

up a sweat and engage in some quality 

physical activities, mixing computer game 

theory with high-octane action – modern, 

exciting and pretty damn cool...

P H y S I C a L  F I T N e S S

For more articles, see page



„Bewegte Region zwischen den Kanälen“

Generationsübergreifende Freizeitanlage

Gemeinde Pyrbaum

Hauptstandort Sportgelände

Angebot 3206169

I-Zone01

02

03

Robinie Bank

Papierkorb

01

02

03

02

M 1:100

„Bewegte Region zwischen den Kanälen“

Generationsübergreifende Freizeitanlage

Gemeinde Pyrbaum

Hauptstandort Sportgelände

Angebot 3206169

mehr als ein Spielplatz

I-Zone
I-Zone vereint die Vorteile des interaktiven Computerspiels mit der 
Möglichkeit, sich draußen zu bewegen. Die dazu entwickelten Interaktiv-
Zonen haben bis zu fünf Spiele einprogrammiert, die auch im Dunkeln 
gespielt werden können. Mehr Freude durch Bewegung und individuelle 
Schwierigkeitsgrade. Unser Ziel ist es, mehr Menschen zu körperlicher 
Bewegung zu animieren. Kinder zu fördern, Jugendliche zu fordern, 
Erwachsene und Senioren zu begleiten. Alleine oder im Team, I-Zone 
bietet seinen Nutzern eine anpassungsfähige Lernmöglichkeit, mit der 
man sich sowohl geistig als auch körperlich weiterentwickeln kann.

I-Zone ist mehr als nur ein Spielplatz! Der Unterschied zum Wettbewerb 
und zu herkömmlichen Spielplätzen ist der vielseitige Einsatzbereich der 
I-Zone. Sie schafft es die Interessen von Kindern und Jugendlichen mit 
Bewegung an der frischen Luft zu vereinen. Darüber hinaus ermöglicht 
Sie ein alters- und gruppenübergreifendes Spielen von Jung und Alt. 
Durch ein anpassungsfähiges Lernen, welches anhand der I-Zone Com-
puterspiele möglich ist, lernen die Nutzer schneller und effizienter Ihre 
Fähigkeiten zu verbessern. Die Software ist updatefähig und erweiterbar. 
I-Zone fördert nicht nur die Bewegung und damit die körperliche und 
motorische Entwicklung. Sie verbessert und fördert ein soziales Mitein-
ander und beugt dem Bewegungsmangel und dessen Folgen vor.

mehr als ein Spielplatz

I-Zone
∙ Herrausfordernd
∙ Strategie
∙ endloser Spielfluss
∙ (Gedächtnis-) Training
∙ anpassbare Level

Ausmaße 5,5m x 12,0m
Fläche 56qm netto

3
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Oh,
t h at ‘s t h e way i t is?!

a short question for the 
neurologists: Why is it that 
fascination is contagious?

When we find something 

fascinating, we observe it 

closely. Then, we want to imitate 

it. By means of the mirror 

neurones in our brain, we can 

adopt movements, abilities, and 

even attitudes.

Instructions are provided for 
every game, plus information 
about the different levels of 
difficulty that you can even play 
in the dark.

Truly animating – 8 games with individu-
al degrees of difficulty

The i-Zone inspires the young and the 
old. The interactive play and physical 
activity concept is a true challenge for 
fitness and team spirit. it allows people 
of different ages and group affiliations 
to play together. Thanks to adaptive 
learning options, all users improve their 
skills faster and more efficiently. Fitness, 
coordination, and memory – this is how 
you train these faculties today!

Start at the next game 
level with action and 
fun.

www.i-zone.eu

Tension Joy

Boredom

Ability

C
ha

lle
ng

es
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„Bewegte Region zwischen den Kanälen“

Generationsübergreifende Freizeitanlage

Gemeinde Berngau

Standort Alte Kläranlage

ibondo active trail
Der ibondo active trail bietet spannende und her-
ausfordernde Kletter,- Seil-, und Balancelandschaf-
ten. Die vielen verschiedenen Elemente sind unter-
schiedlich schwierig, so dass jeder die passende 
Herausforderung findet, egal ob Kinder, Jugendli-
che oder Erwachsene. 
Der ibondo active trail fügt sich durch seine klare 
Formensprache harmonisch in ein naturnahes Um-
feld ein.

active trail Zick-Zackbrücke01

02

03

04

05

active trail Doppelseil

active trail Pfahlkette

active trail Seilkreuzung

active trail Drehbalken

01

0203

04

05 24

For all generations:
a physically active family life

see the world through your children‘s eyes, or 

join them on their journey in to a new universe 

of play. The ‚generationless‘ playground is 

becoming increasingly popular across Europe, 

thanks to many age-appropriate play options 

in one group area. But no matter what your 

preferred play options is, you‘ll know that 

those around you are having a ball too!

G e N e r a T I O N S
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„Bewegte Region zwischen den Kanälen“

Generationsübergreifende Freizeitanlage

Gemeinde Berngau

Standort Alte Kläranlage

fit active parcours
Regelmäßige und ausreichende Bewegung ist in jedem Alter wichtig. Sie fördert nicht 
nur die körperliche Leistungsfähigkeit und das Wohlbefinden, sondern schafft auch 
einen idealen Ausgleich gegen Stress. Der Active Parcours dient der Bewegungsför-
derung, Gesundheitsvorsorge und Rehabilitation. Alle Stationen sind sportwissen-
schaftlich geprüft und bestätigt vom KIT Institut für Sport und Sportwissenschaft 
Karlsruhe. Ein Großteil der Geräte ist von zwei Personen gleichzeitig nutzbar, dies 
fördert die Kommunikation und macht den Active Parcours zu einem beliebten Treff-
punkt für Jung und Alt. 
Alle Geräte sind selbsterklärend, einfach in der Handhabung und fügen sich durch ihr 
schlichtes, funktionales Design in jeden Freiraum ein.

01 020302

02
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„Bewegte Region zwischen den Kanälen“

Generationsübergreifende Freizeitanlage

Gemeinde Berngau

Standort Alte Kläranlage

fit active parcours
Regelmäßige und ausreichende Bewegung ist in jedem Alter wichtig. Sie fördert nicht 
nur die körperliche Leistungsfähigkeit und das Wohlbefinden, sondern schafft auch 
einen idealen Ausgleich gegen Stress. Der Active Parcours dient der Bewegungsför-
derung, Gesundheitsvorsorge und Rehabilitation. Alle Stationen sind sportwissen-
schaftlich geprüft und bestätigt vom KIT Institut für Sport und Sportwissenschaft 
Karlsruhe. Ein Großteil der Geräte ist von zwei Personen gleichzeitig nutzbar, dies 
fördert die Kommunikation und macht den Active Parcours zu einem beliebten Treff-
punkt für Jung und Alt. 
Alle Geräte sind selbsterklärend, einfach in der Handhabung und fügen sich durch ihr 
schlichtes, funktionales Design in jeden Freiraum ein.

01 020302

02
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a tip for seniors: a healthy 
mind dwells...

Whether on the fitness trails or 

at the active-fit stations – stay 

mobile with eibe! By the way: 

Memory training combined with 

sports is doubly effective.

Take turns in the 
hammock

At the intergenerational play park, every family 

member has fun. The grandparents marvel at 

the audacity and flair of the younger generation, 

while the kids respect and admire the agility and 

strength of their senior relatives. To complement 

the zone, eibe playgrounds also feature 

relaxation areas for some downtime; hammocks 

are a great way of chilling, while others boast 

of their athleticism. But be warned, after a few 

demanding exercises, there could be a bit of a 

queue!

Oh,
t h at ‘s t h e way i t is?!
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eibe playspaces can be found all around the world. Whether 

it‘s an adventuresome pirate paradise or an indoor tunneling 

terrain, a public or private playground, eibe is synonymous with 

imagination and creativity.

WHere 
we work
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From our inception as the Eichinger Carpenter shop way back 

when, eibe has evolved in to an internationally-renowned 

family business. Thanks to our loyal and committed retailers, 

we can offer a global audience fantastic local customer service 

almost anywhere. Obviously, we are empathetic to cultural 

values and beliefs, so we design specially targeted equipment in 

consideration with native clients. such products adhere to strict 

guidelines and regulations and are fit for heavy usage too.

eibe really does provide everything your heart desires:

>  

> 

> 

SUCCeSSFUL:
Global player(s)

fOr a n y pl ay si t uat iOn

fOr a n y r equ i r em en t

fOr a l l t y pes Of ga m es
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eibe distributors are genuine globetrotters. 
We owe our burgeoning reputation around 
the world to their technical excellence and 
industry knowledge.

Currently, we have Play Partners in over 50 
countries who trust and rely on the eibe 
brand.

a clOse-k n i t 
glOba l  
n et wOr k
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indoor playground „Atlantica“
Camping Julianahoeve, netherlands

u n derwat er  

wOn der

Exotic mermaids and heroic pirates fish for new play 

ideas in this ocean of delights. Don‘t get caught in the 

net, however, or you‘ll have to try and climb the tower 

to escape. And who will dare to take on the shock of the 

shark slide? Mind those toes now!

n e t h er l a n ds
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legoland
Malaysia

w i t h t h e sh er i ff ‘s  
r ecOm m en dat iOns

With or without your stetson, the Wild West comes alive in this themed playground. visit the atmospheric saloon, slide down in to the prairie and encounter some red Indians – every cowboy‘s dream fulfilled. But be careful, don‘t get scalped... 

»  We offer the perfect backdrop 
for imaginative role play! «

 

m a l aysi a
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„Burgers’ Kids Jungle“
Burgers’ Zoo Arnhem, netherlands

Colchester Zoo
london, England

e ngl a n d

a beast ly  
gOOd v i ew

From the panoramic 

tower, zoo lovers can 

observe the animals at 

play

n e t h e r l a n ds

l aughs w i t h  
gi r a ffes

From the city jungle straight in to the ancient forest. Here, intrepid climbers can ascend to great heights like agile little monkeys. The ultimate goal is to get an unimpeded view of all your favourite animals.
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„Burgers’ Kids Jungle“
Burgers’ Zoo Arnhem, netherlands

indoor hall Hotel sonnenhügel
Bad Kissingen, Germany

»  Our play hall holds attractive features for 
every family member, and the children can 
move freely without any risk. «

 hugo sanders 
 ho te l  o w ne r

ger m a n yt i m e fOr i n dOOr act iOn

no matter what the weather is like, a visit to the 

hotel‘s indoor playground is always worth the while. 

Many creative physical activity options make the 

playtime an unforgettable experience. scaling the 

spectacular climbing tower is an adventure. A fast ride 

down the slide waits as a reward!



Playground
Pecs, Hungary

Ou tsta n di ng  

pl ay va lu e

»  When children push their limits in 
play, it makes them confident. «
Jessy miller

Climb to the top of the tower and celebrate like 

a King. reward yourself with an invigorating 

plunge down the slide. What next? i know, let‘s 

do it again!

h u nga ry
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Whin Park
inverness, scotland

Playground
Julianahoeve, nl

educ at i v e fu n  
fOr t i n y tOts

Combining energetic fun with logic and discovery, Julianahoeve offers double the entertainment. At this Dutch play centre, kids can discover shapes and colours while letting off steam at the same time. Head up the stairway, balance along the caterpillar path and then  swoosh down the slide to complete your mini-adventure.

r each i ng n ew h eigh ts

This fantastic scottish playspace offers an array 

of different challenges. From wicked climbs to 

exciting slides, children of varying ages will find so 

much to do here.

n e t h e r l a n ds

scO t l a n d



Acqua splash Zone
England

» Children love to discover the 
elements.  Doing so,  they can 

playfully act  out their  urge for 
self-controlled learning from an 

early age.«

l et t h e wat er flOw !

Kids simply love playing with water. From erupting 

fountains, trickling through tunnels, moving over 

mounds, or cascading down waterfalls, children‘s 

senses burst with excitement when it comes to 

spray play!

henry smith

e ngl a n d
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The early years in nurseries are thoroughly 

exciting; different play elements provide 

stimulating challenges and toddlers can learn 

how to integrate and stand up for themselves in 

a group. ideally, you want an adequate outdoor 

area for young ones to experience physical 

activity and discover things.

Discover the world 
step by step

see t h e cu r r en t 

c ata lOgu e fOr mOr e 

ex a m pl es

nursery playground „Braunbär“, Germany

bettina bischoff
k i n de r ga r ten teac her, 
hea d m a n ager o f  t he 
wa l dbr u n n d ay- c a re 
c e nt r e
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Our highly functional play equipment and imaginative 

play worlds capture children‘s hearts, impress technical 

experts and inspire educationalists. eibe products are  

innovative, creative and well-researched.

HOW  
we think
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excellent advice:

Future-oriented  
long-term planning

eibe will work with you as a trusted advisor and professional partner. As one of 

Europe‘s leading state-of-the-art developers and manufacturers of play equip-

ment and furniture, we‘ll be at your side offering technical expertise and a wealth 

of industry experience, as well as business intuition and creative flair.



1

2

3
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Be inspired by our services.

Whatever market place you are involved with - 

from the public sector, through to leisure parks, 

zoos, schools or for private use - our technical 

experts will support you along the journey and 

guide you through the whole project process. 

your personal consultant will visit you on site 

and advise accordingly, so you understand 

absolutely everything. From initial design and 

planning, to the completion of the playground, 

your project will be managed professionally and 

with compassion.

We can visualise your ideas even before the 
start of the project!

creating an imaginative and well-
thought out concept from your original 
specifications.

configuration with state-of-the-art 
technical planning tools.

implementation in 2d, 3d, or 
photo-realistic representations and 
animated video sequences. 

realisation of your ideas on site, 
including services.

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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Perfectly planned:

creative solutions with 
premium play value

We create an initial plan based on your bespoke requirements. We 

then implement and adapt our products to match the brief. The end 

result is a tailor-made, aesthetically pleasing visual representation 

of what you can expect.
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Playground design:
Technical expertise 
meets craftsmanship

WHOLLy UNIqUe

From the original idea to 

the concrete concept

Our brilliant designers make play worlds come 

alive right on your screen. Using sophisticated 

3D programs and video animation, each play 

unit can be modified, rotated or enlarged until 

your dream space appears in front of your 

very eyes. eibe also ensures that safety and 

functionality are an integral part of any design.

Only AT EiBE: MUlTi-TAlEnTED 

DEsiGn ExPErTs AnD inDUsTry 

sPECiAlisTs.

Building up of trust 

Well crafted solid materials for reliability and 

safety

Nature feels good 

We offer 5 different sorts of timber

Cosmetically appealing 

vibrant colours and inventive shapes 

overload the senses

meaningful play 
elements for educational 
benefitexcellent 

workmanship 
for safety 
down to the 
smallest detail

SPeCIaL FeaTUreS

premium quality 
materials
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Made-to-measure:
Environmentally friendly, 
precisely manufactured 
parts

A superb design concept is only valuable if it is implemented 

effectively. Whether taken from our standard ranges or individually 

customised, our craftsmen will guarantee attention to detail every 

step of the way.
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quality, high-tech  
workmanship

Increasing focus on eco-balance 

quality, ecology and an honest 

business approach – all 

values we aspire to. in order 

to guarantee your safety, we 

are checked and monitored 

regularly by independent 

environmental bodies and isO 

certification agencies, as well 

as non-profit organisations. 

What‘s more, we are actively 

involved with respected green 

management companies.

proven  
sustainabilityUsing the most natural 

material, timber, has been 

part of our company make-up 

for decades. Working with 

wood, we feel committed 

to the environment and 

place a strong emphasis 

on our Corporate social 

responsibility. 

All eibe‘s timber is procured 

from sustainable european 

forestry. Our FSC® certificate 

is our very own seal of 

approval. We also use environmentally friendly treatment 

processes, filling our production facility with state-of-the-art 

machinery and sophisticated CNC machining centres.   

Embracing our family 

traditions, we put our 

children‘s future at the 

forefront of everything we 

do. in conjunction with the 

TÜv rheinland in Germany, 

we are developing our own tailor-made environment 

management system. We are constantly evolving in terms 

of climate protection, energy saving and waste disposal – 

our daily contribution to the sustainable operation of the 

business.

The mark of  
responsible forestry
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The Perfect 
Installation:
eibe certainly  
knows how to do it!

eibe provides the highest level of support during the sometimes 

complex installation process. With knowledgeable, experienced  

workmen at your side at all times during delivery and assembly, 

you‘ll be sure of the best possible customer service.
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We think of everything that 
counts:

Only AT EiBE:  

THe PreMIUM ServICe PaCKaGe

Stress-resistant: Our play equipment is so 

unbelievably sturdy that, in theory, an elephant 

could use one of our swings.

Punctuality: Every single day, one of our eibe 

trucks will be trawling around the motorways 

of the UK, ensuring that your delivery arrives on 

time.

Commitment: Our installation teams are 100% 

focussed and completely reliable.

Working together to 
create great things

We cannot emphasise enough the paramount 

importance of safety within the playground. 

Children‘s desire to discover and explore is 

so great that they will test every play unit to 

its limit. To ensure that every screw and every 

fixing is in exactly the right place, we will work 

with you during the whole assembly process. 

Our experienced technicians are graced 

with in-depth industry know-how and pay 

great attention to detail. eibe offers a full 

range of services from delivery of fully 

mounted products to complete installation 

management. It‘s down to you what you 

choose. And if you do go for self-assembly; rest 

assured, you still have the peace of mind of a 

warranty.

eibe play worlds have the power to amaze and 

enchant. With naturally-sourced materials, vivid 

shapes and colour, as well as versatile functions, 

our play solutions will ignite the senses. To make 

sure that our enchanting palaces withstand the 

inevitable heavy use, they meet universally 

recognised standards in terms of:

quality: robust materials guarantee opti-

mum stability and long-term play value.

Precision Work: Our technical staff build 

finely-crafted and accurate parts to im-

plement seamlessly in to your individual 

project.

Safety: As defined by the playground  

standard – Din En 1176/77
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Safe and secure:
Keeping the most 
important things in mind

After sales Care often gets overlooked, but eibe offers annual inspections 

and maintenance contracts plus warranties for play equipment with heavy 

usage, so you can be covered should any eventuality occur. 



Garantie
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ready, steady, Go!

What is the most rewarding part of our work? For 

us, it‘s that magical moment when the playground 

officially opens. Happiness and joy abound. And 

to continue the bliss, eibe offers essential mainte-

nance and servicing.

Only AT EiBE:  

SaFeTy SeMINarS

Our training course to become 

a „qualified playground tester“ 

provides well-founded legal and 

practical knowledge for all playground 

maintenance.

Carry out any inspection independently: 

and, more importantly, ensure that 

everything is safe.

www.eibe.co.uk

aLL-rOUNDer

eibe offers the complete 

product portfolio for the 

elementary sector.

Insured for all contingencies: Optional eibe warranties

For full warranty details, please refer to our standard terms and conditions.

Time
Warranty for

wood metal etc.

15 years

Warranty for tilt resistance, 
decomposition and fungal decay for 
all robinia timber and oiled glued-
laminated eucalyptus timber

Warranty for tilt-resistance and 
non-corrosion of stainless steel, 
galvanized, and powder-coated 
construction elements.

12 years
Warranty for tilt resistance, decom-
position and fungal decay for all oiled 
glued-laminated larch timber

10 years

Warranty for tilt resistance, 
decomposition and fungal decay for 
all pressure-impregnated softwood 
timber according to raL

5 years
Warranty for breaking and malfunction caused by construction, workmanship 
and material selection

2 years
Warranty for malfunction and breaking for moving parts,  
bearings, springs, nets, wear parts



The choice of 

toddlers

from page 62

More than an economy 

model for the public sector

from page 112For highly used 

playgrounds

from page 80

Learning while 

playing, limitless 

play value, 

optimum benefits

from page 122

Strong brands for all 
types of play

The innovative 

world of play

from page 52
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Imaginative play 

worlds made of metal

from page 158

Inspiration and 

fascination 

for every child

from page 102

Experiencing nature 

– with robinia

from page 94

Enjoying sports at 

every age

from page 136

Themed expeditions

from page 72

Discovering water in 

a playful way

from page 148

Our playground brands convince by versatility and premium functionality. 

Our portfolio comprises time-proven classic products as well as the latest 

state-of-the-art features. Thus, you can create versatile adventure worlds with 

premium play value. The creative design stimulates the users‘ imagination, 

and the excellent product quality ensures maximum safety.

In top form with eibe – enjoying physical activity at every age

MIscellaneous

useful and important 

accessories not 

assigned to a 

specific brand

from page 170
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The innovative world 
of play

Our premium brand „unique“ makes your 

communal or commercial playgrounds even more 

creative, fascinating and imaginative. Create 

fascinating play concepts with a uniquely natural 

character. The whole family will love the 

premium quality of the material and technology 

of the equipment:

> playing, climbing, and sliding combinations

> play and 3D parapets and play boards

> climbing units with ascents and crossovers

> ropes, nets, and net tunnels

eibe ibondo is a modular system that you can 

combine individually: Whether transparent and 

open or magical with nooks and crannies – the 

preferred style and number of play levels is for 

you to decide. Depending on their age and abi-

lities, the children discover treasure chests and 

play boards with haptic elements arranged close 

to the ground, or the higher-up climbing zones.
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1

5 6 7 8

2 3 4

56 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Larch, oiled

 1  Post structureoiled larch

 2 Post shoeshot-dip galvanized steel

 3  Platform structure: Hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, 
HPL, robinia, Astroturf, Plexiglas

 4 Parapets : Robinia, HPL, Plexiglas, oiled larch, Makrolon

 5  3D parapets: Robinia, glazed SW, HPL, Plexiglas, Makrolon, 
hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, stainless steel

 6 Roofs: Robinia, glazed SW

 7 Play parapets: Robinia, glazed SW, HPL, Plexiglas

 8 Playing boards: HPL, stainless steel, Plexiglas

Materials Overview



9 1210 11

13 14
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

 9  Ascents: Stainless steel, robinia, oiled larch, 
polyester-coated steel rope PPM (4-strand polypropylene, glued) 

 10 Crossovers: oiled larch, stainless steel, HPL

 11 Sliding: GFRP, stainless steel

 12  Robinia, glazed SW, HPL, Plexiglas

 13  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel rope PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 14 Chains: Stainless steel
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eibe ibondo unique Fairy forest 

eibe ibondo unique play tower eibe ibondo unique playing and climbing 
platform Iltras 

eibe ibondo unique climbing house Keltor eibe ibondo unique play combination 

eibe ibondo unique play and climbing 
combination 

eibe ibondo unique combination play unit eibe ibondo unique playing and climbing tower eibe ibondo unique Fort structure 

eibe ibondo unique play combination eibe unique play house Magari 

eibe ibondo unique Creative Station 001 eibe ibondo unique slide and play combination eibe ibondo unique play combination 
from page 225

from page 227
from page 228

from page 229 from page 229

from page 230
from page 231 from page 232 from page 234

from page 235 from page 394

from page 226 from page 226 from page 227

Play systems

Play houses

 Products overview

5 25 024 041

5 25 028 041
5 25 037 041

5 25 036 041 5 25 033 041

5 25 021 041
5 25 023 041 5 25 025 041 5 25 026 041

5 25 034 042 5 25 035 041

5 25 020 041 5 25 022 041 5 250 270 410
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Treehouse

3D tree house

Climbing net ascent

Climbing board

Balancing posts

Wobbly steps ascent

Zigzag crossover

Balancing crossover

Net tunnel

Light show

3D light show

Material ladder

Arched ascent

Spring-borne board

Branch ascent

Wobbly stem

Pit crossover

Obstacle crossover

Outlook

Leaf ascent

Tube ascent

Rotating stem ascent

Wobbly posts

Net ascent

Double wobbler

Suspended net crossover

Horizontal net

3D mystic effects

Stem with buds

Climbing stem ascent

Curved ladder

Lavender ascent

Board ascent

Island crossover

Diagonal net crossover

Hanging bridge

Balustrade

ascents

crossovers

assemblies - overview
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Liana swing

Tubular slide, straight, stainless steel, PH 
295/345/395/445/495cm

HPL floor

Pebble floor

Diamond-shaped platform

Porch

Play table

Hanging posts

Curved tubular slide, stainless steel, PH 
295/345/395/445/495cm

Waterway

Play of colours

Rooster roof

Hexagonal roof

Fence, light-coloured

Slide, straight, GFRP, PH 145/195cm

Double planks

Spots of lawn

Hearts

Rhombus roof

Set of benches, grey

Curved trough slide, stainless steel, PH 
245/295cm

Plank floor

Trace of leaves

Triangular platform

Hen roof

Set of benches, green

sliding

Platform floors

Roofs

accessories



The choice of 
toddlers

First adventures for little explorers! With the 

extensive product range for infants‘ and toddlers‘ 

playgrounds, minimondo creates a wealth of new 

play worlds for children up to age 4. Every unit is 

designed specifically for the play requirements 

and ergonomic needs of this age group.

> playing, climbing, and sliding combinations

> swings, see-saws, spring rockers

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

Clear colours and highly recognizable animal 

and nature motives invite the children to join in. 

Haptic play elements stimulate the curiosity of 

the little ones. Touching and discovering, they 

experience the world with all their senses. Trying 

things out, wondering, and understanding the 

correlation – for age-appropriate development of 

the young child‘s personality!
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1

6 / 7 / 8

12 13 14 15

119 /10

2 3 4 / 5

66 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

 1 Sail: tarpaulin

 2 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

 3 Fence element: stainless steel, PE

 4 Ramp ascent: HPL, pressure-impregnated SW

 5 Play spiral: stainless steel, PE

 6 Stairs: corrugated HPL

 7 Platform level: corrugated HPL

 8 Crawling tube: PP

 9 Cross-over snake: HPL, stainless steel

 10 Cross-over caterpillar: HPL, stainless steel

 11 Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW

 12 Wall element with window, window cross, and shutters: HPL

 13 Parapet  Sea grass: stainless steel, HPL

 14 Rung ascent: ash, HPL

Materials Overview
Softwood, pressure-impregnated 
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 15 Steering wheel: HPL

 16 Roof: HPL, Makrolon

 17 Slide PH 60 cm: stainless steel

 18 Park bench: HPL

 19 Tree backdrop: HPL

 20  Net cross-over: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued), stainless steel, HPL

 21  Parapet  Jellyfish: HPL, PU

 22 Wobbly cross-over: stainless steel (NEW), rubber, PE

 23 Parapets: HPL

 24 Hedgehog board: HPL, PE

 25 Dandelion board: HPL, Makrolon

 26 Jungle board: HPL 

 27 Tummy slide: HPL
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eibe minimondo Rose 

eibe minimondo Coral 

eibe minimondo Seagull 

eibe minimondo Sunflower eibe minimondo Cheese slide with stair ascent 

eibe minimondo play and slide combination 
Gentian 

eibe minimondo Buttercup eibe minimondo Elephant Family eibe minimondo play and slide combination 
Edelweiss 

eibe minimondo Ivy eibe minimondo Crawling Bridge eibe minimondo Taw Arch for Crawling Bridge 

eibe minimondo combination play unit Salvia eibe minimondo Dandelion 

eibe minimondo Tulip eibe minimondo Cloud Tunnel eibe minimondo Bear Tunnel 

eibe minimondo Apple Tree eibe minimondo play combination Marguerite eibe minimondo play combination Cherry 

eibe minimondo Carnation eibe minimondo play combination Violet eibe minimondo combination play unit 
Foxglove 

eibe minimondo play house Apricot 

from page 210

from page 215

from page 217, 359

from page 220
from page 222

from page 222
from page 223 from page 223

from page 224

from page 224 from page 326
from page 326

from page 221 from page 220

from page 218 from page 219 from page 220

from page 216 from page 216 from page 217

from page 214 from page 214
from page 215

from page 381

Play systems

For hill installation & Playing boards Play houses

 Products overview

5 59 827

5 59 838

5 59 820

5 59 826
5 59 831

5 59 840
5 59 823 5 59 837

5 59 841

5 59 839 5 59 805
5 59 807

5 59 842 5 59 836

5 59 825 5 59 815 5 59 818

5 59 819 5 59 822 5 59 835

5 59 824 5 59 821
5 59 843

5 59 828
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eibe minimondo swing lily of the valley 

eibe minimondo Little Beetle Spring Rocker 

eibe minimondo Little Daisy Swing eibe minimondo double swing Lily of the 
valley 

eibe minimondo swing Daisy with Nest seat 
from page 449

from page 486

from page 446
from page 449from page 448

swings

spring rockers

5 59 833

5 59 809

5 59 812
5 59 8345 59 813
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Apple tree

Blossom

Palm with bananas

Side element for house, small

Elephant ear

Ramp

Stairs, large, with handrail

Arched bridge negative

Crawling tube, large

Play parapet

Hedgehog

Dandelion

Side element for house ‚Coral‘

Window element

Rung ascent, large

Stairs, medium

Arched bridge

Crawling tube,  small

Little bee

Clover leaf with beetle

Parapet ‚Jellyfish‘

Side element for house ‚Dandelion‘

Ascent

Rung element, small

Stairs, small

Fish net

Cross-over ‚Caterpillar‘

Balustrade

ascents

crossovers

assemblies - overview
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Cross-over ‚Snake‘

Slide

Flower roof

Roof for house

Platform ‚Rectangle‘

Grass fence, large

Run-through protection

Spiral

Wobbly bridge

Snake slide

Arched roof

Platform ‚Triangle‘

Arched fence, large

Grass fence, small

Grip

Dolphin slide

Elephant slide

Roof for house Coral

Platform ‚House‘

Arched fence, small

Fence

Seat board for house

sliding

Roofs

accessories

Platform floors

Fences



Themed 
expeditions

Thrilling car races or an exciting pirate attack at 

high seas – there is a whole play world centred 

around each of various play themes. Little 

discoverers love to explore the desert in the 

safari Jeep, or the deep sea in a submarine boat. 

Whether realistic or imaginative, tema provides 

beautiful backdrops for a range of new fascina-

ting play themes. Let yourself be inspired by our:

> boats and ships

> aircrafts and rockets

> castles, forts and towers

Here, history comes to life on Egypt temples, 

medieval castles, or the Trojan Horse. It‘s show 

time for creative role play!
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10 11 12 13

1/2 3 4 5

6 8 97
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 1 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

 2 Posts: pressure impregnated SW acc. to RAL

 3 Square timbers: pressure impregnated SW acc. to RAL

 4 Platform boards: pressure impregnated SW acc. to RAL

 5 Wooden roofs: pressure impregnated SW acc. to RAL

 6 Coloured parapets: HPL

 7 Wooden parapets: pressure impregnated SW acc. to RAL

 8  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 9 Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel (NEW)

Materials Overview

Softwood, 

pressure-impregnated 



14 15
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 10 Sliding pole: steel, stainless steel (NEW)

 11  Coloured wooden parts: pressure impregnated SW acc. to  RAL, 
finished with waterbased glaze

 12  Play value elements: HPL

 13  Spring rockers with animal motive: 
PE sandwich board, two-coloured

 14 Spring rocker body: hollow blown PE body

 15 Slides: stainless steel

 16 Roto disc: Macrolon
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eibe tema Sand Raft 

eibe tema Sand Ship Nina 

eibe tema Tree House 

eibe tema Chain-Linked Train 

eibe tema Safari Jeep with Springs 

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Complete 

eibe tema Tree House with Slide 

eibe tema Large Train Tender 

eibe tema multi-spring rocker Covered wagon eibe tema Castle Tower 

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Bow 

eibe tema Large Train Locomotive eibe tema Large Train Wagon 

eibe tema Helicopter 

eibe tema Albatross Integrative eibe tema Albatross with Net eibe tema tree house ‚Nistkasten‘ with ropes 
course 

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Stern 

eibe tema play ship Santa Maria eibe fantallica Lighthouse H=8m with Broad 
Slide 

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Mast 

eibe tema Movement Active Pinta eibe tema Solar Sail Ship eibe Rowing Boat 
from page 354

from page 357

from page 364

from page 368

from page 374

from page 361

from page 364

from page 369

from page 375 from page 379

from page 361

from page 369 from page 369

from page 370

from page 366 from page 366
from page 365

from page 361

from page 362
from page 363

from page 361

from page 356 from page 356 from page 357

Themed Play

 Products overview

5 67 122

5 59 146

5 66 358

5 59 079

5 59 0775 59 008

5 66 313

5 66 355

5 59 117

5 67 120 5 66 360

5 66 310

5 59 116 5 59 118

5 66 336 5 66 319
5 66 362

5 66 311

5 59 151
5 51 852

5 66 312

5 59 147 5 59 148 5 59 113
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For very 
heavy use

This premium-quality product line is strong 

enough for many adventures! The modular, 

extremely flexible play concept accommodates 

every taste and requirement. Long-lived mate-

rials and a balanced price-performance ratio 

guarantee many years of playing fun. The product 

range comprises:

> playing, climbing, and sand play combinations

>  swings, see-saws, spring rockers, 

aerial cableways

> climbing and gym equipment

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

Every play unit is a haven of imagination that 

stimulates the children to engage in exciting role 

play. Brave knights fight tournaments in the 

castle, cowboys have adventures in the Wild 

West, and little captains set sail at the quay. 
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 1 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

 2 Posts: pressure-impregnated SW

 3 Square timbers: pressure-impregnated SW

 4 Platform boards: pressure-impregnated SW

 5 Wooden roofs: pressure-impregnated SW

 6 Themed roofs: HPL

 7 Wooden parapets: pressure-impregnated SW 

 8 Coloured parapets: HPL

Materials Overview

Softwood, 

pressure-impregnated 
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 9  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 10 Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel (NEW)

 11 Ladder rungs: stainless steel tube

 12 Sliding poles: stainless steel tube (NEW)

 13 Entry plates of slides: HPL

 14  Coloured wooden parts: pressure-impregnated SW, 
finished with water-based glaze

 15 Playing boards: high-pressure laminate boards (HPL)
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eibe ibondo Play System Sofia 1 eibe ibondo play system Sofia 2 

eibe ibondo play system Sofia 3 eibe ibondo Play System Vaduz eibe ibondo Play System Kiev eibe ibondo Play System Canberra 

eibe ibondo Play System Congo 

eibe ibondo Trawler 

eibe ibondo Play System Mura-Mura 

eibe ibondo play system Aba Tawa 2 eibe ibondo Play System Algiers 

eibe ibondo Play System Tirana eibe ibondo Play System Bucharest 

eibe ibondo Play System Taya-Laya 

eibe ibondo Play System Taba Laga eibe ibondo Play System Aba Tawa 

eibe ibondo Cargo Ship 

eibe ibondo Harbour Rotterdam eibe ibondo Harbour Hamburg 

eibe ibondo Play System Orinoko 

eibe ibondo Play System Amazon eibe ibondo Lighthouse 

eibe ibondo Play System Bali eibe ibondo Play System Borneo 

from page 249 from page 249

from page 249 from page 250 from page 250 from page 251

from page 237

from page 240

from page 243

from page 246 from page 247

from page 248 from page 248

from page 244

from page 245 from page 246

from page 241

from page 241 from page 242

from page 238

from page 239 from page 240

from page 236 from page 236

 Products overview

Play systems

5 66 502 5 66 600

5 66 601 5 66 506 5 66 507 5 66 504

5 66 262

5 66 241

5 66 257

5 66 606 5 66 500

5 66 501 5 66 503

5 66 256

5 66 259 5 66 258

5 66 242

5 66 243 5 66 244

5 66 263

5 66 264 5 66 240

5 25 034 5 66 261
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eibe ibondo play system Port Louis 2 

eibe ibondo ibondo play system Dublin 2 

eibe ibondo Play System Pretoria 

eibe ibondo Play System Ottawa 

eibe ibondo Play System Kingston 

eibe ibondo Play System Managua eibe ibondo play system Astana 

eibe ibondo Play System Copenhagen eibe ibondo Tunnel Rendezvous Georgetown 

eibe ibondo Play System Bern eibe ibondo Play System Warsaw 

eibe ibondo Play System Lisbon eibe ibondo Play System Oslo 

eibe ibondo Play System Caracas 

eibe ibondo Play System San Salvador eibe ibondo Play System Dublin 1 

eibe ibondo Play System Helsinki eibe ibondo Play System Port Louis 1 
from page 252

from page 254

from page 256

from page 255

from page 257

from page 259 from page 260

from page 261 from page 262

from page 257 from page 258

from page 255 from page 256

from page 253

from page 253 from page 254

from page 251 from page 251

eibe ibondo Play System Montevideo eibe ibondo Play System Port-au-Prince 
from page 263 from page 264

Play systems

eibe ibondo Play System Santo Domingo eibe ibondo Play System Brüssel 
from page 265 from page 266

eibe ibondo Castle System Tunis eibe ibondo Castle System Stockholm 
from page 267 from page 268

5 66 602

5 66 604

5 66 524

5 66 522

5 66 512

5 66 527 5 66 266

5 66 564 5 66 547

5 66 543 5 66 525

5 66 540 5 66 523

5 66 526

5 66 546 5 66 521

5 66 520 5 66 541

5 66 566 5 66 550

5 66 563 5 66 552 5 66 562 5 66 567
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eibe ibondo Staircase Manilla 

eibe ibondo Playboard Spiral Disc 

Slide Entry Plate ibondo 

eibe ibondo Wobbly Bridge Lima 

eibe ibondo Playboard Round Table Mounting kit playing boards, ibondo 

eibe ibondo Playboard Labyrinth 

eibe ibondo Riga Hand Climbing Equipment 

Slide Entry Plate ibondo Broad 

eibe ibondo Play Tower Rom eibe ibondo Play Tower Athen eibe ibondo Sand Construction Site Kairo 

eibe ibondo double swing ‚Eagle‘ without 
seats, with swing joints 

eibe ibondo Parallel Swinger eibe ibondo Six-Bay Swing with 6 Tyre Seats eibe ibondo Swing Snake 

eibe ibondo double swing ‚Eagle‘ with nest 
seat 

eibe basis Nest Seat ⌀=120 cm, Woven 
Rubber 

eibe ibondo sand construction site Klondike 

eibe ibondo double swing ‚Eagle‘ without 
swing seats 

ibondo double swing ‚Eagle‘ with swing seats 

eibe ibondo Playboard Rotating Disc 

eibe ibondo Mountaineering Ramp Baku eibe ibondo castle system Stockholm 2 
from page 323

from page 332

from page 344

from page 324

from page 332 from page 332

from page 332

from page 324

from page 344

from page 395 from page 395 from page 398

from page 450

from page 464
from page 465

from page 464

from page 451

from page 464

from page 399

from page 450from page 450

from page 332

from page 323
from page 269

 Products overview

For hill installation & Playing boards 

Play houses

swings

5 66 511

5 45 672

5 58 617

5 66 510

5 45 674 5 66 265

5 45 671

5 66 509

5 58 621

5 66 528 5 66 530 5 66 551

5 25 032

5 55 335
5 55 133

5 55 334

5 25 030

5 55 048

5 66 271

5 25 0315 25 029

5 45 673

5 66 508
5 66 607
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eibe ibondo Stand-Up Seesaw 

eibe ibondo Double Spring Rocker Flight of the 
Bumble Bee 

Snake with Protruding Head without Springs eibe Flight of the Bumble Bee without Spring 

eibe Beetle Ride Without Spring eibe Butterfly without Spring eibe ibondo Three-Way Spring Rocker Beetle 
Ride 

eibe climbo Three-Way Spring Rocker 

ibondo spring rocker for four, Beetle quartet 
w/o spring 

eibe ibondo spring rocker for four, Beetle 
quartet 

eibe ibondo double spring rocker Grasshopper 

eibe ibondo Snake Spring Rocker eibe ibondo Butterfly Spring Rocker eibe ibondo Seesaw, Non-Bump eibe ibondo Two/Four-Seater Seesaws 

eibe ibondo Two/Four-Seater Seesaws eibe ibondo Double Swing Crane 414 eibe ibondo Multi-Functional Swing 
from page 477

from page 487

from page 492from page 492

from page 492
from page 492

from page 487
from page 491

from page 487from page 487
from page 487

from page 486from page 486from page 479from page 478

from page 478from page 465 from page 466

spring rockers

Beam seesaw

ibondo double seesaw Grasshopper, w/o 
spring 
from page 492

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra 20 m 
from page 498

spring rockers aerial cableways

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra 30 m eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra Duo 30 m 
from page 498 from page 499

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana 30 m for 
hill installation 

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana 20 m for 
hill installation 

from page 500from page 500

5 55 194

5 67 112

5 67 0365 67 114

5 67 115
5 67 028

5 67 113
5 59 155

5 55 2515 55 241
5 55 240

5 67 1255 67 0185 55 0975 55 091

5 55 0905 55139 5 55 332

5 55 248
5 55 262

5 55 263 5 55 265
5 55 2675 55 266
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eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana Duo 20 
m for hill installation 

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana Duo 30 
m for hill installation 

eibe ibondo active trail island U1 

eibe ibondo active trail rope post crossing L4 

eibe ibondo active trail crossover rope 
crossing M1 

eibe ibondo active trail swivel beam 
crossing M5 

eibe ibondo active trail beam shaft  
rossing M6 

eibe ibondo active trail net wave crossover S1 eibe ibondo active trail pole path crossover S2 eibe ibondo active trail wobbly beam crossing 
S3 

eibe ibondo Two-Level Horizontal Bars 

eibe ibondo active trail liane crossing S4 

eibe ibondo Tri-Level Horizontal Bars eibe ibondo active trail hand-over-hand ladder 
crossing S5 

eibe ibondo active trail double rope 
crossing S6 

eibe ibondo active trail hanging bridge 
crossing M2 

eibe ibondo active trail rope wave crossing M3 eibe ibondo active trail picket chain 
crossing M4 

eibe ibondo active trail honeycomb net 
crossing L6 

eibe ibondo active trail crossbeam crossing L5 

eibe ibondo active trail diagonal strut eibe ibondo active trail zig-zag beam crossing 
L2 

eibe ibondo active trail zig-zag bridge crossing 
L3 

ibondo active trail palisade trail crossing L1 

from page 501 from page 501
from page 510

from page 512

from page 514

from page 516 from page 516

from page 517
from page 517 from page 518

from page 535

from page 518

from page 535
from page 519 from page 519

from page 514

from page 515
from page 515

from page 513from page 513

from page 512
from page 511 from page 511

from page 511

 Products overview

ibondo active trail crossovers

climbing equipment

5 55 268 5 55 269
5 25 019

5 25 004

5 25 007

5 25 011 5 25 012

5 25 013
5 25 014 5 25 015

5 55 120

5 25 016

5 55 121
5 25 017 5 25 018

5 25 008

5 25 009
5 25 010

5 25 0065 25 005

5 25 038
5 25 002 5 25 003

5 25 001
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eibe ibondo Hexagonal System with Climbing 
Wall 200 

eibe ibondo Climbing Frame with Double 
Horizontal Bars 

eibini table eibe cité Hexagonal Pavilion with Weather 
Boarding 

eibini bench with backrest eibini Bench without backrest eibini Seat Surface with Backrest eibini Litter Bin Ducky 

eibini Arena 

eibe ibondo Hexagonal System with Climbing 
Wall 265 

eibe ibondo hexagonal fun climbing unit 210 eibe ibondo Climbing Frame H = 200 cm 

eibe ibondo Hexagonal System 265 eibe ibondo Hexagonal System 200 

from page 537

from page 538

from page 613
from page 617

from page 613from page 613from page 611from page 611

from page 611

from page 537

from page 537 from page 538

from page 536 from page 536

seating furniture

eibe Rounded-Head  Surface, Palisade for 
Seat 
from page 611

5 55 192

5 55 125

5 60 156
5 55 509

5 60 1555 55 1255 60 1775 59 303

5 59 260

5 55 193

5 55 227 5 55 021

5 55 008 5 55 010

5 55 005 0
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Slide entry platform, 
green

Gothic window

Balustrade with 
porthole

Play board Wanted

Foliage element

Game board / Spiral 
disk

Slanted net ascent 

Tibetan bridge ascent 
for PH=100 cm

Stairs
for PH = 190 cm

Slide entry platform 
Maritime

Rounded window

Slide entry plate 
Western

Saloon door

Climbing board
with 5 grips, 70x86 cm

Game board / Round 
table

Liana ascent for 
PH=100, 145, 190 cm

Hand-over-hand climbing 
bridge horizontal, L=300 cm

Arched ramp
for PH=145 cm

Balustrade - „anchor“

Wall element with 
rounded window

Parapet, small, Wes-
tern theme, closed

Wall element

Climbing board
with 5 grips, 86x86 cm

Game board / 
Labyrinth

Net ascent
for PH=100 cm

Wobbly bridge ascent 
for PH=100 cm

Arched ramp
for PH=190 cm

Balustrade „Lifebelt“

Wooden parapet
small

Wooden parapet, small

Slide entry platform 
Witch forest

Climbing board with 8 
grips, 115x86 cm

Bow for Bounty, 
Saxons

Net ascent
for PH=145 cm

Net frame
for PH=145 cm

Mountaineer ramp for 
PH: 100.5 cm

HPL parapet

Wooden parapet
large

Wooden parapet, large

Parapet, small, Witch‘s 
forest theme, closed

Multi-function disk

Bow for Bounty, 
Vikings

Zigzag ascent
for PH=145 cm

Net frame
for PH=190 cm

Mountaineer ramp for 
PH: 145 cm

Balustrade - red/
white/red

Balustrade

Wall element with 
window

Parapet, high, Witch‘s 
forest theme, closed

Game board / Rabbit 
and hedgehog

Ring ascent for
PH=100, 145, 190 cm

Spiral ascent
for PH: 145 cm

Stairs
for PH=100 cm

Mountaineer ramp
for PH = 190 cm

Balustrade - white/
red/white

HPL arch

Wall element Jail

Parapet, Witch‘s forest 
theme, with window

Game board / Rotation 
disk

T ascent for 
PH=145 cm

Spiral ascent
for PH: 190 cm

Stairs
for PH = 145 cm

Slanted ladder 
to PH=56 cm

Balustrade

ascents

assemblies - overview
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Stem ascent for 
PH=100 cm

Slanted ladder 
to PH=145 cm

Aerial cableway with 
gondola

Ascent for hand-over-hand 
climbing bridge for PH=100 cm

Rectangular hipped 
roof, low

Wooden arched roof

Arched roof Sheriff

Rectangular roof 
Jungle

Sand lift

Net climbing wall

Slanted ladder
to PH=190 cm

Crawling tunnel

Hanging bridge
L=300 cm

Square hipped roof, 
HPL, small

Square castle roof 
with weather vane

Canopy roof

Sand hoist 4 m, parapet 
with Makrolon window

Sliding pole
for PH=190 cm

Wobbly bridge

Vertical ladder
to PH=45 cm

Diagonal crosswalk

Net tunnel
L=300 cm

Hexagonal hipped 
roof,  HPL

Hexagonal castle roof
with weather vane

Boat roof 

Dragon decoration

Sliding pole
for PH=145 cm

Balancing rope

Vertical ladder
to PH=100 cm

Zigzag crosswalk

Net bridge 
L=300 cm

Rectangular wooden 
hipped roof, HPL

Hexagonal roof with 
antenna

Hipped roof

Double swing

Double Tibetan bridge

Vertical ladder
over PH=89 cm

Hanging Tibetan 
catwalk

Tibetan bridge 
horizontal, L=300 cm

Hexagonal wooden 
roof

Slanted roof Gold mine

Pent roof

Steering wheel with 
bolt 

Tibetan/net bridge

Vertical ladder
to PH=145 cm

Spiral tunnel

Wobbly bridge
horizontal, L=300 cm

Square hipped roof, 
wood, small

Slanted roof Saloon

High hipped roof

Bow

Wobbly net bridge, 
closed

Posts

Liana crosswalk

Crawling tunnel

Square hipped roof, 
wood, large

Arched roof Jail

6-cornered roof

Mud basin

crossovers

Roofs

accessories
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Adventures close to nature – with an individual 

concept for those who want premium quality. 

The irregular structure of the robinia wood is 

what make these products stand out. It brings a 

particular liveliness to every play unit. In keeping 

with the concept, the colours are natural. The 

following products are available in this unique 

design:

>  playing, climbing, sliding, 

sand play combinations

> swings, see-saws, spring rockers

> aerial cableways, roundabouts

> climbing and gym equipment

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

Robinia is very hard and tough but also highly 

elastic. The play combinations excel by an 

extremely long useful life with a minimum of 

maintenance and care.

Experiencing nature – 
with robinia
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Because of its characteristic ingredient robimetia (alkaloid), the excellent heart 
wood formation (>90%) and the resulting minimum share of sap wood, robinia 
timber is extremely resistant to infestation by fungi or insects that cause decom-
position and destroy the wood. This gives robinia timber, when used out of doors 
with ground contact, a natural life span of up to 50 years!

Furthermore, robinia wood has excellent technical properties. While being extre-
mely hard, it is very tough and highly elastic and has very good strength values. 
The natural tears caused by swelling and shrinking is another characteristic of 
robinia timber. Robinia comes in natural shapes, splint-free and sanded. To protect 
the surface, eibe uses natural oil glazes that are saliva and sweat resistant.

Materials Overview

Robinia
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 1 Posts: oiled robinia

 2 Square timbers: oiled robinia

 3 Boards: oiled robinia

 4 Parapets: oiled robinia

 5 Wooden roofs: oiled robinia

 6  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 7 Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel

 8 Ladder rungs: oiled robinia

 9 Sliding poles: stainless steel

 10 Slide entry plate: oiled robinia

 11 Slides: GFRP or stainless steel
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eibe paradiso play combination Winja for 
nurseries 

paradiso rocking crib Milo 

eibe paradiso slide platform Fredo PH: 145 cm 

paradiso hill platform Yola, with posts 

paradiso dinghy Nico 

paradiso house with balcony Finlo 

eibe paradiso mud basin Erlan, with posts paradiso water playground Arlo eibe paradiso mud basin Timor, with posts 

paradiso children‘s play house Firuna eibe paradiso little lake house Lago paradiso sand construction site Sandro 

paradiso pirate ship Jago paradiso exlporers island Ivo paradiso railway Cosmo 

paradiso robinia trunks,  
running meter ⌀ approx. 20 cm 

paradiso stairs Elko, for hill installation 

eibe paradiso play combination Marja 

paradiso rungs Eno D=10 cm, L=90 cm 

paradiso mountaineers‘ ramp Harvis, for hill 
installation 

paradiso foundation anchor for robinia trunk 

paradiso slide tower Luta with stairs eibe paradiso slide platform Aylin PH: 95 cm paradiso game combination Cleto 

from page 281

from page 448

from page 285

from page 325

from page 358

from page 383

from page 417 from page 428from page 428

from page 385 from page 389 from page 405

from page 358 from page 367 from page 368

from page 325
from page 325

from page 286

from page 325

from page 325 from page 325

from page 282 from page 283 from page 284

 Products overview

Play systems

Play houses

swings

For hill installation & Playing boards 

Themed Play

5 45 012

5 45 078

5 45 010

5 45 025

5 45 089

5 45 082

5 45 022 5 45 0865 45 021

5 45 014 5 45 081 5 45 085

5 45 088 5 45 090 5 45 091

5 45 017
5 45 027

5 45 013

5 45 028

5 45 026 5 45 018

5 45 080 5 45 011 5 45 092
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eibe paradiso double swing Yanna with safety 
swing seats 

paradiso sheep spring rocker 

eibe paradiso start platform for aerial 
cableway Bardo 

paradiso climbing tree Ema paradiso seating group Sitmo paradiso three-level horizontal bar Albin 

paradiso balancing beam Oswin, 4 m paradiso balance combination Rochwin 

eibe paradiso rocker animal Ugo eibe paradiso aerial cableway Bardo for hill 
installation 20 m 

eibe paradiso aerial cableway Bardo for hill 
installation 30 m 

eibe paradiso double swing frame Yanna eibe paradiso hammock swing Fenia 

eibe paradiso beam see-saw Golpio, 
four-seater 

eibe paradiso nest seat swing Yanna with 
bird‘s nest 120 

from page 453

from page 483

from page 503

from page 539 from page 606from page 539

from page 532from page 532

from page 483

from page 503

from page 453 from page 453

from page 479

from page 452

spring rockersBeam seesaw aerial cableways

climbing equipment seating furniture

from page 503

5 45 002

5 45 079

5 45 007

5 45 083 5 45 0875 45 015

5 45 0165 45 084

5 45 009

5 45 006

5 45 001 5 45 004

5 45 008

5 45 003

5 45 005
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Inspiration and 
fascination 
for every child

This playground concept promises pure inspirati-

on for creative minds. With inventive play equip-

ment and complex combinations, it stimulates 

children to engage in holistic play. The themed 

play units are the backdrops for fairy tales and 

adventures. Children magic themselves away to 

a treasure Island, in the ghost castle, or back to 

primeval times. The product range is extensive:

> playing, climbing, sliding combinations

> swings, see-saws, spring rockers

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

There‘s always action on these playgrounds! 

With its natural feeling and colourful, beautifully 

shaped eye catchers, the design cluster „nature“ 

invites children to play. Manufactured on an 

industrial scale, it convinces by a long useful life 

and excellent spare parts service.
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6 8 97

10 11 12 13
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Materials Overview

Larch, oiledSoftwood, 

pressure-impregnated 

 1 Post bases: galvanised steel, hemisphere PE

 2  Posts: 
1st option: larch glued-laminated timber, oiled, 120 mm 
2nd option: pressure-impregnated SW acc. to RAL, 120 mm

 3 Platform supports: hot-dip galvanised steel

 4 Platforms: structure HPL in a wooden frame

 5 Themed roofs, modern: HPL

 6 Roofs nature: eibe three-layer SW boards, finished with water-based glaze

 7 Coloured parapets modern, themed: HPL

 8  Parapets nature: eibe three-layer SW boards, 
finished with water-based glaze

 9  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 10 Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel



14 15 16

18 20 2119

17
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 11 Tunnel ascent: stainless steel

 12 Sliding poles: stainless steel

 13 Play value elements: HPL

 14 Slides modern: GFRP, colour red

 15 Slides nature: GFRP, colour grey

 16 Puzzle slides: VA & HPL - optional, against surcharge

 17 Motive, ornaments modern, themed: HPL

 18   Motive, ornaments nature: eibe three-layer SW boards 
finished with water-based glaze

 19 Bench / table: galvanised and powdered  steel, boards HPL

 20 Spring rockers: PE sandwich board, two-coloured, hollow blown PE bodies

 21 Wooden cross-overs: pressure-impregnated SW or oiled larch
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eibe climbo combination play unit Ulmus 

eibe climbo compact climbing unit with slide 
Alnus 

eibe climbo combination play unit Robin Hood 

eibe climbo themed play unit Technology - Car 

eibe climbo themed play unit Castle - Carriage 
- Slide 

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Dolphin and 
whales 

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Jumbo eibe climbo spring rocker Dino 

eibe basis Seaside House System eibe basis Rest House with Seating 
Arrangement 

eibe basis Seaside A-Framed House 

eibe basis Seaside House 

eibe climbo themed play unit Carriage eibe climbo themed play unit Ghost castle eibe climbo themed play unit Jurassic 
Brontosaur 

eibe climbo combination play unit Sherwood eibe climbo play house Witch house Hansel 
and Gretel 

eibe climbo play tower Pirate‘s outlook 
Treasure island 

eibe climbo combination play unit Malum 

eibe climbo compact climbing unit with slide 
Carpinus 

eibe climbo combination play unit Pirus 

eibe climbo combination play unit Sleeping 
Beauty‘s castle 

eibe climbo combination play unit Robinson 

eibe climbo compact climbing unit with slide 
Acer from page 270

from page 274

from page 278

from page 374

from page 377

from page 484
from page 484 from page 485

from page 386
from page 387

from page 387

from page 386

from page 375 from page 376
from page 376

from page 279 from page 280 from page 280

from page 271

from page 275

from page 272

from page 276 from page 277

from page 273

 Products overview

Play systems

spring rockers

Themed Play

Play houses

5 20 010

5 20 004

5 20 033

5 20 021

5 20 025

5 67 233
5 67 232 5 47 608

5 59 015
5 59 012

5 59 017

5 59 016

5 20 023 5 20 024
5 20 026

5 20 034 5 20 029 5 20 028

5 20 012

5 20 006

5 20 011

5 20 035 5 20 032

5 20 005
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eibe basis Duck Spring Rocker 

eibe basis Turtle Spring Rocker 

eibe climbo Aerie Rope Tree 

eibe basis Spirit Spring Rocker 

eibe climbo Stork‘s Nest Rope Tree climbo climbing pyramid 300 eibe climbo Climbing Pyramid 4.5 m 

eibe climbo Climbing Pyramid 6.5 m 

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Jumbo 
without spring 

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Dolphin and 
whales, without spring 

eibe basis Dog Spring Rocker eibe basis Horse Spring Rocker eibe basis Ship Spring Rocker 
from page 485

from page 489

from page 546

from page 489

from page 547 from page 548 from page 549

from page 550

from page 492 from page 492

from page 485 from page 485 from page 489

climbing equipment

5 67 226

5 67 229

5 55 118

5 67 231

5 55 123 5 55 628 5 55 625

5 55 626

5 67 234 5 67 235

5 67 225 5 67 224 5 67 228
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Window parapet

Parapet closed, sand

Parapet closed, green-blue

Parapet hob

Net ascent, PH 140

Climbing rod

Ascent vertical

Ascent ramp, small

Ascent runged log

Parapet with aperture

Parapet closed, sand-red

Parapet, aperture on one-side, blue

Ascent mountaineer‘s ascent PH 140

Vertical net

Ascent spiral stairs

Ascent rope ascent

Ascent runged ladder, large

Ascent log ascent:

Parapet climbing board

Parapet closed, sand-blue

Parapet run-through protection HPL

Ascent arched ascent

Climbing tunnel

Ascent wobbly arched bridge

Ascent ramp, large

Ascent runged ladder, small

Crossover zigzag bridge

Balustrade

ascents

crossovers

assemblies - overview
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Crossover wobbly bridge

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder

Hand-over-hand slide

Sand sifter

Sand hoist

Mud basin

Reinforcement cross joint

Crossover V bridge, inclined

HPL slide PH 190, modern

Roof plate

Sand chute

Bar

Suspended track

Reinforcement cross joint with play disk

Crossover Tibetan bridge

HPL slide PH 140, modern

Triangular platform

Sand wheel

Posts

Run-through protection

Reinforcement cross joint with HPL disk

sliding

Platform floors Roofs

accessories



Tried and tested for generations: well-loved 

playground classics. This clear-cut concept is 

particularly suitable for communal playgrounds 

in rural areas. ecorino convinces by its robust 

quality, modern design and affordable materials. 

The playground concept comprises:

>  playing, climbing, sliding, and sand 

play combinations

> swings, see-saws

> little houses

This multi-faceted yet low-priced concept allows 

you to cater for all play requirements. Long-lived 

products reduce the maintenance effort and 

operating costs of the playground.

More than an 
economy model for 
the public sector
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Materials Overview

Larch, oiledSoftwood, 

pressure-impregnated 

 1 Post bases: hot-dip galvanized steel

 2  Posts:  
1.option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 80/80 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW  80/80 mm

 3   Square timbers:  
1. option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 80/80 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW 80/80 mm

 4  Platform material: 
1. option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 22 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW 22 mm

 5  Roofs: polypropylene plate material with smooth surface 19 mm, 
assorted colours

 6  Parapets: polypropylene plate material with smooth surface 19 mm, 
assorted colours

 7  Nets/ropes: polyester-coated steel rope PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued), black
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 8 Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel (NEW)

 9 Ladder rungs: hot-dip galvanized steel

 10  Entry plates of slides: polypropylene plate material with smooth 
surface 19 mm, assorted colours

 11  Climbing boards: polypropylene plate material with smooth surface 
19 mm, assorted colours

 12 Sand play elements: stainless steel

 13  Play elements: polypropylene plate material with smooth surface 19 
mm, assorted colours
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eibe ecorino play combination Delta 

eibe ecorino play unit Alpha 

eibe ecorino play combination Zeta 

eibe ecorino themed play unit Tractor 

eibe ecorino play house Market hall 

eibe ecorino sand play unit ‚Gold mine‘ eibe ecorino sand wheel with sand slide eibe ecorino sand play combination Theta 

eibe ecorino play house Ira eibe ecorino sand play unit ‚Building site‘ 

eibe ecorino vibrating screen 

eibe ecorino themed play unit Excavator eibe ecorino play house Selina 

eibe ecorino play house Shelter 

eibe ecorino play combination Omikron 

eibe ecorino themed play unit Harvester 

ecorino play unit Beta eibe ecorino play combination Gamma eibe ecorino play combination Epsilon 

ecorino game board hourglass eibe ecorino play parapet gear 

eibe ecorino sliding and playing tower chios 
PH 145 cm 

eibe ecorino sliding and playing tower chios 
PH 145 cm 

eibe ecorino slide with ascent 
naxos PH 145 cm from page 287, 312

from page 308

from page 313

from page 372

from page 388

from page 407 from page 407 from page 408

from page 390 from page 406

from page 406

from page 373 from page 383

from page 388

from page 314

from page 371

from page 309 from page 310 from page 311

from page 333 from page 333

from page 307 from page 307from page 307

 Products overview

Play systems

Themed Play Play houses

Play systems

5 15 024

5 15 007

5 15 026

5 15 048

5 15 020

5 15 019 5 15 014 5 15 027

5 15 032 5 15 018

5 15 013

5 15 049 5 15 033

5 15 009

5 15 030

5 15 046

5 15 008 5 15 023 5 15 025

5 15 062 5 15 058

5 15 005 5 15 0065 15 004
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eibe ecorino sand play unit Kappa 

eibe ecorino table base Vario eibe ecorino sandpit module 2 Vario 1.45 m 

eibe ecorino sand crane koloss eibe ecorino crawling tunnel 

eibe ecorino Vario sand play board Kyklos eibe ecorino Vario sand play board Asteri 

eibe ecorino beam balance 

eibe ecorino sandpit module 3 Vario 1.90 m 

eibe ecorino beam see-saw, four-seater 

eibe ecorino combination play unit Aris 

eibe ecorino combination climbing unit Xenia eibe ecorino bench Galini, with backrest ecorino bench Galini, without backrest eibe ecorino table Galini 

eibe ecorino climbing unit Hexafun eibe ecorino combination play unit Fivi eibe ecorino compact climbing unit Tau 

eibe ecorino aerial cableway Jota 20 eibe ecorino aerial cableway Jota 30 eibe ecorino combination play unit Minos 

ecorino double swing with swing seats ecorino double swing with swing seats eibe ecorino swing frame solo 

from page 409

from page 417
from page 420

from page 409 from page 410

from page 417 from page 417

from page 408

from page 420

from page 479

from page 540

from page 542 from page 616 from page 616 from page 616

from page 541 from page 541 from page 542

from page 502 from page 502 from page 504

from page 454 from page 455 from page 455

swings

Beam seesaw aerial cableways

climbing equipment

seating furniture

5 15 028

5 15 067
5 15 036

5 15 016 5 15 017

5 15 065 5 15 066

5 15 015

5 15 037

5 15 022

5 15 042

5 15 045 5 15 038 5 15 039 5 15 040

5 15 010 5 15 043 5 15 044

5 15 034 5 15 035 5 15 041

5 15 001 5 15 002 5 15 003
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Parapet 2

Seat element

Balancing ascent

Sliding pole PH 145/195cm

Liana ascent PH 145/195cm

Spider web PH 95/145cm

Inclined motor skills crossover

Inclined balancing skills crossover

Wobbly stairs up and down

Parapet 1

Counter

Wobbly bridge

Ramp PH 145cm

Climbing net/wall

Runged ascent PH145

Inclined net crossover

Inclined discs crossover

Slide entry plate, straight add-on slide

Parapet 3

Sand chute

Tree ascent

Log ascent PH 145cm

Climbing net element

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder

Inclined log crossover

Crawling tunnel

Slide entry plate, curved slide

Balustrade

ascents

crossovers

sliding

assemblies - overview
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Rectangular platform

Pentagon roof

Sand chute

Triangular platform sand sifter

Triangular platform

Rectangular roof

Sand hoist H 300cm

Arched roof

Triangular roof

Suspended track for sand

Platform floors Roofs

accessories
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Learning while playing, 
limitless play value, 
optimum benefits

Multi-tasking at the playground? Yes, with this 

flexible program! It is the ideal partner for am-

bitious teaching institutions. With its distinct 

colours and shapes, playo appeals to children 

from toddlerhood to age seven. It convinces in 

terms of functionality and ergonomics as well 

as in respect of design, quality, and safety. The 

product portfolio comprises a large number of 

components:

>  playing, climbing, sliding, 

sand play combinations

> swings, see-saws, spring rockers

> aerial cableways, roundabouts

> climbing and gym equipment

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

The cleverly conceived equipment and attractive 

design of the products has been proven in long 

years of use. The large variety of materials and 

wide choice of light, colour, and sound elements 

makes playing on these units an experience for 

all the senses.
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1 / 2

6 97 8

3 4 5
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Materials Overview

Larch, oiledSoftwood, 

pressure-impregnated 

 1 Post bases: hot-dip galvanized steel

 2  Posts:  
1.option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 80/80 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW  80/80 mm

 3  Square timbers:  
1. option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 80/80 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW 80/80 mm

 4  Platform material: 
1. option: glued-laminated larch, oiled, 22 mm 
2. option: RAL pressure-impregnated SW 22 mm

 5  Wooden roofs: three-layer fir boards, coloured waterbased glaze, 
19 mm, playo classic 27 mm

 6  Coloured parapets: three-layer fir boards, coloured waterbased glaze, 
19 mm, playo classic 27 mm

 7  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel rope PPM  
4-strand polypropylene, glued)
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 8  Chains: fine link chains, stainless steel, 
for playo classic and up: galvanized

 9 Ladder rungs: ash; for playo classic and up: stainless steel tubing

 10 Sliding poles: stainless steel

 11  Entry plates of slides: three-layer fir boards, coloured waterbased 
glaze, 19 mm, playo classic 27 mm

 12 Climbing boards: HPL 15mm, with grip holes

 13  Play value elements: three-layer fir boards, 27 mm, 
finished with coloured waterbased glaze, HPLMetal ascents and 
transitions: stainless steel tube

 14 Slides of max. PH 95 cm: stainless steel, HPL
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eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Barn owl 

eibe playo play unit Badger 

eibe playo La Plata 

eibe playo Granada 

eibe playo Alicante 

eibe playo Pontevedra eibe playo San Juan eibe playo Santiago eibe playo Cartagena 

eibe playo La Palma eibe playo climbing unit Mountain cock eibe playo play unit Magpie 

eibe playo Tarragona eibe playo Santa Cruz eibe playo play unit Snake‘s nest 

eibe playo play unit Egret eibe playo play unit Greenfinch eibe playo play unit Great tit 

eibe playo play unit Lynx eibe playo play unit Brown bear eibe playo Porto 

eibe playo play unit Red kite eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Tawny owl eibe playo play unit Kestrel 

from page 288

from page 290

from page 293

from page 295

from page 297

from page 299 from page 299 from page 300 from page 301

from page 297 from page 298 from page 298

from page 295 from page 296 from page 296

from page 293 from page 294 from page 294

from page 291 from page 291 from page 292

from page 288
from page 289

from page 289

 Products overview

Play systems

5 10 002

5 10 096

5 45 453

5 45 473

5 45 460

5 45451 5 45 452 5 45 468 5 45 464

5 45 467 5 10 029 5 10 034

5 45 465 5 45 457 5 10 089

5 10 033 5 10 035 5 10 031

5 10 094 5 10 093 5 45 461

5 10 003
5 10 001

5 10 008
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eibe playo Merida 

eibe playo Zaragoza 

eibe playo Pamplona 

eibe playo play board Counter 

Slide Entry Plate playo Slide Entry Plate playo Broad 

eibe playo Rollauer ‚Fritz the Fish‘ eibe playo Rollauer ‚Carl the Caterpillar‘ eibe playo Rollauer ‚Walter the Butterfly‘ eibe playo play board Enchanted mirror 

eibe playo play fence Swallow 200 eibe playo play fence Starling 200 

eibe playo posts eibe playo mounting kit for playing boards, for 
wall installation 

eibe basis All-Weather Art Board, ree-Standing 

eibe playo 2 upright posts for the elephant 
piano 

eibe basis Elephant Piano eibe playo play board Alphabet 

eibe playo play unit Cormorant eibe playo play combination Wildflower 
meadow 

eibe playo Vigo 

eibe playo Santa Fe eibe playo Torre with Roof eibe playo Santa Ponsa 
from page 301

from page 303

from page 306

from page 327

from page 344 from page 344

from page 329 from page 329 from page 329 from page 329

from page 334 from page 334

from page 328
from page 328

from page 328

from page 327
from page 327 from page 327

from page 304
from page 304

from page 305

from page 302 from page 302 from page 303

For hill installation & Playing boards 

5 45 455

5 45 474

5 45 459

5 10 128

5 58 615 5 58 619

5 65 722 5 65 726 5 65 721 5 45 702

5 10 057 5 10 059

5 45 679
5 45 478

5 45 644

5 45 221
5 45 220 5 10 129

5 10 037
5 10 088

5 45 450

5 45 458 5 45 456 5 45 462
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playo play house Fox‘s burrow 

eibe playo Building Site mini eibe playo Building Site midi 

eibe playo sand building house Spotted 
woodpecker 

eibe playo Sand Silo eibe playo sand construction crane Griffon 
vulture 

eibe playo sand building site Pigeon 

playo sand kitchen mini eibe playo Sieve, Coarse 

eibe playo sand building site Green 
woodpecker 

eibe playo sand building site Little 
woodpecker 

eibe playo Building Site maxi 

eibe playo play house Cuckoo 

eibe basis Play House Alexander eibe playo wicker refuge 

eibe playo wicker huts, 3-pc., comprising 
wicker huts of 140, 150, and 160 cm diameter 

eibe playo wicker hut ø 150 cm 

eibe playo wicker hut ø 160 cm 

eibe playo wicker tent eibe natura wicker hut ø 140 cm 

eibe playo wicker pyramid, 2-pc. eibe basis Log Cabin with Veranda 

from page 382

from page 400 from page 401

from page 404

from page 421
from page 421

from page 404

from page 414 from page 421

from page 402

from page 402
from page 403

from page 382

from page 384 from page 391

from page 392
from page 393

from page 393

from page 391 from page 392

from page 391from page 384

 Products overview

Play houses

Play systems

eibe playo play boat Nutshell eibe playo slide entry plate, for double slides 
from page 359

from page 344
5 10 006

5 45 469 5 45 470

5 10 040

5 45 519
5 10 052

5 10 043

5 10 041 5 45 507

5 10 039

5 10 038
5 45 471

5 10 054

5 59 011 5 68 038

5 68 026
5 68 001

5 68 002

5 68 078 5 68 000

5 68 0755 59 045

5 10 095
5 58 679
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eibe playo awning shade, trapezoid, 
6x2.5x3 m 

eibe playo awning shade, square, 4x4 m eibe playo awning shade, square, 5x5 m 

eibe playo sun shade Ombra 6m eibe playo folding adapter for sun shade 
Ombra 

eibe playo ground socket for sun shade 
Ombra 

eibe playo double swing Condor 

eibe playo swing frame Condor 

eibe playo double swing frame Icarus 

eibe playo single swing frame Icarus, joints eibe Cat Spring Rocker eibe Duck Spring Rocker eibe Noris Spring Rocker 

eibe Fish Spring Rocker eibe Pony Spring Rocker eibe Double Spring Rocker Bear eibe Double Spring Rocker Frog 

eibe playo single swing Icarus eibe playo single swing frame Icarus eibe climbo double swing frame Icarus, joints 

eibe playo swing Condor with bird‘s nest D 
100 

eibe playo double swing Icarus eibe climbo swing frame Condor, joints 

from page 444

from page 445 from page 445

from page 443
from page 443from page 443

from page 456

from page 456

from page 458

from page 459
from page 482 from page 482 from page 482

from page 482 from page 483 from page 488 from page 488

from page 459 from page 459
from page 458

from page 457
from page 458from page 456

swings

spring rockers

eibe playo awning for sand construction sites 
from page 445

5 60 219

5 60 213 5 60 214

5 45 917
5 45 9195 45 918

5 10 072

5 10 074

5 10 078

5 10 081
5 67 011 5 67 012 5 67 010

5 67 008 5 67 013 5 67 017 5 67 110

5 10 079 5 10 080
5 10 077

5 10 073
5 10 0765 10 075

5 602 100
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eibe Fish without Spring eibe Noris without Spring eibe Pony without Spring eibe playo balancing platform Terrapodio 

eibe playo balancing station Terracoccodrillo eibe playo balancing station Terraserpe eibe playo balancing station Terratrampolino 

eibe playo balancing station Terracupolino 

eibe playo climbing trestle for nurseries 
Raccoon 

eibe playo toddlers‘ stool Sederli mini eibe playo toddlers‘ sofa and chair suite 
Sederli mini 

eibe playo toddlers‘ table Sederli mini 

eibe playo climbing combination for nurseries 
Weasel 

playo children‘s bench with back rest Sederli 
midi 

playo toddlers‘ bench with back rest Sederli 
mini 

playo toddlers‘ bench w/o back rest Sederli 
mini 

eibe playo balancing station Terraonda eibe playo balancing station Terrapiedi eibe playo gymnastics tower Parrot 

eibe playo play course Terracombi midi 

from page 492 from page 492 from page 492 from page 528

from page 529 from page 529 from page 529

from page 530

from page 534

from page 608
from page 608

from page 608

from page 534

from page 609

from page 608 from page 608

from page 530 from page 530 from page 533

from page 528

 Products overview

spring rockers

Balancing stations

seating furniture

climbing equipment

eibe playo double spring rocker Fröschli 
without spring 

eibe Cat without Spring eibe Duck without Spring 

from page 492
from page 492 from page 492

eibe playo double spring rocker animal Bärli 
without spring 
from page 492

5 67 020 5 67 026 5 67021 5 67021

5 67 021 5 10 014 5 10 025

5 10 024

5 10 012

5 10 064
5 10 066

5 10 065

5 10 013

5 10 067

5 10 062 5 10 063

5 10 022 5 10 023 5 10 056

5 10 018

5 67 032
5 67 019 5 67 023

5 67 031
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playo adults‘ bench without backrest Sederli 
maxi 

playo adults‘ stool Sederli maxi 

playo adults‘ bench-and-table suite Sederli 
maxi 

playo adults‘ table Sederli maxi playo adults‘ bench with backrest Sederli maxi 

playo children‘s stool Sederli midi 

eibe cité bench-and-table set ‚Eulenberg‘ 

eibe playo bench-and-table set ‚Sheep 
pasture‘ 

playo children‘s bench w/o back rest Sederli 
midi 

playo children‘s stool Sederli midi playo children‘s stool Sederli midi 

from page 609
from page 609

from page 609

from page 609
from page 609

from page 609

from page 613

from page 613

from page 609
from page 609 from page 609

Hexagonal table Trapezoid bench 

Children‘s seat set 

Children‘s seat set, 3-pc. 

Children‘s seat set Children‘s seat set 

from page 610 from page 610

from page 610

from page 610

from page 610 from page 610

5 10 083
5 10 084

5 10 086

5 10 085
5 10 082

5 10 070

5 60 172

5 60 171

5 10 068
5 10 069 5 10 071

5 60 002 0 5 60 003 0

5 60 078 0

5 60 026 0

5 60 076 0 5 60 077 0
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Cube wheel, trapeze, H925

Toothed wheel H425

Rings H700

Porthole, H700

Window roof, H1290

Logo, H700

Climbing wall left, H274

Run-through protection wave, 
B1000

Ramp PH450

Beaver, H1480

Porthole, H800

Rings on top, H800

Entry plate H800

Clave, wood, triangular H925

Hedgehog sun H800

Butterfly

Counter

Climbing element ramp, PH450

Steering wheel H700

Window folding shutters triangle, 
H575

Ring, central, H800

Entry plate

Clave, aluminium, triangular H925

Window counter triangle, H850

Rear wall left, H440

Baking oven

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder, 
PH1450 single comp. 400

Duck, H700

Window, H925

eibe logo Eichh H700

Woodpecker

Squirrel, H575

Stairway H925

Rear wall right, H440

Stairs, combined, PH450

Mountaineer‘s ascent, PH1450 
single comp. 400

Toothed wheel

Window folding shutters triangle, 
H850

Megaphone, H700

Sun, H1070

WE duck trapeze, H550

Rings H425

Bell H275

Stairs, inclined, PH450

Stairs, PH950 single comp. 400

Balustrade

ascents

assemblies - overview
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Creative ladder, PH1450 single 
comp. 400

Ladder, PH575

Suspended bridge

Slide, PH450

Platform, square

Triangular platform, kitchen sink

Arched roof with dormer window

Suspended track, L1500

Horizontal bars

Net ascent, PH1450

Ramp PH575

Bridge with kink

Slide, PH950

Triangular platform 

Triangular platform, range

Fence with pipe on the left

Run-through protection rung

Counter, circular

Stairs, straight, PH450

Log ascent PH1450

Wobbly bridge, L1500

Add-on slide, stainless steel 

Triangular platform sand sifter

Arched roof, B1500

Fence with pipe on the right

Sand chute, L1300

Sand sifter

Climbing pole, PH1450

Net ascent

Wobbly beam

Platform seat board at WE

Platform, mud

Kestrel trapeze, H600

Posts lantern PH450 single 
comp. 400

Handles

Creative ladder, PH950

Basin crossover

Wobbly bridge

Platform seat board

Triangular platform sand funnel

Butterfly roof

Bar, L670

Sand crane

crossovers

sliding Platform floors

Roofs

accessoriesZäune



Enjoying sports 
at every age

Being physically active and remaining fit: these 

are the goals of the product line for sports and 

training activities. Whether in the cool skating 

park or on the effective treadmill: these units ap-

peal to people of all ages and are even suitable 

for cross-generational use. This is made possible 

by intelligently designed stations, courses, and 

playing fields. The product portfolio comprises:

>  fit balance

>  active course

>  climbing, sports

>  Panna, Playland Flex

>  skate, rampart

The units are ergonomically optimised and en-

hance all motor skills. The muscles are strengthe-

ned, coordination and endurance are improved. 

In this way, health protection is fun.
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Materials Overview
 1  Posts: steel tube, galvanised and powder-coated steel 

(Duplex process) Post covers: injection-moulded parts PA 6 
Connection lugs: rubber lug with stainless steel reinforcement

 2 Boards Panna/Playland: HPL

 3  Metal fence Panna/Playland: galvanised and 
powder-coated steel (Duplex process)

 4 Goal boards: HPL

 5 Hand rails, grips Active Course: stainless steel tube

 6  Coasters: Stainless steel tube with no-maintenance 
plastic bush bearings

 7  Bearings Active Course: No-maintenance ball/tapered 
roller bearings

 8 Information board: HPL

 9 Parapets Active Course, Panna: HPL
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 10 Boulder walls: polymer concrete

 11 Climbing grips: GFRP 

 12 Skate framing: galvanised steel

 13 Skate surface covering: GFRP 

 14 Street elements: galvanised steel
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eibe fit Robust Floor Trampoline 

eibe fit Quick Step Criss-Cross (Tarantula) for 
paved surfaces 

eibe fit Step 60 for Paved Surfaces 

eibe fit Balancing Beam Mambo 

eibe fit Jump-Over Mushroom Square Dance eibe fit Jive Tibetan Bridge for Paved Surfaces 

eibe fit Step 80 

eibe fit Samba Net Footbridge for Paved 
Surfaces 

eibe fit Snoopy Flotsam for paved surfaces 

eibe fit Balancing Trainer Disco Fox 

eibe fit Cha-Cha-Cha Wobbly Bridge for paved 
surfaces 

eibe fit Boogie Woogie Pipeline Course for 
paved surfaces 

eibe fit Paso Doble Professional for paved 
surfaces 

eibe fit Cross-Over Wind Fall eibe fit Step 40 for Paved Surfaces 

eibe fit floor trampoline, round, incl. 
installation frame 

eibe fit Beginner‘s Walk for paved surfaces eibe fit installation frame for floor trampoline, 
robust 

from page 520

from page 523

from page 523

from page 525

from page 526 from page 526

from page 525

from page 525
from page 526

from page 523

from page 524

from page 524 from page 524

from page 523 from page 523

from page 520

from page 522
from page 520

 Products overview

Balancing stations

Trampoline

Trampoline B Trampoline B vandalism proof 

Trampoline A, vandalism proof Trampoline A 

Case cover for trampoline A Case cover for trampoline B 
from page 521 from page 521

from page 521 from page 521

from page 521 from page 521

5 62 066

5 55 304

5 55 311

5 55 305

5 55 309 5 55 315

5 55 312

5 55 316
5 55 307

5 55 306

5 55 313

5 55 324 5 55327

5 55 308 5 55 310

5 62 068

5 55 325
5 62 070

5 62 094 0 5 62 095 0

5 62 098 0 5 62 097

5 62 099 0 5 62 096
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eibe fit 20-Piece Set of Climbing Grips 

eibe fit wobbly bridge Salsa eibe fit Pogo Hand Climbing Ladder eibe fit Rock n‘ Roll Hand Climbing Bridge 

eibe fit 4-Piece Climbing Element Board 

eibe fit Flower Jumping Plates eibe fit Waltz Balancing Rope with Metal Posts 

eibe fit Climbing Grip, Size M eibe fit Matterhorn 300 cm 

eibe fit Active Station ‚Hand bike‘ 

eibe fit Active station ‚Spinning disc‘, double 

eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type II 
14.4 m² 

eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type III 
21.6 m² 

eibe fit Active Station ‚Spinning disc‘, single eibe fit information board ‚Hand bike‘ 

eibe fit Active ‚Upright and hand bike‘ 

eibe fit Active Station ‚Pendulum‘ 

eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type IV 
28.8 m² 

from page 551

from page 531 from page 531 from page 531

from page 551

from page 527from page 527

from page 551 from page 552

from page 554

from page 557

from page 553 from page 553

from page 556from page 554-568

from page 559

from page 558

from page 553

climbing equipment

outdoor Gym equipment

Gibbon tree protection 

Gibbon Slackline Gibbon Funline 

from page 527

from page 527 from page 527

eibe fit Active Station ‚Upper body trainer‘ eibe fit Active Station ‚Wall bars‘ 
from page 560 from page 561

eibe fit Active Station ‚Stepped path‘ 
from page 562

5 55 574

5 55 328 5 55 329 5 55 330

5 55 571

5 59 0075 55 331

5 55 577 5 55 566

5 54 005

5 35 003

5 62 078 5 62 079

5 35 0025 54 017

5 35 001

5 54 006

5 62 080

4 37 218 0

4 37 206 0 4 37 217 0

5 54 007 5 54 009 5 54 000



www.¬.net

5 55 105 5

Wechselsprints
2x

Für: Beine, Schnellkraft
Ausführung: Vom ersten zum dritten Anschlag sprinten

und zurück, dann sofort vom ersten zum 
mittleren Anschlag und zurück sprinten.
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eibe fit Station 1 - Turning Sprints/
Leapfrogging 

eibe fit Station 5 - Jumping Course 

eibe fit Station 9  - Abdomen/Back Table 

eibe fit Net for Small Field Goals 3 x 2 m eibe fit Net for Small Field Goals 3 x 2 m 

eibe fit Station 10 - Hand Climbing Ladder eibe fit goal unit Playland Flex eibe fit soccer goal Playland Flex 

eibe fit Station 6 - Abdominal Twist eibe fit Station 7 - Abdomen/Back eibe fit Station 8 - Hand Climbing Bridge 

eibe fit Station 2 - Press and Chin Ups eibe fit Station 3 - Chin Ups/Dips eibe fit Station 4 - Jumping Rope 

from page 570

from page 571

from page 574

from page 576 from page 576

from page 574 from page 575 from page 576

from page 572 from page 572 from page 573

from page 570 from page 571 from page 571

 Products overview

Fitness

Ball sports

eibe fit Active-Station ‚Hip and back trainer‘ eibe fit Active-Station ‚Leg massage‘ 

eibe fit Active Station ‚Hip and back massage‘ 

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 1 

eibe fit Active Station ‚Treadmill‘ eibe fit Active Station ‚Leg trainer‘ eibe fit Active Station ‚Parallel swing unit‘ 

from page 566 from page 567

from page 568

from page 569

from page 563 from page 564 from page 565

Fitness

eibe fit Hockey Goal 100 x 100 x 50 cm eibe fit protection and retaining net for ball 
catch  from page 576
from page 578

outdoor Gym equipment

eibe fit Posts for the Keep Fit Tables 
from page 562

5 55 150

5 55 155

5 55 159

5 62 002 5 62 003

5 55 198 5 53 013 5 53 012

5 55 156 5 55 157 5 55 196

5 55 151 5 55 152 5 55 153

5 54 008 5 54 010

5 54 011

5 54 011

5 54 001 5 54 002 5 54 003

5 62 024 0
5 62 084 0

5 55 191 5
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eibe fit Ball Catcher as Ball Distributor eibe fit Basketball Target Board 

eibe fit All-Purpose Goal 3 x 2 m eibe fit Mini Goal 120 x 80 x 60 cm eibe fit Mini Goal 180 x 120 x 60 cm 

eibe fit Wooden Goal solo 3x2 m eibe fit Wooden Goal solo 1,2x1,8 m 

eibe fit Basketball System Robust eibe fit Basketball System Steel Tube 

eibe fit vertical post, light metal, for ball catch 
fence 

eibe fit All-Purpose Goal with Basketball 
Equipment 

eibe fit Street Goal made of Steel 120 x 80 cm 

eibe fit table tennis unit Outdoor, green eibe fit table tennis unit Outdoor, blue eibe fit aluminium net for table tennis unit 
Outdoor 

eibe fit Basketball Target Board 1.80 x 1.05 m 

eibe fit Table Tennis Table, Outdoor Model 
GFRP Board 

eibe fit Tables Tennis Table, Round GFRP 

eibe fit Removable Basketball Basket, 35 kg 

eibe fit Stainless Steel Net for Table Tennis 
Table 

eibe fit Table Tennis System, Round 

from page 581 from page 581

from page 577from page 577

from page 579

from page 580
from page 580

from page 578from page 578

from page 577

from page 583 from page 583
from page 583

from page 581

from page 582
from page 582

from page 581

from page 583
from page 582

Basketball nylon net eibe fit Chain Net for Basketball Baskets 

eibe fit Garden Table Football 

from page 581 from page 581

from page 583

from page 577

from page 579

5 62 030 5 62 038

5 62 0125 62 013 5 62 014

5 62 025 5 62 027

5 62 044
5 62 051

5 62 0835 62 047

5 62 048

5 62 085 5 62 086
5 62 087

5 62 039

5 62 037
5 62 064

5 62 041

5 62 031
5 62 034

5 62 043 0 5 62 065 0

5 62 029
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eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5x2.4 

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5 F 

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with ledge and 
1/2 Pyramid 

eibe rampart Mini-Ramp 1.5 closed 

eibe rampart Midi-Ramp 1.8 closed eibe rampart Wave little 

eibe rampart Startplatform 1.2x2.4 

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 0.8 F eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.2 F 

from page 592

from page 592

from page 593

from page 592

from page 592 from page 592

from page 592

from page 592 from page 592

 Products overview

skating units

eibe rampart Wallride big eibe rampart Two Level Quarterpipe 

eibe rampart Bank 0.6 

eibe rampart Bank 0.4 eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5x3.6 eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.8x3.6 

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.2x2.4 eibe rampart Startplatform 1.8x3.6 eibe rampart Flatland 1.2x4.8 

from page 592 from page 592

from page 592

from page 592 from page 592 from page 592

from page 592 from page 592 from page 592

eibe fit Volleyball System Miami eibe fit Universal Net 900 x 100 cm 
from page 584 from page 584

eibe fit Chess Pieces, Outdoor, Polyester eibe fit Chess and Drafts Board eibe fit Box for Chess Pieces eibe fit Ground Sockets for Concreting-in 

from page 584 from page 584 from page 584 from page 584

5 30 042

5 30 952

5 30 009

5 31 001

5 31 002 5 30 008

5 30 049

5 30 950 5 30 951

5 30 005 5 30 015

5 30 029

5 30 030 5 30 035 5 30 036

5 30 016 5 30 019 5 30 023

5 62 015 5 62 009

5 62 071 0 5 62 073 0 5 62 075 0 5 62 017 0



Benutzerhinweise

Befahren auf eigene Gefahr

Befahren mit Fahrrädern nicht gestat-
tet (mit Ausnahme von BMX-Fahrrä-
dern nach DIN 79105)

Benutzung der Anlage nur mit geeig-
neter Schutzausrüstung wie Kopf-, 
Knie-, Handgelenk- und Ellenbogen-
schützern

Sicherheitsbereiche sind keine Aufent-
haltsbereiche und freizuhalten

Auf andere Benutzer achten!

·

·

·

·

·

eibe Produktion + Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 1 | 97285 Röttingen | Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 93 38 89-0 | Fax +49 (0) 93 38 89-199
www.eibe.de
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eibe rampart Jump Ramp 0.8 eibe rampart 1/2 Pyramid with wall 

eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox 

eibe rampart Full funbox with slide 

eibe rampart Handrail 6 metres 

eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox with slide eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox with slide eibe rampart Full funbox 

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with slide eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with slide & curb 

eibe rampart Jump Ramp 0.6 eibe rampart SSW 0.8 

eibe rampart Handrail 3 metres eibe rampart Curb 2 metres eibe rampart Curb 3 metres 

eibe rampart Ollie-Box 3.0 eibe rampart Grind 4 metres eibe rampart Curved Grind Rail 6000 

eibe fit Log Benches eibe fit Net Couch 

from page 593 from page 593

from page 593

from page 593

from page 594

from page 593 from page 593 from page 593

from page 593 from page 593 from page 593

from page 593 from page 593

from page 594 from page 594 from page 594

from page 594 from page 594 from page 594

from page 619from page 619

seating furniture

Quartz synthetic coating 6mm 

Quartz synthetic coating 7mm Safety sign for skate parks 

from page 594

from page 594 from page 594

5 30 025 5 30 047

5 30 104

5 30 113

5 30 031

5 30 106 5 30 111 5 30 112

5 30 100 5 30 102 5 30 103

5 30 026 5 30 027

5 30 032 5 30 032 5 30 034

5 30 038 5 30 039 5 30 074

5 60 1895 60 004

5 30 200 0

5 30 201 0 5 30 204 0
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Let the water flow with this robust, long-lived 

product line- It offers water and sand play 

equipment in a wealth of combinations. Smart 

little builders learn how to guide, dam up, or 

pump the water. In joyous play, children under-

stand basic physical correlations at an early age. 

Select from a wide range of:

> water and sand combinations

> sandpits

> water units

> sun protection equipment

Children just love mud play at sand play tables 

and in sandpits. Baking sand cakes and building 

dribble castles, young and older children 

develop their creativity, sensory, and communi-

cative abilities.

Discovering water 
in a playful way
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6 8

1 / 2

10 11 12

9

5

7

3 4
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 1 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

 2 Posts: pressure-impregnated soft wood acc. to RAL

 3  Wooden sandpits: pressure-impregnated soft wood acc.  to RAL

 4 Wooden platforms: pressure-impregnated soft wood acc. to RAL

 5 Wooden tubs: robinia

 6  Sand play tables with motives: HPL

 7 Metal water basin: stainless steel

 8 Metal water chutes: stainless steel

 9  Wooden chutes: pressure-impregnated soft wood acc. to RAL

 10 Beam pump: grey cast iron, inside surface enamelled 

 11 Crank pump: stainless steel

 12 Metal platforms: stainless steel

Materials Overview



13 14 15 16

1917 18
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 13 Weirs: stainless steel

 14 Tap: stainless steel

 15 Water wheel, water funnel: stainless steel

 16 Sand wheel: polyamide

 17 Water spiral: stainless steel

 18 Chute wheel, chute weir: stainless steel, plastic

 19 Water mushroom: stainless steel
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eibe acqua sand digger ”Mole“ eibe acqua Water and Sand Wheel eibe acqua mud-play table Shamrock 

eibe acqua Sand Play Table, Planked eibe acqua sand play table with tub eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Star“ 

eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Cloud“ eibe acqua Sand Play Table, Wheelchair 
Accessible 

eibe acqua Palisade Seat and Play Table Board 

eibe acqua Corner Bollard 

eibe acqua Bollard Seat for Palisade Sandpits eibe playo sandpit HYGIPÄD 

eibe acqua sand play house Sunny bakery‘ eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Square eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Square eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Hexagon 

eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit Side Sections eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit Side Sections eibe Sand Sieve eibe acqua Water and Sand Seesaw Wooden 
Channel 

eibe acqua Sand Play Table for Palisade 
Sandpits 

eibe acqua Palisade Seat and Play Table Board 

eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Moon“ 

from page 397 from page 400 from page 414

from page 415 from page 415 from page 416

from page 416
from page 416

from page 417

from page 417

from page 417 from page 418

from page 418 from page 419 from page 419 from page 419

from page 419 from page 419 from page 421
from page 421

from page 417

from page 417

from page 416

 Products overview

sand play

eibe Conveyor Belt 
from page 4015 59 270 5 57 204 5 57 060

5 59 105 5 59 100 5 66 405

5 66 407
5 59 149

5 59 110

5 59 097

5 59 120 5 59 060

5 59 095 5 59 084 5 59 087 5 59 089

5 59 098 5 59 099 5 59 099
5 66 171

5 59 097

5 59 097

5 66 406

5 65 790 0
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eibe acqua waterways system mini 

eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“ eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“ eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“ 

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 5 

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 1 

eibe Sandpit Safety Surround 

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 5, 
Integration 

eibe acqua waterways system maxi 

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 2 

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play 
System D 

eibe acqua wood tub 

eibe acqua Pump Platform, Stainless Steel 

eibe acqua platform for wood tub 

eibe acqua handle pump for direct water 
connection 

eibe acqua adapter fitting for pump, direct 
connection to mains water  

eibe acqua Wooden Channel 

eibe acqua Winder Pump 

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play 
System E 

eibe acqua discharge nozzle 

eibe acqua Fastening Angle for Wooden 
Channel 

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play 
System A 

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play 
System B 

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play 
System C 

from page 423

from page 422 from page 422 from page 422

from page 424

from page 425

from page 422

from page 424
from page 423

from page 425

from page 427

from page 429

from page 430

from page 429

from page 431 from page 431

from page 429

from page 430

from page 428
from page 429

from page 429

from page 426 from page 426

from page 427

Water play

5 59 123

5 59 141 5 59 143 5 59 142

5 66 412

5 66 408

5 59 091

5 66 239
5 59 112

5 66 409

5 66 416

5 57 063

5 66 397

5 45 222

5 57 051 5 57 066

5 57 203

5 66 290

5 66 417
5 57 043

5 57 205

5 66 413 5 66 414

5 66 415
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eibe acqua Pump Platform 

eibe acqua Channel Funnel 

eibe acqua Valve Basin, Triangular 

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform 

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame 

eibe acqua Channel Support, Stainless Steel eibe acqua Channel Support, Stainless Steel eibe acqua Balance Gate 

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame 

eibe acqua Channels Support, Stainless Steel 

eibe acqua Water Channels eibe acqua Water Channels 

eibe acqua Water Channels 

eibe acqua Distribution Basin, Triangular eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform 

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform 

eibe acqua suction/pressure pump solo eibe acqua Channel Wheel 

eibe acqua Waterwheel eibe acqua Continuous Flow Basin, 
Rectangular 

eibe acqua Mixing Basin, Rectangular 

eibe acqua Channel Weir 

from page 431

from page 432

from page 433

from page 434

from page 434

from page 435 from page 435 from page 436

from page 435 from page 435

from page 435

from page 434 from page 434

from page 434

from page 433 from page 433

from page 434

from page 431 from page 432

from page 432
from page 433

from page 433

from page 432

 Products overview

Water play

eibe acqua pump base for suction /pressure 
pump 
from page 431

5 45 223

5 66 400

5 66 381

5 66 386

5 66 394

5 66 391 5 66 392 5 66 301

5 66 395 5 66 396

5 66 390

5 66 387 5 66 388

5 66 389

5 66 380 5 66 384

5 66 385

5 57 053 5 66 399

5 66 393
5 66 382

5 66 383

5 66 402

5 57 052
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eibe acqua Crank Gate 

eibe acqua Water Spiral 

eibe acqua sand pit cover, square, 350 cm 

eibe acqua sun protection equipment eibe acqua tarpaulins sqm 

eibe acqua Draw Gate eibe acqua Waterspout with Seat 

eibe acqua Water Mushroom 

eibe acqua sand pit cover, square, 250 cm 

eibe acqua Flap Gate 
from page 436

from page 437

from page 442

from page 440 from page 442

from page 436 from page 437

from page 437

from page 442

from page 436

Sun protection, sandpit cover square 3x3 m 

eibe cité sun shade, aluminium ⌀= 3 m 

Sun protection, sandpit cover square, 4x4 m 

Central post unit incl. anchoring 

Net, blue, per square metre 

eibe cité ground socket for sunshade Support for parasol 

Net, dark green, per square metre Aluminium tubular posts, with handle 

eibe cité frame-shaped post for sunshade 
umbrella ⌀= 6 m 

Aluminium tubular posts, with handle Ground socket Centre tension device 

eibe cité sun shade, aluminium ⌀= 4 m 

from page 440

from page 439

from page 440

from page 441

from page 441

from page 443from page 443

from page 441 from page 441

from page 443

from page 441 from page 441 from page 441

from page 439

5 66 302

5 66 232

5 59 093

5 59 121 5 59 109

5 66 303 5 66 308

5 66 291

5 59 092

5 66 304

5 59 125 0

5 60 161 0

5 59 129 0

5 59 075 0

5 59 073 40

5 60 136 05 60 135 0

5 59 073 52 5 59 071

5 60 040 0

5 59 071 0 5 59 072 0 5 59 074 0

5 60 162 0
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Here, the future has already arrived for today‘s 

children and teenagers. Discovering foreign 

planets, meeting extraterrestrials, and having a 

good chill on the Milky Way – there are no limits 

to your imagination. The high-quality metal 

product line looks great and is suitable for heavy 

use. It comprises:

>  playing, climbing, sliding, 

sand play combinations

>  swings, see-saws, spring rockers, 

aerial cableways, roundabouts

> climbing and gym equipment

> little houses, furniture

> accessories

With their timeless design, the basic units are a 

perfect match for all types of terrains. The 

versatile play combinations have a futuristic 

look. The integrative and interactive play units 

are a particular challenge for fitness and 

team spirit.

Imaginative play 
worlds made of metal
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1 2 3 4

5 7 / 8 96
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 1  Posts: steel tube, galvanised and powder-coated steel 
(Duplex process)

 2 Beams: stainless steel

 3 Platforms: corrugated aluminium boards

 4 Themed roofs: HPL

 5 Coloured parapets: HPL

 6  Nets, ropes: polyester-coated steel cable PPM 
(4-strand polypropylene, glued)

 7 Chains: fine link chains, galvanised steel

 8 Ladder rungs: stainless steel

 9 Sliding poles: stainless steel

Materials Overview



10 11 12 13

14 15
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 10 Entry plates of slides: HPL

 11 Play value elements: HPL, PA

 12 Glass cupola: Macrolon

 13 Post covers: injection-moulded parts PA 6

 14 Climbing boards: HPL, climbing grips GFRP

 15 Arched roofs: Kömacell
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eibe fantallica climbing and play combination 
for nurseries M44 

eibe fantallica climbing and slide unit M52 eibe fantallica play unit M18 eibe fantallica play unit M20 

eibe fantallica sand play unit maxi M34 

eibe fantallica slide and climbing tower 
combination M17 

eibe fantallica themed play unit Ariane 

eibe fantallica slide and climbing unit M28 

eibe fantallica Iceberg with Toboggan Run 

eibe fantallica sand play, construction, and 
climbing trestle M26 

eibe fantallica double swing Luna fantallica double swing Luna with 360° swing 
hinge 

eibe fantallica nest seat swing Luna 

eibe fantallica playhouse for nurseries M51 eibe fantallica integrative sand play unit M49 eibe fantallica sand play climbing unit M22 

eibe fantallica play wall Wild flower meadow 
M42 

eibe fantallica Lighthouse H=8m with Broad 
Slide 

eibe fantallica Iceberg 

eibe fantallica themed play unit Minerva eibe fantallica climbing castle with stainless 
steel slide M32 

eibe fantallica play unit M19 eibe fantallica sand play unit M35 MIDI eibe fantallica play unit M17 

from page 315 from page 316
from page 316 from page 317

from page 318

from page 320
from page 320

from page 322

from page 380

from page 413
from page 460

from page 460
from page 461

from page 396
from page 411

from page 412

from page 332 from page 363
from page 380

from page 321
from page 322

from page 318 from page 319 from page 319

 Products overview

Play systems

Themed Play

swings

5 30 001 141 5 30 004 141
5 52 002 0 5 52 001 0

5 52 009 0

5 52 012 0
5 66 568 0

5 52 007 0

5 51 850 0

5 52 010 0
5 55 354 0

5 30 009 143
5 55 355 0

5 30 002 141
5 30 005 143

5 52 005 0

5 30 003 140 5 51 852 0
5 51 854 0

5 66 569 0
5 52 006 0

5 52 003 0 5 52 008 0 5 52 004 0
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eibe fantallica nest seat and swing Luna with 
360° swing hinge 

eibe fantallica single curver 

eibe fantallica teenagers‘ circular structure 
Vogelburg 

eibe fantallica Gondola Spring Rocker 

eibe fantallica Neptune roundabout with seats 
ø 155 cm 

eibe fantallica Uranus stand-up roundabout 
ø 115 cm 

eibe fantallica Stand-Up Spring Rocker eibe fantallica Satellite Carousel 

eibe fantallica Venus stand-up roundabout 
ø 50 cm 

eibe fantallica Saturn whizzer ø 250 cm 

eibe fantallica Jupiter roundabout with seats 
ø 200 cm 

eibe fantallica safety high rocker 

eibe fantallica Tarzan swing with seat 

eibe fantallica Bicycle Spring Rocker 

eibe fantallica four-seater seesaw Stella 

eibe fantallica Classic Spring Rocker eibe fantallica Recliner Spring Rocker 

eibe fantallica two-seater seesaw Stella 

eibe fantallica double curver eibe fantallica circular hammock structure 
Lazybones 

eibe fantallica circular swing with nest seat 

eibe fantallica swing Luna with nest seat 120, 
simple swing  

eibe fantallica hammock with metal posts eibe fantallica integrative swing 

from page 462

from page 468

from page 471

from page 491

from page 494 from page 495

from page 491 from page 493

from page 495
from page 496

from page 494

from page 481

from page 472

from page 490

from page 480

from page 490 from page 490

from page 480

from page 469
from page 471from page 470

from page 462
from page 463 from page 467

spring rockers

Beam seesaw

Roundabouts

5 30 010 143

5 55 363 0

5 55 360 0

5 67 223 0

5 56 070 0 5 56 069 0

5 67 222 0 5 55 130 0

5 56 066 0
5 56 072 0

5 56 071 0

5 55 071 0

5 55 358 0

5 67 221 0

5 55 353 0

5 67 217 0 5 67 219 0

5 55 352 0

5 55 364 0
5 55 361 05 55 359 0

5 55 356 0
5 55 070 0 5 640 050
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eibe fantallica Integration Carousel 

eibe fantallica three-level horizontal bars 

eibe fantallica Active climbing unit M12 

eibe fantallica teenagers‘ park bench M47 eibe fantallica teenagers‘ meeting point M46 

eibe fantallica rubbish bin with posts eibe fantallica park bench with backrest SH 
42 cm 

eibe fantallica üark bench without backrest 
SH 42 

eibe fantallica two-level horizontal bars eibe fantallica hexagonal unit 

eibe fantallica hexagonal unit Astra 

eibe fantallica double aerial cable way Fjall 
30m 

eibe fantallica aerial cableway Fjall Duo 20 m, 
for hill installation 

eibe fantallica aerial cable way Fjall 20m eibe fantallica aerial cable way Fjall 30m 
from page 497

from page 543

from page 545

from page 618 from page 618

from page 615
from page 615

from page 615

from page 543 from page 544

from page 544

from page 497

from page 497

from page 504 from page 504

 Products overview

climbing equipment

seating furniture

aerial cableways

5 64 003 0

5 55 210 0

5 30 006 143

5 30 008 131 5 30 007 143

5 30 013 143
5 30 011 143

5 30 012 143

5 55 209 0 5 55 362 0

5 55 357 0

5 55 279 0

5 55 278 0

5 55 275 0 5 55 276 0
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Gothic window

Seat element

cockpit

Stair ascent

Sliding pole
for PH=190 cm

Wheelchair ramp

Horizontal net

Climbing board with window

Climbing board with holes

Balustrade with porthole

Play table

Balustrade

Runged ascent
PH: 197 cm

Sliding pole
for PH=145 cm

Themed climbing net ‚King‘

Ladder step

Climbing board

Ascent wobbly arched bridge

Counter

Fence

Sand silo

Runged ascent
PH: 145 cm

Hand-over-hand slide

Climbing net element

Climbing board, 2-pc.

Spiral stairs
PH: 198 cm

Balancing crossover

Fence large

Themed parapet, red

Sand slide

Spiral ascent
PH: 145 cm

Themed ascent tunnel wall

Net tunnel

Climbing board with passage

Crawling tunnel  PH: 145 cm

Wobbly stem

Balustrade

ascents

crossovers

assemblies - overview
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Crawling tunnel

Run-through protection, straight add-on slide 59 cm

Themed roof, inclined, porthole

Roof, domed 

Sand crane

Runthrough protection and ascent rung

Liana crosswalk

Platform ‚Triangle‘

Inclined roof

Pavilion roof without roof surfaces

Sand lift

Run-through protection wave, B1000

Slide entry plate, straight add-on slide 
190 cm

Diamond-shaped platform

Arched roof

Pavilion roof

Mud basin

Run-through protection

Slide entry plate, straight add-on slide 
145cm

Platform, square

Rocket tip

Sand chute

Run-through protection, inclined

sliding

Platform floors

Roofs

accessories
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Prefabricated foundation, small Prefabricated foundation plate Metallophone G3 to C5, pentatonic 

Soprano marimba G3 to C5, diatonic 

Amadinda G4 to C6, pentatonic Amadinda G4 to C6, chromatic Music station 

Set of 4 earthenware drums Alligator drum, natural finish 

Alligator drum, painted Dragon drum, painted Turtle drum, painted Sea turtle drum, natural finish 

Rain Wheel Pipe drums, diatonic Pipe drums, pentatonic Kalimba, pentatonic 

Set of 2 earthenware drums Earthenware drum 

Amadinda G4 to C6, diatonic 

Soprano metallophone G3 to C5, chromatic Tenor marimba C3 to E4, diatonic Soprano marimba G3 to C5, pentatonic 

Prefabricated foundation, round  
from page 212 from page 212 from page 330

from page 330

from page 330 from page 330 from page 330

from page 331 from page 331

from page 331 from page 331 from page 331 from page 331

from page 331 from page 331from page 331from page 331

from page 331 from page 331

from page 330

from page 330 from page 330 from page 330

from page 212

other products - overview

cast foundation Wind chimes

5 63 070 0 5 63 073 0 5 63 900 0

5 63 904 0

5 63 905 0 5 63 907 0 5 63 920 0

5 639 080 5 63 911 0

5 63 912 0 5 63 913 0 5 63 913 0 5 63 915 0

5 63 917 0 5 63 919 05 63 918 05 63916 0

5 639 090 5 63 910 0

5 639 060

5 63 901 0 5 63 902 0 5 63 903 0

5 63 096 0
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eibe Hill Platform with Slide eibe Slide with Ascent metal, PH 145 eibe Slide with Ascent, Metal, PH 200 

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP with V2A PH 145 

eibe Slide with Ascent stainless steel PH 150 

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP PH 190 

Attachment slide GFRP PH 110 cm Attachment slide GFRP with stainless steel 
cover PH 110 cm 

Attachment slide stainless steel PH 110 cm 

Attachment slide stainless steel PH 145 cm 

Add-on slide stainless steel PH 270 cm 

Add-on slide GFRP PH = 190 cm 

Attachment slide wide GFRP PH 145 cm 

Attachment slide wide stainless steel 
PH 145cm 

Attachment slide wide GFRP PH 195 cm 

Add-on slide GFRP PH = 190 cm Attachment slide stainless steel PH 190 cm 

Add-on slide GFRP PH = 145 cm Attachment slide GFRP with stainless steel 
cover PH 145 cm 

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP with V2A PH 190 

eibe Slide with Ascent, Stainless Steel PH 200 eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP PH 145 

from page 335 from page 336 from page 336

from page 337

from page 336

from page 337

from page 338
from page 338

from page 338

from page 338

from page 339

from page 339

from page 340

from page 340
from page 340

from page 339 from page 339

from page 338
from page 338

from page 337

from page 336 from page 337

slides

Attachment double slide GFRP with stainless 
steel cover PH 145 cm 

Attachment double slide GFRP with stainless 
steel cover PH 145 cm 

from page 341 from page 341

5 45 231 5 5 58 424 5 58 425

5 58 409 0

5 58 451

5 58 411 0

5 40 100 101
5 40 100 101

5 40 100 121

5 40 101 121

5 40 103 121

5 40 102 101

5 40 104 101

5 40 104 121
5 40 105 101

5 40 102 111 5 40 102 121

5 40 101 101
5 40 101 111

5 58 413 0

5 58 453 5 58 407

5 40 10 611 5 40 107 111
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eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 200, stainless 
steel 

eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 250, galvanised 
steel 

eibe Straight, Broad, Wavy Slide, PH 200, 
stainless steel 

eibe Straight, Broad, Wavy Slide, PH 250, 
stainless steel 

eibe Straight, Broad, Wavy Slide, PH 200, 
galvanised steel 

eibe Straight, Broad, Wavy Slide, PH 250, 
galvanised steel 

eibe Hill Platform for Normal and Tubular 
Slides 

eibe Hill Platform for Normal and Tubular 
Slides 

eibe Hill Platform for Broad Slides 

eibe Spiral Add-on Slide GFRP PH 190 eibe Metal Support Post 

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, Straight GFRP 
PH 145 

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, L-Shape GFRP 
PH 190 

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, S-Shape GFRP 
PH 190 

eibe Spiral Add-on Slide V2A, PH 270 

eibe Spiral Add-on Slide V2A, PH 190 cm eibe Tubular Add-on Slide with Curve, 
PH 270 cm 

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, Straight V2A, 
PH 190 cm

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide with Curve V2A, 
PH 190 

eibe Hill Platform for Slope Slides 

eibe Hill Platform with Broad Slide eibe hill platform for wide wave slide 

eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 250, stainless 
steel 

eibe Straight Wavy Slide PH 200, galvanised 
steel 

from page 342 from page 342

from page 343 from page 343 from page 343 from page 343

from page 345 from page 345
from page 345

from page 346 from page 347

from page 350 from page 347 from page 347
from page 348

from page 348
from page 349 from page 349from page 349

from page 345

from page 345 from page 345

from page 342 from page 342

other products - overview

slides

5 51 558 0 5 51 584 0

5 51 534 0 5 51536 0 5 51 604 0 5 51 606 0

5 45 224 5 45 224 
5 45 227 5

5 58 666 0 5 58 318 0

5 58 319 0 5 58 323 0 5 58 324 0
5 58 115 0

5 58 116 0
5 58 022 0 5 58 034 05 58 021 0

5 45 228 5

5 45 232 5 45 233 

5 51 560 0 5 51 582 0
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eibe Crawling Tunnel Curve 30° eibe Crawling Tunnel, straight middle section 
GFRP 

eibe Crawling Tunnel, top section GFRP eibe Straight, tubular slide GRP PH 190 Module slide hill installation entry plate 

Module slide hill installation curve left Module slide hill installation curve right 

Start platform for module slide eibe Endless Slope Slide GFRP, top section Middle Section 200 cm 

eibe slope slides, end element for slide 
lengths 750 cm and up: GFRP 

Middle Section 100 cm 

eibe Stainless Steel Endless Slide V2A Curve 45°, 200 cm End Section 135 cm 

Module slide hill installation centre element 
80 cm 

Module slide hill installation centre element 
106 cm 

Module slide hill installation runout 

eibe Straight, Tubular Add-on Slide V2A, PH 
270 cm 

eibe Crawling Tunnel connection plate GFRP 
from page 350

from page 350

from page 350 from page 350 from page 351

from page 351 from page 351

from page 351 from page 352 from page 352

from page 352

from page 352

from page 353from page 352 from page 352

from page 351

from page 351
from page 351

from page 349
from page 350

Suction pipe 1 m for suction/pressure pump 
solo 
from page 431

Base valve for suction/pressure pump solo 
from page 431

eibe basis Nest Seat ø 100 cm, Woven Cable Nest seat diam. ⌀= 120 cm 
from page 473 from page 473

5 58 315 0
5 58 316 0

5 58 317 0 5 58 322 0 5 40 001 163 30

5 40 005 163 5 40 006 163

5 40 007 011 5 58 105 0 5 58 106 0

5 58 670 0

5 58 107 0

5 58 100 05 58 108 0 5 58 109 0

5 40 002 163 30

5 40 003 163
5 40 004 163

5 58 035 0
5 58 314 0

5 57 064 0
5 57 065 0 5 55 052 0 5 55 627 0
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eibe Universal Joint/Safety Chain for Universal 
Joint 

eibe basis Swing Chair 

eibe Tyre Swing Seat eibe toddlers‘ swing cradle Color 

eibe toddlers‘ swing seat Color 

Swing joint high-grade Stainless steel

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat for Small 
Children 

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat, Broad eibe basis Safety Swing Seat, Broad eibe basis Safety Swing Seat for Small 
Children 

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat 

eibe Multiple-Point Suspension Made of 
Stainless Steel 

Safety swing seat  Safety swing seat, wide eibe Stainless Steel Swing Axle 

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat, Broad eibe basis Safety Swing Seat eibe basis Safety Swing Seat 

Parents - toddler rocking worm 

Universal joint Stainless steel Safety chain for universal joint, stainless steel

eibe basis Swing Suspension 

eibe basis Nest Seat ⌀=120 cm, Woven 
Rubber 

Universal joint 

from page 473

from page 473

from page 474 from page 474

from page 474

from page 474

from page 475
from page 475 from page 475

from page 475

from page 475

from page 476
from page 475 from page 475 from page 476

from page 475 from page 475 from page 475

from page 473

from page 473 from page 473

from page 474

from page 473

from page 473

other products - overview

swings

5 63 214 0

5 63 226 0

5 63 226 0 5 63 194 0

5 63 195 0

5 55 001 120 00

5 63 196 0
5 63 198 0 5 63 199 0

5 63 203 0

5 63 208 0

5 51 820 05 55 003 120 5 55 004 120 5 518 130

5 63 204 0 5 63 205 0 5 63 207 0

5 63 227 0

5 55 002 120 00 5 55 006 120 00

5 63 011 0

5 55 048 0

5 63 040 0
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eibe Single-Point Suspension, 45° Made of 
Stainless Steel 

Platter swing eibe basis Swing Rope 

from page 476
from page 476 from page 476

Ground Anchor for eibe Spring Rockers 1 

Floor tiles for single spring rocker, pair eibe Concrete Foundation for eibe basis 
Spring Rockers 

from page 482

from page 492
from page 492

spring rockers

Extension Tile for Double Spring Rocker 
from page 492

adaptor for spring rockers  
⌀= wire 21 mm 

eibe Pendulum Seat, length: 200 cm eibe Pendulum Seat, length: 180 cm Pendulum seat 160 cm 

Pendulum seat 160 cm eibe Stop Spring with Buffer eibe Track Cable for Cableway System eibe Cableway Travelling Carriage for all 
Cableway Systems 

Rope anchor Sierra/Montana Rope tensioning device Sierra/Montana Rope tensioning device Sierra/Montana 

from page 492
from page 506 from page 506 from page 506

from page 507 from page 507 from page 507
from page 507

from page 507 from page 507 from page 507

aerial cableways

eibe I-Zone 1 
from page 598

I-Zone

eibe I-Zone 8 eibe I-Zone Q PlayAlive Spider 
from page 600 from page 602 from page 604

Ground Anchor for eibe Spring Rockers 2 
from page 176

PlayAlive Spider 12 
from page 604

5 51 823 0
5 63 193 0 5 63 225 0 5 63 210 0

5 63 045 0
5 59 160 0

5 63 046 0

5 63 212 0
5 55 075 0 5 55 076 0 5 55 085 0

5 55 065 0 5 55 066 0 5 55 066 0
5 55 073 0

5 55 280 0 5 55 281 0 5 55 066 000 01 5 52 130 0

5 52 140 0 5 52 150 0 5 52 100 0

5 63 228 0

5 52 120 0
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Set of satellite caps for PlayAlive Spider Satellite cap 1 pc. 

from page 605 from page 605

other products - overview

eibe Rounded-Head Palisade for Table Metal Litter Bin Posts 

eibe cité Thuringia Bower Bench 

from page 611 from page 611

from page 612

I-Zone seating furniture

eibe cité Spessart Set of Table and Seats Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench with 
Backrest from page 612
from page 612

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench 

Spessart Squared Timber Table 

from page 612

from page 612
Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench with 
Backrest 

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench Spessart Squared Timber Table 

eibe cité Spessart Set of Table and Seats eibe cité Thuringia Set of Table and Seats eibe cité Thuringia Round Park Bench with 
Backrest 

eibe cité Thuringia Round Park Bench 

eibe cité Thuringia Round Table eibe Ground Fixing Kit for the Spessart/
Thuringia 

Ground Fixing Kit for the eibini Set of Table 
and Seats 

Monika park bench 

eibe cité Fichtelberg Park Bench 200 cm eibe cité Fichtelberg Park Bench 150 cm eibe fit Log Benches eibe cité Wooden Litter Bin 

from page 612
from page 612 from page 612

from page 612 from page 612
from page 612

from page 612

from page 612
from page 612 from page 613

from page 614

from page 614 from page 614 from page 619 from page 620

5 52 110 0 5 52 209 0 5 55 006 0 5 60 047 0

5 60 008 0 5 60 009 0
5 60 011 0

5 60 012 0

5 60 013 0
5 60 015 0

5 60 016 0 5 60 017 0

5 60 019 0 5 60 143 0
5 60 144 0

5 60 145 0

5 60 146 0
5 63 218 0 5 63 219 0

5 60 030 0

5 60 100 0 5 60 101 0 5 60 190 0 5 60 038 0
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eibe cité Wooden Waste Box eibe cité Litter Bin Metal Seat cube Outdoor bistro table 

Rubbish bin Cian 

from page 620 from page 620 from page 620 from page 620

from page 620
Standard tiles 50 x 50 x 3 cm, m² Standard tiles 50 x 50 x 5,5 cm, m² 
from page 622 from page 622

Impact attenuation

Standard tiles 50 x 50 x 7 cm, m² Standard tiles 50 x 50 x 11 cm, m² 
from page 622 from page 622

Regular plate 50x50x3 cm, sqm Regular plate 50x50x5.5 cm, sqm 
from page 622 from page 622

Regular plate 50x50x7 cm, sqm Regular plate 50x50x11 cm, sqm 
from page 622 from page 622

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x5,5 
cm, red-brown 

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x3 cm, 
red-brown 

from page 622from page 622

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x7 cm, 
red-brown 

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x3 cm, 
green 

from page 622 from page 622

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x5,5 
cm, green 

Impact attenuation tile, half-tile - 25x50x7 cm, 
green 

from page 622 from page 622

eibe Edging Tile Edging Tile 100 x 25 x 7 cm 
from page 623 from page 623

Edging Tile 100 x 25 x 11 cm Corner Tile 125 x 25 x 7 cm
rising: 7 cm from page 623
from page 623

Impact-attenuating tile 
from page 422

5 60 042 0 5 60 046 0 5 60 329 0 5 62 090 0

5 60 331 80 5 63 539 0 5 63 540 0

5 63 541 0 5 63 542 0 5 63 551 0 5 63 553 0

5 63 554 0 5 63 555 0
5 63 566 05 63 565 0

5 63 567 0 5 63 565 50 5 63 566 50 5 63 567 50

5 63 543 0 5 63 544 0 5 63 545 0
5 63 547 0

5 63 033 0
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Edging Tile 125 x 25 x 11 cm
rising: 11 cm 

Edging Tile 125 x 25 x 11 cm
rising: 11 cm 

Edging tile 100x25x2/5 cm rising to: 5 to 5.5 
cm 

from page 623 from page 623 from page 623

other products - overview

Edging tile 100x25x2/7cm rising to: 7 cm 

Impact attenuation tile, corner tile  Impact attenuation tile, corner tile  

from page 623

from page 623 from page 623
Impact attenuation tile, corner tile  

Themed impact attenuation tiles  

eibe edging tile 100x25x3cm 
from page 623

from page 624

from page 623

Impact attenuation

eibe Perforated Rubber Matting 100x140x2,3 
cm, black 
from page 624

eibe Impact-Attenuating Interlocking Tiles 
from page 624

Granulate Border Mounting 
100 x 25 x 5 cm 

Granulate Palisade ø 25 x 40 cm Granulate Palisade ø25 x 60 cm 

from page 625

from page 625 from page 625
eibe Impact-Attenuating Interlocking Tiles 
from page 625

Granulate Palisade ø25 x 80 cm 

Stair Block 100 x 30 x 15 cm Seat cube 

from page 625

from page 626 from page 626
Sports Field Tiles 50 x 50 x 1,5 cm, m² 
from page 626

Impact-attenuating plate with astroturf 

Impact attenuation tile sports field grey 

from page 626

from page 626

5 63 548 0 5 63 560 0 5 63 543 50
5 63 544 50

5 63 546 50 5 63 548 50 5 63 564 505 63 560 50

5 35 000 0
5 63 022 0

5 63 533 0

5 63 534 0 5 63 535 0 5 63 022 0 5 63 536 0

5 63 531 0 5 63 549 0 5 63 550 0 5 63 559 0

5 63 550 80
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eibe Knotted Rope 170 cm with steel inlay, 
⌀= 24 mm 

eibe Knotted Rope 230 cm with steel inlay, ⌀ 
= 24 mm 

eibe Fine-Link Chain eibe basis Screw Link 

Spiral hook bushing, ISO thread eibe Test Specimen Kit for Play Equipment in 
accordance with Ω 

Sleeve Nut for Net Attachment eibe swing ladder, armored rope, 170 cm 

eibe swing ladder, armored rope, 230 cm Matterhorn Repair Set eibe Repair Kits, Surface ¸ 2002 eibe repair kit surface ¸ 7030 

5 63 001 0 5 63 002 0
5 63 037 0 5 63 038 0

5 63 057 0
5 63 065 0

5 63 213 0 5 63 237 0

5 63 238 0 5 63 066 0 5 63 035 0 5 63 060 0
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A pirate‘s paradise, a fairy forest or a wild 

west town - there is an endless world of 

magic that can be created with eibe. Our 

customised units will breathe life in to the 

imagined world and we‘ll provide exactly 

what you need for your individual theme. 

eibe‘s team of experts will work alongside 

you, assessing appropriate foundations and 

location during the planning process. Once 

everything is decided, the excitement of 

installation takes place with bespoke units 

that ooze quality, safety and creativity. 

Step aside, and watch your dreams become 

reality...

eibe makes children‘s 
dreams come true!
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Shape Towers  
Australia 
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Legoland 
United Kingdom
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Legoland 
Malaysia
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Center Parks 
Germany
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High ropes course Vlaardingen 
Netherlands
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La Courneuve  
France
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Our modular system 
for your inspiration
Our modular playground systems - unique, 

ibondo, minimondo, paradiso, climbo, ecori-

no and playo - give us a vast array of creative 

options to portray the perfect playspace for 

you. We adapt the design to incorporate 

location and local conditions. To this end, 

terrain is hugely important to us, as is the 

issue of nature and the environment. We 

offer a variety of add-ons, such as ascents, 

roofing, parapets, crossovers and slides, 

enabling us to create bespoke solutions 

for all requirements. Our themed concepts 

allow us to incorporate your own coat of 

arms within a tailored colour scheme. Tell us 

your thoughts and we‘ll conjure up the ideal 

playground for you and your children.
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Maidstone Zoo / Cobtree 
England
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Samsung Everland 
South Korea
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Munich Haar 
Germany
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Guillaume 
France 
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Caste  
Germany

Bundek Park 
Croatia
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de Krim tower 
Netherlands
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Zilvermeer 
Belgium
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Hastings 
England
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Tema Black Pearl 
England

Samoza 
Netherlands
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Arabic castle 
Qatar



Seven areas of competence 
for all play requirements

Themed play
Play houses

Sand & water,  
sun protection

from page 354

Swings
See-saws,  
rockers & 

roundabouts
Aerial cableways

from page 446

Play unit
Slides & platforms

Hill installation  
units &  

play boards
from page 210
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These products have children‘s and adults‘ hearts beat 

faster: From the seven eibe areas of competence, select the 

play units that you wish to have on your new playground. 

All products convince in terms of quality, design, and play 

value. All are versatile and highly functional. Whether you 

are looking for creativity, thrill, or adventure – we meet 

every play requirement!

Playing fun with eibe – no wish remains unfulfilled

Balancing & 
climbing
from page 508

Interactive
from page 596

Seating  
furniture

Impact 
attenuation

from page 606

Sports & 
fitness

from page 554



Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Roof: HPL, Makrolon
Crawling tube: PP
Arched bridge: HPL, SW
Set of platform levels: HPL
Stairway: HPL
Runged ascent: ash, HPL 
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE 
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Rose

The play unit Rose presents itself pretty as a flower. Here, young 
children at crawling age and those who are already strong 
walkers can gather their first independent play experiences. 
Two ascents of different degrees of difficulty, a thrilling tube, 
and a speedy descent provide much fun and age-appropriate 
challenges.

„Children from 1 to 3 years of age can try out the basic types 
of physical activity, i.e. sliding, stepping, crawling, and 
climbing, strengthening their whole body and acquiring 
social skills in play with others.“

Dr. Rolf Schwarz, Diplom-Pädagoge, Spielpädagoge and Junior Professor für 
Bewegungserziehung (movement education) at the Pädagogische Hochschule 
Karlsruhe

A perfect stage for little Knights of the Rose

The favourite among the youngest

Minimum space: 677x520x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 25,2 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 5x PFs + 5x PFr

5 59 827 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box
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Play systems

ORIG IN A L

Play systems, slides, Platforms

Play systems Round timber from 211

Play systems Robinia from 281

Play systems Square timber from 287

Play systems Metal from 315

For hill installation & Playing boards from 323

slides & Platforms from 335only available at
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Save time & money with eibe 
prefabricated foundations

5 63 073 0 Concrete -

Scope of delivery

1 ready-made foundation plate 90x120x15 cm (without 
mounting rail). With threaded sleeve M16 for transport 
on the construction site.

Prefabricated foundation plate

5 63 070 0 Concrete -

Scope of delivery

1 foundation with cast integral mounting rail, 90x20x12 
cm (LxWxH), 2 galvanized T-bolt screws, M 10x30, 
Weight: 48 kg

Prefabricated foundation, small

5 63 096 0 Concrete -

Scope of delivery

Ready-made foundation ⌀ 29x12 cm with cast integral 
mounting rail
2 galvanised T-bolt screws

Prefabricated foundation, round 

Simply bury eibe prefabricated foundation in the ground. 
As eibe prefabricated foundations have mounting rails, 
you can set up the posts in many different positions.
Your benefits:
1. Less excavation
2. No waiting for the concrete to set
3. Installation possible in all weather
4. Easy levelling

5. With mounting rail for extra flexibility in setting up the 
posts
6. Easier and faster
7. The whole unit can be moved to another location

Fast and easy assembly

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated 

foundation

ORdeR 

SePaRately

380 kg

16 kg45 kg

best performance
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Foundation level

Overview on the required shock attenuation in 
the impact zone pursuant to DIN EN-1176-1.

All impact zones that differ from 
the layout shown on the left

dotted line: impact zone without impact attenuation

continuous line: impact zone with impact attenuation

Impact zone

Add-on slides

An overview of the foundation levels

1  Prefabricated foundation

2  Cast foundation

3  Concrete floor plate

4  Loose impact attenuation, e.g. sand

5  Base layer, approx. 10 cm gravel

6  Underground

7  Impact attenuation tiles

0 – 60 cm

60 – 100 cm

100 – 150 cm

150 – 300 cm

Falling height:

GFRP GFRP with stainless steel coating Stainless steel

Standard scope of delivery Surcharge Surcharge

Standard frequency of use Medium frequency of use Heavy frequency of use

Rural areas School yards Town / city

grey, green, red grey, green, red silver

Extra slides for  

longer useful life! 

from 

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately
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Minimum space: 540x398x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 17 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

Minimum space: 555x514x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs + 4x PFr

5 59 821 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL 
Ramp ascent: HPL, SW
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Spiral: stainless steel, PE 
Platform level: HPL
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Crawling tube: PP, HPL 
Ramp ascent: HPL, SW
Stairways: HP
Set of platform levels: HPL
Roof: HPL, Makrolon 
Spiral: stainless steel, PE 
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo play combination Violet

eibe minimondo Carnation

With the compact eibe minimondo play system Violet, the little 
ones set off on their first play adventures and have a real romp!

Children will never be bored on the eibe minimondo play system 
Carnation – it guarantees hours of absolute playing fun!

5 59 824 5 SW pi FL 1

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated 

foundation

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 694x631x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 33,5 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 18x PFs

Minimum space: 708x657x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 31 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 5x PFs + 5x PFr

5 59 843 5 SW pi FL 1

5 59 843 4 SW pi FL 2

5 59 838 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Stair ascent: HPL
Set of posts with post bases / pressure-impregnated pine, galvanized post bases 
Themed slide / HPL with stainless-steel sliding surface
Assembly set ‚Wobbly bridge‘ / HPL, galvanized chains
Set of themed parapets / HPL
Set of play parapets / stainless steel
Set of themed roofs / HPL
Crawling tunnel / PE
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Parapet Jellyfish: HPL, PU
Set of fence element Sea grass: stainless steel, HPL
Slide: HPL, stainless steel
Runged ascent: HPL, ash
Net crossover poly-coated steel cable, stainless steel, HPL
Roof: HPL
Wall element with windows and shutters: HPL, stainless steel
Bench: HPL
Set of platform levels: HPL, SW
Wooden floor: HPL, SW
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe minimondo combination play unit Foxglove

eibe minimondo Coral

With its colourful design and the various options for role play, 
hide-and-seek, crawling, climbing and sliding, the combination 
play unit ‚Foxglove‘ piques the curiosity of young children. Their 
play session can be expected to be quite prolonged!

Diving with the dolphins. Pure delight for all children! minimondo 
Coral transports tiny tots into a breathtaking underwater world.

Play parapets, for use from inside and outside
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Minimum space: 540x446x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 18,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs + 1x PFr

Minimum space: 540x398x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 17 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

5 59 819 5 SW pi FL 1

5 59 822 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Ascent ramp: HPL, SW
Tree backdrop: HPL
Stairways: HPL 
Platform level: HPL 
Play spiral: stainless steel, PE 
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Ramp ascent: HPL, SW
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Platform levels: HPL
Roof: HPL, Makrolon 
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Apple Tree

eibe minimondo play combination Marguerite

The eibe minimondo Apple Tree is just the thing for those children 
who enjoy playing in a ‘real’ apple tree.

The small, compact eibe minimondo play system Marguerite 
offers a variety of play possibilities for all young children.
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 540x431x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

5 59 820 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Ascent ramp: HPL, SW
Steering wheel: HPL
Parapet with portholes: HPL 
Banner: tent tarpaulin 
Fence element: stainless steel, PE 
Platform level: HP 
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised 
steel 

eibe minimondo Seagull

Whether ordinary seaman or captain: the little seafarers take 
turns at the wheel. The children travel the seven seas with this 
play boat. Great adventures are waiting in the sandpit!

Full speed ahead!

Rotating wheel

Minimum space: 548x528x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 5x PFs + 4x PFr

5 59 835 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Roof: HPL
Bench: HPL
Wall element with windows and shutters: HPL
Tummy slide: HPL
Runged ascent: ash, HPL
Set of stairs: HPL
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE 
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe minimondo play combination Cherry
In addition to play elements and thrilling slides, this colourful 
play system also comprises a snug little house to sit and relax in 
before starting on a new set of games.

Folding shutters
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Minimum space: 555x514x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 23 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs + 4x PFr

5 59 825 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Set of roofs: HPL, Makrolon
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Crawling tube: PP, HPL 
Ramp ascent: HPL, SW
Stairways: HP
Set of platform levels: HPL
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Tulip

The compact play unit offers toddlers flourishing playing fun. 
Young gardeners and all who love flowers enjoy a playing 
experience that never gets boring.

Tulips from Röttingen

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 434x352x209 cm
Free falling height: 29 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: 424x342x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 2x PFs

5 59 818 5 HPL, PP FL 1

5 59 815 5 HPL, PP FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Bear tunnel: PP, HPL
Metal anchorage 

Scope of delivery

Cloud tunnel: PP, HPL 
Metal anchorage 

eibe minimondo Bear Tunnel

eibe minimondo Cloud Tunnel

As a symbol of a toy that accompanies them through their 
childhood, the bear invites the children to crawl and play.

The curiousness and the appealing colours of the eibe 
minimondo Cloud Tunnel fascinate the smallest of toddlers.

2 play tables

Turning, pushing, observing
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Minimum space: 772x637x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 36 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 4x PFs + 19x PFr

5 59 836 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide: HPL, stainless steel  
Stairway: HPL
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE
Fence element Sea Grass: stainless steel, HPL
Set of platform levels: HPL, SW
Roof: HPL, Makrolon
Wall element with windows and shutters: HPL, stainless 
steel  
Bench: HPL
Arched bridge: HPL, SW
Runged ascent: ash, HPL

Crawling tube: PP, HPL
Set of parapets Shamrock: HPL
Set of parapets Blossom: HPL, Makrolon
Set of parapets Honeybee: HPL, silicon
Set of parapets Dandelion: HPL, galvanised steel
Hedgehog board: HPL, PE 
hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of wobbly Rotation disks with chains: 
stainless steel, rubber, PE
Set of posts with post bases: pressure impregnated SW, 
hot-dip galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Dandelion

The large play unit „Dandelion“ has so much to offer that the 
children will get out of breath: The adventurous passage through 
the unit is equipped inside and outside with plenty of interesting 
features for added play value. Stimulating play boards, haptic-
experience materials, exciting ascents and descents, and an 
integrated play house with a space for retreat invite the little ones 
to romp and play.

Round and colourful

Minimum space: 567x540x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 2x PFs + 6x PFr

5 59 826 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE 
Ramp ascent: HPL, SW
Arched bridge: HPL, SW
Platform level: HPL
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Sunflower

With the help of Mum or Dad, small adventurers dare to brave 
the ascent. The immediate reward: the slide on the other side!

Good overview
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Play elements at floor level, play 

house included

Scope of delivery

Stair ascent: HPL
Set of posts with post bases: SW, galvanised steel
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE, HPL
Themed slide: HPL with stainless-steel sliding surface
Set of themed roofs: HPL
Crawling tunnel: PP, HPL
Platform level: HPL, SW
Roof:  HPL

Minimum space: 627x594x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs + 12x PFr

5 59 842 5 SW pi FL 1

5 59 842 4 SW pi FL 2

Info box

eibe minimondo combination play unit Salvia

The combination play unit Salvia provides many play opportunities 
for little rascals. Here, the little ones can have adventures in role 
play and hide-and-seek, crawling, climbing and sliding, make 
first contacts and new friends.

Rotating flower and folding shutters
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The Cheese 
slide has great 
play value! 

Minimum space: 551x433x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

5 59 840 4 SW pi FL 2

5 59 840 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Stairway: HPL
Platform: HPL
Themed slide: HPL with stainless-steel sliding surface
Themed parapet: HPL
Set of posts with post bases: pressure-impregnated 
SW, hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe minimondo play and slide combination Gentian

On this stairs ascent, the little ones can hold on to the hand rails 
on the sides and reach the slide platform safely without any risk 
of falling. The snail shell protects the entry into the stainless steel 
slide which is guided through the snail motif from the side.

Minimum space: 602x349x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

5 59 831 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide: HPL, stainless steel  
Set of ground anchors: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe minimondo Cheese slide with stair ascent

This cheese slide with stairs allows even the smallest children to 
manage the ascent for sliding fun.

Easy stair ascent
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 511x444x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 17 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 4x PFs

5 59 823 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Rung ascent: ash,  SW
Stairways: HPL
Roof: HPL, Makrolon 
Platform level: HPL
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel 
Mounting material, article passport

eibe minimondo Buttercup

It is very easy for parents to keep an eye on their children on this 
minimondo play system as all play activities are concentrated on 
one platform.

Twee and cute

Minimum space: 696x513x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs + 6x PFr

5 59 837 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide: HPL, stainless steel
Stairway: HPL, stainless steel
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Crawling tube: PP, HPL
Set of  platform levels: HPL
Jungle board: HPL
Little Elephant board: HPL
Set of elephant ears: HPL
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel

eibe minimondo Elephant Family

Children love the compact Elephant Family for its animal design. 
Unspoilt crawling and sliding fun!

Platform height 85 cm

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately
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Minimum space: 604x451x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

5 59 841 4 SW pi FL 2

5 59 841 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Stair ascent with handrails: HPL, stainless steel
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised 
steel
Themed slide: HPL with stainless-steel sliding surface
Parapet: HPL

eibe minimondo play and slide combination Edelweiss

The stairs ascent with additional hand rail provides extra safety 
when the slide platform is reached. The stainless steel slide at 
the side of the unit promises much sliding fun.

Minimum space: 775x719x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 39,2 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs + 8x PFr

5 59 839 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide: HPL, stainless steel  
Stairway: HPL
Fence element: stainless steel, PE
Fence element Sea Grass: stainless steel, HPL
Set of platform levels: HPL
Runged ascent: HPL, ash
Roof: HPL, Makrolon
Ascent: HPL
Set of arcs: HPL
Parapet Mirror: HPL, PU, Plexiglas
Snake crossover: stainless steel, HPL
Caterpillar crossover: stainless steel, HPL
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel 

eibe minimondo Ivy

The minimondo Ivy play unit with its rather abstract design 
convinces by an obstacle coursed that poses some challenges.

Stairs with handrail

Crossovers for coordination 

and balanceAttractive shape

best performance
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

fairy tales
enchanting

5 25 024 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 024 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 024 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 1039x815x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 51,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 20x CF or 20x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip and powdered galvanised steel, HPL, robinia, Astroturf, Makrolon
7 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
4 3D parapets: robinia, SW, HPL, Makrolon, steel
hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 play parapet: robinia, SW, HPL, Makrolon
1 play board, rotary colour disk: HPL, Makrolon 
1 play board Branch: HPL, Makrolon, stainless steel, galvanised steel 
1 play board Mirror: HPL, Plexiglas
1 play board Sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel cable, aluminium
1 treasure chest: HPL, stainless steel
1 ascent, spiral: stainless steel, robinia 
1 stem ascent: hard wood
1 leaf ascent: stainless steel, polyester-coated steel cable
1 entry plate: HPL
1 slide: GFRP

eibe unique play unit Fairy forest Ofelia

Welcome to the fairy forest. Here, little fairies and goblins leave 
everyday life behind them and immerse themselves in fairytale 
land. This play unit is both enchanting and challenging with 
climbs and slides hosting magical, floral hide-outs and play 
boards.
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Play board 
“Clave music“

Play board 
“Performer“

Play board 
“Clave music“

5 25 020 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 020 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 020 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 25 022 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 022 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 022 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 483x460x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 756x652x456 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 28,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 play board Sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel cable, aluminium
1 play board Theatre: HPL 
1 play board Mirror: HPL, Plexiglas

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL
1 roof: robinia, SW
1 parapet: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
 1 entry plate: HPL
1 treasure chest: HPL, stainless steel
1 ascent, spiral: stainless steel, robinia 
1 stem ascent: HW
1 entry plate: HPL
1 slide: GFRP

eibe unique creative station Wilne

eibe unique sliding and play unit Okaia

Three times the playing fun.
This creative play station caters for musical virtuosos, 
fans of optical effects and sound lovers.

This charming play combination and slide is a real eye-catcher. 
The attractive roof is visible from afar and acts as a fantasy 
canopy for children‘s dreams. With two climbs to the summit, 
kids can then slide down with their gathered treasure.

Extra slides for  

longer useful life!

 from 

page

ORdeR 
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

5 25 027 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 027 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 027 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 25 028 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 028 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 028 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 810x790x370 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 40,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 11x PFs

Minimum space: 526x487x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 17,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, HPL
4 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
1 stem crossover: HW
1 ladder ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable, stainless steel
1 spring stem ascent: SW, spring steel, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, HPL
1 parapet: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
1 climbing wall with climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 stem ascent: HW
1 ladder ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable, stainless steel

eibe unique play unit Tarnuk

eibe unique play unit Liara

A great lookout: two observation platforms offer wonderful views 
in to the distance. This play station is complemented by climbing 
apparatus and an adventurous cross-bridge.

Three ascents offer versatile challenges. Getting down takes 
some effort too!
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5 25 037 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 037 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 037 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 470x422x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 16,1 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: HW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: Hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel, HPL
Climbing wall with climbing grips: HPL, GFRP 
Parapet: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
Climbing stem ascent: wood, options available

eibe unique climbing and play unit Iltras

A classic for children. Two ascents lead to a square platform 
covered with leaf-shaped HPL applications. From the platform, 
you have a good overview in all directions.
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Play systems Round timber

5 25 036 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 036 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 036 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 526x487x320 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 19,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: HW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: Hot-dip galvanised and powder-
coated steel, HPL
Climbing wall with climbing grips: HPL, GFRP 
Stem ascent: HW
Ladder ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable, 
stainless steel
Play parapet: robinia, larch glazed, HPL, Makrolon

eibe unique climbing house Keltor

The small-scale, compact playing unit has an attractive boarded 
façade front. With three ascents of different degrees of difficulty 
for much playing fun on a small footprint.  Having climbed up in 
their bare feet, the children are met by an interesting sensory 
experience: the diamond-shaped HPL platform is carpeted with 
pieces of Astroturf.

5 25 033 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 033 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 033 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 862x538x235 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 31,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: HW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel, HPL 
Parapet: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
Ascent, spiral: stainless steel, robinia 
Stem ascent: HW
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Treasure chest: HPL, stainless steel

eibe unique play unit Lesla

Nobody will be bored here! Knights protect the gold and the 
precious stones, the princesses arrange their jewellery – a 
treasure chest inspires children to immerse themselves in a world 
of imagination. In addition to role play options and two ascents, 
this play unit has an exciting slide descent.

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page
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innovation
forward-looking

5 25 021 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 021 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 021 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 1330x1045x511 cm
Free falling height: 245 cm
Impact protection net: 86 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 26x CF or 21x PFs + 5x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL, robinia, Astroturf
1 roof: robinia, SW
2 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
1 play board Rotary colour disk: HPL, Makrolon, galvanised steel
1 play board Branch: HPL, Makrolon, stainless steel, galvanised steel
1 play board Mirror: HPL, Plexiglas
1 play board sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel cable, aluminium
1 treasure chest: HPL, stainless steel
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel, robinia
1 stem ascent: HW
1 leaf ascent: stainless steel, polyester-coated steel cable
1 ladder ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable, stainless steel
1 diagonal stem ascent: HW, stainless steel
1 wobbly stem crossover: HW, robinia, stainless steel
1 longitudinal stem crossover: HW, stainless steel
1 wobbly platform crossover: SW, HPL, stainless steel

eibe unique play and climbing unit Extron

Young users of this triangular unit will need courage, a sense 
of balance and endurance. Under the platform towers, you‘ll 
discover play boards and seating areas to encourage social 
integration. The highlight, however, of this adaptable unit is a 
breathtaking descent down the main slide.
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Play systems Round timber

imagination
merry

5 25 023 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 023 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 023 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 821x803x511 cm
Free falling height: 245 cm
Impact protection net: 44,6 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 8x PFs + 5x CF

Info box
Scope of delivery

Post structure: wood, options available
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL, robinia, Astroturf, Makrolon
3 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
1 roof: robinia, larch glazed
2 3D parapets: robinia, larch glazed, HPL, Plexiglas, Makrolon
hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, stainless steel
1 play board Rotary colour disk: HPL 1 play board Mirror: HPL, Makrolon 1 diagonal stem 
ascent: wood, options available
1 lavender ascent: stainless steel, plastic, polyester-coated steel cable, robinia
2 hand rail cables: polyester-coated steel cable
1 trough slide: stainless steel

eibe unique combination play unit Gwala

The biggest decision that a child will have to make on this 
hexagonal unit is whether to head for the summit or amuse 
themselves with the play boards first. On the ground there is 
a cute little play table and boards; reach the top and you‘re 
rewarded with a fun plunge down a speedy ride.
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5 25 025 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 025 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 025 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 1392x1100x714 cm
Free falling height: 295 cm
Impact protection net: 78,1 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 27x CF or 3x PFs + 8x PFl + 10x CF

Info boxeibe unique paying and climbing tower Mentras

Who wants to join the expedition? With daring ascents 
and different kinds of platform levels to cross and 
with fascinating play boards and cosy sitting areas to 
pass, this play unit has something to offer to children 
of every disposition and preference. The highlight 
and goal of every tour is the wonderful view and the 
thrilling slide ride down.
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Play systems Round timber

thrill
captivating

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL, robinia, Astroturf, Makrolon
1 inclined platform: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, HPL, SW
9 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
6 Makrolon parapets: robinia, Makrolon
1 roof: robinia, SW
5 3D parapets: robinia, SW, HPL,  Makrolon, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, stainless steel
3 play parapets: robinia, SW, HPL, Makrolon
1 play board Branch: HPL, Makrolon, stainless steel, galvanised steel
1 play board Mirror: HPL, Makrolon 
1 play board Puzzle: HPL, plastic 

1 play board Sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel cable, aluminium
1 play board Theatre: HPL
1 treasure chest: HPL, stainless steel
1 arched ascent: stainless steel, robinia
1 climbing board with climbing grips HPL, GFRP 
1 twine ascent: HPL
3 ring ascents: polyester-coated steel cable
2 hand rail cables: polyester-coated steel cable
1 entry plate: GFRP
1 slide: GFRP
1 trough slide: stainless steel
1 tubular slide: stainless steel

7 meters high!

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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adventure
overwhelming

5 25 026 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 026 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 026 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 1477x1514x599 cm
Free falling height: 295 cm
Impact protection net: 111,6 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 31x CF or 15x PFs + 6x PFl + 4x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL, robinia, Astroturf, Makrolon
2 inclined platforms: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, HPL, SW
6 parapets: robinia, HPL, Makrolon
5 Makrolon parapets: robinia, Makrolon
3 roofs: robinia, SW
2 play parapets: robinia, SW, HPL, Plexiglas
18 hand rail cables: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing stem ascent: HW
1 tubular ascent: stainless steel
1 lavender ascent: stainless steel, plastic, polyester-coated steel cable, robinia
1 net bridge: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, SW, polyester-coated steel cable, robinia
1 net tunnel: polyester-coated steel cable, SW
1 platform bridge with net: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, polyester-coated steel cable, 
robinia, HPL
1 entry plate: HPL
1 tubular slide: stainless steel
1 slide: GFRP

eibe unique fort unit Shadra

This play unit focuses on action and adventure. With loads of 
different ascents and climbing opportunities, the thrill of the 
resulting slide ride will delight everyone. This ultra-exciting 
product will engage and occupy children all day.
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Play systems Round timber

5 25 034 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 034 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 034 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 947x688x515 cm
Free falling height: 245 cm
Impact protection net: 52,2 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 10x PFs + 5x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Post structure: HW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform structure: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel, HPL 
Roof: robinia, SW
Play board Rotary colour disk: HPL, Makrolon 
Play board Mirror: HPL, Makrolon 
Play board Sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel cable, aluminium
Trough slide PH 245 cm: stainless steel
Diagonal stem ascent: HW, stainless steel
Leaf ascent: stainless steel, polyester-coated steel rope
Stem ascent: wood, options available

eibe unique play unit Darcon

This hexagonal unit with its open design offers demanding 
climbing ascents, play boards on the topics with optics and 
acoustics, and a slide for a fast ride down.  With its natural, 
expressive appearance, the play unit has an uncluttered look that 
fits in with every free space.
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A touch of 
the jungle

You would like to learn more about our products? Then visit our website

Minimum space: 872x557x402 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 5x PFs + 1x PFl + 2x CF

Minimum space: 970x870x402 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 52 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 15x PFs 13x CF

5 66 260 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 261 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: HPL
1 parapet: pressure impregnated SW
2 leaf elements: HPL
1 hip roof: HPL, SW
1 arched ramp: pressure impregnated SW, hot-
dip galvanised steel
1 liana ascent: hot-galvanised steel, polyester 
coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
2 parapets: pressure impregnated SW
6 leaf elements: HPL
1 hip roof: HPL, SW
1 mountaineer‘s ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 stem ascent: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel  cable
1 Tibetan bridge: polyester-coated steel cable
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System 
Bali

eibe ibondo Play System Borneo

A high play value in a small space 
and a distinctive design are the 
distinguishing features of this play 
system.

The diverse range of combination possibilities ensure that this 
play system is never boring.

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page
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Play systems Round timber

There are many ways to scale the play system Congo.  
Each and every one offers an array of various challenges 
and adventures.

Minimum space: 965x930x415 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 69 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 18x CF or 17x PFs + 1x PFl

5 66 262 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: HPL
4 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
2 left elements: HPL
1 hip roof: HPL, SW
1 slanted roof: pressure-impregnated SW
1 step-through platform:  pressure-impregnated SW
1 stem ascent: pressure-impregnated SW
1 zigzag ascent: poly-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: poly-coated steel cable
1 hand-over-hand climbing ascent: pressure-impregnated SW, hot-dip 
galvanised and powdered steel
1 rung element: stainless steel
1 T-ascent: poly-coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Congo

There are many ways to scale the play system Congo.  Each and 
every one offers an array of various challenges and adventures.
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In the jungle village Orinoko, there’s always something happening. 
The three play towers promise hours of unlimited fun.

Minimum space: 1256x963x402 cm
Free falling height: 194 cm
Impact protection net: 78 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 22x CF or 19x PFs + 1x PFl + 2x CF

5 66 263 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: HPL
5 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
1 leaf elements: HPL
2 hip roofs: HPL
1 step-through platform:  pressure-impregnated SW
1 stem ascent: pressure-impregnated SW
1 zigzag ascent: poly-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 runged ascent: poly-coated steel cable
1 arched ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 liana ascent: poly-coated steel cable, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 Tibetan walkway: poly-coated steel cable
1 zigzag cross-over: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated 
SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Orinoko

In the jungle village Orinoko, there’s always something 
happening. The three play towers promise hours of unlimited fun.
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Play systems Round timber

The play system Amazon offers a wealth of diversity and playing 
fun that can not be rivalled.

Minimum space: 1239x1022x447 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 111 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 28x CF or 24x PFs + 2x PFl + 2x CF

5 66 264 5 SW pi FL1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: HPL
6 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
10 leaf elements: HPL
2 hip roofs: HPL, SW
1 slanted roof: pressure-impregnated SW
1 step-through platform:  pressure-impregnated. SW
1 zigzag ascent: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW 
2 ladder ascents: stainless steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: poly-coated steel cable
1 arched ramp: pressure-impregnated SW, hot-galvanised steel
1 liana ascent: poly-coated steel cable, hot-galvanised steel, SW
1 diagonal cross-over: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-
impregnated SW
1 spiral tunnel: poly-coated steel cable
1 Tibetan bridge: poly-coated steel cable
1 T-ascent: poly-coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure- impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Amazon

The play system Amazon offers a wealth of diversity and playing 
fun that can not be rivalled.
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Minimum space: 753x430x402 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 26 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 1x PFs + 4x CF

5 66 240 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: HPL
7 parapets: HPL
1 roof with 2 portholes: HPL, SW
1 step-through platform: pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: poly-coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Lighthouse

The view across the sheer, endless vastness of the sea is a very 
special experience from the Lighthouse.

Minimum space: 855x515x415 cm
Free falling height: 202 cm
Impact protection net: 35 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 10x PFs + 1x CF

5 66 241 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

2 parapets: HPL
2 themed parapets: HPL
3 reinforcement arches:  HPL
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW
1 step-through platform: pressure-impregnated SW
1 bow: polyester-coated steel cable,
pressure-impregnated SW
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 ladder ascent: stainless steel,
pressure impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: polyester-coated steel rope 
1 sliding pole: stainless steel  
1 steering wheel: HP 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Trawler

Full steam ahead!  Every child becomes a seafarer on this 
Trawler.
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1298x927x475 cm
Free falling height: 202 cm
Impact protection net: 77 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 18x CF or 19x PFs + 1x CF

5 66 243 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
1 step-through platform: pressure impregnated 
SW 
6 parapets: HPL
2 themed parapets: HPL
3 reinforcement arches:  HPL
1 hexagonal roof: HPL 
1 bow: polyester-coated steel cable,
pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: polyester-coated steel cable

1 ladder ascent: stainless steel, pressure 
impregnated SW
1 ascent net: polyester-coated steel rope 
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel  
1 arched ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 Tibetan bridge: polyester-coated steel rope 
1 steering wheel: HPL 
1 play board Labyrinth: HP 
Wooden  structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Harbour Rotterdam

The Cargo Ship has entered the Harbour and is ready for loading.

Minimum space: 1070x430x415 cm
Free falling height: 202 cm
Impact protection net: 42 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 8x PFs + 1x CF

5 66 242 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

4 themed parapets: HPL 
2 reinforcement arches:  HPL
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW 
1 ladder ascent: stainless steel,
pressure-impregnated SW
1 bow: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel,
pressure-impregnated SW
1 crawling tunnel: polyester-coated steel cable, HPL
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW Post shoes: hot-
dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Cargo Ship

The two playing levels and the crawling tunnel make this Cargo 
Ship especially attractive.
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Ahoy! After docking in the Harbour, the Cargo Ship is ready 
for unloading.  The goods have to be carried across the 
Tibetan walkway direct to the sand construction site for 
processing.

Minimum space: 1095x940x485 cm
Free falling height: 202 cm
Impact protection net: 75 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 23x CF or 22x PFs + 1x CF

5 66 244 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

16 parapets: HPL
3 themed parapets: HPL
2 reinforcement arches:  HPL
1 roof with 2 portholes: HPL 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW 
1 step-through platform: pressure-
impregnated SW
1 bow: polyester-coated steel cable, 
pressure impregnated SW
1 sliding pole: stainless steel 
1 sloping runged ascent: stainless steel, 
pressure impregnated SW 
1 ring ascent: polyester-coated steel  cable
1 Tibetan bridge: polyester-coated steel 
cable

1 crawling tunnel: 
polyester-coated steel cable, HPL
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, 
pressure impregnated SW 
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel
1 play board Labyrinth: HPL 
1 play board Spiral disk: HPL, Makrolon 
2 riddle sifters: stainless steel 
1 sand sifter: stainless steel 
1 sand silo: stainless steel 
1 sand hoist: stainless steel, rubber 
1 suspended track: stainless steel, rubber 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated 
SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Harbour Hamburg

Ahoy! After docking in the Harbour, the Cargo Ship is ready for 
unloading.  The goods have to be carried across the Tibetan 
walkway direct to the sand construction site for processing.
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Play systems Round timber

The array of various climbing ascents and connections 
encourage an immediate start to play.

Minimum space: 982x900x563 cm
Free falling height: 194 cm
Impact protection net: 74 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 18x CF or 17x PFs + 1x PFl

5 66 257 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 wall element with window: pressure-impregnated SW
4 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
2  roofs: pressure-impregnated SW
1 step-through platform:  pressure-impregnated SW
1 liana ascent: poly-coated steel cable, hot-galvanised steel 
Stem ascent: pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: poly-coated steel cable 
1 arch ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 sloping ladder ascent: stainless steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 zigzag crossover: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated 
SW 
1 diagonal crossover: poly- coated steel cable, pressure-
impregnated SW
1 play board Rotation disk: HPL
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Mura-Mura

The array of various climbing ascents and connections encourage 
an immediate start to play.
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Nibble, nibble.... 
little house

Minimum space: 855x808x563 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 47 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

5 66 256 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 wall element with window: pressure-impregnated SW
1 wall element: pressure-impregnated SW
2 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
2 step-through platforms: pressure-impregnated SW
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: poly-coated steel cable 
1 stem ascent: pressure-impregnated SW
1 diagonal cross-over: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-
impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Taya-Laya

In order to reach the slide, the valley has to be crossed using the 
diagonal cross-over bridge.

Extra slides for  

longer useful life! 

from 

page
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Play systems Round timber

Welcome to the play city Taba-Laga!  The four towers give 
the play system the character of a little city and invite the 
children to playing fun that knows no bounds.

Minimum space: 1346x1296x563 cm
Free falling height: 238 cm
Impact protection net: 98 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 20x CF or 19x PFs + 1x PFl

5 66 259 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 
1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
2 slide entry plates: pressure impregnated SW 
3 wall elements with window:
pressure impregnated SW 
7 parapets: pressure impregnated SW 
3 roofs: SW
1 step-through platform: pressure impregnated SW 
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel
1 ring ascent: polyester-coated steel cable
1 liana ascent: polyester-coated steel cable, hot-dip galvanised 
steel
1 spiral tunnel: polyester-coated steel cable
1 Tibetan bridge: polyester-coated steel cable
1 zigzag crossover: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure-
impregnated SW
1 diagonal crossover: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure 
impregnated SW
1 play board Rotation wheel: HPL 
1 play board Spiral wheel: Makrolon, HPL 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Taba Laga

Welcome to the play city Taba-Laga!  The four towers give the 
play system the character of a little city and invite the children to 
playing fun that knows no bounds.
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The play system Aba Tawa wins the children over with its 
endless play possibilities and an individual design.

without roof

Minimum space: 1155x986x522 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 73 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 21x CF or 19x PFs + 2x PFl

5 66 258 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 606 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 1 slide entry plate: 
pressure impregnated SW 5 parapets: pressure 
impregnated SW 1 wall element with window: 
pressure impregnated SW 1 pc. rectangular 
roof: pressure impregnated SW 1 pc. hexagonal 
roof: pressure impregnated SW 1 step-through 
platform: pressure-impregnated SW
1 liana ascent: polyester-coated steel cable, 
hot-dip galvanised steel
1 zigzag ascent: polyester-coated steel cable, 
pressure impregnated SW
1 stem ascent: pressure-impregnated SW
1 ring ascent: polyester-coated steel cable
1 T ascent: polyester-coated steel cable
1 diagonal Rotation disk: polyester-coated steel 
cable, pressure impregnated SW
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated 
SW Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Aba Tawa

eibe ibondo play system Aba Tawa 2

The play system Aba Tawa wins the children over with its endless 
play possibilities and an individual design.
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Play systems Round timber

Play, climbing, and sand combinations

145 cm

Minimum space: 803x430x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 500 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 1 slide entry plate: 
HPL 1 rung: HPL 1 sloping runged ascent: 
pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel 1 
rung: Stainless steel, pressure impregnated 
SW Wood construction: Pressure impregnated 
SW Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Algiers

Children can have hours of sliding fun and parents can easily 
lend them a hand if required.
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190 cm

145 cm

Minimum space: 850x525x370 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 503 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
2 fence elements: pressure-impregnated SW
2 reinforcement arches: HPL
1 sloping runged ascent: pressure-impregnated 
SW, stainless steel
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Bucharest

The Bucharest play system has been conceived for climbing and 
active play and offers unique sliding fun.

Minimum space: 803x430x376 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 501 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
2 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW 
1 reinforcement arch: HPL
1 sloping runged ascent: pressure impregnated 
SW, stainless steel 
Wood construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
1 roof: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Tirana

Sliding fun from the airy heights of the roof-covered platform is a 
pure joy!

with fence elements!

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Play systems Round timber

With climbing board up to platform height, incl. grips: HPL

Without climbing board, with ladder ascent

Minimum space: 754x520x366 cm
Free falling height: 186 cm
Impact protection net: 29 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs

Minimum space: 774x495x331 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs

5 66 502 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 600 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 110 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
1 ramp: pressure impregnated SW 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW

1 net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable
Climbing boards up to parapet height incl. 
climbing grips: HPL, GFRP 
Wood construction: Pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 add-on slide, PH: 110 cm: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 net ascent, inclined: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing board with grips: HPL
1 mountaineer‘s ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 arched roof: pressure impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel Scope of delivery

1 add-on slide, PH: 110 cm: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 net ascent, inclined: polyester-coated steel cable
1 ladder ascent: SW, stainless steel
1 mountaineer‘s ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 arched roof: pressure impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Sofia 1

eibe ibondo play system Sofia 2

The ideal play equipment for small children because the platform 
height of 100 cm makes it easy for parents to lend a hand if 
required.

5 66 601 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe ibondo play system Sofia 3

eibe 
ibondo 
Sofia
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Minimum space: 860x590x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 39 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs

5 66 506 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated 
SW
1 climbing pole: stainless steel
2 climbing boards including climbing grips: 
HPL, GFRP
2 reinforcement arches: HPL
1 climbing net: poly-coated steel cable
3 parapets: HPL
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Vaduz

The inexpensive eibe ibondo play system Vaduz offers a diversity 
of play opportunities in an active zone in a confined space.

Minimum space: 900x860x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 49 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs

5 66 507 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 parapet: HPL
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
2 climbing boards including climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 climbing net: poly-coated steel cable
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Kiev

The extended version of the Vaduz basic model is the compact 
Kiev play system which guarantees hours of additional sliding 
fun.

Extra slides for  

longer useful life!

 from 

page
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 925x610x420 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 40 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs

5 66 504 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
2 ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless 
steel
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated 
SW
3 climbing boards including climbing grips: 
HPL, GFRP
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Canberra

This small combination represents a playground in itself on which 
the children can have fun experimenting with different types of 
physical activity.

Minimum space: 980x915x420 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 54 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

5 66 520 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
2 parapets: HPL
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 climbing pole: stainless steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 runged ladder: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW
 Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Helsinki

In order to slide down the climbing pole or the rapid GFRP slide, 
the children first have to scale the wobbly bridge or the ramp.
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free falling height: 145 cm

with climbing board

without climbing board

Minimum space: 925x707x431 cm
Free falling height: 230 cm
Impact protection net: 44 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

Minimum space: 925x706x431 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 42 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 66 541 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 602 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 1 slide entry 
plate: HPL 1 runged ascent: ash, pressure 
impregnated pine 1 mountaineer‘s ascent: 
pressure impregnated pine
2 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, 
GFRP
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel cable,
pressure impregnated pine
1 spiral ascent stainless steel 1 roof: HPL, 
pressure impregnated pine Wood construction: 
Pressure impregnated pine Post shoes: hot-dip 
galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 runged ascent: ash, pressure impregnated SW
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel rope, pressure-
impregnated SW

eibe ibondo Play System Port Louis 1

The hexagonal Port Louis tower combines six different 
opportunities for play and climbing in one compact active-play 
system.

eibe ibondo play system Port Louis 2

1 spiral ascent: stainless steel
1 roof: HPL, pressure impregnated SW
 Wood construction: pressure-
impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1053x684x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 48 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 66 546 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
3 climbing boards including climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
2 parapets: HPL
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW 
1 sloping runged ascent: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 climbing pole: stainless steel
1 net frame: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System San Salvador

The attractive hexagonal tower is ideal as the central point of a 
play system with climbing and sliding opportunities for different 
levels of ability.

Minimum space: 1005x758x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 66 526 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

4 parapets: HPL
1 parapet: SW
1 reinforcement arch: HPL
3 climbing boards including climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 hand-over-hand climbing ladder: pressure-impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised and 
powdered steel
1 rung element: stainless steel
2 runged ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW 
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Caracas

Here, a compact, harmonious play system has been developed 
which can be perfectly integrated into the landscape within a 
confined area.
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free falling height: 145 cm

Minimum space: 922x875x410 cm
Free falling height: 230 cm
Impact protection net: 55 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 66 521 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW
2 climbing boards up to parapet height incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable,
pressure impregnated SW
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW
1 rung ladder: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Dublin 1

The interesting U-shaped design of the eibe ibondo Dublin play 
system is always fun and suits many locations.

5 66 604 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe ibondo ibondo play system Dublin 2

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately

eibe ibondo Dublin
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 986x751x475 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 53 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 15x PFs

5 66 540 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 hand climbing bridge: polyester coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
2 parapets: SW
1 rung element: stainless steel
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel 
2 large fence elements: pressure-impregnated SW
1 net frame: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated. SW
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 runged ladder: pressure-impregnated. SW, stainless steel
1 roof: HPL, pressure-impregnated SW 
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Lisbon

The climbing elements arranged in the shape of a star around the 
compact hexagonal tower offer ideal opportunities for exercise 
within the smallest of spaces.

Minimum space: 1135x985x447 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 79 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 66 522 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
4 parapets: HPL
1 reinforcement arch: HPL
1 climbing board including climbing grips: HPL, 
GFRP
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: poly-coated 
steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
1 rung element: stainless steel
1 double swing: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber
1 runged ladder: pressure-impregnated SW, 
stainl. steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, 
pressure-impregnated SW 
1 roof: HPL, pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Ottawa

The eibe ibondo play system Ottawa, with its two central play 
levels and the play elements arranged in the shape of a star, is 
one of our most popular playscapes.
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Minimum space: 1205x985x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 69 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 14x PFs

5 66 524 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
4 parapets: HPL
1 hand climbing bridge: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel, pressure 
impregnated SW
1 rung element: stainless steel
6 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 climbing net: polyester coated steel cable
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW
2 runged ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Pretoria

Within a confined space, the eibe ibondo Pretoria play system 
offers important play activities for the role-play, climbing and 
physical exercise areas.

Minimum space: 1278x865x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 70 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 17x PFs

5 66 523 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
2 reinforcement arches: HPL
3 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope 
1 arched ramp: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised steel, stainless steel
2 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
2 rung ladders: pressure impregnated SW, 
stainless steel 
1 wobbly bridge: pressure impregnated SW 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Oslo

In the play system Oslo, all the play elements for the activity area 
in playgrounds are harmoniously integrated.
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1397x1007x447 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 79 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 16x CF or 16x PFs

5 66 512 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 fence element: pressure-impregnated SW
2 parapets: HPL
3 reinforcement arches: HPL
1 net bridge: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
1 arched ramp: pressure-impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel
4 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel,  
pressure-impregnated SW
1 rung element: stainless steel 
1 runged ladder: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel 
1 roof: HPL, pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Kingston

The compact eibe ibondo play system Kingston offers children 
an array of opportunities to really have a romp and discover their 
capabilities.

Minimum space: 1086x913x431 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 63 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 16x CF or 16x PFs

5 66 543 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 parapet: HPL
1 Tibetan bridge: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel 
1 arched ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
2 climbing boards including climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
1 net ascent: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
2 runged ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 roof: HPL, pressure-impregnated SW
2 large fence elements: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Bern

Play activity on the eibe ibondo play system Bern is centred 
around the hexagonal tower; the children can reach the different 
play levels via the ascents of varying levels of difficulty.
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Minimum space: 1608x850x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 86 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 22x CF or 22x PFs

5 66 525 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
6 parapets: HPL
3 reinforcement arches: HPL
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel 
5 climbing boards incl.climbing grips: HPL, GFRP 
1 wobbly bridge: galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW 
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: Pressure impregnated SW 
2 rung ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel 
2 roofs: HPL, pressure impregnated SW 
Wood construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Warsaw

The compact eibe ibondo play system Warsaw offers children 
an array of opportunities to really have a romp and discover their 
capabilities.

eibe ibondo Warschau
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1255x1380x420 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 93 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 21x CF or 21x PFs

5 66 527 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
8 parapets: HPL 
1 fence element: HPL
1 reinforcement arch: HPL
1 rung ladder: pressure impregnated SW,  stainless steel 
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised and 
powdered steel
1 rung element: stainless steel 
1 wobbly bridge: galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW 
1 crawling tube: GFRP, HPL, Plexiglas
1 net bridge: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW 
3 roofs: pressure impregnated SW 
Wood construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Managua

With its three towers, the eibe ibondo play system Managua 
looks like a self-contained little play village. The various levels are 
connected by transitions of varying degrees of difficulty - thus, 
this play system can be used by children of different age groups.

eibe ibondo Managua

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Minimum space: 1540x1021x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 102 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 25x CF or 25x PFs

5 66 266 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide PH 190: GFRP
2 slide entry plates: HPL
5 climbing boards incl.climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
8 reinforcement arches: HPL
1 net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope, pressure impregnated SW
1 hanging bridge: pressure-impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel rope, pressure impregnated SW
2 mountaineer ramps: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing rod: stainless steel
1 arched roof: pressure impregnated SW
1 fence element: pressure impregnated SW
2 parapets: HPL
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo play system Astana

Thanks to the large number of ascents, climbing options and 
passageways, the eibe ibondo play system Astana offers play 
that never gets boring. The children will continue to find new 
ways of crossing the playing landscape.

eibe ibondo Astana
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1205x1097x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 105 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 28x CF or 29x PFs

5 66 564 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 spiral slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
2 parapets: HPL
3 rung ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: pressure impregnated SW,  hot-dip galvanised and 
powdered steel
1 rung element: stainless steel 
1 wobbly bridge: galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW 
1 crawling tube: GFRP, HPL, Makrolon
1 net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW,  hot-dip galvanised steel, stainless steel
3 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP 
1 spiral ascent: stainless steel 
4 roofs: HPL, pressure impregnated SW 
6 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW 
Wood construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Copenhagen

The four towers of this diversified eibe ibondo playscape with 
spiral slide are connected to one another by various climbing, 
balancing and hand climbing elements.

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

ORdeR 

SePaRately

eibe ibondo Kopenhagen
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Minimum space: 864x752x354 cm
Free falling height: 89 cm
Impact protection net: 11 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

5 66 547 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 110 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HPL 
1 rung ladder: pressure impregnated SW, 
stainless steel 
5 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW 
2 crawling tubes: GFRP 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW 
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Tunnel Rendezvous Georgetown

The activities in the ibondo Georgetown play system, which 
is intended for hill installation, range from hide-and-seek and 
climbing games to simple crawling fun!

eibe ibondo Georgetown
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1544x1064x676 cm
Free falling height: 279 cm
Impact protection net: 92 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 27x CF or 17x PFs + 10x CF

5 66 566 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 tubular slide PH 450: stainless steel
1 spiral slide PH 270: stainless steel
1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
13 parapets: HPL
15 fence elements: SW
4 parapets with portholes: HPL, Makrolon
3 runged ascents: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 net frame: poly-coated steel cable, pressure-impregnated SW
4 seat areas: HPL
4 roofs: pressure-impregnated SW
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW 
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Montevideo

The eibe ibondo playscape with its star-shaped layout and the 
central tower which allows children to play on several levels is 
particularly suited for playgrounds subjected to heavy use.

eibe ibondo Montevideo
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264 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

suitable for less abled children

Minimum space: 860x340x362 cm
Free falling height: 56 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 24x CF or 24x PFs

5 66 550 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 fog horn: PP, PE
1 steering wheel: HPL
4 parapets with portholes: HPL, Makrolon  
1 compass: HPL, Makrolon 
2 propeller disks: HPL 
1 elephant piano: 
Simocell, pressure impregnated SW 
2 wind vanes: HPL 
1 voicepipe: powder-coated steel 
1 play board Rolli: MDF
1 play board Spiral disk :HPL, Makrolon
1 play board Distorting mirror MDF, stainless steel 
1 telescope: HPL, PVC
3 parapets: SW
2 parapets: HPL
2 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW 
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW  
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Port-au-Prince

The Port-au-Prince play system reminds one of a little boat on 
which interesting play opportunities for children of all ages have 
been combined.

eibe ibondo Port o Prince
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Play systems Round timber

suitable for less abled children

Minimum space: 1781x1119x504 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 138 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 60x CF or 62x PFs

5 66 563 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 110 cm: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
3  ladder ascents: stainless steel, pressure-impregnated SW
2 ascent ramps: pressure-impregnated SW
2 roofs: pressure-impregnated SW
1 steering wheel: HPL
5 parapets with porthole: HPL, Makrolon
2 parapets Anchor: HPL
2 parapets Life belt: HPL
15 fence elements: SW
3 wall elements: SW
3 wall elements: SW, Makrolon
1 reinforcement arch: HPL
1 parapet Wave with porthole: Makrolon, HPL
2 parapets Wave: HPL
1 sand chute: pressure-impregnated SW
1 sand seesaw: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 sand hoist: stainless steel, rubber
1x  mud mixing basin: stainless steel
1x  5457020 conveyor belt: stainless steel, HPL, rubber
1 figure ``Lolly``: pressure-impregnated SW
1 figure ``Cookadoodle``: pressure-impregnated SW, HPL
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 net ascent: poly-coated steel cable
1 telescope: HPL, PVC
1 play board Labyrinth: HPL
1x 5456720 play board Spiral disk: HPL, Makrolon
1x 5457020 play board Enchanted mirror: stainless steel, pressure- impregnated SW
1 elephant piano: Simocell, pressure-impregnated SW
2x 5593680 vanes: HPL, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 compass: HPL, Makrolon
1 megaphone: powder-coated steel
1 world map: HPL
1x 5663510 depth gauge: HPL
1 foghorn: PP, PE
1 bird ‚George‘: pine
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Santo Domingo

All hands on deck!  The enormous play ship Santo Domingo 
impresses through the sheer size of its dimensions and its 
extensive array of play elements.

eibe ibondo Santa Domingo
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266 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

suitable for less abled children

Minimum space: 1755x942x431 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 113 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 35x CF or 35x PFs

5 66 552 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
2 ascent ramps: pressure impregnated SW
1 magic mirror: MDF, stainless steel
1 sand hoist: stainless steel, galvanised steel, rubber
1 sand chute: SW
1 net frame: polyester-coated steel rope, pressure impregnated 
SW
2 ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1net bridge: polyester-coated steel rope, pressure impregnated 
SW
1 triangular ramp: pressure impregnated SW, powdered steel
3 parapets: HPL
2 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW
1 5455190 sand silo: stainless steel
1 5455070 sand sifter: stainless steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure 
impregnated SW
1 climbing pole: stainless steel 
1 roof: HPL, pressure impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Play System Brüssel

The play system Brussels is an exemplar for integrative 
playscapes: unlimited access and interesting play and exercise 
elements.

eibe ibondo Brüssel
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Play systems Round timber

All children love fantasy and adventure, acting 
as princesses in a castle or mediaeval knights 
peering over the turret of a castle.

Minimum space: 1375x1237x487 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 122 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 49x CF or 50x PFs

5 66 562 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 castle tower with climbing chimney: pressure impregnated SW, 
polyester-coated steel cable
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised 
steel, stainless steel 
2 roofs: pressure impregnated SW 
6 runged ascents: pressure impregnated SW and stainless steel
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW 
2 climbing poles: stainless steel
1 net bridge: polyester-coated steel cable
1 coat of arms: HPL
17 wall elements: pressure impregnated SW
5 fence elements: pressure impregnated SW
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Castle System Tunis

All children love fantasy and adventure, acting as princesses in a 
castle or mediaeval knights peering over the turret of a castle.

eibe ibondo Tunis
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Minimum space: 2333x1386x693 cm
Free falling height: 279 cm
Impact protection net: 195 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 54x CF or 50x PFs + 5x CF

5 66 567 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 entry tower incl. 1 ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing chimney: polyester-coated steel rope
4 roofs: pressure impregnated SW
1 right-hand side extension: pressure impregnated SW
1 runged ladder: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 rung: ash
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
1 left-hand side extension: pressure impregnated SW
1 wooden chute: pressure impregnated SW
1 sand hoist: stainless steel, rubber 
1 sand see-saw: pressure impregnated SW
1 net tunnel: polyester-coated steel rope
1 hexagonal tower: pressure-impregnated SW
1 inclined climbing net with wooden frame:  polyester-coated steel cable, pressure impregnated SW
2 runged ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW
1 spiral add-on slide, PH 270 cm: stainless steel 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Castle System Stockholm

The eibe ibondo Stockholm play system is not only a delightful 
sight with its battlements, gothic windows and peaked roofs with 
flags, but is also very appealing due to its countless playing, 
climbing and sliding opportunities.

eibe ibondo Stockholm
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Play systems Round timber

The eibe ibondo Stockholm play system 
is not only a delightful sight with its 
battlements, gothic windows and peaked 
roofs with flags, but is also very appealing 
due to its countless playing, climbing and 
sliding opportunities.

Minimum space: 2134x1179x693 cm
Free falling height: 279 cm
Impact protection net: 153 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 48x CF or 44x PFs + 5x CF

5 66 607 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 entry tower incl. 1 ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing chimney: polyester-coated steel rope
5 roofs: pressure impregnated SW
1 right-hand side extension: pressure impregnated SW
1 runged ladder: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 left-hand side extension: pressure impregnated SW
1 net tunnel: polyester-coated steel rope
1 hexagonal tower: pressure-impregnated SW
1 inclined climbing net with wooden frame:  polyester-coated steel cable, pressure 
impregnated SW
2 runged ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure impregnated SW
1 spiral add-on slide, PH 270 cm: stainless steel 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo castle system Stockholm 2

eibe ibondo Stockholm 2
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Minimum space: 884x898x397 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 47 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Ladder ascent: SW, rungs stainless steel
Climbing net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Freeclimb climbing board: HPL
Spiral stair ascent: stainless steel with HPL step plates
Balancing bridge with hand rails: SW, HPL step plates
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with plastic ball covers
Roof: HPL 
Set of triangular platforms: HPL, SW
Set of control bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 5 20 010 011 04 SW pi FL 1

5 20 010 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 010 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 010 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Ulmus

A balancing bridge connects the unit with the two platforms. 
Many ascents and descents bring additional climbing fun.

*
*

eibe climbo Ulmus
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Minimum space: 972x997x397 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 62 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 21x CF or 21x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Climbing net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope
Slide PH 190cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised with ball covers
Roof: HPL
Wobbly arch ascent: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Hand-over-hand climbing rod: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Wobbly bridge path: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Balancing bridge with hand rails: SW, HPL step plates
Set of triangular platforms: HPL, SW
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Set of control bars: hot-dip galvanised and powder coated

5 20 012 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 012 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 012 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 012 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Malum

Via various ascents and cross-overs, you reach the different 
platform levels of the combination play unit ‚Malum‘. This unit 
appeals to children of every age group.

*
*

Play systems Round timber

Extra slides for  

longer useful life! 

from 

page

Order 

separately eibe climbo Malum
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Minimum space: 794x753x347 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 36 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Arched ascent: stainless steel
Climbing chimney: stainless steel
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope 
Slide PH 140 cm: GFRP
Wobbly bridge path with hand rails: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Roof: HPL
Set of triangular platforms: HPL, SW 
Set of control bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

5 20 011 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 011 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 011 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 011 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Pirus

A tower with slide and roof can be climbed over different runged 
ascents. 
The wobbly bridge between the elements is an obstacle you 
have to master.

Slide does not correspond to the scope of delivery

*
*
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 728x510x320 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 26 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Climbing net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope
Slide PH 140 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Triangular platform: HPL, SW 
Set of control bars: galvanised and powdered steel

5 20 005 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 005 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 005 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 005 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo sliding and climbing unit Acer

Slide does not correspond to the scope of delivery

There are two climbing ascents of different levels of difficulty so 
that younger and older children can get up to the platform level. 
The slide ride down is the reward for the effort.

*
*
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Minimum space: 808x631x397 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 32,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 9x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Climbing net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope 
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
1 roof: HPL 
Set of platforms: SW, HPL 
Set of  themed parapets: HPL 
Set of control bars: galvanised and powdered steel

5 20 004 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 004 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 004 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 004 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo sliding and climbing unit Alnus

The climbing unit with roof and slide invites younger and older 
children to climb and play.

*
*

eibe climbo Alnus
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 808x497x397 cm
Free falling height: 199 cm
Impact protection net: 28,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Ladder ascent: SW, stainless steel rungs
Climbing and sliding pole: stainless steel, powder-coated
Slide, PH 190 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Roof: HPL
Triangular platform: HPL, SW
Set of control bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

5 20 006 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 006 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 006 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 006 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo sliding and climbing unit Carpinus

A compact unit with different ascents for versatile climbing fun. 
To get down, there is the choice of a slide and a fireman‘s pole.

*
*

eibe climbo Carpinus

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Minimum space: 1201x726x437 cm
Free falling height: 257 cm
Impact protection net: 55 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 19x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of climbo nature themed parapets: SW, 
glazed
Roof: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Rope ladder ascent
Climbing trunk ascent: SW
Add-on slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Balancing bridge with hand rails: SW,  hot-
dip galvanised steel
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
Set of rope rungs: polyester-coated steel 
cable
Balcony:  hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-
coated 

5 20 035 011 05 SW pi FL 1
5 20 035 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 035 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 035 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Sleeping Beauty‘s Castle

A colourful fairytale castle with different fascinating ascents and 
descents. Playing fun is offered at two levels.

*
*
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Play systems Round timber

Minimum space: 1093x703x387 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 45 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 13x PFs

Info boxScope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Set of themed parapets: SW
Set of roofs: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Climbing ramp with post bases: SW,  hot-dip galvanised steel
Balancing bridge with hand rail: SW,  hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated
Climbing trunk ascent: SW
Slide PH 140 cm: GFRP
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 20 032 011 05 SW pi FL 1
5 20 032 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 032 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 032 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Robinson

Here, children exercise their agility and balance in play while 
immersing themselves in a world of imagination.

*
*
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... ... with Robin Hood

Minimum space: 1409x913x368 cm
Free falling height: 171 cm
Impact protection net: 60 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 18x PFs + 1x CF

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Set of themed parapets: SW
Set of roofs: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Rope ladder ascent 
Climbing trunk ascent: SW
Slide, PH 140 cm: GFRP
Zigzag log wood crossover: SW
Climbing/sliding rope: polyester-coated steel rope 
Set of play tables: HPL5 20 033 011 05 SW pi FL 1

5 20 033 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 033 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 033 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Robin Hood

The little town on stilts is perfect for playing high up in the air. 
Here, everybody will find a nice dry place even in bad weather.

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

Order 

separately
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Play systems Round timber

Sherwood ...

Here, every little robber finds a 
place to hide!

Minimum space: 1614x770x387 cm
Free falling height: 171 cm
Impact protection net: 70 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 23x CF or 23x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Set of themed parapets: SW
Set of roofs: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Zigzag trunk ascent: SW
Climbing trunk ascent: SW
Slide PH 140 cm: GFRP
Suspension bridge SW, polyester-coated steel core 
Climbing and sliding rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Climbing arch: stainless steel
Set of play tables: HPL
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 20 034 011 05 SW pi FL 1
5 20 034 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 034 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 034 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play unit Sherwood

Three combined units with different ascents and cross-overs. 
Here, children‘s dreams come true.
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Minimum space: 888x642x353 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x PFs + 8x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Set of themed parapets: SW
Roof: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Climbing trunk ascent: SW
Add-on slide, PH 140cm: GFRP

Minimum space: 475x569x387 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel with ball covers
Set of climbo nature themed parapets: SW
Roof fragment: SW
Set of play platforms: SW, HPL
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Climbing and sliding arc: stainless steel

5 20 029 011 05 SW pi FL 1
5 20 029 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 029 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 029 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

5 20 028 011 05 SW pi FL 1
5 20 028 012 05 SW pi FL 2
5 20 028 021 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 028 022 05 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe climbo play house Hansel and Gretel

eibe climbo play unit Treasure Island

The Witch house sits on stilts. It has a slide and a porch. Here, 
the children‘s imagination is kindled.

This play tower with lookout has been developed for climbing 
and for role play. It comprises a ramp ascent and a rather 
complex hand-over-hand climbing pole. With a bit of dexterity, 
you can use the pole to get into the tower.
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Rustic expedition 
for toddlers

play systems robinia

Minimum space: 560x500x220 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 9x CF

5 45 012 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box
Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Set of platforms: robinia
Runged ascent: robinia
Set of play parapets: robinia
Set of fence elements: stainless steel, PE 
Seat board: robinia
Roof: robinia
Tummy board: HPL
Stair ascent: robinia

eibe paradiso play combination Winja for nurseries

For the toddlers, there is a house for role play and crawling fun. It 
has two different ascents, a bench, parapets and play elements.

enchanting play world

Robinia and stainless steel

Play systems, slides, Platforms

best performance
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Minimum space: 800x400 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 45 080 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box Scope of delivery

Podium level 1x PH 95 cm
1x leveling with fall protection
1x stainless steel slide

paradiso slide tower Luta with stairs

The stair ascent makes the platform accessible even for the 
youngest children. The way down is via the slide.

Stair ascent for young children

New
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Play systems Robinia

Minimum space: 750x600x350 cm
Free falling height: 95 cm
Impact protection net: 35 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF

5 45 011 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box
Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Set of play parapets: robinia
Set of platforms: robinia
Slide: stainless steel
Stair ascent: robinia
Roof: robinia

eibe paradiso slide platform Aylin PH: 95 cm

The way up to the slide leads over slanted stairs under a pretty 
roof.
Going up the ascent trains the sense of balance and the agility.

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Minimum space: 1000x940 cm
Free falling height: 230 cm
Impact protection net: 64 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF

5 45 092 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide tower with start platform and game platform, fiberglass slide, climbing 
wall with grips, two game windows and roof

paradiso game combination Cleto

In addition to plenty of challenging climbing options, the two-
piece tower unit also offers spaces for retreat to those who need 
a short rest.

New

Please note: Photo shows a similar unit. The drawing below is binding.
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Play systems Robinia

Minimum space: 900x450x320 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 28 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF

5 45 010 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Platform: robinia
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope
Stair ascent: robinia
Runged ascent: robinia
Slide: stainless steel

eibe paradiso slide platform Fredo PH: 145 cm

Ropes, rungs, stairs – every child will find the ascent to match 
his or her taste and abilities. But everybody will use the slide to 
race down again!
A tower with three different ascents and a slide.
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Warped and 
mysterious!

Minimum space: 800x700x350 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 45 013 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box
Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Set of play parapets: robinia
Platform: robinia
Roof: robinia
Shop counter: robinia
Rope ascent: robinia
Climbing wall with grips: robinia, GFRP
Trunk ascent: robinia
Slide: GFRP

eibe paradiso play combination Marja

An elevated house for playing, climbing, romping, and studying. 
It has three different ascents, a slide, a lower shop counter, and a 
cosy room at the top floor.
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play systems square timber

Minimum space: 969x916x449 cm
Free falling height: 269 cm
Impact protection net: 66 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 24x CF or 24x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW, PP 
Set of roofs: PP 
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: PP 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
Hand-over-hand climbing crossover: hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Climbing ascent: SW
Liana ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable
Balancing crossover: SW
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 
Balancing ascent: SW
Spider‘s web: hot-dip galvanised steel, 
polyester-coated steel cable

5 15 024 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 024 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 024 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 024 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 024 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 024 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Delta

The combination unit Delta offers various play options that 
promote motor and sensory skills. Moving hand-over-hand, 
balancing, and climbing – different challenges for acrobats of all 
types. The children decide themselves how big a challenge they 
are willing to take.

Play systems, slides, Platforms



*
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Minimum space: 698x375x275 cm
Free falling height: 95 cm
Impact protection net: 18,9 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs or 8x PFr

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH 95 cm: HPL, stainless steel
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Arched roof with dormer window: SW three-layer board
Play parapet with toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL
Stairways with hand rails: SW
Play parapet calculator: SW three-layer board
Themed post with lantern: SW three-layer board

Play value under the platform

Minimum space: 618x504x233 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 6,2 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs or 13x PFr

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH 45 cm: HPL, stainless steel
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Pitched roof: SW three-layer board
Play parapet with toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL
Stair ascent: SW
Play parapet Vault wheel: SW three-layer board
Musical sound frame with wooden rods: SW three-layer board
Musical sound frame with metal rods: aluminium, SW three-layer board
Knik-knack crossover: SW

5 10 002 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 002 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 002 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 002 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Barn owl

The sliding and climbing tower ‚Barn owl‘ is a fascinating 
versatile system offering many play options.

5 10 003 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 003 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 003 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 003 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Red kite

Up the stairs, past the claves, crawling over the knick-knack 
bridge, the little adventurers approach the unforgettable sliding 
fun. A range of other play elements invites the children to stay.

*
*

*
*
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 637x600x248 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 6,2 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 17x PFs or 19x PFr

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Arched roof with dormer window: SW three-
layer boards
Pitched roof: SW three-layer board
Set of parapets with windows and shutters: 
SW three-layer board
Slide: HPL, stainless steel

Crawling ramp: HPL
Knik-knack crossover: SW
Musical sound parapet with wooden rods: 
SW three-layer board
Musical sound parapet with metal rods: 
aluminium, SW three-layer board
Stair ascent: SW
Wobbly bridge crossover with parapet: 
HPL, SW
Play counter: SW, HPL

Musical elements in 

the parapets

Minimum space: 539x375x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 6,2 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs or 7x PFr

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH 45 cm: HPL, stainless steel
Platform: SW
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Arched roof with dormer window: SW three-layer board
Play parapet with toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL
Stair ascent: SW

5 10 008 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 008 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 008 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 008 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Kestrel

Here, a whole bunch of toddlers can jointly gather new 
experiences, master challenges to their motor skills, and make 
first contacts in play.

5 10 001 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 001 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 001 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 001 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Tawny owl

Via a stair ascent, the children get up the covered climbing 
tower. Here, the speedy ride down the slide starts.

*
*
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Minimum space: 781x889x397 cm
Free falling height: 239 cm
Impact protection net: 36,3 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 11x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of climbing boards: HPL, GFRP 
Ascent ramp: SW
Stairs: SW
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP 

Roof: three-layer SW board
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: HPL
Play parapet ‚Dice wheel‘: three-layer SW 
board, HPL
Lounge corner: SW
Play counter: three-layer SW board
Play parapet ‚Calculator‘: three-layer SW board

Minimum space: 884x767x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 35,3 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 15x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Themed roof: three-layer SW board
Wobbly bridge with hand rails: SW
Ascent ladder: SW
Ascent ramp: SW
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Shop counter: SW, HPL
Play parapet ‚Calculator‘ three-layer SW board

2 platform heights

5 10 094 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 094 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 094 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 094 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Lynx

The hexagonal tower is a true challenge for the little ones. The 
climbing unit is a special highlight. The generously dimensioned 
lounge corner is tucked away nicely below the slide platform so 
that no space is wasted

5 10 096 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 096 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 096 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 096 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Badger

Versatile playing fun on two levels. Sliding, climbing, balancing, 
or role play - this unit offer everything.
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 1035x889x397 cm
Free falling height: 239 cm
Impact protection net: 45,2 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 18x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Ascent ramp: SW
Stairs: SW
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Roof: three-layer SW board
Wobbly bridge with hand rails: SW
Play parapet ‚Toothed wheels‘: three-layer SW board, HPL
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: HPL
Play parapet ‚Dice wheel‘: three-layer SW board, HPL
Lounge corner: SW
Climbing boards: HPL, GFRP 
Play counter: SW, HPL
Play parapet ‚Calculator‘

thrilling wobbly bridge

Illustration above does not correspond to the 
scope of delivery! Day nursery & kindergarten – 

suitable for several age groups.

5 10 093 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 093 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 093 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 093 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Brown bear

This impressive play unit is a true multi-talent. When climbing 
and balancing on the wobbly bridge and racing down the slide, 
the children can romp to their hearts‘ delight; later, they retreat 
to the integrated table-and-bench kit to chat and make friends.
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An affordable unit for 
much climbing fun

Minimum space: 1181x610x392 cm
Free falling height: 212 cm
Impact protection net: 51,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 45 461 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable 
Wobbly bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW, stainless steel 
Set of rungs: stainless steel 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board  
Run-through protection: stainless steel 

eibe playo Porto

Climbing, balancing, hand climbing and sliding – all children 
enjoy roaming on the eibe playo Porto playscape.

Extra slides for  

longer useful life! from 

page

Order 

separately
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 786x513x395 cm
Free falling height: 215 cm
Impact protection net: 29,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 4x PFs + 4x CF

5 45 453 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: 3-layer SW board 
Inclined runged ascent: stainless steel, SW  
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Climbing pole: stainless steel  
Run-through protection: stainless steel 

eibe playo La Plata

The economical and compact eibe playo La Plata equipment 
offers an array of possibilities for play in confined areas.

Minimum space: 730x734x401 cm
Free falling height: 221 cm
Impact protection net: 31,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 14x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Sliding pole: stainless steel
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Pitched roof: SW three-layer board
Set of platforms: SW
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Ascent net, inclined: SW, polyester-coated steel rope
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, GFRP
Set of parapets: SW three-layer  boards

5 10 033 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 033 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 033 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 033 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Egret

Ascents and descents of different levels of challenge, for 
example a hand-over-hand climbing ladder or a sliding pole, 
make this clearly structured unit a climbing paradise for active 
children.
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Minimum space: 923x580x370 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 32,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 15x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH: 145 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Pitched roof: SW three-layer boards
Set of platforms: SW
Ascent net, inclined: SW, polyester-coated steel rope
Play parapet Cube: SW three-layer board, HPL
Ascent ladder: SW
Set of parapets: SW three-layer board
Play parapet Toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL

With rotating dice game

Minimum space: 801x383x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 21,7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH: 145 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of ascent ladders: SW
Arched roof with dormer window: SW three-layer boards
Themed posts Lantern: SW, SW three-layer board
Set of parapets: SW three-layer boards
Play parapet Toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL
Play parapet Cubes: SW three-layer board, HPL
Play counter: SW, NPL

5 10 035 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 035 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 035 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 035 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Greenfinch

Different climbing and playing elements invite the children to 
prolong their stay on the play combination.

5 10 031 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 031 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 031 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 031 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Great tit

The sliding tower with roof can be reached over two runged 
ascents and one intermediate platform. The space created below 
the platform level is equipped with play elements.
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 869x590x392 cm
Free falling height: 212 cm
Impact protection net: 40 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

5 45 473 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing rod: stainless steel 
Runged ascent: stainless steel 
Wobbly bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Shop counter: HPL, SW 
Roof: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board  
Run-through protection: stainless steel 

eibe playo Granada

This playscape offers the perfect combination of challenging 
physical activity, the integration of small children and a 
communication and social meeting point. We will be pleased to 
help you select the suitable impact attenuating material for the 
hill area.

Minimum space: 908x744x395 cm
Free falling height: 215 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 15x PFs + 2x CF

5 45 465 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Climbing pole: stainless steel 
Runged ascent: stainless steel 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable 
Wobbly bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Set of horizontal bars: stainless steel 
Roof: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel  

eibe playo Tarragona

On the various climbing elements of this playscape, children 
can test their dexterity.  The wobbly bridge trains their sense of 
balance, while the horizontal bars strengthen their muscles.

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

Order 

separately
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Minimum space: 690x410x290 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 23 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 8x PFs

5 45 457 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 110: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: SW three-layer board
Set of parapets: SW three-layer board 
Aperture size reduction: powder-coated steel, SW 3-layer board 
Roof: SW 3-layer board
Sloping runged ascent: SW, stainless steel 
Trunk ascent: SW

eibe playo Santa Cruz

The height of the eibe playo play system enables adults to help 
children when climbing.

Minimum space: 730x735x401 cm
Free falling height: 221 cm
Impact protection net: 31,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of climbing boards: HPL
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board
Themed roof: three-layer SW board
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW
Mountaineer‘s ramp: three-layer SW board
Ascent net: SW, net PP
3D window parapet: three-layer SW board
Sliding pole: stainless steel

5 10 089 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 089 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 089 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 089 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Snake‘s nest

The tree house is reached by many different climbing ascents. 
To get down again, do it like the little monkeys: use the hand-
over-hand climbing ladder or go down the sliding pole. For a real 
jungle feeling.

We are soooo..... 
brave
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 835x899x392 cm
Free falling height: 212 cm
Impact protection net: 48 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 17x PFs

5 45 460 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
V-shaped net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable 
Climbing pole: stainless steel 
V-shaped bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Inclined runged ascent: SW, stainless steel
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope 
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel 
Set of  bracket handles: aluminium
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo Alicante

This attractive eibe playo playscape invites children to exercise 
in various ways.  Overcoming the challenges gives the children a 
feeling of success and self-confidence.

Minimum space: 958x635x361 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 43 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 15x PFs + 1x CF

5 45 467 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Runged ladder: SW, stainless steel
Inclined runged ascents: SW, stainless steel 
Horizontal bar: stainless steel 
Set of shop counters: HPL
Painting board: Durostone
Roof: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel 
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo La Palma

The eibe playo La Palma playscape is a combined item of play 
equipment for sliding, climbing and role-play.

Painting board and shop 

counter close to the ground
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Minimum space: 1043x748x405 cm
Free falling height: 225 cm
Impact protection net: 46,1 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH: 145 cm, GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Pitched roof: SW three-layer boards
Set of platforms: SW
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW

Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Ascent net: SW, polyester-coated steel rope
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, GFRP
Suspension bridge with hand rails: SW
Play counter: SW, HPL
Set of parapets: SW three-layer boards

Minimum space: 565x597x235 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 19,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 9x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Sliding pole: stainless steel
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Ascent ladder: SW
Ascent net: SW, polyester-coated steel rope
Set of parapets: SW three-layer boards

5 10 034 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 034 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 034 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 034 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Magpie

Climbing, balancing, hand-over-hand climbing or sliding – this 
combination unit has a particularly high play value.

5 10 029 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 029 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 029 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 029 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo climbing unit Mountain cock

Two inclined ascents lead up to the look-out tower. The preferred 
way down for little fire fighters is via the  sliding pole.

*
*

*
*

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation

page

Order 

separately
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Play systems Square timber

Physical activity, games & fun

Minimum space: 538x556x350 cm
Free falling height: 170 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 6x PFs + 3x CF

5 45 451 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable 
Inclined runged ascent: SW, stainless steel 
Run-through protections: stainless steel 
Climbing pole: stainless steel
Parapets: three-layer SW board
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo Pontevedra

The height difference to the platform of this compact playscape 
can be surmounted in various ways.

Minimum space: 741x410x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 8x PFs

5 45 452 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: 3-layer SW board 
Inclined runged ascents: stainless steel, SW 
Parapets: three-layer SW board 
Aperture size reduction: powder-coated steel, three-layer 
SW board 

eibe playo San Juan

The compact eibe playo San Juan promotes communication and 
social interaction.
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Compact and good

Minimum space: 968x1075x405 cm
Free falling height: 225 cm
Impact protection net: 74,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 24x CF or 22x PFs + 2x CF

5 45 468 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing rod: stainless steel 
Hand-over-hand-climbing ladder: SW, stainless 
steel 
Set of rungs: stainless steel 
Wobbly bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope

Trunk ascent: SW 
Set of shop counters: HPL 
Set of horizontal bars: stainless steel 
Set of roofs: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel  
Set of runged ladders: stainless steel 
Set of bracket handles: aluminium 

eibe playo Santiago

On this eibe playo playscape with numerous hand-over-hand 
climbing, scaling, balancing and gymnastic elements, both sense 
of balance and muscle strength are trained.
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Play systems Square timber

classic

Minimum space: 931x553x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 37 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 15x PFs

5 45 464 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board
Wobbly arched bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Inclined runged ascent: SW, stainless steel 
Runged ascent: stainless steel
Shop counter: HPL, SW 
Run-through protection: stainless steel  
Set of run-through protections: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board  
Painting board: Durostone 
Roof: three-layer SW board 
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo Cartagena

Various types of ascents and descents lead via several levels up 
to the sliding platform. All of these movement activities are great 
fun and a challenge for the children.

Minimum space: 691x536x405 cm
Free falling height: 225 cm
Impact protection net: 28,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 9x PFs

5 45 455 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board  
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW, stainless 
steel 
Set of rungs: stainless steel 
Wobbly arched stair: stainless steel, hot-dip 
galvanised steel, SW 

eibe playo Merida

The eibe playo Merida playscape is a variable combination for 
small areas.

Roof: three-layer SW board 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel 
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Set of bracket handles: aluminium 
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Minimum space: 897x588x431 cm
Free falling height: 268 cm
Impact protection net: 37 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 4x PFs + 4x CF

5 45 456 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Slide PH 190: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Inclined runged ascent: SW, stainless steel 
Climbing pole: stainless steel 
Roof: three-layer SW board  
Run-through protection: stainless steel 

eibe playo Torre with Roof

The inexpensive and compact eibe playo Torre with Roof 
equipment offers an array of possibilities for play in the smallest 
of spaces.

extra high

Minimum space: 741x410x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 8x PFs

5 45 458 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: SW three-layer board 
Set of sloping runged ascents: SW, 
stainless steel 
Shop counter: HPL, SW 
Roof: SW three-layer board 
Set of parapets: SW three-layer board 
1 aperture size reduction: powder-coated 
steel, SW
Mounting material, article passport

eibe playo Santa Fe

This compact playscape can be used by several children at the 
same time, thus promoting social interaction.

Stainless steel slide does not 
correspond to the scope of delivery
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 895x799x405 cm
Free falling height: 225 cm
Impact protection net: 52,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 14x PFs

5 45 462 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable 
Climbing pole: stainless steel 
Roof: three-layer SW board 

eibe playo Santa Ponsa

On this eibe playo playscape, small children and older children 
can play together.

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW, stainless 
steel 
Set of rungs: stainless steel 
Runged ascent: stainless steel 
V-shaped bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board

Minimum space: 1074x769x379 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 16x PFs

5 45 474 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: three-layer SW board 
Wobbly bridge: stainless steel, SW 
Rungs: stainless steel 
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 

eibe playo Zaragoza

This playscape particularly appeals to small children because 
they manage the access to the top of the hill, and because they 
are integrated into the play of the older children by means of 
the platform. We will be pleased to help you select the suitable 
impact attenuating material for the hill area.

Shop counter: HPL, SW 
Roof: three-layer SW board 
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel  
Run-through protection: three-layer SW board
Set of bracket handles: aluminium 



*
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Minimum space: 1040x751x406 cm
Free falling height: 226 cm
Impact protection net: 49 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF or 13x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of themed parapets: three-layer SW board
Set of climbing boards: HPL, GFRP 
Pitched roof: three-layer SW board
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Ascent net: SW, net made of polyester-coated steel rope
Suspended bridge with hand rails: SW
Play counter: SW, HPL
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Themed posts: SW, three-layer SW board

Minimum space: 932x794x401 cm
Free falling height: 221 cm
Impact protection net: 55,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 24x CF or 22x PFs+ 2x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Slide PH: 145 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Arched roof with dormer window: three-layer SW boards
Pitched roof: three-layer SW boards
Set of platforms: SW
Balancing beam with hand rails: SW, HPL
Play counter: SW, HPL
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW
Sliding pole: stainless steel
Add-on two-level horizontal bars: SW
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW
Play parapet Calculator: three-layer SW board
Play parapet Cubes: three-layer SW board, HPL
Set of parapets: three-layer SW boards

5 10 088 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 088 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 088 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 088 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Wild flower meadow

Little gardeners will love the decoration of these climbing and 
playing elements. Leaf-shaped ascents, loopholes that resemble 
flowers - the floral theme of this play unit is omnipresent.

5 10 037 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 037 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 037 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 037 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play unit Cormorant

On the ‚Cormorant‘ play combination, the slide can be reached 
on various paths of different levels of difficulty. All these motion 
activities are great fun, as well as a real challenge.

*
*
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Play systems Square timber

Flora & fauna on the playground!

Minimum space: 655x540x395 cm
Free falling height: 215 cm
Impact protection net: 30 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 9x PFs

5 45 450 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Platform: SW
Net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable 
Set of climbing boards: HPL 
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW, stainless 
steel 
Set of rungs: stainless steel  
Run-through protection: stainless steel 
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo Vigo

This compact playscape offers both climbing and hand climbing 
fun.
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A challenge for the 
motor skills

Minimum space: 683x692x405 cm
Free falling height: 225 cm
Impact protection net: 36,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 15x PFs

5 45 459 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: SW, stainless steel 
Set rungs: stainless steel 
Mountaineer‘s ramp: SW 
Climbing pole: stainless steel  
Set of run-through protections: stainless steel 
Set of climbing boards: HPL, GFRP
Roof: three-layer SW board 
V-shaped net ascent: polyester-coated steel cable 
Set of bracket handles: aluminium

eibe playo Pamplona

Numerous climbing and hand-over-hand climbing elements can 
be used to climb up to the platform under the roof before sliding 
down the pole back to the ground again.

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Play systems Square timber

195 cm 145 cm

Chios - available 
in 2 heights!

Minimum space: 691x358x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: PP
Runged ascent: stainless steel
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP

Minimum space: 805x437x375 cm
Free falling height: 195 cm
Impact protection net: 26,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Minimum space: 707x383x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 21,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: PP
Platform: SW
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW
Slide PH 195 cm: GFRP
Slide entry plate PP

PH 195 cm

PH 145 cm

5 15 006 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 006 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 006 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 006 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 006 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 006 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 005 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 005 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 005 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 005 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 005 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 005 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Chios

The ecorino sliding and climbing tower ‚Chios‘ is a classic 
among play equipment. You go up the runged ladder, and down 
the slide. This tower is available in two versions.

5 15 004 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 004 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino slide with ascent Naxos PH 145 cm

It is great fun to go down on one side of the sliding trestle, and 
climb up again on its other side.

*
*

*

*
*
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Select your favourite 
timber type: larch or 
pressure-impregnated SW!

Minimum space: 722x608x390 cm
Free falling height: 210 cm
Impact protection net: 37,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 16x CF or 15x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of roofs: PP
Set of platforms: SW
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: PP 
Crawling tunnel: PP 
Balancing crossover: SW, PP and hand rail
Play counter: PP 
Balancing ascent: SW

5 15 007 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 007 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 007 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 007 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 007 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 007 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Alpha

A steep ascent is the first challenge; then comes the balancing 
bridge - no problem for dexterous children. Next, there is the 
crawling tunnel, and last the reward: a fast slide ride down. 
Children who prefer quieter amusement use the sales counter of 
our ’alpha‘ to play shop.

*
*
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Play systems Square timber

Our starter 
kit for your 
playground!

Minimum space: 805x748x395 cm
Free falling height: 215 cm
Impact protection net: 35,2 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Slide entry plate: PP 
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW
Climbing board: PP 
Wobbly bridge: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Roof: PP 
Play counter: PP 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable

5 15 008 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 008 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 008 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 008 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 008 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 008 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Beta

The play combination Beta is the all-round active play unit in our 
ecorino portfolio. Climbing plate, wobbly bridge, runged ascent, 
and a large climbing net leave no desire for physical activity 
unfulfilled. A slide rounds off the playing fun.

*
*

Illustration above does not correspond 
to the scope of delivery!
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Minimum space: 918x799x404 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 42,7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 16x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Balancing ascent: SW
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: PP
Play parapet ‚Wave‘: PP, HPL
Net bridge: polyester-coated steel cable
Roof: PP 
Sliding pole: stainless steel
Wobbly bridge: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: PP 
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP
Seat: PP
Play counter: PP 

5 15 023 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 023 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 023 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 023 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 023 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 023 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Gamma

With the ’Gamma‘, the degree of complexity can be gently 
increased step by step. First, you master the zigzag beam, and 
then the net transition. Those who still have the power and the 
courage, cross the up-and-down wobbly bridge and take the 
slide to get down again. Not for couch potatoes!

*
*
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Play systems Square timber

Minimum space: 839x854x404 cm
Free falling height: 269 cm
Impact protection net: 45,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW
Climbing ascent: SW
Slide PH 195 cm: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: PP 
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 
Gecko cross-over: PP 
Roof: PP 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable

5 15 025 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 025 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 025 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 025 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 025 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 025 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Epsilon

You have to be really good to master this one. A well-trained 
sense of balance and body control are the preconditions for 
crossing the ’Gecko‘ crossover of the ’Epsilon‘ play system. Not 
for the timid! With patience and training, you will master the 
challenge!

*
*
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Minimum space: 969x916x449 cm
Free falling height: 269 cm
Impact protection net: 66 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 24x CF or 24x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW, PP 
Set of roofs: PP 
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
Slide entry plate: PP 
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
Hand-over-hand climbing crossover: hot-dip galvanised steel
Climbing ascent: SW
Liana ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable
Balancing crossover: SW
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 
Balancing ascent: SW
Spider‘s web: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable

5 15 024 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 024 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 024 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 024 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 024 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 024 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Delta

The combination unit Delta offers various play options that 
promote motor and sensory skills. Moving hand-over-hand, 
balancing, and climbing – different challenges for acrobats of all 
types. The children decide themselves how big a challenge they 
are willing to take.

*
*
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Play systems Square timber

Also available with spiral slide!

Minimum space: 901x665x449 cm
Free falling height: 269 cm
Impact protection net: 38,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

Info box Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of platforms: SW
Set of parapets: PP 
Slide PH 195 cm: GFRP
Slide entry plate: PP 
Sliding pole: stainless steel 
Roof: PP
Spider‘s web: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable
Climbing ascent: SW
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 

5 15 026 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 026 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 026 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 026 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 026 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 026 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Gamma

Our play unit ’Zeta‘ poses a greater challenge. It has a net 
ascent and an ascent with balancing beam for increased 
climbing fun. Maybe you‘ll feel a bit dizzy on the slide ride down! 
Here, the promotion of physical activity can be tailored to the 
individual child‘s preferences.

*
*
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Minimum space: 1158x995x449 cm
Free falling height: 269 cm
Impact protection net: 76,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 29x CF + 30x PFs

Info box
Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW
Set of roofs: PP 
Slide PH 195 cm: GFRP
Spiral slide PH 195 cm: GFRP 
Set of slide entry plates: PP 
Spider‘s web: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
Gecko crossover: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL 
Chicken ladder crossover: SW
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW
Liana ascent: SW, polyester-coated steel cable
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP
Climbing ascent: SW

5 15 030 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 030 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 030 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 030 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 030 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 030 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play unit Omicron

Equipped with many value-enhancing play elements of the 
ecorino range, the combination unit ’Omikron‘ offers optimum 
playing flow. On this unit, every child will find something he or 
she likes.

*
*
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanised and powdered steel 
Play platform: HPL
Roof: HPL
Stairway: HPL
Play parapets: stainless steel, PE
Themed slide: HPL with stainless steel slide surface

eibe fantallica for nurseries, sliding  
and climbing unit M44

The colourful design of this play combination invites toddlers 
to explore. A wave-shaped stairway leads to a platform 
where children can play with parapet elements, observe the 
surroundings, relax or head for another slide.

Minimum space: 486x438x216 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: 18,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Info box

Play systems Metal

Play systems, slides & Platforms

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 30 001 141 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 30 001 141 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 30 001 141 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 30 001 141 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 30 001 141 27 Steel, orange FL 1

For hill installation & Playing boards from 323

slides & Platforms from 335
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Play platform: hot-dip galvanised steel
Roof assembly: synthetic
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder 
coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised steel
Climbing plate with handles: HPL, GFRP
Rope crossover with handrails: polyester-coated 
steel cable

Wall elements with port holes: HPL, Makrolon
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH 145cm: stainless steel
Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M18

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M52

The covered sliding and climbing tower combination is designed 
for action and Perfect for small areas. Children try to climb the 
tower as quickly as possible and have a great time sliding down 
again.

Ascents and descents with varying levels of difficulty combine 
to form an ideal activity trail. There are many ways the small 
adventurers can take!

Minimum space: 723x410x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 691x721x329 cm
Free falling height: 149 cm
Impact protection net: 35,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 30 004 141 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 30 004 141 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 30 004 141 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 30 004 141 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 30 004 141 27 Steel, orange FL 1

5 52 002 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 002 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 002 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 002 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 002 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Metal

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised steel
Roof assembly: synthetic
Set of climbing plates with grips: HPL, GFRP
Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica play unit M20

Individual routes to sliding fun can be chosen via a wobbly 
bridge, a ladder or a challenging climbing wall. The centre of the  
system is a covered tower, which makes an ideal meeting point 
for children.

Minimum space: 813x467x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 29 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 52 001 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 001 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 001 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 001 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 001 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 
steel
Set of themed roofs: HPL 
Set of themed parapets: HPL

Spiral ascent: stainless steel
Winding ascent: stainless steel
Crawling tube: stainless steel
Chain-net cross-over: stainless steel
Mud pool stainless steel
Sand crane: stainless steel, rubber 
PAH-free
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 

steel
Roof assembly: synthetic
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sand play unit M34 Maxi

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M19

The tower system maxi with its slide and small sand-water play 
area, offers a large variety of activities. The difficulty level is 
determined by various ascents and descents allowing children to 
find their own individual ways.

This combination offers two levels of unique sliding and climbing 
fun. The two platforms where children can meet and play are 
ideal for role-play or simply enjoying the view.

Minimum space: 833x742x437 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 19x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 813x410x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 52 003 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 003 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 003 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 003 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 003 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

5 52 009 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 009 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 009 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 009 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 009 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Metal

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 
steel
Set of themed roofs: HPL
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, 
GFRP

Set of themed parapets: HPL
Spiral ascent: stainless steel
Winding ascent: stainless steel
Crawling tube: stainless steel
Mud pool: stainless steel  
Sand crane. stainless steel, rubber 
PAH-free
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Play platform: hot-dip galvanised steel

Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sand play unit M35 MIDI

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M17

Climbing, sliding, crawling or playing in the sand - this compact 
tower system is geared up for many activities and encourages 
children to be active.

The slide tower can be reached by a ladder, which leads to an 
outlook platform. Up here at the top there is a perfect view of the 
playing field. A fun, fast ride down the slippery slide is sure to 
keep this unit exciting all afternoon.

Minimum space: 832x750x437 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 42 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 14x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 723x410x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 52 008 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 008 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 008 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 008 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 008 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

5 52 004 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 004 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 004 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 004 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 004 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 
steel

Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, 
GFRP
Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder 
coated steel
Set play platforms: hot-dip galvanised steel
Themed roof: HPL

Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel
Set of climbing boards: HPL
Set of themed parapets: HPL, Makrolon
Add-on slide, PH 145cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M21

eibe fantallica themed play unit Ariane

The outlook platform can be reached by one of three different 
ascents, and then the sliding fun begins. The climbing tower 
can be used by several children at the same time.

Travel through unending space. Climb into the rocket via the 
ascent and climbing plate and take off for a lightning journey.

Minimum space: 813x467x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 29 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 765x465x441 cm
Free falling height: 170 cm
Impact protection net: 44 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 52 012 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 012 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 012 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 012 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 012 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

5 66 568 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 66 568 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 66 568 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 66 568 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 66 568 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play systems Metal

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder 
coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised steel
Themed roof: HPL
Sand crane: stainless steel, rubber PAH-free

Set of themed parapets: HPL
Mud pool: stainless steel
Hand-over-hand sliding pole: stainless steel
Sand silo: stainless steel

eibe fantallica themed sand play unit Minerva

Take rock samples, explore unknown worlds. A variety of play 
elements invites you to take part in extensive expeditions.

Minimum space: 620x540x355 cm
Free falling height: 175 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

5 66 569 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 66 569 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 66 569 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 66 569 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 66 569 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 
steel
Themed roof assembly: HPL
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, 
GFRP

Set of themed parapets: HPL
Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel
Hand-over-hand sliding pole: stainless steel
Climbing net, vertical : polyester-coated 
steel cable
Climbing net, horizontal: polyester-coated 
steel cable
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and 
powder-coated steel
Set of play platforms: hot-dip galvanised 
steel
Set of themed roofs: HPL
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, 

GFRP
Set of themed parapets: HPL, Makrolon
Spiral ascent: stainless steel
Chain-net crossover stainless steel
Crawling tube: stainless steel
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M32

eibe fantallica sliding and climbing unit M28

Little ones can really let off steam here! Whether by hand over 
hand climbing, balancing or sliding, this castle-shaped play 
system is sure to impress with its multitude of play opportunities. 
Princesses and knights can give their imagination free reign.

A multitude of climbing combinations, the crawling tunnel or the 
rope bridge lead the way to sliding fun. Children’s physical co-
ordination is encouraged here.

Minimum space: 852x920x432 cm
Free falling height: 198 cm
Impact protection net: 50 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 7x PFs + 4x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 1045x730x437 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 48 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 15x PFs

Info box

With crawling tunnel

5 52 006 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 006 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 006 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 006 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 006 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

5 52 007 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 007 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 007 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 007 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 007 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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eibe hold the right to change design without notice

For hill installation & Playing boards

Play systems, slides & Platforms

Minimum space: 244x90x370 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 4x PFs + 1x CF

5 66 508 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 mountaineering ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 palisade: pressure-impregnated SW
1 rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Mountaineering Ramp Baku

The ramp with its holding rope gives children a real feeling of the 
thrill of mountain climbing.

Scope of delivery

1 stair ascent: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Staircase Manilla

This staircase makes it possible for children of all ages to scale 
a hill.

Minimum space: 207x116x358 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 66 511 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Hill height 1,90 m

Hill height 1.80 m

slides & Platforms from 335
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Minimum space: 730x520x288 cm
Free falling height: 242 cm
Impact protection net: 32 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 509 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 419x132x280 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 510 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge, 
polyester-coated steel cable,
pressure impregnated pine
1 rung element Stainless steel 1 wobbly 

bridge: Pressure impregnated pine 2 fence 
elements: Pressure impregnated pine Post 
shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanised steel, pressure-
impregnated pine
1 platform: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe ibondo Riga Hand Climbing Equipment

eibe ibondo Wobbly Bridge Lima

On the Riga hand climbing equipment, the children can train both 
their strength and dexterity at the same time.

The wobbly bridge makes play systems and hills much more 
interesting because it provides a novel way in which to overcome 
an obstacle.
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

For hill installation & Playing boards 

paradiso foundation anchor for 
robinia trunk
5 45 018 133 00 Steel -

5 45 028 053 06 Robinia FL 3

5 45 019 053 06 Robinia FL 3

5 45 020 053 06 Robinia FL 3

5 45 017 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: -
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 026 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: -
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 027 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 420x420x250 cm
Free falling height: 20 cm
Impact protection net: 16 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 025 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Scope of delivery

Mountaineer‘s ramp: robinia

Scope of delivery

Pre-mounted stairway: robinia
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Rung: robinia
Set of ground anchors: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Palisade, running meter: robinia, max. length 4 m
Mounting material, article passport

Scope of delivery

Trunk, running meter: robinia, max. length 4 m

Scope of delivery

Hill platform: robinia

paradiso mountaineers‘ ramp 
Harvis, for hill installation

paradiso stairs Elko, for hill installation paradiso rungs Eno D=10 cm, L=90 cm

paradiso robinia palisade, 
running meter ⌀ =10-16 cm

paradiso robinia palisade, 
running meter ⌀ =18-25 cm

paradiso robinia trunks,  
running meter ⌀ approx. 20 cm

paradiso hill platform Yola, with posts

Reach higher goals by climbing up this ramp.

Going up the stairs is easy, also out of doors! Rungs are installed flat on level or hilly terrain.

Use palisade trunks to partition off certain areas or place them 
next to other items. Children love to jump over the trunks! 
- Simply specify the quantity and heights you need.

Calculate the lengths you need to design your individual large 
sandbox rectangle.
We will cut the trunks to the specified lengths.

Whether level or hilly ground: this platform always comes in handy.

Order  

seParately

200 x 90 cm

Without hand rail.

Exemplary application
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Minimum space: 511x390x221 cm
Free falling height: 41 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 59 805 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

5 59 807 0 Steel -

Scope of delivery

1 crawling bridge: pressure impregnated 
SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 marble arch: powder-coated steel
3 balls: PE

eibe minimondo Crawling Bridge

eibe minimondo Taw Arch for Crawling Bridge

Children can reach the sand box directly via the arched bridge. 
New: crawling bridge now with steel tube frame.

The Taw Arch can be both used as a handrail and for ball-play.
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

For hill installation & Playing boards 

5 10 128 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 128 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 10 129 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 129 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 90x18x107 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 45 220 0 SW pi -

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 Elephant Piano: Simocell, SW

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Play board: HPL

Scope of delivery

Set post with column bases: NH, galvanized steel
Game board: NH 3-layer board, HPL
Mounting material, product passport

eibe basis Elephant Piano

eibe playo play board Counter
eibe playo play board Alphabet

Minimum space: 204x110x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 45 221 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

2 posts: Pressure impregnated pine Post 
shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe playo 2 upright posts for the elephant piano

Budding little musicians will really make a grand appearance 
when they play the eight notes of the octave on this oversized 
“piano”.

On this HPL board, the squirrel counts his nuts. The first number 
of pips is shown with yellow dots, the second with red dots. The 
end result is shown on the play board.

On this three-layer board, new letters are discovered in a playful 
manner.

Minimum space: 375x303x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 375x303x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

Posts included

Order 

seParately
Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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Wall mounting kit for play boards
5 45 682 0 Steel -

Minimum space: 142x14x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 644 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 painting board: GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe basis All-Weather Art Board, Free-Standing

Budding little artists can draw on both sides of the free-standing 
board using blackboard chalk or water-soluble paste paints.  The 
weatherproof polyester boards are shock-resistant, coated with 
green blackboard paint and reinforced with glass fibre.

Minimum space: 140x1x80 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 59 066 0 gFRP -

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 painting board: GFRP 
Mounting material

Scope of delivery

4 spacers
Screws, plugs

eibe basis All-Weather Art Board, Wall-Mounted

The eibe playo All-Weather Blackboard can be drawn on with 
chalk or water-soluble paste paints.

Posts included

Width 142 cm

Height 80 cm

Height 170 cm

Width 140 cm

eibe playo posts

eibe playo mounting kit for playing boards,  
for wall installation

5 45 679 5 SW pi FL 1

5 45 478 0 Steel -

Scope of delivery

4 brackets: stainless 
steel
Screws, caps

Scope of delivery

1 post: pressure 
impregnated SW 

Post shoe: hot-dip 
galvanised steel

Order 

seParately

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

For hill installation & Playing boards 

Wall elements  
that are so much fun!

Minimum space: 110x16x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 45 702 0 SW pi -

Info box

5 65 722 0 MDF -

5 65 726 0 MDF -

5 65 721 0 MDF -

Scope of delivery

1 play board ‚Enchanted mirror‘: stainless steel, SW

Scope of delivery

1 Rollauer ‚Fritz the Fish‘ MDF, plastic

Scope of delivery

1 Rollauer ‚Carl the Caterpillar‘, midi, 210x37 cm: MDF, plastic

Scope of delivery

1 Rollauer ‚Walter the Butterfly‘ MDF, plastic

eibe playo play board Enchanted mirror

eibe playo Rollauer ‚Fritz the Fish‘

eibe playo Rollauer  
‚Carl the Caterpillar‘

eibe playo Rollauer ‚Walter the Butterfly‘

When you look into the eibe playo Enchanted Mirror, you will see 
how the familiar image keeps distorting into ever-changing shapes, 
depending on which part of the mirror you are glancing at.

The animal figures comprise a number of reels that can be set in 
motion. The colourful patterns fascinate the children and promote 
two-hand coordination in a playful manner.

The animal figures comprise a number of reels that can be set 
in motion. The colourful patterns fascinate the children and 
promote two-hand coordination in a playful manner.

The animal figures comprise a number of reels that can be set in 
motion. The colourful patterns fascinate the children and promote 
two-hand coordination in a playful manner.
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eibe wind chime – all you need 
for the open-air orchestra

eibe sets the tone!

The eibe wind chime music stations stimulate 

younger and older children to experiment with 

tones, sounds, rhythms, tunes...

Making music together – a fascinating and 

educative experience

All wind chime instruments are of creative  

design and intuitive operation, extra sturdy 

and weather-proof.

5 63 904 0 SW -5 63 903 0 SW -5 63 902 0 SW -5 63 901 0 SW -

5 63 900 0 SW -5 63 907 0 SW -5 63 906 0 SW -5 63 905 0 SW -

5 63 920 0 SW -

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
11 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
resonating body: PVC
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
8 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
resonating body: PVC
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
10 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
resonating body: PVC
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
18 metal panels: 

aluminium
4 beaters
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
8 metal panels: 

aluminium
2 beaters
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
18 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
11 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
8 rods: hard wood

4 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

Housing: SW
pipe: PVC

metal panels: aluminium
rods: hard wood
recycled plastic

Soprano marimba G3 to C5, 
diatonic

Soprano marimba G3 to C5, 
pentatonic

Tenor marimba C3 to E4, 
diatonic

Soprano metallophone G3 to 
C5, chromatic

Metallophone G3 to C5, 
pentatonic

Amadinda G4 to C6, 
chromaticAmadinda G4 to C6, diatonic

Amadinda G4 to C6, 
pentatonic

Toddlers‘ music station

The marimba is a type of 
xylophone with 11 tones from G3 
to C5 struck with mallets on hard 
wood bars.

The marimba is a type of 
xylophone with 8 tones from G3 
to C5 struck with mallets on hard 
wood bars.

The marimba is a type of 
xylophone with 10 tones from C3 
to E4 struck with mallets on hard 
wood bars.

The metallophone has 18 tones 
from G3 to C5 struck with beaters 
on aluminium metal bars.

The metallophone has eight tones 
from G3 to C5 struck with beaters 
on aluminium metal bars.

The amadinda is a log xylophone 
with 18 hard wood bars from G4 
to C6 struck with mallets.

The amadinda is a log xylophone 
with 11 hard wood bars from G4 
to C6 struck with mallets.

The amadinda is a log xylophone 
with 8 hard wood bars from G4 to 
C6 struck with mallets.

The toddlers‘ music station is a versatile music experience combining 
four instruments:
1 metallophone with 8 tones,  1 earthenware drum, 1 soprano 
marimba with 8 tones, 1 Rain Wheel
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Wind chimes

5 63 908 0 SW -5 63 909 0 SW -5 63 910 0 SW -5 63 917 0 SW -

5 63 912 0 SW -

5 63 913 0 SW - 5 63 916 0 SW - 5 63 918 0 SW - 5 63 919 0 SW -

5 63 911 0 SW - 5 63 914 0 SW - 5 63 915 0 SW -

Scope of delivery

4 housing with feet 
SW

8 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

2 housing with feet 
SW

4 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing with feet 
SW

2 mallets
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
pipe: PVC

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
4 mallets rods: hard wood

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
4 mallets rods: hard wood

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
metal panels: 

aluminium
2 beaters
recycled plastic

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
6 pipes: PVC

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
8 pipes: PVC

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
4 mallets rods: hard wood

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
4 mallets rods: hard wood

Scope of delivery

1 housing: SW
4 mallets rods: hard wood

Set of 4 earthenware drumsSet of 2 earthenware drumsEarthenware drumRain Wheel

Alligator drum, painted

Dragon drum, painted Kalimba, pentatonic Pipe drums, pentatonic Pipe drums, diatonic

Alligator drum, natural finish Turtle drum, painted
Sea turtle drum, natural 
finish

With the set of 4 tongue drums, 
several children can enjoy a 
musical experience together.

The set of 2 tongue drums can be 
struck from two sides.

The tongue drum is an interesting 
musical experience.

The Rain Wheel simulates the 
sound of rain falling.

The animal acts as a resonance 
body. It is struck with mallets until 
it vibrates.

The animal acts as a resonance 
body. It is struck with mallets until 
it vibrates.

The kalimba is a plucking 
instrument in which aluminium 
metal bars make the resonance 
body sound.

The pipes produce a wide range 
of tones.

The pipes produce a wide range 
of tones.

The animal acts as a resonance 
body. It is struck with mallets until 
it vibrates.

The animal acts as a resonance 
body. It is struck with mallets until 
it vibrates.

The animal acts as a resonance 
body. It is struck with mallets until 
it vibrates.
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90x89x2 cm

5 66 265 0 Steel FL 1

Mounting kit playing boards, ibondoeibe play boards -  
a wonderful accessory  
for every playground!

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder coated steel
Play element Honey bee: HPL, PE 
Play element Flower: HPL, Makrolon 
Play element Hedgehog: HPL, PE
Play element Dandelion: HPL, PE

eibe fantallica play wall ‚Wild flower meadow‘ for 
nurseries

The sensual experience wall ‚Wild flower meadow‘ trains 
toddlers’ senses. Bees and dandelions can be set in motion. 
Different materials and shapes provide a sensory experience 
to  the children. The view through the flowers allows children to 
discover new worlds.

Minimum space: 90x89x5 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 488x339x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 672 0 Makrolon, HPL -

5 45 673 0 HPL -

5 45 674 0 HPL -

5 45 671 0 HPL -

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 play board ‚Spiral Disk‘: Makrolon, HPL

Scope of delivery

1 play board ‚Rotating Disk‘: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 play board ‚Round table‘: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 play board Labyrinth: HPL

eibe ibondo Playboard  
Spiral Disc

eibe ibondo Playboard Rotating Disc

eibe ibondo Playboard Round Table

eibe ibondo Playboard Labyrinth

Impressive optical effects are created by the 
rotation of the disc.

Wheel of fortune or simply an enjoyable 
optical effect -  the Play board Rotating Disc 
is as an attractive play element but can also 
help to understand physical phenomena.

The Playboard Round Table is the ideal 
backdrop for role play in the Middle 
Ages.  Further play value elements are the 
adjustable clock and the figurine dice.

Who lives where?  The individual creatures 
have to be accompanied home across the 
etched surfaces.

Order 

seParately

5 30 003 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
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Playing boards 

Scope of delivery

Game parapet: PP 19 mm
Mounting material, product passport

Scope of delivery

Board game: PP 19 mm 
Mounting material, product passport

With its exchangeable play value boards, there is much variety 
for playing at and in ecorino equipment. Dice, counters, or the 
gearbox: on this unit, every child will find something he or she 
likes. The elements can also be joined to make a versatile play 
value combination.

ecorino set of posts for play parapet

eibe ecorino  
play parapets

5 15 052 170 01 PP -

5 15 056 170 01 PP -

5 15 055 170 01 PP -

5 15 058 170 01 PP -

5 15 053 170 01 PP -

5 15 057 170 01 PP -

5 15 054 170 01 PP -

5 15 059 170 01 PP -

flower WaveFence Geometry

with cubes, natural GearshiftSteering wheel Counter

eibe ecorino play boards 5 15 064 133 00 Steel FL 3

eibe ecorino stand for play boards

5 15 060 170 01 PP -5 15 062 170 01 PP - 5 15 061 170 01 PP - 5 15 063 170 01 HPL -

Rotation circleFlower Windmill cockpit

5 15 051 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 051 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 051 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 051 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 051 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 051 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Order 

seParately

Order 

seParately

We will be happy to advise you 
on installation pursuant to the 
applicable standards!
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Scope of delivery

Fence element, pre-mounted, approx. 200x75 cm / pine
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Fence element, pre-mounted, approx. 150x75 cm / pine
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Fence element, pre-mounted, approx. 150x75 cm / pine
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Fence element, pre-mounted, approx. 200x75 cm / pine
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Fence element pre-assembled: soft wood
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 10 057 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 057 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

5 10 059 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 059 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

5 10 058 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 058 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

5 10 060 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 060 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo play fence Swallow 200

eibe playo play fence Starling 200

eibe playo play fence Swallow 150

eibe playo play fence Starling 150

eibe playo play fence post for Swallow/Starling

Thanks to their modular concept, the eibe play fence elements 
are ideal for partitioning off the toddlers‘ play areas from those 
of older children.

Thanks to their modular concept, the eibe play fence elements 
are ideal for partitioning off the toddlers‘ play areas from those 
of older children.

Thanks to their modular concept, the eibe play fence elements 
are ideal for partitioning off the toddlers‘ play areas from those 
of older children.

Thanks to their modular concept, the eibe play fence elements 
are ideal for partitioning off the toddlers‘ play areas from those 
of older children.

5 10 061 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 061 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 061 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 061 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Order 

seParately

Size 150 cmSize 200 cm

Classification and subcategorisation of playgrounds

Size 200 cm Size 150 cm

Height 80 cm / Width 140 cm

Star

Swallow
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slides & Platforms

Play systems, slides & Platforms

Minimum space: 573x254x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: 13,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

5 45 231 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
1 hill platform: pressure impregnated SW 
2 posts: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe Hill Platform with Slide

The Hill Platform with Slide provides hours of sliding fun in a 
confined space.

For hill platforms see p.
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Minimum space: 700x362x330 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 3x PFs

5 58 424 0 Steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 795x422x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 3x PFs

5 58 425 0 Steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 700x362x330 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 5x PFs

5 58 451 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 795x422x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 5x PFs

5 58 453 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

eibe Slide with Ascent metal, PH 145

eibe Slide with Ascent, Metal, PH 200

eibe Slide with Ascent stainless steel PH 150

eibe Slide with Ascent, Stainless Steel PH 200

The eibe trestle slide enables compact sliding fun at different 
heights.

eibe stainless steel slides have the advantage that they are 
extremely resistant and do not change their appearance even in 
aggressive climates, in high-pollution regions or when subjected 
to heavy use.

Steel

Stainless steel

All slide surfaces stainless steel
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slides

Minimum space: 700x362x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 58 407 0 gFRP, steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 700x362x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 58 409 0 gFRP, steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 795x422x372 cm
Free falling height: 191 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 58 411 0 gFRP, steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 795x422x372 cm
Free falling height: 191 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 58 413 0 gFRP, steel FL 1

Info box

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP PH 145

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP with V2A PH 145

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP PH 190

eibe Slide with Ascent GFRP with V2A PH 190

The inexpensive beginner’s version for playgrounds.

The high-quality stainless steel cover and raised sides made of 
GFRP increase this slide’s appeal.

The inexpensive beginner’s version for playgrounds.

The high-quality stainless steel cover and raised sides made of 
GFRP increase this slide’s appeal.

gFRP, steel
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5 40 100 101 31 gFRP FL 1
5 40 100 102 31 gFRP FL 2
5 40 100 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 100 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 101 101 31 gFRP FL 1
5 40 101 102 31 gFRP FL 2
5 40 101 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 101 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 100 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 100 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 101 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 101 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 152 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 152 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

green

green green

Stainless steel Stainless steel

5 40 100 101 26 gFRP FL 1
5 40 100 102 26 gFRP FL 2
5 40 100 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 100 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 101 101 26 gFRP FL 1
5 40 101 102 26 gFRP FL 2
5 40 101 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 101 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 150 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 150 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red

red red

5 40 100 101 22 gFRP FL 1
5 40 100 102 22 gFRP FL 2
5 40 100 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 100 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 101 101 22 gFRP FL 1
5 40 101 102 22 gFRP FL 2
5 40 101 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 101 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 151 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 151 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2
5 40 151 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 151 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

grey

grey grey

5 40 155 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 155 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

green

5 40 153 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 153 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red

5 40 154 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 154 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2
5 40 154 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 154 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

grey

Surcharge Optionally, the standard GFRP slide can be replaced by a slide with stainless steel coating 
or a slide fully made of stainless steel.

Minimum space: 423x354x293 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1xPFs or 1xCF

Info box

Minimum space: 472x354x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box

Add-on slides PH 110 cm Add-on slides PH 145 cm

5 40 150 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1 5 40 153 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1

5 40 155 121 00 Stainless steel FL 15 40 152 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 152 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 150 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2 5 40 153 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 155 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

Order 

seParately

Extra slides for  

longer useful life!
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slides

5 40 102 101 31 gFRP FL 1
5 40 102 102 31 gFRP FL 2
5 40 102 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 102 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

5 40 102 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 102 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

green

Stainless steel

5 40 102 101 26 gFRP FL 1
5 40 102 102 26 gFRP FL 2
5 40 102 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 102 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red

5 40 102 101 22 gFRP FL 1
5 40 102 102 22 gFRP FL 2
5 40 102 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 102 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

grey

Surcharge

5 40 158 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 158 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

green

5 40 156 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 156 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red

5 40 157 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 157 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2
5 40 157 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 157 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

grey

Optionally, the standard GFRP slide can be replaced by a 
slide with stainless steel coating or a slide fully made of 
stainless steel.

Top sliding fun on every 
type of slide!

These GFRP slides are suitable for 
attachment to eibe play systems or 
installation into a landscaped hill.  

red
_26

grey
_22 _31

RAL green

Minimum space: 544x418x372 cm
Free falling height: 192 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box

Add-on slides PH 190 cm

5 40 156 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1

5 40 158 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1 5 40 103 121 00 Stainless steel -
5 40 103 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 156 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

5 40 158 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

Add-on slides stainless steel, PH 270 cm

Minimum space: 592x504x449 cm
Free falling height: 270 cm
Impact protection net: 23,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box

Order 

seParately

Extra slides for  

longer useful life!
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5 40 104 101 31 gFRP FL 1
5 40 104 102 31 gFRP FL 2

green
5 40 105 101 31 gFRP FL 1
5 40 105 102 31 gFRP FL 2

green

5 40 104 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 104 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

Stainless steel
5 40 105 121 00 Stainless steel FL 1
5 40 105 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2

Stainless steel

5 40 104 101 26 gFRP FL 1
5 40 104 102 26 gFRP FL2

red
5 40 105 101 26 gFRP FL 1
5 40 105 102 26 gFRP FL 2

red

5 40 104 101 22 gFRP FL 1
5 40 104 102 22 gFRP FL 2

grey
5 40 105 101 22 gFRP FL 1
5 40 105 102 22 gFRP FL 2

grey

Minimum space: 472x414x269 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Minimum space: 544x474x372 cm
Free falling height: 192 cm
Impact protection net: 21,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box Info box

Add-on slides wide, PH 145 cm Add-on slides wide, PH 190 cm

The 100 cm-wide slides enable several 
children to enjoy sliding fun together at the 
same time. Interaction and play with each 
other is fascinating for children of all ages. 
These slides are available in the versions 
GFRP and in 100% stainless steel.

red
_26

grey
_22 _31

RAL green
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slides

5 40 107 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 107 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

green
5 40 106 111 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 106 112 31 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

green

5 40 107 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 107 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red
5 40 106 111 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 106 112 26 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

red

5 40 107 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 107 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

grey
5 40 106 111 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 1
5 40 106 112 22 gFRP with stainless steel cover FL 2

grey

Minimum space: 472x414x269 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 544x474x372 cm
Free falling height: 192 cm
Impact protection net: 21,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 1x PFs

Info box

Double add-on slides, PH 145 cm,  
GFRP with stainless steel coating

Double add-on slides, PH 190 cm,  
GFRP with stainless steel coating

The double slides invite children of 
any age to race each other while they 
whiz downhill. The double slide can 
be attached to eibe play systems or 
installed into a landscaped hill. 
GFPR with high-quality stainless steel 
cover.
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Minimum space: 552x418x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 51 558 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 651x482x430 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 51 560 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 644x480x430 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 51 584 0 Steel with stainless steel coating FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 572x416x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 18,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 51 582 0 Steel with stainless steel coating FL 1

Info box

eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 200, stainless steel

eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 250, stainless steel eibe Straight Wavy Slide, PH 250, galvanised steel

eibe Straight Wavy Slide PH 200, galvanised steel

Wavy slides are attached to a 
hill platform or to a concrete 
foundation cast on-site.  A ran-
ge of matching hill platforms is 
available on request.

Steel with stainless steel coatingStainless steel
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slides

Minimum space: 552x473x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 21 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 4x PFs

5 51 534 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 602x537x430 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 4x PFs

5 51 536 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 572x475x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 4x PFs

5 51 604 0 Steel with stainless steel coating FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 644x539x430 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 26 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 4x PFs

5 51 606 0 Steel with stainless steel coating FL 1

Info box

eibe Straight, Broad,  
Wavy Slide, PH 200, stainless steel

eibe Straight, Broad,  
Wavy Slide, PH 250, stainless steel

eibe Straight, Broad,  
Wavy Slide, PH 200, galvanised steel

eibe Straight, Broad,  
Wavy Slide, PH 250, galvanised steel

Steel with stainless steel coatingStainless steel

Broad, wavy add-on slides enable several 
children to enjoy the sliding fun at the 
same time.
Use: installation on hill platforms or on 
site-cast concrete foundations.

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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Slide Entry Plate playo

Slide entry plates are provided as a safety feature to prevent the 
children from falling off the play units.

5 58 615 0 three-layer board -

5 58 619 0 three-layer board -

5 58 679 0 three-layer board -

eibe playo slide entry plate, for double slides

Slide Entry Plate playo Broad

Slide Entry Plate ibondo

Slide Entry Plate ibondo Broad

Slide entry plates are provided as a safety feature to prevent the 
children from falling off the play units.
5 58 617 0 HPL -

5 58 621 0 HPL -

*

*
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slides & Platforms

Minimum space: 101x116x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 45 224 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 92x116x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 45 228 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 146x92x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 45 233 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 573x254x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: 13,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

5 45 231 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 573x314x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: 16,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

5 45 232 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 103x122x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 45 227 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 101x62x203 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 45 226 5 SW pi FL 1

Info box

eibe Hill Platform for Normal and Tubular Slides

eibe Hill Platform for Slope Slides

eibe hill platform for wide wave slide

eibe Hill Platform with Slide eibe Hill Platform with Broad Slide

eibe Hill Platform for Broad Slides

eibe Hill Platform for Normal Slides

For attachment to all normal and tubular slides. The front upright 
posts are lengthened.

For attachment to all slope slides.

This hill platform was designed specifically for the wavy slide to 
provide for comfortable access to the sliding fun.

The Hill Platform with Slide provides hours of sliding fun in a 
confined space.

Sliding thrills guaranteed – with the Hill Platform with Broad 
Slide, several children can play together at the same time.

For attachment to all broad slides.

For attachment to all normal slides.

101 x 116 cm 101 x 62 cm

101 x 122 cm

146 x 92 cm

92 x 116 cm

* *

*

*

**

*

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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The spiral slides bring 
giant sliding fun into the 
smallest spaces.

Minimum space: 578x374x372 cm
Free falling height: 192 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 3x PFs

5 58 666 0 gFRP FL 1

Info box

eibe Spiral Add-on Slide GFRP PH 190
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slides

The eibe Tubular Slides made of glass fibre-reinforced, weather-
resistant material, provide a new type of sliding sensation.  For 
the slide exit, a support is supplied which after adjustment, is 
protected with site-cast concrete.

eibe Metal Support Post
5 58 318 0 Steel FL 3

Tube slides

Minimum space: 640x505x371 cm
Free falling height: 30 cm
Impact protection net: 24,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 58 324 0 gFRP FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 656x430x371 cm
Free falling height: 30 cm
Impact protection net: 21,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 58 323 0 gFRP FL 3

Info box

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, S-Shape GFRP PH 190

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, L-Shape GFRP PH 190

Order 

seParately
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Minimum space: 720x493x458 cm
Free falling height: 278 cm
Impact protection net: 19 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF

5 58 115 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

Minimum space: 578x527x372 cm
Free falling height: 192 cm
Impact protection net: 19 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 58 116 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Info box

eibe Spiral Add-on Slide V2A, PH 270 eibe Spiral Add-on Slide V2A, PH 190 cm

The eibe stainless steel spiral 
slides are the centre of attraction 
in any playground. The trough of 
the slide consists entirely of non-
corrosive, 2.5 mm thick stainless 
steel and has a depth of approx. 
27 cm and a width of 58 cm. For 
safety reasons, the curves on the 
sides are raised.

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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slides

Minimum space: 705x284x370 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 58 021 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 797x399x458 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 58 022 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 717x284x370 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 58 034 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 839x284x458 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 58 035 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Info box

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide with Curve V2A, PH 190 eibe Tubular Add-on Slide with Curve, PH 270 cm

eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, Straight V2A, PH 190

eibe Straight, Tubular Add-on Slide V2A, PH 270 cm

The eibe tubular slides are made of stainless steel. 
They are ideally suited for heavily frequented 
playgrounds and are known for their long useful life.
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eibe Tubular Add-on Slide, Straight GFRP PH 145

eibe Crawling Tunnel 
connection plate GFRP

5 58 314 0 gFRP -

eibe Crawling Tunnel  
Curve 30°

5 58 315 0 gFRP -

eibe Crawling Tunnel, 
straight middle section 
GFRP

5 58 316 0 gFRP -

eibe Crawling Tunnel, top 
section GFRP

5 58 317 0 gFRP -

Size  ø 84 x 90 cm Size  ø 84 x 60 cm Size  ø 84 x 80 cm Size  105 x 105 cm

eibe Straight, tubular slide GRP PH 190

Crawling Tunnels installed in the ground 
are the secret favourite in the playg-
round.  The imaginative design of the ter-
rain stimulates the children’s desire for 
discovery.

Minimum space: 597x375x325 cm
Free falling height: 30 cm
Impact protection net: 18,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 58 319 0 gFRP FL 3

Info box

Minimum space: 653x375x370 cm
Free falling height: 30 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 58 322 0 gFRP FL 3

Info box

Crawling tunnel
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slides

Start platform for module slide

Module slide hill installation 
entry plate

Module slide hill installation runout
5 40 004 163 30 Plastic -

5 40 003 163 30 Plastic -

5 40 002 163 30 Plastic -

5 40 007 011 00 SW pi FL 1

5 40 001 163 30 Plastic -

Module slide hill installation 
centre element 80 cm

Module slide hill installation 
centre element 106 cm

Module slide hill installation curve 
left

Module slide hill installation curve 
right

Please note the following:
1. Never install more than 2 large straight parts 
before a first curve combination.
2. Never install more than 1 large straight part before 
a second curve combination.
3. The maximum length for a slide is 7.5 m (the 
runout section would be too short for greater lengths)
4. Recommendation for the inclination angle:
* up to 3 m: 38°
* 3 to 5 m: 35°
* 5 to 7.5 m: 33°
This results in a change of entry plate and sit-down 
area

Let‘s plan your individual slide 
together!

Enhance the sliding fun with curves!

Standard colour: red

5 40 005 163 30 Plastic - 5 40 006 163 30 Plastic -

thanks to the installation at a steep 

38°, this slide is extra-fast!

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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Middle Section 100 cm

Curve 45°, 200 cm

End Section 135 cm

eibe slope slides, end 
element for slide lengths 
750 cm and up: GFRP

eibe Endless Slope Slide 
GFRP, top section

Middle Section 200 cm

5 58 105 0 gFRP FL 1

5 58 106 0 gFRP FL 15 58 107 0 gFRP FL 1

5 58 108 0 gFRP FL 1

5 58 109 0 gFRP FL 1 5 58 670 0 gFRP FL 1

escape/emergency slide:
Contact us for a design for a stainless 
steel or GFRP solution adapted to the 
situation in your building!
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slides

Minimum space: -
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 58 100 0 Stainless steel -

Info box

eibe Stainless Steel Endless Slide V2A

The same fun the children have on the toboggan in winter, they 
can also have in summer on the eibe endless slide. The slide can 
be designed to meet your height and direction specifications.
Contact eibe - we will gladly assist you in planning your 
playground!

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on SitE
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Minimum space: 470x404x253 cm
Free falling height: 52 cm
Impact protection net: 17 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5632280 + 4x CF

5 67 122 0 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 raft pressure impregnated pine 1 roof: pressure impregnated pine 4 springs: spring 
steel 1 mast: pressure impregnated pine 1 flag: HPL

eibe tema Sand Raft
This rocking Sand Raft looks just the part for rollicking fantasies 
atop the ocean waves. The springs are best mounted on the 
eibe ground anchors or concrete foundations.

Info box
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Themed Play

Themed play, play houses, sand & waTer

Play houses from 381

Sand play from 397

Water play from 423

Awnings, sun shades, covers from 439
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The boat for thrilling excursions

Minimum space: 1305x771x402 cm
Free falling height: 211 cm
Impact protection net: 57,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 5x PFs + 9x PFl

5 59 147 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 steering wheel: HPL  
1 anchor: HPL
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable 
1 wobbly bridge ascent: hot-dip galvanized steel
1 inclined climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
1 slide entry plate: HP 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe tema Movement Active Pinta
The Pinta encourages exercise and communication in addition to 
role playing.

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 awning: Polyester fabric
1 post: pressure impregnated SW 
1 post shoe: galvanized steel
Mounting material

eibe tema Solar Sail Ship

5 59 148 5 SW pi FL 3

Pirate corsair with slide

For use with 

Nina & Pinta

Awning area: 

15 m²

Order  

SePArATely
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 1057x605x402 cm
Free falling height: 212 cm
Impact protection net: 42,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 3x PFs + 8x PFl

5 59 146 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 sand hoist: stainless steel, rubber
1 climbing pole: stainless steel 
1 steering wheel: HPL 
1 anchor: HPL
1 inclined climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe tema Sand Ship Nina
Ships are unbelievably compelling for children and when united 
with sand play, their enthusiasm knows no bounds.

Info box

with climbing rope, sliding 

pole & climbing net

Minimum space: 560x385x201 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 59 113 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

2 seat boards: pressure impregnated SW  
1 steering wheel: HPL 
1 mast: pressure impregnated SW 
2 rudders: PE 
1 telescope: plastic
1 flag: tarpaulin
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW

eibe Rowing Boat
This Rowing Boat can also be set up as a sandpit because it has 
no floor and is steered by the children calling out to one another.

Info box
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Fascinating backdrop for playing

Minimum space: 1230x730 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: 57 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 25x CF

5 45 088 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

1x hull 580x220 cm
1x pedestal level PH 95 cm
1x podium level PH 145 cm
1x ramp ascent
1x cargo net climb
1x Mast rise to raised platform
1x stainless steel sliding pole
1x stainless steel slide PH 145 cm
1x wheel
1x furniture: 1 table + 2 chairs
2x peepholes in optics shipwreck

paradiso pirate ship Jago
There is room enough for romping on deck and below. The 
nature-oriented design leaves much room for imagination and 
adventure.

Info box

Minimum space: 600x420 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF

5 45 089 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

1x boat with sail and mast pennant
2x seat board in mid and rear
1x Storage shelf in the bow

paradiso dinghy Nico
Thanks to the robust construction made of robinia wood, the 
dinghy has survived many a storm.

Info box

Playing close to the ground
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Themed Play

With bell, wheel, 

screw, and many 

more details

Minimum space: 500x491x183 cm
Free falling height: 44 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs or 6x PFr

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Platform: SW
Set of themed parapets: three-layer SW boards
Steering wheel: HPL 
Roof: three-layer SW board
Belly board PH 45 cm: HPL
Play parapet with toothed wheels: SW three-layer board, HPL
Ship‘s bell: rubber, galvanized steel
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 10 095 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 095 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 095 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 095 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play boat ‚Nutshell‘ 
A little boat that you can climb over, under, or through. This unit 
comprises many appealing details, for example a steering wheel 
and a ship‘s propeller, for added playing fun.

Info box

Minimum space: 540x431x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 2x PFs + 3x PFr

5 59 820 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

Tummy slide: HPL
Ascent ramp: HPL, SW
Steering wheel: HPL
Parapet with portholes: HPL 
Banner: tent tarpaulin 
Fence element: stainless steel, PE 
Platform level: HP 
Set of post with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized 
steel 

eibe minimondo Seagull
Whether ordinary seaman or captain: the little seafarers take 
turns at the wheel. The children travel the seven seas with this 
play boat. Great adventures are waiting in the sandpit!

Info box

Rotating wheel

*
*
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From pirate adventures to Robinson Crusoe, 
from the journey of discovery to... on the Bounty, 
children’s imaginations know no bounds.
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 1921x1041x421 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 92,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 25x PFs + 10x PFl

Minimum space: 747x590x389 cm
Free falling height: 199 cm
Impact protection net: 37 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 6x PFs + 6x PFl

Minimum space: 520x585x330 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 14x PFs

Minimum space: 620x706x421 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 28,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 5x PFs + 4x PFl

5 66 313 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 310 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 311 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 312 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1x 5663105 Bow: pressure-
impregnated SW
1x 5663125 Mast: pressure-
impregnated SW
1x 5663115 Rear: pressure 
impregnated SW 
1 flag line
Set of post shoes: hot-dip 
galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 mast: pressure-impregnated pine
1 engraved sign: brass
1 motif Ruebezahl: PE, rubber
1 barrier rope: poly-coated steel cable
1 compass: HPL, Makrolon
1 net: poly-coated steel cable
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated pine

Scope of delivery

1 mast: pressure-impregnated pine
1 ship’s bell: brass
1 engraved sign: brass
1 ladder ascent: ash, pressure-impregnated pine
1 steering wheel: HPL
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated pine

Scope of delivery

1 net: pöly-coated steel cable
1 barrel: pressure-impregnated pine
1 foghorn: PVC
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated pine

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Complete

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Bow

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Stern

eibe tema Sand Wreck, Mast

From pirate adventures to Robinson Crusoe, from the journey of 
discovery to... on the Bounty, children’s imaginations know no 
bounds.

This part of the ship can withstand any attack and calls out: 
``All hands on deck!``  Even the pirate eibini on the foremast is 
turning his nose windward.

At the steering wheel in the Stern, it will be decided just where 
the journey will be taking us.

Gaze out into the distance from the 
crow’s nest and discover new horizons.

Info box

Info box

Info box

Info box
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Minimum space: 1506x771x704 cm
Free falling height: 211 cm
Impact protection net: 70 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 9x PFs + 13x PFl

5 59 151 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

2 steering wheels: HPL
1 anchor: HPL
1 large climbing net: poly-coated steel cable
1 wobbly bridge ascent: hot-dip galvanized steel
1 slanted climbing net: poly-coated steel rope
1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
3 birds: pine, finished
4 lanterns: pine, finished
3 masts: pressure-impregnated pine
1 banner: HPL
6 ropes: poly-coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe tema play ship Santa Maria
Captain ahoy! On the Santa Maria, every child feels like a 
genuine pirate or a courageous mariner. The ship is maneuvered 
through the rough sea from the command bridge. The tackle 
invites the children to set the sails - and it is a real eyecatcher.

Info box
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 901x600x865 cm
Free falling height: 296 cm
Impact protection net: 39,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 51 852 0 Steel, stainless steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 lighthouse: steel primed and painted
1 broad, wavy slide: stainless steel

eibe fantallica Lighthouse H=8m with Broad Slide
An attraction that promises pure sliding fun on any playground 
or leisure park.  We would also be happy to manufacture a 
lighthouse as per your requirements.
There is no access to the upper platform.

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site

This theming is extra, please call for more details.
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Minimum space: 555x553x405 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 25,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 2x PFs + 4x CF

5 66 358 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 rope ladder: polyester-coated steel cable
2 barrier ropes: polyester-coated steel cable
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW 
1 flag: tent canvas 
1 climbing pole: galvanized steel 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe tema Tree House
Besides offering various play values, the tema Tree House is also 
a perfect retreat, hiding place, or look-out post.

Info box

Minimum space: 880x557x405 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 34,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 3x PFs + 4x CF

5 66 355 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 short rope ladder: 
polyester-coated steel cable, polyester
2 barrier ropes: polyester-coated steel cable
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW 
1 flag: tent canvas 
1 climbing pole: galvanized steel
1 slide PH 145 cm: GFRP 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe tema Tree House with Slide
The Tree House, built around a central column, is ideal as a 
hiding place, retreat, look-out post or as a backdrop for hours of 
role-playing fun.

Info box

Robust design
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 1107x608x473 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 54 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 66 362 5 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
Roof: HPL 
Net bridge: poly-coated steel cable
Rope bridge: poly-coated steel cable

eibe tema tree house ‚Nistkasten‘ with ropes course
The Tree House Nistkasten with its rope garden provides endless 
opportunities for improving climbing and balancing skills. In 
addition it is an ideal retreat and hiding place.

Info box

Challenging ascent

Beautiful tree houses, designed 
individually for you
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Passengers are requested to go to the playground and 
board the plane for a flight to adventure!   

Scope of delivery

In additional to the Albatross scope of delivery: 4 bollard seats: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

In addition to the Albatross scope of delivery: 6 bollard seats and 1 gear stick 
with pedals: pressure-impregnated, HPL 

Albatros Scope of delivery

1 ascent ladder: pressure impregnated SW 
and ash 
2 wings: pressure impregnated SW 
1 rotor: HPL
1 hand rail cable: polyester-coated steel cable
1 Albatross sign: HPL 
1 instrument panel: HPL
1 net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 rope ladder: polyester-coated steel cable
4 portholes: Makrolon  
1 world map: HP 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel 

Minimum space: 1179x1143x395 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 52 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 4x CF + 13x PFs + 3x PFl

5 66 336 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe tema Albatross Integrative

Info box

the Albatross integrative 

is perfectly suited for 

wheelchairs!

Can be supplemented with 1 slide

Minimum space: 1143x1009x395 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 52 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 19x CF or 17x PFs + 3x PFl

5 66 319 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe tema Albatross with Net

Info box
Scope of delivery

1 sliding entry panel: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 sliding entry panel: HPL

Slide entry plate Albatross for straight slide

Slide entry plate Albatross for tubular slide

5 66 317 0 HPL -

5 66 318 0 HPL -
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Themed Play

Great researchers start young

Minimum space: 1160x730 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 56 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 29x CF

5 45 090 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 island with roof: Robinia
1 Hanging Bridge: Robinia
1 Slide: Stainless Steel
1 Ramp up: Robinia
1 stair Robinie
7 platforms: Acacia

paradiso exlporers island Ivo
A loop path takes the young researchers to the viewing platform. 
Various ascents and descents ensure uninterrupted play flow.

Info box

Loop path to the 

viewing platform

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Minimum space: 850x450 cm
Free falling height: 90 cm
Impact protection net: 33 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF

5 45 091 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Locomotive, approx. 190 x 120 x 150 cm (LxWxH)
1 x platform with 6 wheels PH 200 cm
1 x crawling tube as engine
2 x window openings
1 x chimney

Tender, approx 120 x 120 x 70 cm (LxWxH)
1 x platform with 4 wheels PH 200 cm
1 x climbable, tightly fixed woodpile

Carriage approx. 190 x 110 x 140 (LxWxH)
1 x platform with 4 wheels PH 200 cm
3 x benches
6 x window openings

paradiso railway Cosmo
The attractive three-piece train combination is perfect for role 
play, low-height climbing, and as a meeting point.

Info box

three-piece 

combination unit

Minimum space: 700x360x237 cm
Free falling height: 57 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 59 079 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1 engine: pressure impregnated SW 
1 wagon: pressure impregnated SW 
1 passenger car: pressure impregnated SW

eibe tema Chain-Linked Train
The eibe tema chain train is chugging along, and everybody is 
coming with us! The individual wagons are connected by a fine 
link chain made of galvanized steel.

Info box
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 500x425x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 500x425x209 cm
Free falling height: 29 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 500x424x178 cm
Free falling height: 64 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 59 116 0 SW pi -

5 59 117 0 SW pi - 5 59 118 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1 half shell GFRP 
1 driver cabin: MDF exterior
6 wheels: pressure impregnated SW
1 platform floor driver cabin: 
pressure impregnated SW 
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW,
Beto-Plan sheathing
1 chimney: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

2 side walls: pressure impregnated pine
1 platform floor: pressure impregnated pine 4 wheels: pressure 
impregnated pine 4 side elements: MDF Exterior

Scope of delivery

2 side walls: pressure impregnated SW
1 platform floor: pressure impregnated SW 
4 wheels: pressure impregnated SW 
1 wagon structure: MDF exterior
1 roof: pressure impregnated SW, Beto-Plan sheathing

eibe tema Large Train Locomotive

eibe tema Large Train Tender eibe tema Large Train Wagon

Whether as the engine driver at the helm of the engine, or as a 
passenger in the roofed wagon - playing on the train never gets 
boring.

Info box

Info box Info box

*

**
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Minimum space: 615x437x240 cm
Free falling height: 87 cm
Impact protection net: 22,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5591600 + 4x CF or 4x 5632100 + 4x CF

5 59 008 0 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

2 side runners: pressure impregnated SW 
1 rotor: Makrolon
1 gear stick with pedals: Hexaflor, ash
4 springs: spring steel 
1 seat plate: HPL 
1 domed roof light: Makrolon 
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW

eibe tema Helicopter
Whether used as a police or a rescue helicopter, the eibe tema 
Helicopter is ready and waiting for all ‘emergencies’.  With 
its spring support it can withstand any turbulence and its 
transparent PE dome ensures that the pilot always has an eye 
on the right flight path.

Info box

Break-proof Makrolon windows
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Themed Play

eibe ecorino themed play unit Harvester
It‘s harvest time! The themed play unit ’Harvester‘ combines the 
attractions of an active-play unit with that of a sand play unit. It 
is themed on the topics farming and agricultural machinery. Our 
’Harvester‘ is the dream of every would-be farmer!

Minimum space: 1090x647x406 cm
Free falling height: 226 cm
Impact protection net: 48,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 16x CF or 16 PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of themed parapets: PP 
Set of climbing grips: SW
Set of platforms: SW
Play element ‚Dice wheel‘: PP, HPL
Play element ‚Gear box“: PP, HPL
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: PP 
Control console: HPL, SW
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP
Play element ‚Rotation wheel‘: PP
Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Slide entry plate: PP
Platform with stainless steel sieve: PP, 
stainless steel

Wobbly beams ascent: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Crawling tube, pentagon, D=63cm, 
L=140cm
Climbing net: PP with polyester-coated 
steel rope
Sand wheel: PP 
Sand crane, rubber pail, stainless steel 
chain, PP
Sand hoist: rubber pail, stainless steel 
chain
Sand mixer: SW, PP 
Sand comb: PP 19 mm, hot-dip galvanized 
steel

5 15 046 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 046 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 046 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 046 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box
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eibe ecorino themed play unit Tractor
No farm would be complete without a tractor! Our eibe Bulldog 
cannot trail agricultural machinery but the children love it 
nevertheless. It is a themed play unit for active play with many 
attractive play value elements that provides for role play in close 
proximity to real life.

Minimum space: 468x389x221 cm
Free falling height: 94 cm
Impact protection net: 9,3 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of themed parapets: PP 
Control console: HPL
Seats: PP 
Roof: PP

5 15 048 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 048 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 048 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 048 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 048 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 048 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Themed Play

eibe ecorino play unit Excavator
The fascination of a building site. Everybody knows that children 
are thrilled by ongoing construction work. They would be just 
too happy to participate! Now they can. With the eibe excavator, 
they can try out the work of a builder. Our product portfolio 
comprises different active play and sand play combinations. The 
eibe excavator is the perfect sand play experience for younger 
and older builders.

Minimum space: 766x625x402 cm
Free falling height: 222 cm
Impact protection net: 19 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of themed parapets: PP 
Set of climbing blocks: SW
Set of platforms: SW
Platform with stainless steel sieve: PP, 
stainless steel
Play parapet ‚Steering wheel‘: PP, HPL

Play parapet ‚Dice‘: PP, HPL
Sand crane: rubber pail, stainless steel 
chain, PP
Climbing board: PP
Sand comb: PP, hot-dip galvanized steel
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP
Sand wheel: PP
Ramp PH 145 cm: SW

5 15 049 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 049 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 049 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 049 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box
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eibe climbo play unit Car
Now boarding! – And off we go. Here is room enough for several 
children.

Minimum space: 284x142x214 cm
Free falling height: 34 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanized 
steel with plastic ball covers
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Set of benches: hot-dip galvanized and powdered 
steel, HPL
Dashboard with steering wheel: hot-dip galvanized 
and powdered steel, HPL 

5 20 021 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 021 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 021 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 021 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Info box

Minimum space: 550x416x252 cm
Free falling height: 72 cm
Impact protection net: 20,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5632280 + 4x CF

5 59 077 0 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 Safari Jeep: pressure impregnated SW,
printed GFRP, HPL
4 springs: spring steel

eibe tema Safari Jeep with Springs
Going on an expedition and observing wild animals like real 
explorers in Africa: no problem with the Safari Jeep with its 
zebra stripe look!

Info box

Lots of seating space
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Themed Play

eibe climbo play unit Carriage
A carriage for climbing over and climbing through. Inside the 
unit, there are seats for relaxing and chatting.

Minimum space: 614x468x360 cm
Free falling height: 180 cm
Impact protection net: 24 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized 
steel with ball covers
Set of themed parapets Carriage: HPL
Climbing net arch: polyester-coated steel cable,
galvanized steel, powder-coated
Set of arched ascents: stainless steel
Log access: SW
Access ramp: HPL, SW
Set of rotating wheels: HPL

5 20 023 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 023 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 023 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 023 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Info box

Minimum space: 465x396x261 cm
Free falling height: 81 cm
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5632280 + 4x CF

Scope of delivery

4 wheels: HPL
2 holding brackets: hot-dip galvanized, powder-
coated steel
2 animal-shaped spring rocker bodies: PE
4 springs: stainless steel
Basic construction: pressure-impregnated pine

eibe tema multi-spring rocker Covered wagon
The covered wagon brings the settlers safely into their new 
home country and transports the necessary provisions. Being 
supported on rocker swings, it provides real driving experience. 
Big fun for several children playing together.

Info box

5 67 120 0 SW pi FL 3

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page

Order  

SePArATely
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Minimum space: 1104x579x405 cm
Free falling height: 195 cm
Impact protection net: 41 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF or 14x PFs

Minimum space: 1045x559x370 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 41 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 12x PFs

Scope of delivery

Add-on slide PH 140 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of play platforms; SW, HPL
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Decoration object Palm tree: HPL
Assembly log ascent: SW, HPL
Net cross-over, inclined: polyester-coated steel 
rope
Climbing net, inclined: polyester-coated steel rope
Balancing rope: polyester-coated steel rope
Play parapet Numbers: HPL

Scope of delivery

Climbing net frame: polyester-coated steel cable, SW
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel with ball covers
Set of triangular platforms: HPL, SW
Set of themed parapets Ghost castle: HPL

5 20 026 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 026 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 026 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 026 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

5 20 024 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 024 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 024 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 024 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Info box

Info box

eibe climbo play unit Brontosaur

eibe climbo play unit Ghost castle

This unit is characterized by its large number of themed play 
elements. Various climbing options encourage the children to 
play together and make them want to extend their stay.

Give your friends a good scare! In this castle, the little ones can 
chase ghosts and let their imagination run wild.
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Themed Play

Minimum space: 960x934x370 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 51 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 17x PFs

Scope of delivery

Climbing net frame: polyester-coated steel rope, SW
Slide PH 190 cm: GFRP
Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanized with ball covers
Set of triangular platforms: HPL, SW 
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Net arched roof: polyester-coated steel rope, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
Set of rotating wheels: HPL
Log access: SW
Ramp access: HPL, SW
Benches: SW

5 20 025 011 04 SW pi FL 1
5 20 025 012 04 SW pi FL 2
5 20 025 021 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 20 025 022 04 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Info box

eibe climbo play unit Castle-Carriage-Slide
Tailored to the needs of small princesses and princes – high up 
on the two look-out towers or sitting in the carriage, the journey 
into the land of imagination is about to start.



267
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Minimum space: 2333x1386x693 cm
Free falling height: 279 cm
Impact protection net: 195 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 54x CF or 50x PFs + 5x CF

5 66 567 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 entry tower incl. 1 ramp: pressure impregnated SW
1 climbing chimney: polyester-coated steel cable
4 roofs: pressure impregnated SW
1 right-hand side extension: pressure impregnated
1 runged ladder: pressure impregnated SW and stainless steel
1 mountaineer‘s ascent: pressure impregnated SW
1 double swing: hot-dip galvanized steel, rubber 
1 suspension bridge: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel, hot-dip galvanized steel
1 hand-over-hand climbing bridge: pressure impregnated SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
1 left-hand side extension: pressure impregnated SW 
1 wooden chute: pressure impregnated SW
1 sand hoist: stainless steel, rubber 
1 sand see-saw: pressure impregnated SW
1 net tunnel: polyester-coated steel rope
1 hexagonal tower: pressure-impregnated SW
1 mountaineers‘ ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
1 inclined climbing net with wooden frame:  polyester-coated steel cable, pressure 
impregnated SW
2 runged ladders: pressure impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 wobbly bridge: hot-dip galvanized steel, pressure impregnated SW
1 spiral add-on slide, PH 270 cm: stainless steel 
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe ibondo Castle System Stockholm
Dames and knights, pay attention!
With its pinnacles, gothic windows and pointed roofs, the ibondo 
castle is not only an impressive sight but also offers innumerable 
fascinating options for playing, climbing and sliding.

Info box

For more castle units, look at the play units on page
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Themed Play

The eibe tema Castle Tower is the ideal setting for 

knight and fairy-tale games of every kind.

Minimum space: 1111x752x503 cm
Free falling height: 265 cm
Impact protection net: 56 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 21x CF or 21x PFs

5 66 360 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 ladder: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
1 suspension bridge: hot-dip galvanized steel, hot-dip galvanised steel, stainless steel
1 wobbly walkway: pressure-impregnated SW,  hot-dip galvanized steel
1 knotted rope: poly-coated steel cable
1 ramp: pressure-impregnated SW
2 ropes for ramps: poly-coated steel cable
1 rope ladder: poly-coated steel cable, PE
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
1 wall element house with roof: pressure-impregnated SW
Wooden construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe tema Castle Tower

Info box
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Minimum space: Ø 1808x730 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 110 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Minimum space: 2060x1808x730 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 112 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 51 854 0 PVC FL 3

5 51 850 0 PVC, stainless steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 iceberg: lorry truck tarpaulin

Scope of delivery

1 iceberg: PVC tarpaulin, UV resistant, tear-proof
1 curved slide PH 5.50 m: stainless steel

eibe fantallica Iceberg

eibe fantallica Iceberg with Toboggan Run

Climbing as if on an iceberg is great fun for young and old.

fantallica iceberg with toboggan run slide

Info box

Info box
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Scope of delivery

Set of walls: HPL
Table: HPL
Set of benches: HPL
Set of roof halves: HPL
Rod: stainless steel
Play ball: PE
Set of ground anchors: hot-dip 
galvanized steel 

Play houses

Themed play, play houses, sand & waTer

Minimum space: 452x453x310 cm
Free falling height: 130 cm
Impact protection net: 17,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 3x PFs

5 59 828 5 HPL FL 1

eibe minimondo play house Apricot
Toddlers feel perfectly at home in the eibe minimondo playhouse 
Apricot. Perfect for sitting cosily together, chatting at the 
windowsill or baking cakes.

Info box

Sand play from 397

Water play from 423

Awnings, sun shades, covers from 439



*
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Minimum space: 458x417x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs or 7x PFr

Minimum space: 450x450x212 cm
Free falling height: 32 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 9x CF or 9x PFs or 9x PFr

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Arched roof with dormer window: three-layer board, SW 
Set of parapets with windows and shutters: three-layer SW board
Play parapet with rotating toothed wheels: three-layer SW board, 
HPL
Play parapet Calculator: three-layer SW board
Stair ascent: SW

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Arched roof: three-layer board, SW 
Play parapet Calculator: three-layer SW board
Set of parapets with windows and shutters: three-layer SW board
Play counter: SW, HPL
Seat board: SW

5 10 006 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 006 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 006 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 006 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

5 10 054 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 054 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 054 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 054 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo play house Fox‘s burrow

eibe playo play house Cuckoo

This play house with its integrated play functions and seating is 
a cosy retreat. Through the window, the children observe what 
is going on at the playground. Here, merry role play becomes 
reality.

The play house ‚Cuckoo‘ invites the little ones to try their hand 
at role play. With its numerous add-on elements – window, 
bar counter, and veranda – it provides imagination and 
communication right from the start.

Info box

Info box

Folding shutters. optimum 

Folding shutters

Large porch

standing height in the 

little house

*
*

*
*
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Play houses

Colourful little play house

Minimum space: 469x410x235 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs or 6x PFr

Minimum space: 620x600 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 29 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF

5 45 082 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Roof: PP 
Seat: PP 
Play counter: PP 
Play table: PP
Play parapet ‚Window‘: PP 
Set of wall elements: SW

Scope of delivery

Podium level 1x PH 40 cm with sloped roof
1x Climbing rope climbing
1x window opening
1x balcony terrace with leveling

eibe ecorino play house Selina

paradiso house with balcony Finlo

Pat-a-cake, hi and hello at the door, peek-a-boo at the window, 
and a sand cookie at the bar. Playing house, or just enjoying 
some minutes on one‘s own – the play house ‚Selina‘ is the 
suitable backdrop.

The warped little house offers an inspiring backdrop for role play 
of any kind.

Info box

Info box

5 15 033 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 033 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 033 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 033 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 033 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 033 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

*
*
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Timeless design, solid construction

Comfy atmosphere

Minimum space: 164x182x209 cm
Free falling height: 24 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 240x164x193 cm
Free falling height: 23 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 59 011 5 SW pi FL 1

5 59 045 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of benches: SW 
Play house: SW 

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, 
hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of flower boxes: finished 
plywood

Table top: Hexaflor
Set of seats: Hexaflor
Block house: SW

eibe playo play house Alexander

eibe playo block house with porch

This log cabin with terrace serves as a place of relaxation and 
retreat and a role-play area for chatting and playing. The cabin 
is supplied with elevations.

This log cabin can be enjoyed as a place of retreat and a role-
play area as well as used for the storage of garden tools and 
toys.

Info box

Info box
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Play houses

Minimum space: 430x460x200 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 16 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 014 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Set of parapets: robinia
Play counter: robinia
Seat board: robinia
Roof: robinia

paradiso children‘s play house Firuna
”Nibble, nibble, mousekin, Who‘s nibbling at my housekin?“ 
Open for observation but still offering privacy. With crawling 
passage, shop counter, window, and entrance.

Info box
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Minimum space: 395x310x215 cm
Free falling height: 106 cm
Impact protection net: 5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 59 016 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 climbing rope: PP

1 ladder pressure impregnated pine 
1 lake house: pine

1 platform pressure impregnated pine 
8 post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

climbo classic Seaside house
In addition to exciting active play opportunities, the Seaside 
House also offers a retreat in which to rest and relax.

Info box

Challenging climbing rope

Minimum space: 471x310x215 cm
Free falling height: 106 cm
Impact protection net: 5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

5 59 015 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 climbing rope: PP

1 ladder pressure impregnated pine 
1 lake house: pine

1 platform pressure impregnated pine 
8 post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

climbo classic Seaside House unit
The Seaside House System represents an extended version of 
the Seaside House with an additional play platform.

Info box

With porch
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Play houses

Minimum space: 500x500x272 cm
Free falling height: 28 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 59 012 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

2 seat benches: pressure impregnated SW 
1 table: pressure impregnated SW 
1 motorway service station: pressure impregnated SW 
4 post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe climbo classic Motorway service station with 
bench-and-table kit
Because of its integrated bench, this play house is ideal for 
playing and for just having a little chit-chat.

Info box

Minimum space: 548x515x263 cm
Free falling height: 154 cm
Impact protection net: 23,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 59 017 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 climbing rope: PP
1 ladder: pressure impregnated SW 
1 lake high-rise house: pressure impregnated SW 
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

climbo classic Seaside A-framed house
Play fun on two levels. Have lots of fun with the eibe Seaside 
A-framed House!

Info box
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the perfect little house 

for playing shop

Minimum space: 383x383x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs or 4x PFr

Minimum space: 383x383x324 cm
Free falling height: 54 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs or 4x PFr

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: SW, with galvanized post shoes
Roof: PP
Shop counter: PP

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Roof: PP 
Seat board: PP 
Parapet: PP 

5 15 020 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 020 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 020 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 020 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 020 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 020 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 009 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 009 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 009 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 009 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 009 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 009 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play house Market hall

eibe ecorino play house Shelter

Hello! I‘d like 3 sand cakes and one lemonade, please. This is 
the place for selling and trading.

The play house ‚Shelter‘ is equipped for sitting, chatting, and 
relaxing.

Info box

Info box
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Play houses

Minimum space: 570x560 cm
Free falling height: 120 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 45 081 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Podium level 1x PH 120 cm with a gable roof
1x counter Brett H = 50 cm
1x seatboard h = 300mm
1x ladder
1x skylight
1x climbing rope

eibe paradiso little lake house Lago
With its two levels, the Lake house is the backdrop for versatile 
play situations.

Info box

With shop counter

New
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390 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Minimum space: 527x539x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 19,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Platform: SW, PP 
Ramp ascent: SW, PP 1
Chicken ladder ascent: SW
Roof: PP
Play parapet ‚Window‘: PP 
Set of wall elements: SW
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 
Seat: PP 
Play table: PP 

5 15 032 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 032 012 01 SW pi FL 2
5 15 032 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 032 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 032 042 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 15 032 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino play house Ira
Here, you go up and down, and twice around, and twist the 
flower once. In the play house ‚Ira‘, the crazy chickens can romp 
to their heart‘s delight. When they are tired at last, their snack of 
leaf tea and sand cake will be served. Maybe someone will look 
out of the window. Who knows?

Info box

*
*
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Play houses

Minimum space: 180x90x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 170x94x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 208x183x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 68 038 0 Wicker -

5 68 075 0 Wicker -

5 68 078 0 Wicker -

Scope of delivery

1 wicker refuge: wicker

Scope of delivery

2 wicker elements: wicker

Scope of delivery

2 wicker tent elements, closed: wicker
3 wicker tent elements with window: wicker
1 wicker tent element with entrance: wicker
20 leather strings: leather

eibe playo wicker refuge

eibe playo wicker pyramid, 2-pc.

eibe playo wicker tent

The wicker shade is extremely versatile and of high educative 
value.

Whether as a fence, to delineate spaces, or to build passages or 
caves - the eibe natura wicker pyramids are extremely versatile. 

In the photo, several wicker pyramids have been combined.
Total length: approx. 180 cm  
Burial depth: 30 cm

As the air can circulate freely through the wicker material, 
the temperature in the wicker tent will be agreeable even in 
intensive sunshine. 
Height: 175 cm, burial depth: 30 cm

Info box

Info box

Info box



3

*
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Minimum space: Ø 140x150 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 68 000 0 Wicker -

Scope of delivery

1 wicker hut diam. 140 cm: wicker

eibe natura wicker hut ø 140 cm

Info box

Minimum space: 480x160x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 68 026 0 Wicker -

Scope of delivery

1x 5680000 Wicker hut ø 140 cm: wicker
1x 5680010 Wicker hut ø 150 cm: wicker 
1x 5680020 Wicker hut ø 160 cm: wicker

eibe playo wicker huts, 3-pc., comprising wicker 
huts of 140, 150, and 160 cm diameter
As eibe natura wicker huts are hand-crafted, their sizes may 
vary. The wicker huts are immediately ready for playing, but they 
can also be used as substructures for creeping plants and plant 
cuttings. With 3 window holes, the open apex and the arched 
entrance, the invite all children in for happy playing. Combine 
the differently-sized wicker huts to a „wicker camp“ to promote 
joint playing.

Info box

* *
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Play houses

Natural product, hand-crafted

Minimum space: Ø 150x160 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 68 001 0 Wicker -

Scope of delivery

1 wicker hut diam. 150 cm: wicker

eibe playo wicker hut ø 150 cm

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 160x170 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 68 002 0 Wicker -

Scope of delivery

1 wicker hut diam. 160 cm: wicker

eibe playo wicker hut ø 160 cm

Info box

More space

* *
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Minimum space: 410x410x300 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Scope of delivery

Post structure: SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel
Roof: robinia, SW
Play board Sound: HPL, polyester-coated steel rope, aluminium

5 25 035 041 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 25 035 042 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 25 035 043 06 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe unique play house Magari
The smallest concert hall in the world – the great musicians-to-
be can invite their friends to a private show at the Sound board.

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Play houses

Minimum space: 828x680x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 46 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 12x PFs

Minimum space: 605x690x455 cm
Free falling height: 275 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

5 66 530 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 528 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 spiral slide PH 190: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
3 climbing boards incl. climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
2 runged ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, 
stainless steel
5 fence elements: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 climbing pole: stainless steel
3 climbing boards including climbing grips: HPL, GFRP
2 runged ladders: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
5 fence elements: pressure-impregnated SW
1 roof: pressure-impregnated SW
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe ibondo Play Tower Athen

eibe ibondo Play Tower Rom

Not least because of its spiral slide, the ibondo play house 
Athens is a particular favourite as the central meeting point for 
playing and relaxation.

As a shelter in bad weather, a relaxation zone or as a climbing 
and look-out tower, the ibondo play house Rome fulfils all the 
requirements in one item of play equipment.

Info box

Info box
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Minimum space: 417x390x180 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanized and powder coated steel
Play platform: galvanized steel
Roof: HPL
Play parapet: stainless steel, PE
Seat: HPL 
Sales counter: stainless steel, HPL

eibe fantallica nursery play house M51

The nursery play house invites toddlers to imaginative role play. 
They decide whether the house is a shop, a chill-our area, or a 
private retreat.

Info box

5 30 002 141 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 002 141 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 002 141 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 002 141 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 002 141 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Sand play

Themed play, play houses, sand & waTer

Minimum space: Ø 400x180 cm
Free falling height: 44 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 59 270 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

Sand digger, premounted / stainless 
steel
Mounting accessories, article pass

eibe acqua sand digger ”Mole“
Every child is an instant builder with this sturdy digger. The 
digger rotates around its own axis 360 degrees.

Info box

Sturdy long-life design

Water play from 423

Awnings, sun shades, covers from 439
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Play combinations 
with sand!

Minimum space: 904x580x283 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 41 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF or 15x PFs

5 66 551 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 110: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: HPL
1 parapet: HPL
1 mountaineering ramp: pressure impr. pine
1 mud-play basin: pressure impregnated pine, 
stainless steel
1 sand chute: pressure impregnated pine
1 sand sieve: stainless steel
1 sand lift: stainless steel, rubber
1 see-saw: pressure impregnated pine
Wood construction: pressure impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Sand Construction Site Kairo
The construction site is great fun for any little builder; making 
models with water and sand is of great educational importance 
as it promotes imagination and creativity.

Info box
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Sand play

Minimum space: 730x808x420 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 44 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 17x CF or 17x PFs

5 66 271 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 slide PH 145: GFRP
1 slide entry plate: pressure impregnated 
pine
1 slanted roof with faceplate: pressure 
impregn. pine
1 wall element with window: pressure 
impregn. pine
1 shop board: pressure impregnated pine, 
HPL
2 parapets: pressure impregnated pine
1 stem ascent: pressure impregn. pine
1 mountain climbing ramp: pressure 

impregnated pine
1 sand lift: hot-dip galvanized steel, rubber
1 mud pool, square: stainless steel
1 sand sifter stainless steel
1 riddle sifter: stainless steel
1 sand silo: stainless steel
1 sand chute: pressure impregnated pine
1 sand seesaw: pressure impregnated pine
Wood construction: pressure impregnated 
pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe ibondo sand construction site Klondike
Just right for little gold diggers. Children love this system which 
combines playground and sandpit attractions.

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Minimum space: 343x221x239 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 11x PFs

5 45 469 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Sand slide: HPL
Sand sifter: stainless steel 
Sand hoist: stainless steel, PAH-free 

rubber 
Suspended track: stainless steel, PAH-free 
rubber 
Runged ascent, inclined: stainless steel, 
SW 
Small ramp: SW

eibe playo Building Site mini
The eibe playo Building Site mini is a compact sand playscape 
with a high play value.

At the end of a water channel, the water and sand wheel is 
driven like a mill-wheel.

Info box

Sand sifter, sand hoist, 

suspended track, and sand 

slide comprised!

25 cm diameter, 

pivot-mounted

Scope of delivery

1 water and sand wheel: PP

eibe acqua Water and Sand Wheel

5 57 204 0 PP -

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant to the applicable standards!
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Sand play

The Conveyor Belt is completely safe.  The belt itself consists 
of a textile-reinforced rubber material.  It is easy-running and 
moved using hand wheels.

Minimum space: 321x344x239 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 14x PFs

5 45 470 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Small ramp: SW 
Inclined runged ascent: stainless steel, SW 
Sand hoist: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber  

Sand chute: SW 
Suspended track: stainless steel, PAH-free 
rubber 
Sand wheel: PE 
Sand slide: HPL 
Sand sifter: stainless steel 
Mounting material, article passport

eibe playo Building Site midi
The playing platform of the eibe playo Building Site midi with its 
numerous sand play elements, offers plenty of space for large 
groups to have fun in the sand.

Info box

With ramp, sand hoist, 

suspended track, sand 

sifter, and sand wheel

Scope of delivery

1 conveyor belt: stainless steel, rubber, HPL

eibe Conveyor Belt

5 65 790 0 Stainless steel, rubber FL 1

Conveyor for more sand! 

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant to the applicable standards!

Promotes motor skills! 

Length: 160 cm!



*
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Minimum space: 375x375x237 cm
Free falling height: 57 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Platform with sifter insert: SW, stainless steel
Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Sand chute: SW
Sand pouring pipe: plastic, HPL, SW
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 10 038 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 038 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1

Info box

eibe playo sand building site Little woodpecker
The perfect sand building site for small spaces.

Minimum space: 525x375x238 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Platform with sifter insert: SW, stainless 
steel
Suspended track: stainless steel, PAH-free 
rubber

Sand sifter: stainless steel
Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free 
rubber
Sand chute assembly: SW
Ladder ascent: SW
Sand pouring pipe: plastic, HPL, SW
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 10 039 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 039 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1

Info box

eibe playo sand building site Green woodpecker
A compact sand building site with high play value.

*

*
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Sand play

Minimum space: 434x309x239 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 16x PFs

5 45 471 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Mud play basin: stainless steel 
Small ramp: SW 
Suspended track: stainless steel, PAH-free 

rubber
Sand hoist: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber 
Sand slide: HPL 
Sand chute: SW 
Sand sifter: stainless steel 
Sand wheel: PE 
Mounting material, article passport

eibe playo Building Site maxi

With its integrated elements, the eibe playo Sand Building Site 
maxi offers all the most important play functions and fulfills 
every wish – simply great fun with sand!
Mud basin, stainless steel

Info box

eibe Conveyor Belt

page 401

Order  

SepArAtely

Versatile 
play flow
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Minimum space: 495x527x313 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 18,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 11x PFs

Minimum space: 545x527x305 cm
Free falling height: 125 cm
Impact protection net: 12,1 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF or 12x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Arched roof: three-layer board, SW 
Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Ascent ladder: SW
Set of parapets with windows and shutters: three-layer SW board
Play parapet Calculator: three-layer SW board
Set of sand pouring chutes: SW
Sand sifter: stainless steel
Sliding pole: stainless steel
Mounting accessories, article passport

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of platforms: SW
Platform with sifter insert: SW, stainless steel
Transport cable way assembly: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Set of sand chutes: SW
Ramp ascent: SW
Sand pouring pipe: plastic, HPL, SW
Sand sifter: stainless steel
Set of sand pouring boards: HPL
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 10 040 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 040 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1

5 10 043 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 043 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1

Info box

Info box

eibe playo sand building house Spotted woodpecker

eibe playo sand building site Wood pigeon

Each level of the sand building house ‚Spotted woodpecker‘ has 
a new building site. Here, the little builders can let their creativity 
run wild.

The sand building site ‚Wood pigeon‘ makes the hearts of the 
little builders beat faster. Different conveyor elements increase 
the fun factor of sand play.

Sand play on two levels

*

*
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Sand play

Minimum space: 730x700 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 40 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF

5 45 085 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

1x platform area PH 400cm about 1x1m
1x platform area PH 550cm approx 2x2m
1x stainless steel mud pools
1x ramp ascent
1x counter board with underlying 

Kriecheingang
1x graders
1x overhead traveling crane sand
1x Sand Crane
2x sand spillways

paradiso sand construction site Sandro
A multitude of play functions make the sand construction site a 
favourite meeting point.

Info box

Creative unit sand construction site

Minimum space: 406x353x226 cm
Free falling height: 46 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 10 052 000 00 Stainless steel -

Scope of delivery

Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo sand construction crane Griffon vulture
Add-on element to all playo posts.

Info box

Fully made of stainless steel!

Robust unit made of 
robinia wood



*
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Minimum space: 433x458x250 cm
Free falling height: 57 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 3x PFs + 1x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Platform: SW, PP 19 mm
Platform with stainless steel sifter 
Sand crane: rubber bucket free of PAH, stainless steel chain, 
PP 19 mm
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 15 018 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 018 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 018 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 018 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 013 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 013 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

eibe ecorino sand play unit Construction site

eibe ecorino riddle sifter

An attractive building site that takes up very little space: this 
is our sand play unit ’Building site‘. It has all you need for 
conveying and transporting sand and sifting it via a sieve 
platform. All this is available at favourable ecorino prices.

No sandpit would be complete without a riddle sifter. Using 
the riddle sifter supported on rubber buffers is not only an 
interesting activity in itself but also speeds up the sifting 
process. You can sift the sand in two different grain sizes.

Scope of delivery

Riddle sifter, pre-mounted / pine, PP 19 mm
Mounting accessories, article passport

130x8x8 cm

The illustration additionally shows the sand wheel with slide!

*
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Sand play

A gold mine of play values!

5 15 014 013 01 PP, SW pi FL 3
5 15 014 043 01 PP, Larch oiled FL 3

eibe ecorino sand wheel with sand slide

eibe ecorino sand play unit Gold mine

Here, the sand is conveyed via a slide to the rotating sand wheel 
which distributes the sand evenly. This combination is available 
on its own but also integrated in a parapet.

The ‚Sand mine‘ unit offers versatility sand playing fun. 
Here, gold miners and treasure hunters will experience a real 
„sand rush“. To find the treasure, the ‚Sand mine‘ users must 
cooperate. Together they sift, probe, convey and transport the 
sand. There is even a mine tunnel for a realistic scenario.

Scope of delivery

Sand wheel, pre-mounted: PPt

Minimum space: 591x550x275 cm
Free falling height: 95 cm
Impact protection net: 16,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 9x PFs + 2x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP
Set of platforms: SW
Platform with stainless steel sifter: PP, 
stainless steel

Sand crane: rubber pail, stainless steel 
chain, PP
Sand wheel assembly: PP
Sand chute: PP 
Crawling tunnel assembly: PP
Roof: PP 

5 15 019 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 019 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 019 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 019 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

95x40x31 cm

*

*
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Scope of delivery

Balance beam: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel, PP
Set of sand pails with chains: rubber, stainless steel

Minimum space: 499x615x269 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Set of platforms: SW, PP 
Roof: PP 
Platform with stainless steel sieve
Ramp ascent: SW, PP 
Play element ‚Flower‘: PP 
Play parapet ‚Gear box‘: PP, HPL
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: PP
Sand chute: PP
Sand comb: PP, hot-dip galvanized steel
Sand crane: rubber pail, stainless steel chain, PP 19 mm

5 15 027 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 027 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 027 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 027 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 015 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 015 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

165x96x22 cm

eibe ecorino sand play unit Theta

eibe ecorino beam balance

The ecorino system also caters for the younger children among 
the builders. With the value-enhancing elements installed close 
to the ground, the sand play combination ‚Theta‘ appeals to 
sand-playing toddlers.

What might be the weight of this? The actual mass and size 
is often quite different from what you would have thought. To 
find out the actual values, you can do experiments with our 
ecorino beam balance, a great educational instrument for first 
experiences with scales and weighing.

*

*
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Sand play

Scope of delivery

Posts, SW, with galvanized post shoes
Pre-mounted sand hoist: PP 19 mm, rubber sand bucket with galvanized chain
Mounting accessories, article passport

Minimum space: 527x450x319 cm
Free falling height: 95 cm
Impact protection net: 17,8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Play platform: SW
Platform with stainless steel sieve: PP, stainless steel
Sand hoist: rubber pail, stainless steel chain
Suspended track: rubber pail, stainless steel chain
Sand chute: PP 
Play parapet ‚Counter‘: PP 
Ramp ascent: SW, PP 
Sand mixer: SW, PP 

5 15 028 011 01 SW pi FL 1
5 15 028 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 028 041 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 15 028 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

5 15 016 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 016 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino sand crane Colossus

eibe ecorino sand play unit Kappa

Getting the sand from A to B, transporting it up and down again 
– no problem for our sand crane with its 180° swivel range. It 
is one of the most frequently used tools on a sand building site 
and should be standard for every sand playground. It is available 
on its own or comprised in a unit.

Kappa, the beginners‘ building site for existing and future 
diggers and researchers. Conveying and sifting the sand, and 
returning it via the mixer. Complete with a counter element and 
a sand chute, this little unit has a particularly high play value.

270x8x8 cm

*

*
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Scope of delivery

Crawling tube, pentagon, D=63 cm, L=144 cm: PP
Side element: PP

eibe ecorino crawling tube

5 15 017 171 01 PP FL 1
5 15 017 173 01 PP FL 3

An add-on element that brings more crawling, hiding, and 
motion fun for every playground.

140x63x63 cm

5 15 013 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 013 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino riddle sifter
No sandpit would be complete without a riddle sifter. Using 
the riddle sifter supported on rubber buffers is not only an 
interesting activity in itself but also speeds up the sifting 
process. You can sift the sand in two different grain sizes.

Scope of delivery

Riddle sifter, pre-mounted / pine, PP 19 mm
Mounting accessories, article passport

130x8x8 cm

5 15 014 013 01 PP, SW pi FL 3
5 15 014 043 01 PP, Larch oiled FL 3

eibe ecorino sand wheel with sand slide
Here, the sand is conveyed via a slide to the rotating sand wheel 
which distributes the sand evenly. This combination is available 
on its own but also integrated in a parapet.

Scope of delivery

Sand wheel, pre-mounted: PPt

95x40x31 cm

Scope of delivery

Balance beam: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel, PP
Set of sand pails with chains: rubber, stainless steel

5 15 015 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 015 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

165x96x22 cm

eibe ecorino beam balance
What might be the weight of this? The actual mass and size 
is often quite different from what you would have thought. To 
find out the actual values, you can do experiments with our 
ecorino beam balance, a great educational instrument for first 
experiences with scales and weighing.

Scope of delivery

Posts, SW, with galvanized post shoes
Pre-mounted sand hoist: PP 19 mm, rubber sand bucket with galvanized chain
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 15 016 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 016 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino sand crane Colossus
Getting the sand from A to B, transporting it up and down again 
– no problem for our sand crane with its 180° swivel range. It 
is one of the most frequently used tools on a sand building site 
and should be standard for every sand playground. It is available 
on its own or comprised in a unit.

270x8x8 cm

* *

*
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Sand play

Minimum space: 792x490x267 cm
Free falling height: 56 cm
Impact protection net: 22,7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF or 11x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanized and powder coated 
steel
Set of play platforms: galvanized steel 
Set of parapets: HPL
Sand crane: stainless steel, rubber PAH-free                       

Suspension track: stainless steel, rubber 
PAH-free
Ramp: galvanized steel                                                   
Sand silo: stainless steel 
Sand funnel: stainless steel

eibe fantallica integrative sand play unit M49
This integrative sand play combination has space for everyone. 
The ramp provides easy access to the unit and encourages 
children to play together. Mobile sand buckets and carry 
elements get sand transport going.

Info box

5 30 005 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 30 005 143 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 30 005 143 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 30 005 143 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 30 005 143 27 Steel, orange FL 1

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

95x40x31 cm
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Minimum space: 813x467x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 29 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanized and powder-coated 
steel
Set of play platforms: galvanized steel
Roof assembly: plastic
Set of climbing plates with grips: HPL, GFRP

Wobbly bridge ascent: stainless steel
Ladder ascent: stainless steel
Sand crane: stainless steel, rubber PAH-free
Add-on slide, PH: 145 cm: stainless steel

eibe fantallica sand play and climbing unit M22
This combination offers extraordinary climbing and sliding fun on 
two levels, which are connected with a sand play element. The 
tower‘s open design makes supervising the children easier.

Info box

5 52 005 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 005 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 005 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 005 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 005 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Sand play

Minimum space: 429x447x279 cm
Free falling height: 99 cm
Impact protection net: 16 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanized and powder coated
Set of play platforms: galvanized steel
Set of themed parapets: HPL
Mud basin: stainless steel
Sand crane: stainless steel, rubber PAH-free

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

eibe fantallica sand play unit M26
Relax on the outlook platform after all the hard work on the 
building site.

5 52 010 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 1
5 52 010 0 24 Steel, blue FL 1
5 52 010 0 25 Steel, grey FL 1
5 52 010 0 26 Steel, red FL 1
5 52 010 0 27 Steel, orange FL 1



*
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Minimum space: 450x375x226 cm
Free falling height: 46 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs or 4x PFr

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanized steel
Range with oven assembly: HPL
Kitchen sink assembly: synthetic
Set of parapets: three-layer boards, SW

5 10 041 011 03 SW pi FL 1
5 10 041 012 03 SW pi FL 2
5 10 041 041 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 041 042 03 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

Info box

With room underneath for the wheelchair

eibe playo sand kitchen mini
These are our outdoor play kitchens. They are ideal for 
integration in our sandpit ‚Eagle owl‘ and in all other playo play 
systems.

Thanks to the bays in the table outline, also wheelchair-bound 
children can take part in group games.

Scope of delivery

1 mud mixing basin: GFRP
4 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua mud-play table Shamrock

5 57 060 5 SW pi FL 1

The outdoor kitchen

*
*
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Sand play

The illustration shows a sand play table covered with planks, and a sand play table with basin

Scope of delivery

1 sand play table: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 sand play table H 60 cm: pressure impregnated SW 
1 mud basin: plastic
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua Sand Play Table, Planked eibe acqua sand play table with tub

5 59 105 5 SW pi FL 1 5 59 100 5 SW pi FL 1

Minimum space: 130x125x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 130x125x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Info boxInfo box

*
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Scope of delivery

1 sand play table: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua Sand Play Table, Wheelchair Accessible

With room underneath for the wheelchair

Minimum space: 58x55x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: 160x125x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 55x80x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: 100x100x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

5 66 405 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 59 149 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 406 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 407 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 tabletop: HPL 
1 post: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 tabletop: HPL 
1 post: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 tabletop: HPL 
3 posts: stainless steel

eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Star“

eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Moon“

eibe acqua Sand Play Table „Cloud“

It is particularly fascinating for children to change the shape of 
the sand on the yellow mud-play table “Star“.

Mud-mixing and baking sand cakes on the 60 cm high, yellow 
play table in the shape of the moon brings hours of fun!

Children just love to change the shape of the sand on the blue 
sand-play table “Cloud“.

Info box

Info box

Info box

Info box

Distinctive shape, sturdy design

*
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Sand play

Minimum space: 370x370x200 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 15 065 170 28 PP -

5 15 067 013 00 SW pi FL 1
5 15 067 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1

5 15 066 170 29 PP -

5 45 022 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Stand: NH
Mounting material, product passport

Scope of delivery

Posts: robinia
Table top: robinia

eibe ecorino Vario sand play board Kyklos

eibe ecorino table foot

eibe ecorino Vario sand play board Asteri

eibe paradiso mud basin Erlan, with posts
This round table has holes and flowers for imaginative play 
ideas.

Info box

Play board HPL

Ø 25 cm, H 20 cm

Ø 25 cm, H 30 cm

Please order the table foot separately!

On the Sand Play Table, the children can bake 
sand cakes or simply indulge in mixing fun to their 
heart’s content.
Scope of delivery

1 sand play table: pressure impregnated SW, HPL

Scope of delivery

1 seat and play table board  200x20 cm: 
pressure impregnated SW 
Mounting material

Scope of delivery

1 pc. corner bollard, D 25 cm, H 55 cm: pressure impregnated 
SW

Scope of delivery

1 pc. seat bollard, D 70 cm, H 82 cm: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 seat and play table board  300x20 cm: 
pressure impregnated SW 
Mounting material

eibe acqua Sand Play Table for Palisade 
Sandpits eibe acqua Palisade Seat and Play Table Board

eibe acqua Corner Bollard
eibe acqua Bollard Seat for Palisade 
Sandpits

eibe acqua Palisade Seat and Play Table Board

5 59 119 0 SW pi FL 1

5 59 111 0 SW pi -

5 59 097 0 SW pi - 5 59 120 0 SW pi FL 1

5 59 110 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1 Table top: 19 mm PP
Mounting material, product 
passport

Scope of delivery

1 Table top: 19 mm PP
Mounting material, product passport

52x50x2 cm

⌀= 45x2 cm

⌀= 13x63 cm

Kyklos
Asteri

*

*

*

*

*
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Minimum space: 198x200x182 cm
Free falling height: 38 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 301x165x209 cm
Free falling height: 29 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: -

5 59 095 0 SW pi FL 1

5 59 060 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1 roof: pressure-impregnated pine
1 shop counter: birch, AW 100
1 seat bench: pressure-impregnated pine
2 front panels: birch, AW 100 red
2 side panels: birch, AW 100 red
 Basic construction: pressure-impregnated pine

Scope of delivery

1 Sandpit HYGIPÄD: pressure impregnated pine.

eibe acqua sand play house Sunny bakery‘

eibe playo sandpit HYGIPÄD

The eibe aqua ‚Sunny Bakery‘ is a play house for active role play 
in and with the sand.

Compared to traditional sandpits, the stable, well-proven eibe 
acqua sandpit HYGIPÄD has one decisive advantage: its sliding 
cover.

Info box

Info box

Large table and 

seating areas made of HPL

Lockable
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Sand play

The eibe acqua Palisade Sandpits create the very best conditions for playing in and 
with sand.

Scope of delivery

1 sandpit 428 x 490 cm
6 side elements: pressure impregnated SW 
6 corner bollards: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 sandpit 250x250 cm
4 side elements: pressure impregnated SW 
4 corner bollards: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 sandpit 360x360 cm
4 side elements: pressure impregnated SW 
4 corner bollards: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 side element L=200 cm: pressure impregnated pine

Scope of delivery

1 side section L=300 cm: pressure impr. pine

eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Hexagon

eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Square

eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit, Square

eibe acqua Palisade Sandpit Side Sections

5 59 089 0 SW pi -

5 59 084 0 SW pi -

5 59 087 0 SW pi -

5 59 098 0 SW pi -

5 59 099 0 SW pi -

*

* *

*
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Sand play elements for versatile action!

eibe ecorino sand pit modules

The sandpit elements Vario are ideal for marking 
the limits of a creative zone. They can be 
assembled in any shape. 

Scope of delivery

Side panel 1,45 m: PP 19 mm
Post: NH
Mounting material, product passpor

Scope of delivery

Side panel 1,95 m: PP 19 mm
Post: NH
Mounting material, product passpor

eibe ecorino sandpit module Vario 2, 1.45 m eibe ecorino sandpit module Vario 3, 1.90 m

5 15 036 013 01 PP, SW pi FL 1
5 15 036 043 01 PP, Larch oiled FL 1

5 15 037 013 01 PP, SW pi FL 1
5 15 037 043 01 PP, Larch oiled FL 1

Scope of delivery

Crawling tube, pentagon, D=63 cm, L=144 cm: PP
Side element: PP

eibe ecorino crawling tube

5 15 017 171 01 PP FL 1
5 15 017 173 01 PP FL 3

5 15 013 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 013 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino riddle sifter
Scope of delivery

Riddle sifter, pre-mounted / pine, PP 19 mm
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 15 014 013 01 PP, SW pi FL 3
5 15 014 043 01 PP, Larch oiled FL 3

eibe ecorino sand wheel with sand slide
Scope of delivery

Sand wheel, pre-mounted: PPt

Scope of delivery

Balance beam: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel, PP
Set of sand pails with chains: rubber, stainless steel

5 15 015 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 015 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino beam balance

Scope of delivery

Posts, SW, with galvanized post shoes
Pre-mounted sand hoist: PP 19 mm, rubber sand bucket with galvanized chain
Mounting accessories, article passport

5 15 016 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 016 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe ecorino sand crane Colossus

130x8x8 cm

95x40x31 cm

165x96x22 cm

270x8x8 cm
140x63x63 cm

* *

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant to the applicable standards!

*

*

*
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Sand play

Minimum space: 16x20x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 30x32x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 45 519 0 Stainless steel -

5 45 507 0 Stainless steel -

Scope of delivery

1 sand silo: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 riddle sifter: stainless steel

eibe playo Sand Silo

eibe playo Sieve, Coarse

Info box

Info box

The seesawing water and sand chute gives the sand and water 
playground an additional incentive for playing.

Added attraction for every sand play unit.

At the end of a water channel, the 
water and sand wheel is driven like a 
mill-wheel.

The Conveyor Belt is completely safe.  The belt itself consists 
of a textile-reinforced rubber material.  It is easy-running and 
moved using hand wheels.

Scope of delivery

1 water see-saw: pressure-impregnated SW,  
stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 sand sifter: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 water and sand wheel: PP

Scope of delivery

1 conveyor belt: stainless steel, rubber, HPL

eibe acqua Water and Sand Seesaw Wooden Channel

eibe Sand Sieve

eibe acqua Water and Sand Wheel

eibe Conveyor Belt

5 66 171 0 SW pi -

5 59 239 0 Stainless steel -

5 57 204 0 PP -

5 65 790 0 Stainless steel, rubber FL 1

Minimum space: 406x353x226 cm
Free falling height: 46 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 10 052 000 00 Stainless steel -

Scope of delivery

Sand crane: stainless steel, PAH-free rubber
Mounting accessories, article passport

eibe playo sand construction crane 
Griffon vulture
Add-on element to all playo posts.
Info box

Conveyor for more sand! 

Promotes motor skills! 

Length: 160 cm!

Fully made of stainless steel!

experience the properties of sand!

25 cm diameter, 

Discovering physical correlations as added play value! 

Robust add-on sifter!

You decide how much sand you need! 

pivot-mounted

Length 50 cm!

Ø 16 cm, length 45 cm!

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant to 
the applicable standards!
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The eibe sandpit safety surround can be used for any size of 
sandpit.  The 1 metre-long sections can be shortened to any 
desired length.  Corners or recesses are easy to produce with a 
metre cut.
eibe safety surrounds are used for cold, brittle and sharp-edged 
concrete or stone sandpit borders.  This greatly reduces the risk 
of injury to the children playing in and around the sandpit and at 
the same time provides a place to sit.

The “Soft“ sandpit sets stand out due to their flexible shape 
which can be altered as desired using the individual granulated 
elements made of recyclable rubber material.
The dimensions of one element are:
L=116 cm, H=30 cm and D=15 cm (where the centre-to-
centre distance of the aluminium attachment posts is 100 cm).

Scope of delivery

Sandpit safety border, L 100 cm, W 40 cm: rubber

Scope of delivery

1 310 ml cartridge for 300 cm safety border or1 sqm impact protection

Scope of delivery

1 sand pit element Soft
1 mounting post: galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

6 sandpit elements Soft
6 mounting posts: galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

10 sandpit elements Soft
10 mounting posts: galvanized steel

eibe Sandpit Safety Surround

Impact-attenuating tile

eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“

eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“

eibe Sandpit Set ”Soft“

5 59 091 3 Rubber granulate -

5 63 033 0 PuR-adhesive -

5 59 141 0 Rubber -

5 59 142 0 Rubber -

5 59 143 0 Rubber -

Low installation height

Order  

SepArAtely

*

*

*

*

*
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Water play

Themed play, play houses, sand & waTer

Many variable combinations

Scope of delivery

2 distribution chutes L = 50 cm: pressure-impregnated SW
2 water ducts L = 92 cm: pressure-impregnated SW 
8 water ducts L= 50 cm: pressure-impregnated SW 
30 wooden discs: pressure-impregnated SW 
2 drain pieces

Scope of delivery

2 distribution chutes L = 50 cm: pressure-impregnated SW
6 water ducts L = 92 cm: pressure-impregnated SW
30 wooden discs: pressure-impregnated SW
2 drain pieces

eibe acqua waterways system mini eibe acqua waterways system maxi

5 59 123 0 SW pi FL 1

5 59 112 0 SW pi -

The children cooperate to guide the water flow through the 
individual water chutes.

Awnings, sun shades, covers from 439

*
*
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Minimum space: 445x116x240 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

Minimum space: 505x430x268 cm
Free falling height: 68 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 10x CF or 10x PFs

5 66 239 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 412 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 continuous flow pool, rectangular: stainless steel
1 valve pool, triangular: stainless steel 
2 platforms: stainless steel, pressure impregnated SW
1 suction and pressure pump: grey-cast iron
1 water chute: pressure impregnated SW 
1 pump platform: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 continuous flow basin, rectangular: stainless steel
1 valve basin, triangular: stainless steel 
2 platforms: stainless steel, pressure-impregnated SW
1 suction/pressure pump: grey cast iron 
1 water channel: pressure-impregnated SW 
1 pump platform: pressure-impregnated SW 
 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 5, Integration

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 5

People with special needs can be playfully integrated with this 
water and sand play system.

When the children play with sand and water they feel completely 
in their element and won’t let anything interrupt their fun.

Info box

Info box

With room underneath for the wheelchair
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Water play

Minimum space: Ø 430x248 cm
Free falling height: 68 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

Minimum space: Ø 430x248 cm
Free falling height: 68 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 12x PFs

5 66 408 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 409 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 continuous flow pool, rectangular: 
stainless steel
1 valve pool, triangular: stainless steel 
2 platforms: stainless steel, pressure 
impregnated SW 

2 water chutes: pressure impregnated SW 
1 water wheel: PP, stainless steel
1 water and sand see-saw: galvanized steel,
pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 continuous flow pool, rectangular: 
stainless steel
1 valve pool, triangular: stainless steel
1 suction and pressure pump: grey-cast iron
1  pump platform: pressure impregnated 
SW 

2 water chutes: pressure impregnated SW 
1 water wheel: PP, stainless steel
1 water and sand see-saw: galvanized steel, 
pressure impregnated SW 
1 chute funnel: stainless steel 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 1

eibe acqua Water and Sand Play System 2

The combination of water and sand play elements in a single 
system is an attraction for all children who love sand-play.

Here the children pump the water themselves into a basin and 
direct it via the mixing basin directly into the sand.

Info box

Info box

More water and mud play equipment
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Minimum space: 514x430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 8x PFs

5 66 413 5 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 crank pump stainless steel 
1 pump platform: stainless steel
1 valve pool, triangular: stainless steel 
1 mud pool substructure H 75 cm: stainless 
steel 
1 water chute L 200 cm: stainless steel 

1 chute wheel: stainless steel, PA 
1 continuous flow pool, rectangular: 
stainless steel 
2 chute feet H 75 cm: stainless steel 
1 mud pool substructure H 25 cm: stainless 
steel

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play System A
This premium quality Water Play System made of stainless steel 
guarantees long-term and maintenance-free water play fun.

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 5x PFs

5 66 414 5 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 water channel funnel: stainless steel
1 continuous flow pool rectangular: stainless steel
1 mixing pool substructure H = 75 cm: stainless steel
1 valve pool triangular: stainless steel
1 mixing pool frame H = 50 cm: stainless steel

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play System B
The combination of the water basins with the water channel 
funnel provides little water enthusiasts with hours of pleasure.

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Water play

Minimum space: 513x430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 7x PFs

5 66 416 5 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 crank pump: stainless steel
1 pump platform with rubber cover: 
stainless steel, rubber
1 valve pool triangular: stainless steel

1 mud mixing pool substructure H = 75 cm: 
stainless steel
2 water chutes L = 150 cm: stainless steel
2 chute supports H = 50 cm: stainless steel 
2 chute supports H = 75 cm: stainless steel

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play System D
The mixing basins and the water channels offer lots of room for 
the children to play together.

Info box

Stainless steel – non-corrosive!

Minimum space: Ø 430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 6x PFs

5 66 415 5 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 crank pump: stainless steel 
1 pump platform with rubber coating:  
stainless steel, rubber 
1 water chute L 150 cm: stainless steel
1 distributor pool, triangular: stainless steel 
1 mud pool substructure H 75 cm: stainless steel 
2 chute feet H 75 cm: stainless steel

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play System C
With this compact water play system, sand and mud-play fun 
are guaranteed.

Info box
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Minimum space: 606x430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 12x PFs

Minimum space: 710x710 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 37 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF

5 66 417 5 Stainless steel FL 1

5 45 086 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 crank pump: stainless steel 
1 pump platform with rubber coating: 
stainless steel, rubber
2 valve pools, triangular: stainless steel 
1 mud pool substructure H 75 cm: stainless 
steel 
1 water chute L 200 cm: stainless steel 
2 chute feet H 50 cm: stainless steel, 

rubber 
1 continuous flow pool, rectangular: 
stainless steel 
1 mud pool substructure H 25 cm: stainless 
steel 
2 mud pool substructures H 50 cm: 
stainless steel, rubber 
1 mud pool, rectangular: stainless steel 
1 chute wheel: stainless steel, PA

Scope of delivery

2 platforms: Robinia
1 Sand Movement: stainless steel
1 Pump with direct water connection: gray 
greeting

2 water troughs: Robinia
1 sand screen: Stainless steel
2 wooden vats Robinie
1 Upright Set: Acacia

eibe acqua Stainless Steel Water Play System E

paradiso water playground Arlo

Playing together with water and sand on this generously-
proportioned water play system is a very special experience.

Splashing and mud playing – every single time, children are 
fascinated by the element water.

Info box

Info box

Minimum space: 400x400x200 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 021 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Wood tub: robinia

eibe paradiso mud basin Timor, with posts
For use as a water tub or mud basin. Splashing, spraying, 
fooling around - mud and water play is simply delightful. The 
wooden basin is safely supported on four posts. Ideal for 
combining with other equipment.

Info box

Extra-large unit

Robinia wood 

for a long useful life!
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Water play

eibe acqua Wooden Channels are made from decored solid 
wood and are therefore extremely stable. 
Width: approx. 14 cm, length: up to 300 cm, approx. 3 kg/
running metre

Scope of delivery

1 wooden chute: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 fixing angle: galvanised and powdered steel

eibe acqua Wooden Channel

eibe acqua Fastening Angle for Wooden Channel

5 57 203 0 SW pi -

5 57 205 0 Steel -

Added play value!

As wooden tubs are indispensable when playing with water and 
mud, they are a great favourite with all children.
ø=80 cm, height: 20 cm, approx. 25 kg
Scope of delivery

1 pc. wooden tub, D 80 cm, H 20 cm: Robinia, galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 tub support: powder-coated steel
4 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 drainpipe

eibe acqua wood tub

eibe acqua platform for wood tub

eibe acqua discharge nozzle

5 57 063 0 Robinia -

5 45 222 5 SW pi FL 1

5 57 043 0 Steel -

Robinia wood for 

a long useful life!
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Minimum space: 108x80x205 cm
Free falling height: 25 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 66 397 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 pump platform: stainless steel with rubber cover

eibe acqua Pump Platform, Stainless Steel
The eibe acqua Pump Platform ensures for a clean and tidy 
working area for every pump!

Info box

The eibe acqua Winder Pump made of stainless steel has an 
attractive, clear design and is particularly economical with water 
without reducing the children’s fun when pumping. The pump is 
connected directly to the water supply (1“).

Scope of delivery

1 crank pump: stainless steel, 59x23x116 cm 
1 pass-through valve

eibe acqua Winder Pump

5 66 290 0 Stainless steel -
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Water play

Minimum space: 110x110x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 45 223 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 platform: pressure impregnated SW 
4 posts: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe acqua Pump Platform
The eibe acqua Pump Platform with a cut-off for the suction 
pipe ensures a clean, tidy and non-slip working area for every 
pump!
Stainless steel fastening material.

Info box

Additional 

stabilization of the platform

The pump is equipped with a gas-operated closing valve 
system. When the handle is operated, a valve opens and about 
1 litre of water per handle movement flows. The gas-operated 
valve closes automatically.

The pump conveys water from a tank or fountain. Without pump 
base.

Scope of delivery

1 handle pump (suction and pressure pump: grey-cast iron, inside enamelled 
1 pump base: grey-cast iron, inside enamelled 
1 connection fittings incl. valve combination with connection for 3/4“ pressure line and filter
Technical data:
Inside diameter of cylinder: 75 mm
Capacity: 1 l/stroke
Pump height: 147 cm

Scope of delivery

1.5 m hose 3/4‘‘
1 pressure reducer 3/4 ‚‘
1 dirt filter 3/4 ‚‘

Scope of delivery

1 base valve: brass
1 strainer

eibe acqua handle pump for direct 
water connection

5 57 051 0 grey-cast -

Scope of delivery

1 handle pump: grey-cast iron, inside 
enamelled
Technical data:
Material: inner cylinder diameter: 75 mm
Suction pipe: 1 1/4“

Pump pressure: max. 2.5 bar
Delivery rate: approx. 28 l/min 
Delivery height: max: 25 m 
Suction height: max: 7 m
Pump height: 77 cm

Scope of delivery

Pump base, grey cast iron, painted green, with flanges for connection to pump and 
mounting on platform. Height: 70 cm

eibe acqua suction/pressure pump solo

eibe acqua pump base for suction /pressure 
pump

Suction pipe 1 m for suction/pressure pump solo

Base valve for suction/pressure pump solo

eibe acqua adapter fitting for pump, direct connection 
to mains water 

5 57 053 0 grey-cast -

5 57 052 0 grey-cast -

5 57 064 0 Steel -

5 57 065 0 Brass -

5 57 066 0 grey-cast -

The classical pump

For direct connection to 

mains water: 

small-volume excavation

Pit size ⌀= 50 cm, depth 40 cm 

*

*
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Minimum space: 40x60x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: 53x35x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 2x PFs

5 66 393 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 water wheel D = 60 cm: stainless steel 2 stand brackets: 
stainless steel

eibe acqua Waterwheel
The waterwheel made of stainless steel is a first-class attraction 
for water playgrounds.

Info box Info box

Attractive accessories for sand and mud units

Attractive accessories for sand and mud units, for V2A gutters.
The eibe acqua weir offers a variety of ways to dam up water 
and then lets it flow again, for V2A gutters.

Scope of delivery

1 channel funnel: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 channel wheel: stainless steel, PA

Scope of delivery

1 channel weir: stainless steel

eibe acqua Channel Funnel

eibe acqua Channel Wheel
eibe acqua Channel Weir

5 66 400 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 399 0 Stainless steel - 5 66 402 0 Stainless steel FL 3

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant 
to the applicable standards!
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Water play

These stainless steel basins with 2 openings perfectly supplement your eibe acqua water playground. Fits on mixing pool platform and 
mixing pool substructure at 3 heights or on the mixing pool seesaw.
Pool depth 16.5 cm.

Scope of delivery

1 distribution pool: stainless steel 113x111 cm
Scope of delivery

1 valve pool: stainless steel 113x111 cm

Scope of delivery

1 continuous flow pool: stainless steel 89x103 cm

Scope of delivery

1 mixing pool: stainless steel 89x103 cm

eibe acqua Distribution Basin, Triangular eibe acqua Valve Basin, Triangular

eibe acqua Continuous Flow Basin, Rectangular eibe acqua Mixing Basin, Rectangular

5 66 380 0 Stainless steel - 5 66 381 0 Stainless steel -

5 66 382 0 Stainless steel - 5 66 383 0 Stainless steel -

We will be happy to advise you on installation pursuant to the applicable standards!
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The eibe acqua water channels made of stainless steel are 
connecting elements for the mixing basins and “convey“ the 
water as far as the sand area.

Scope of delivery

1 water chute L=150 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 water chute L=200 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 water chute L=300 cm: stainless steel

eibe acqua Water Channels

eibe acqua Water Channels

eibe acqua Water Channels

5 66 387 0 Stainless steel -

5 66 388 0 Stainless steel -

5 66 389 0 Stainless steel -

Minimum space: 110x116x213 cm
Free falling height: 33 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 110x116x230 cm
Free falling height: 50 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: Ø 430x248 cm
Free falling height: 68 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 66 384 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 385 5 SW pi FL 1

5 66 386 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 platform H 33 cm: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 platform H 50 cm: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 platform H 68 cm: pressure impregnated pine, stainless steel Post shoes: hot-dip 
galvanized steel

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Platform

The mixing basin platforms of various heights for the installation 
of the eibe acqua mixing basin made of stainless steel are used 
for constructing an individual waterway.

Info box

Info box

Info box

We will be happy to advise you on installation 
pursuant to the applicable standards!
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Water play

Minimum space: 108x80x205 cm
Free falling height: 25 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: Ø 430x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Minimum space: 108x80x205 cm
Free falling height: 50 cm
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

5 66 394 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 396 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 395 0 Stainless steel FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 mixing basin frame: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 mud pool substructure H 75 cm: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 mixing basin frame: stainless steel

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame

eibe acqua Mixing Basin Frame

The mixing basins can be easily mounted on the stainless steel 
mixing basin frames.

Info box

Info box

Info box

In order to allow the water to flow correctly, the water channels 
are attached to the supports at varying heights.

Possible heights: 25, 50, 75 cm

Scope of delivery

1 channel support: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 channel support: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 chute foot H 75 cm: stainless steel

eibe acqua Channels Support, 
Stainless Steel

eibe acqua Channel Support, 
Stainless Steel

eibe acqua Channel Support, 
Stainless Steel

5 66 390 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 391 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 392 0 Stainless steel FL 1
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Minimum space: 66x14x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 66x13x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 50x14x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 60x6x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 66 302 0 Stainless steel FL 35 66 301 0 Stainless steel FL 3

5 66 304 0 Stainless steel FL 35 66 303 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 crank gate: stainless steel
1 installation frame: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 balance gate: stainless steel
1 installation frame: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 flap gate: stainless steel
1 installation frame: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 draw gate: stainless steel
1 installation frame: stainless steel

eibe acqua Crank Gateeibe acqua Balance Gate

eibe acqua Flap Gateeibe acqua Draw Gate

The eibe acqua Water Gates offer various ways in which to dam up the water or let it flow again. The water gates are 
either concreted directly into the water channels or fixed into concreted installation frames.

Info boxInfo box

Info boxInfo box
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Water play

Minimum space: 217x92x190 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 2x PFs + 1x CF

Minimum space: 78x30x229 cm
Free falling height: 49 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 34x34x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 66 232 0 Stainless steel FL 1

5 66 308 0 Stainless steel FL 3 5 66 291 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 water spiral: stainless steel
1 scoop basin: stainless steel
1 hand crank: stainless steel
Bearings: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 waterspout with seat: stainless steel, HPL

Scope of delivery

1 water mushroom: stainless steel

eibe acqua Water Spiral

eibe acqua Waterspout with Seat eibe acqua Water Mushroom

The water spiral is a fascinating piece of equipment for children.  
As if by magic, the water is swirled uphill towards them.

On hot days this funny tap is the centre of attraction on the 
playground. Pressing a foot button releases a spray of water.

One press of the mushroom’s head and a broad torrent of water 
gushes out and fills the channels and basins.

Info box

Info box Info box
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eibe acqua Splash Park

Water is fascinating for children and stimulates imaginative 
playing. Combine a water park with eibe play units for a unique 
atmosphere that will give your playground an individual touch.

We will be happy to implement 
thrilling water park systems for you 
– please contact us.

New

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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eibe hold the right to change design without notice

This sunshade umbrella is the centre of every open-air ground. 
Under its large roof with 3 or 4 m diameter, it offers protection 
from sun and rain. The crank-operated sunshade it is easy to 
open and close.
Contact us to discuss alternatives.

Scope of delivery

1 sun shade D = 3 m: aluminium, PE fabric (100% polyethylene)

eibe cité sun shade, aluminium ⌀= 3 m

5 60 161 0 Aluminium, Pe 

Awnings, sun shades, covers

Themed play, play houses, sand & waTer



beige orange rot Terrakotta hellgrün dunkelgrün blau silber schwarz

*
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By day, this well-designed construction provides shade 
against excessive insulation. By night, the net fabric is 
lowered to protect the sandpit from soiling by animal 
excrements or fallen leaves. The net consists of a low-
maintenance, UV-resistant polyethylene fabric. It has elastic 
handles for easy lowering. The tubular posts are made of 
galvanized steel. They are either permanently set in concrete, 
or inserted into a ground socket. Tailor-made units for any 
shape and size are available in different colours. Please ask 
us about the price. We love a challenge! Just send us the 
dimensions of your sandpit and a layout drawing if necessary.

Height adjustment:
Continuous height adjustment with easy to operative special 
handles made of polyester-coated stainless steel. For larger 
units, optionally available with fixable setting rings.

Ground anchors (standard units):
Aluminium ground sockets 55 x 2 x 580 mm. When ground 
sockets are used, the unit can easily be dismounted and 
installed in another place. Thus, the area remains accessible 
at all times (for example for rescue vehicles or maintenance 
work). The ground sockets are delivered with plastic caps 
preventing to protect the sockets against dirt..

Scope of delivery

1 net 3x3 m: PE fabric (100% polyethylene)
4 handles: steel, painted
4 posts: galvanized steel
4 ground sockets with protective cap: galvanized steel 

Scope of delivery

1 net 4x4 m: PE fabric (100% polyethylene)
4 handles: steel, painted
4 posts: galvanized steel
4 ground sockets with protective cap: galvanized steel 
1 central anchoring: PE rope

Scope of delivery

1 net 5.7x4.9 m PE fabric (100% polyethylene)
6 handles: steel, painted
6 posts: galvanized steel
6 ground sockets with protective cap: galvanized steel 1 central 
anchoring: PE rope 

Sun protection, sandpit cover square 3x3 m

5 59 125 0 Pe 

5 59 129 0 Pe 

5 59 121 0 Pe 

Net on top – protection against insulation. 

*

*

dark green bluelight greenterracottaredorangebeige silver black
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Sun protection & covers

Aluminium tubular posts, with handle

Ground socket

Net, blue, per square metre

Net, dark green, per square metre Centre tension device

Central post unit incl. anchoring

Awnings protect your playground perfectly from excessive insolation. Whether at the 
playground, the slide or in the relaxation area, the cool shade will be very enjoyable.

Fabric:
Close-mesh PE knit fabric 200 - 220 g/sqm
Hemmed, with inside strap
Embossed brass eyelets (inside ø 17 mm / 
outside ø 30 mm) for receiving the rope
UV-resistant
Tear-proof and hard-wearing
Water and air permeable
No accumulation of heat
No moulding or rotting

Posts (standard units):
hot-dip galvanized steel tubing, 48.3 x 3.2 
mm. Tube ends with plastic covers (weather-
resistant and maintenance-free).

Scope of delivery

Ground anchor 1.5“/0.66 m

5 59 073 52 PP 
5 59 071 0 Steel 

5 59 074 0  

5 59 073 40 PP 5 59 072 0 Steel 5 59 075 0 Steel 

Net on the ground – protection against dirt.
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Protection from all weather and from dirt so that your children can enjoy a perfectly clean sandpit.

The prices quoted per square meter only apply to square and 
rectangular cuts. Surcharge for cutting other shapes.

Scope of delivery

1 sandpit cover 250x250 cm: 
PE screen (100% polypropylene)

Scope of delivery

1 sandpit cover 350x350 cm: 
PE screen (100% polypropylene)

Scope of delivery

1 m² sandpit cover:  
PE screen (100% polypropylene)

eibe acqua sand pit cover, square, 250 cm eibe acqua sand pit cover, square, 350 cm

eibe acqua tarpaulins sqm

5 59 092 0 Pe 5 59 093 0 Pe 

5 59 109 0 Pe 

You‘d like to have a spot of shade?
A wide range of other sun protection solutions 
are available on request to meet your 
individual requirements.
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Covers & sun shades

This sunshade umbrella is the centre of every open-air ground. 
Under its large roof with 3 or 4 m diameter, it offers protection 
from sun and rain. The crank-operated sunshade it is easy to 
open and close.
Contact us to discuss alternatives.

The sunshade umbrella offers protection, sets colourful accents, 
and ensures that children playing outdoors will not be harmed 
by excessive insulation.

Scope of delivery

1 sun shade D = 3 m: aluminium, PE fabric (100% polyethylene)

Scope of delivery

Sun shade D = 6 m (100% polypropylene)

Scope of delivery

1 sun shade D = 4 m: aluminium, PE fabric (100% polypropylene)

Scope of delivery

1 sunshade post: concrete, galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 frame-shaped post: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 ground socket with protective cover: galvanized steel 

eibe cité sun shade, aluminium ⌀= 3 m

eibe playo sun shade Ombra 6m

eibe cité sun shade, aluminium ⌀= 4 m

Support for parasol

eibe cité frame-shaped post for 
sunshade umbrella ⌀= 6 m

eibe playo ground socket for sun shade Ombra

eibe playo folding adapter for sun shade Ombra

eibe cité ground socket for sunshade

5 60 161 0 Aluminium, Pe 

5 45 917 0  

5 60 162 0 Aluminium, Pe 

5 60 135 0 Concrete, steel 

5 60 040 0 Steel 

5 45 918 0 Steel 

5 45 919 0 Steel 

5 60 136 0 Steel 

*
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Design and functionality 
The design of these awnings combines elegance and 
mature functionality.

It is very important to protect playing children effectively from 
solar radiation.
The awnings offer shade, set colourful accents, and ensure 
that children playing outdoors will not be harmed by excessive 
insulation, in short enhances the quality of the playground. And 
we know that the quality of the play environment significantly 
influences the children‘s decision to pay frequent and extensive 
visits to the play area.

Extremely long useful life and high dimensional stability, also 
with temperature fluctuations, thanks to the utilization of tested 
materials of prime quality.

• Protection from heat 
• Best protection from UV radiation 
• Protection from rain 

• Provides shade without obscuration 
• Flame-resistant, non-toxic materials 
• Polyester fabric with dirt-repellent, low-maintenance 
coating 
• Safety-tested high-quality net fabric, environmentally 
friendly 
• Long useful life, extreme dimensional stability, tear-proof 
• Wind- and weather-proof 
• Simple mounting and dismounting  

Custom-made units are available in any shape and size. Other 
colours on request.
We can offer you a tailor-made solution covering everything from 
planning advise to installation.

Note: As awnings are not dimensioned for snow loads, they must 
be dismounted in winter. 



*
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Awnings

Scope of delivery

1 awning 5x5m: polyester fabric (100% polypropylene)
4 posts: pressure impregnated SW 
1 centre posts: pressure impregnated SW 

Scope of delivery

1 awning shade, 4x4 m: PE fabric (100% polypropylene)
4 posts: pressure impregnated SW 

Scope of delivery

1 awning shade, 5x5 m: PE fabric (100% polypropylene)
8 posts: pressure impregnated SW 

Scope of delivery

1 awning shade, 6x2, 5x3 m: PE fabric (100% polypropylene)
5 posts: pressure impregnated SW 

eibe playo awning for sand 
construction sites

eibe playo awning shade, square, 
4x4 m

eibe playo awning shade, square, 
5x5 m

eibe playo awning shade, trapezoid, 
6x2.5x3 m

5 60 210 0 Pe 

5 60 213 0 Pe 

5 60 214 0 Pe 5 60 219 0 Pe 

*
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Minimum space: 485x675x273 cm
Free falling height: 93 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 59 812 5 SW pi FL 3

Info box

eibe minimondo Little Daisy Swing

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure-impregnated SW,
powder-coated steel 
1 seat: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

The little child seat with this swing enables even the tiniest of 
children to experience the thrill of speed.  Swing beam height: 
150 cm.
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Swings

SwingS, Rocking, RoundaboutS & aeRial cablewayS

Beam seesaw and spring rockers from 477

Roundabouts from 493

Aerial cableways from 498
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Minimum space: 730x300 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 078 053 06 Robinia FL 3

paradiso rocking crib Milo

Scope of delivery

Bird‘s nest swing 1x ø 90 cm
2x Haltepfoste

Even toddlers enjoy swinging. Whether on one‘s own or in a 
group, the sturdy Nest seat swing adds value to every outdoor 
playing space.

Swinging comfort

Info box

Minimum space: 570x620x140 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 16,8 m²
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 59 813 0 Steel, PE FL 3

eibe minimondo swing Daisy with Nest seat

Scope of delivery
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and painted steel 
1 Mini Nest seat: 1 Nest seat 90 cm diam.: cable ring, steel cable net mesh, rubber fabric 
to cover the chain suspension
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Lying or sitting, alone or together. Swing Daisy with nest 
seat guarantees swinging fun.

Info box

For day nurseries

Robust model made of steel

Robinia

New
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Swings

Minimum space: 488x675x243 cm
Free falling height: 93 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 59 833 5 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery
1 swing frame: pressure-impregnated SW 
1 swing beam with faceplate:  
hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL 
1 toddler‘s swing seat: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe minimondo swing lily of the valley

Minimum space: 660x675x243 cm
Free falling height: 93 cm
Impact protection net: 24 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

5 59 834 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe minimondo double swing Lily of the valley

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure-impregnated SW 
2 swing beams with faceplate: 
hot-dip galvanised steel, HPL 
2 toddler‘s swing seats: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Colourful swing for two children. Fly high together with a 
playmate!

Info box

Info box

Swing joints on page

The eibe swing joint 
was successfully tes-
ted for 500,000 cyc-
les. According to the 
standard, 100,000 
cycles are required.

The best swing joint
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Minimum space: 800x412x261 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 24 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 25 029 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 25 029 012 00 SW pi FL 2

5 25 032 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 25 032 012 00 SW pi FL 2

5 25 031 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 25 031 012 00 SW pi FL 2

eibe ibondo swing frame Eagle 2eibe ibondo swing frame Eagle 2, with joints

For decades, the favourite of our 
children all over the world – the Eagle 

swing in two versions!

eibe ibondo double swing Eagle 2

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: NH pressure impregnated
galvanized steel
2 swing seats with chains:
Stainless steel, rubber
Post shoes: hot dipped galvanized steel

The Eagle swing is a self-bracing structure. Owing to its stable 
construction, it can be positioned on prefabricated foundations. 
Swing beam: ⌀= 16 cm
Swing height: 250 cm

Info box

Swing joints on page

The eibe swing joint 
was successfully tes-
ted for 500,000 cyc-
les. According to the 
standard, 100,000 
cycles are required.

*
*
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Swings

5 25 030 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 25 030 012 00 SW pi FL 2

Minimum space: 800x424x256 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 24 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

eibe ibondo Eagle 2 swing with Nest seat 120

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: NH pressure impregnated
galvanized steel
1 altricial ⌀ = 120 cm: Ring rope, steel cable links mat, 
rubber fabric over chain suspension
Post shoes: hot dipped galvanized steel „

The Eagle swing is a self-bracing structure. Owing to its stable 
construction, it can be positioned on prefabricated foundations. 
Swing beam: ⌀= 16 cm
Swing height: 250 cm

Info box

Height of swing beam: 2.50 m! 

The best swing joint! 

Galvanised swing joint! 

Swing chain: stainless steel!

*
*
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Minimum space: 800x420x260 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 003 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: robinia
Set of swing joints: stainless steel
1 Nest seat D=120 cm: cable ring, steel cable net mesh,
rubber fabric to cover the chain suspension

In the eyes of a child, a 
swing is the answer to 
the dream of flying!

eibe paradiso nest seat swing Yanna with bird‘s 
nest 120
All children love swinging, whether sitting up or in reclined 
position.

Info box

Robinia swing

The best swing joint! 

Swing joint: stainless steel! 

Swing chain: stainless steel!
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Swings

Minimum space: 800x420x260 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 002 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: 490x470x175 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 004 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: robinia
Set of swing joints: stainless steel
2 safety swing seats with chain

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Hammock: polyester-coated steel rope
Set of ball joints: stainless steel

eibe paradiso double swing Yanna with 
safety swing seats

eibe paradiso double swing frame Yanna

eibe paradiso hammock swing Fenia
Enjoy the swinging of the hammock - and stop the motion quite 
easily when you‘ve had enough. The hammock is the best place 
for dreaming and relaxing.

5 45 001 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Robinia swing

The best swing joint! 

Swing joint: stainless steel! 

Swing chain: stainless steel!

Info box

Rope colour possibly not exactly as shown in picture

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Minimum space: 599x800x290 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 15 001 133 00 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of swing joints: galvanised steel
2 safety swing seats with chain: rubber, stainless steel

Top price!

eibe ecorino double swing with swing seats

Getting up higher and higher... Only flying can top this! On your 
own or with a friend. The ecorino swing is a true multi-talent 
when it comes to catapulting children up into the air.

Info box

Swing beam height: 2.45 m! 

The best swing joint! 

Galvanised swing joint! 

Swing chain stainless steel!
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Swings

Minimum space: 599x800x340 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 15 002 133 00 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of swing joints: galvanised steel
Nest seat D=100 cm: galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel rope

eibe ecorino double swing with Nest seat, ⌀=100 cm

eibe ecorino swing frame solo

A swing which provides a great deal of fun and relaxation.

5 15 003 133 00 Steel FL 3

Info box

Galvanised swing joint!

Swing joints on page
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Minimum space: 800x343x290 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 23,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

eibe playo swing frame Condor
5 10 075 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 075 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 075 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 075 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

5 10 074 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 074 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 074 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 074 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo swing frame Condor, joints

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Swing beam: hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of swing joints: galvanised steel
Set of safety swing seats with chains: rubber, stainless steel

5 10 072 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 072 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 072 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 072 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo double swing Condor

Height of swing beam: 2.50 m!

The best swing joint! 

Galvanised swing joint 

Swing chain stainless steel

Info box

*
*
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Swings

Minimum space: 800x355x340 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 23,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Swing beam: hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of universal joints: galvanised steel
Nest seat ⌀=100 cm: galvanised steel, 
polyester-coated steel rope

5 10 073 011 00 SW pi FL 1
5 10 073 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 073 041 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 1
5 10 073 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2

eibe playo swing Condor with Bird‘s nest D 100
Swinging in a group is great! 

We designed the Condor swing so 
that it matches the playo/ecorino 
brand.

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE

*
*
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Minimum space: 800x411x290 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 23,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

eibe playo double swing frame Icarus
5 10 077 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 077 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 077 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 077 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 10 078 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 078 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 078 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 078 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe playo double swing frame Icarus, joints

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Swing beam: SW
Set of swing joints: galvanised steel
Safety swing seats with chains 

5 10 076 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 076 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 076 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 076 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe playo double swing Icarus
Flying and swinging for two is a special treat for friends. 
Swing height 230 cm

Info box

*
*
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Swings

Minimum space: 800x319x259 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 14 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

eibe playo single swing frame Icarus
5 10 081 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 081 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 081 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 081 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 10 080 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 080 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 080 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 080 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe playo single swing frame Icarus, joints

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Swing beam: SW
Set of swing joints: galvanised steel
Safety swing seats with chains 

Good and affordable – 
the swing Icarus!

5 10 079 012 00 SW pi FL 2
5 10 079 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 10 079 042 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 2
5 10 079 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

eibe playo single swing Icarus
Flying and swinging is particularly attractive to children.

Info box

Height of swing beam: 2.30 m!

The best swing joint!

Swing joint galvanised

Swing chain stainless steel
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Minimum space: 775x310x286 cm
Free falling height: 136 cm
Impact protection net: 23,25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: galvanised and powder-coated steel
2 safety swing seats with chains: rubber, hot-dip galvanised steel

Robust and almost non-destructible for 
a long useful life: fantallica steel swing

On every playground, swings are one of the all-time favourites. 
This robust steel swing will cope with the greatest rush!

eibe fantallica double swing Luna

5 55 354 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 354 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 354 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 354 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 354 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Flying and swinging are particularly appealing to children. The new 
swing element prevents the chains from winding up and is accessible 
to children at all times.

eibe fantallica double swing Luna with 360° swing joint

5 30 009 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 009 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 009 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 009 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 009 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Prevents the chains from winding up

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Swings

Minimum space: 800x310x344 cm
Free falling height: 194 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Nest seat diam. 120 cm: cable ring, steel cable net mesh,
rubber fabric to cover the chain suspension

Alone or together - swinging is fun

eibe fantallica swing Luna with Nest seat 120

5 55 355 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 355 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 355 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 355 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 355 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Swing beam height: 2.30 m! 

Select one of 5 colours!

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Minimum space: 800x530x317 cm
Free falling height: 194 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

Minimum space: 820x531x300 cm
Free falling height: 136 cm
Impact protection net: 23,25 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Swing frame: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Nest seat: galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable Safety swing 
seat with chains: rubber, hot-dip galvanised steel

Relax, swing and meet friends here.

Two different swings in one: the Bird‘s nest and the simple 
swing are extremely popular with children.

eibe fantallica swing Luna with Nest seat 120, 
single swing

eibe fantallica Nest seat swing and single swing Luna 
with 360° swing joint

5 55 356 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 356 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 356 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 356 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 356 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 30 010 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 010 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 010 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 010 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 010 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: hot-dip galvanised and powder coated steel
1 safety swing seat with chain: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber
1 nest seat: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable,  PE
2 swing hinges: galvanised steel 
1 set nest seat hinges: galvanised steel

Info box

Prevents the chains from winding up
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Swings

Minimum space: 489x469x223 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 19,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Hammock with joints: polyester-coated steel cable

This hammock is great to relax or swing in.

eibe fantallica hammock with metal posts

5 55 070 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 070 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 070 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 070 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 070 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Pivot-mounted

Swing joints on page

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

Illustration does not correspond to the scope of delivery!
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Minimum space: 800x430x249 cm
Free falling height: 163 cm
Impact protection net: 22 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 55 335 5 SW pi FL 1

Minimum space: 1305x460x355 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 23 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 334 5 SW pi FL 3

5 55 048 5 Ring rope, steel cable links mat, rubber fabric -

eibe ibondo Parallel Swinger

eibe ibondo Nest seat for parallel swing

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure impregnated SW 
1 nest seat diam. 120 cm: cable ring, steel cable 
net mesh,
rubber fabric to cover the chain suspension
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 nest seat: cable ring, steel cable net mesh,
rubber fabric to cover the chain suspension

Experience motion in a new way.
The Nest seat moves in the shape of a 
parallelogram, always rocking parallel to the 
ground.
Enjoy the feeling of floating in the air!

eibe ibondo Swing Snake

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure-
impregnated SW
1 swing snake: polyester-
coated steel cable
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised 
steel

Swinging together with several children is much more fun. It 
takes the joint effort to make the swing snake go really fast.

Info box

Info box

Height of swing beam: 3.40 m!

Horizontal swinging pleasure
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Swings

Minimum space: 1302x1215x328 cm
Free falling height: 148 cm
Impact protection net: 60,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 133 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 1074x548x415 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 36,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 55 139 5 SW pi FL 3

eibe ibondo Double Swing Crane 414

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure-impregnated pine, hot-dip 
galvanized steel
2 swing seats: hot-dip galvanized steel, rubber
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

With a swing beam height of 415 cm, swinging is turned into an 
experience of a very special kind. No hill installation required.

eibe ibondo Six-Bay Swing with 6 Tyre Seats

Scope of delivery

1 swing frame: pressure-impregnated SW
6 tyre seats with chains: hot-dip galvanised 
steel, rubber
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

The Six-Bay Swing was developed on the basis of our 
experience that playing together with other children is more fun.  
The construction is based on a static principle which is also a 
component of the TÜV and GS assessments and certifications.

Info box

Info box

Height of swing beam: 4.15 m!
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Minimum space: 1150x1580x540 cm
Free falling height: 140 cm
Impact protection net: 110 m²
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 2x 5632280 + 10x CF or 2x 5632280 + 8x CF + 2x PFs

5 55 332 5 SW pi FL 1

eibe ibondo Multi-Functional Swing

Scope of delivery

3 pendulum seats: rubber
2 balancing beams: pressure-impregnated 
pine
2 springs: spring steel
1 curver stand-up plate with hanging 
chains: rubber, hot-dip galvanized steel

1 handhold bar: stainless steel
7 ball-head joints: stainless steel
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated 
pine
Post shoes: stainless steel

The Multi-Functional Swing is the absolute centre of attraction 
in any playground.  Swinging, balancing, surfing or simply 
‘hanging around’– with this multi-functional swing, everything 
is possible!

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Swings

Minimum space: 720x316x241 cm
Free falling height: 82 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Scope of delivery

Swing frame with swing and foundation, premounted
Impact attenuation tiles

Swinging fun for wheelchair users. The integration swing has 
been specially designed for the needs of wheelchair users. This 
swing has filled a gap for people with special needs whose 
handicap makes play in public playgrounds almost impossible. 
The hand-operated swing can be set swinging by people who 
have full use of their upper extremities. Ideal for therapeutic 
purposes. For use in supervised areas only.

eibe fantallica integration swing

5 64 005 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 64 005 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 64 005 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 64 005 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 64 005 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

The swing for wheelchairs!

Foundation plate comprised!

impact attenuation tile comprised!

Only for super-

vised areas!

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

Illustration does not correspond to the scope of delivery!
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Minimum space: 300x570x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 11 m²
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated
Curver seat, premounted
Holding bracket: stainless steel

Higher, faster, further! Optimal arm and leg co-ordination is 
required to keep the standing disk moving horizontally at a fast 
speed.

eibe fantallica single Curver

5 55 363 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 363 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 363 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 363 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 363 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Swings

Minimum space: 590x570x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 21,5 m²
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated
Set of Curver seats, premounted
Set of holding brackets: stainless steel

Swing for your life together. A fast horizontal movement is 
achieved by using arms and legs correctly.

eibe fantallica double Curver

5 55 364 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 364 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 364 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 364 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 364 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box
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Minimum space: Ø 810x320 cm
Free falling height: 203 cm
Impact protection net: 52 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder-coated steel
Nest seat: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel rope, PE

Swinging in all directions in the nest seat is loads of fun for 
children and adults alike.

eibe fantallica circular swing with nest seat

5 55 359 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 359 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 359 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 359 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 359 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Swings

Minimum space: Ø 810x320 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 65,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Minimum space: Ø 872x320 cm
Free falling height: 70 cm
Impact protection net: 65,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated 
Set of hammocks: polyester-coated steel cable

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powdered 
Set of net seats: polyester-coated steel cable

The circular hammock is an invitation to shared relaxation

eibe fantallica circular hammock structure 
‚Lazybones‘ Simply relax or move each other about with the interconnected 

polyester-coated steel ropes. This is a guaranteed winner in the 
battle against boredom.

eibe fantallica teenagers‘ circular structure 
Vogelburg

5 55 360 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 360 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 360 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 360 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 360 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 55 361 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 361 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 361 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 361 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 361 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box Info box
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Minimum space: 917x800x389 cm
Free falling height: 210 cm
Impact protection net: 65,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Scope of delivery

Carrying beam with joint: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated, stainless steel
Pendulum seat with chain
Set of stand posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powdered 

Many children can simultaneously swing in all directions, use 
their collective strength, and really let of steam.

eibe fantallica Tarzan swing

5 55 358 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 358 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 358 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 358 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 358 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Stainless steel ball-and-socket joint
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Swings

Scope of delivery

1 rope-end hawser
1 polyester-coated steel cable
1 stainless steel chain

The eibe basis Swing chair is appropriate for all age groups and 
is particularly suitable for integrative facilities.  Please order two 
additional swing joints and screw links as suspension devices.  
Suspension height: 250 cm. 5 63 227 0 PP Fentex rope -

Parents - toddler rocking worm

5 55 002 120 00 Stainless steel - 5 55 006 120 00 Stainless steel -

5 63 040 0 Steel - 5 63 214 0 Steel -

Scope of delivery

1 universal joint, including screws

Scope of delivery

1 bracket, fine-link chain, 1 screw link

Universal joints Safety chain for universal joint

5 55 048 0 Cable ring, steel cable net mesh, rubber fabric -

Scope of delivery

1 nest seat D = 120 cm: cable ring, steel cable net mesh, rubber fabric covering chain suspension

eibe basis Nest Seat ⌀=120 cm, Woven Rubber

5 55 627 0 Steel FL 2

5 55 052 0 Steel, polyester-coated steel cable -

Scope of delivery

1 nest seat D = 120 cm: galvanised steel, 
polyester-coated steel rope

Scope of delivery

1 nest seat D = 100 cm: galvanised steel, polyester-
coated steel cable

Nest seat, cable meshwork
The nest seat is a communal swing shaped like a bird‘s nest. Several 
children can swing or relax together here.

5 63 226 0 Steel, rubber -

Scope of delivery

1 swing easy-chair: galvanised steel, polyester-
coated steel cable, rubber

eibe basis Swing Chair
Large and small can enjoy swinging fun here together!

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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5 55 057 0 Rubber -

eibe Tyre Swing Seat

The eibe swing joint was success-
fully tested for 500,000 cycles. 
According to the standard, 100,000 
cycles are required.

Scope of delivery

1 swing suspension

Swing joints

5 55 001 120 00 Stainless steel -

5 63 011 0 Steel -

This product is covered with a maintenance-free 
synthetic friction bearing. The eibe swing suspension is 
galvanised and fastened with two screws.

5 63 195 0 Steel rope -5 63 194 0 Steel rope -

Scope of delivery

1 swing seat: polyester-coated steel cable

Scope of delivery

1 swing couch: polyester-coated steel rope

eibe toddlers‘ swing seat Coloreibe toddlers‘ swing cradle Color
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Swing accessories

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat

5 63 204 0 Steel, rubber -

5 55 003 120 00 Stainless steel, rubber -

5 63 207 0 Steel, rubber -

5 55 004 120 00 Stainless steel, rubber -

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with fine link chain
2 screwed joints

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with fine link chain
2 screwed joints

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat, Broad

Safety swing seat, wide Safety swing seat

5 63 199 0 Rubber - 5 63 205 0 Rubber -

5 63 203 0 Steel, rubber -

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with fine link chain: 
hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber 
2 screwed joints: galvanised steel

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat for Small Children

5 63 198 0 Steel, rubber - 5 63 208 0 Steel, rubber -

5 63 196 0 Steel, rubber -

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with 4 eye rings: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with 4 eye rings: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber

Scope of delivery

1 safety swing seat with 4 eye rings: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat, Broad eibe basis Safety Swing Seat

eibe basis Safety Swing Seat for Small Children

All seats are  

PAH-free
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5 51 823 0 Stainless steel 
-

5 51 820 0 Stainless steel 
-

Scope of delivery

1 suspension including M12 threaded bolts and 
2 half-shells: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 multiple-point suspension with connection plate: stainless steel

eibe Single-Point Suspension, 45° Made of 
Stainless Steel

eibe Multiple-Point Suspension Made of 
Stainless Steel

5 51 813 0 Stainless steel -

Scope of delivery

1 swing axle: stainless steel

eibe Stainless Steel Swing Axle

5 63 225 0 PP Fentex rope -

eibe basis Swing Rope

5 63 193 0 Steel rope -

Scope of delivery

1 circular swing: aluminium, polyester-coated steel cable
Screen printing plate
Jointed swing hook with stainless steel shackle

Platter swing
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eibe ibondo Stand-Up Seesaw
Scope of delivery

1 see-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW 
2 posts: pressure impregnated SW 
2 holding grips: powder-coated steel 
4 tyres: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel 
Suspension: brass

Seesawing pleasure for lots of children who can play 
together and enjoy the fun!

Minimum space: 580x250x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 14 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 194 5 SW pi FL 3

Info box

Beam seesaw and spring rockers

SwingS, Rocking, RoundaboutS & aeRial cablewayS

Roundabouts from 493

Aerial cableways from 498
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Minimum space: 600x216x290 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 090 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 600x216x290 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 091 5 SW pi FL 3

eibe ibondo Two/Four-Seater Seesaws

Scope of delivery

1 see-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW 
2 rocker posts: pressure impregnated SW 
2 holding grips: powder-coated steel 
2 tyres: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Two/Four-Seater Seesaws

Scope of delivery

1 see-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW 
2 rocker posts: pressure impregnated SW 
4 holding grips: powder-coated steel 
2 tyres: rubber 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

The classic among the see-saws!

Info box Info box

**

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Beam seesaw

eibe paradiso beam see-saw Golpio, four-seater

Scope of delivery

See-saw beam with grips: robinia, stainless steel
Set of impact dampers: recycled rubber
Mounting accessories, article passport

Take your turn on the beam see-saw for never-ending rocking 
fun.

Minimum space: 600x220x250 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 45 008 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: 600x216x305 cm
Free falling height: 125 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 097 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 586x216x280 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

eibe ibondo Seesaw, Non-Bump

Scope of delivery

1 seesaw beam: pressure-impregnated SW 
2 holding grips: powder-coated steel
1 seesaw pivot: stainless steel

The seesaw mechanism of the this seesaw is in a self-contained 
unit which protects fingers from being trapped.

eibe ecorino beam see-saw, four-seater

Scope of delivery

See-saw basis: hot-dip galvanised steel
See-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW
Set of holding grips; powdered steel

Up and down on the ecorino beam see-saw. Teamwork is 
required... get some other children to make it work! But don‘t 
put all the weight on one side...

5 15 022 013 00 SW pi FL 3
5 15 022 043 00 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Info box

Robinia

Info box

Info box

Top shock attenuation:

1.7 million cycles –

extremely long useful life

*
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Minimum space: 600x229x280 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: 600x229x280 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

eibe fantallica two-seater see-saw Stella

eibe fantallica four-seater see-saw Stella

Scope of delivery

See-saw basis: hot-dip galvanised steel
See-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW
Set of holding grips; powdered steel

Scope of delivery

See-saw basis: hot-dip galvanised steel
See-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW
Set of holding grips; powdered steel

Simply have fun and improve co-ordination at the same time. 
The see-saws of the metal series eibe fantallica are sure 
to impress with their appealing design and their extreme 
stability and sturdiness.

The seesaw as a group experience. 
The see-saws of the metal series eibe fantallica are sure to 
impress with their appealing design and their extreme stability 
and sturdiness.

5 55 352 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 352 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 352 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 352 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 352 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 55 353 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 353 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 353 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 353 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 353 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Info box
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Beam seesaw

Minimum space: 750x750x380 cm
Free falling height: 185 cm
Impact protection net: 56 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

eibe fantallica safety high rocker

Scope of delivery

See-saw basis: hot-dip galvanised steel
See-saw beam: pressure impregnated SW
Set of holding grips; powdered steel

5 55 071 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 071 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 071 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 071 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 071 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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482 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Minimum space: 300x250x238 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5591600 + 1x CF or 1x 5632100 + 1x CF

eibe Cat Spring Rocker
5 67 011 0 Laminated wood, MDF FL 3

eibe Noris Spring Rocker
5 67 010 0 Laminated wood, MDF FL 3

eibe Duck Spring Rocker
5 67 012 0 Laminated wood, MDF FL 3

Animal-shaped spring 
rockers – make you jump 
with delight!
Laminated wood with added structural wood protection, all 
edges chamfered and rounded.
Picture closely resembles original.

Info box

Ground anchor 1  

for mounting: 

5632100

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely

*

*
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Spring rockers

Minimum space: 380x330 cm
Free falling height: 60 cm
Impact protection net: 10 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 45 079 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: 330x250x200 cm
Free falling height: 56 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 45 009 053 06 Robinia FL 3

paradiso sheep spring rocker

eibe paradiso rocker animal Ugo

Over hill and dale – with the spring rockers ‚Sheep‘, lovingly 
hand-crafted from robinia wood.

Swinging is a favourite pastime of many children.

eibe Fish Spring Rocker
5 67 008 0 Laminated wood, MDF FL 3

eibe Pony Spring Rocker
5 67 013 0 Laminated wood, MDF FL 3

Info box

Info box

Ground anchor 1  

for mounting: 

5632100

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely

New

*

*
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Minimum space: 650x445x278 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 26,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5632280 + 4x CF

5 67 232 0 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 650x445x278 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 26,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x 5632280 + 4x CF

5 67 233 0 SW pi FL 3

Gentle rocking

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Jumbo

eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Dolphin and whales

The herd of elephants offer great fun, even if ten children wish 
to rock at the same time. This rocker is also suitable ‹.

Several children at a time can rock on the jumping dolphins and 
whales. Also suitable for physically handicapped children.

Info box

Info box

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Spring rockers

Minimum space: 300x230x233 cm
Free falling height: 53 cm
Impact protection net: 6,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 225 0 PE FL 3

eibe basis Dog Spring Rocker
Children also like to play in playgrounds with this 
most popular of pets.

5 67 226 0 PE FL 3

eibe basis Duck Spring Rocker
Children just love to see this waddling duck!

5 67 224 0 PE FL 3 5 47 608 0 PE FL 3

eibe basis Horse Spring Rocker eibe climbo spring rocker Dino
Children can discover the big, wide world on the 
back of this horse.

Rocking fun for small and big dinosaurs.

Info box

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely

*

* *
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486 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Minimum space: 280x250x221 cm
Free falling height: 41 cm
Impact protection net: 6,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 1x 5591600 + 1x CF or 1x 5632100 + 1x CF

5 59 809 0 Steel, PE FL 3

eibe minimondo Little Beetle Spring Rocker
This attractive spring rocker particularly appeals to the little 
ones. The arched safety frame at the back ensures that the child 
cannot fall off.

5 67 018 0 Steel, PE FL 3

The butterfly‘s sleek design makes it very popular.

eibe ibondo Butterfly Spring Rocker

5 67 125 0 Steel, PE FL 3

The spring rocker Snake‘s unusual design makes it especially 
interesting.

eibe ibondo Snake Spring Rocker

Info box

Ground anchor 1  

for mounting: 

5632100

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Spring rockers

5 67 113 0 Steel, PE FL 3

It‘s loads of fun to rock together in groups of three.

eibe ibondo Three-Way Spring Rocker Beetle Ride

5 55 241 0 Steel, HPL FL 1

5 55 251 0 Steel, HPL -

Children have four times as much fun and loads of rocking 
enjoyment on this quadruple spring rocker.

eibe ibondo spring rocker for four, Beetle quartet

5 55 240 5 Steel, PE FL 1

The double rocker Grasshopper provides great 
enjoyment for toddlers and older children. The 
back attachment on the side of the double 
rocker also ensures that tiny tots are particularly 
safe.

eibe ibondo double spring rocker Grasshopper

5 67 112 0 Steel, PE FL 3

Mutal rocking opposite one another offers 
children great enjoyment.

eibe ibondo Double Spring Rocker Flight of the 
Bumble Bee

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely
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488 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

eibe Double Spring Rocker Bear

eibe Double Spring Rocker Frog

First to the left – and then to the right – the eyes move in time 
with the rollicking speed!

Seesawing face-to-face is really great! Maintenance-free seats 
mounted on solid beams.

5 67 017 0 SW pi, PE FL 3

5 67 110 0 SW pi, PE FL 3

Double spring rockers – double the fun!

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely
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Spring rockers

Minimum space: 320x300x224 cm
Free falling height: 44 cm
Impact protection net: 8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 228 0 PE FL 3

Minimum space: 300x250x223 cm
Free falling height: 43 cm
Impact protection net: 7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 229 0 PE FL 3

Minimum space: 320x300x223 cm
Free falling height: 43 cm
Impact protection net: 8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 231 0 PE FL 3

This spring rocker Ship guarantees a jolly sail on the high 
seas.

The journey on the back of this Turtle is really worth making.

Float above the clouds – with the Spirit its light!

eibe basis Ship Spring Rocker

eibe basis Turtle Spring Rocker

eibe basis Spirit Spring Rocker

Info box

Info box

Info box

Ground anchor 2  

for mounting: 

5632280

page 492

ORdeR  

SePARAtely
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Minimum space: Ø 300x222 cm
Free falling height: 42 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 221 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Minimum space: Ø 300x222 cm
Free falling height: 42 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 217 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Minimum space: Ø 300x231 cm
Free falling height: 51 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 219 0 Stainless steel FL 3

This bicycle‘s cornering ability is great and 
getting on is very easy. Have a good ride.

Comfortable rocking is made possible by a 
variety of body- supporting holding and leaning 
options.

Rocking or relaxing - both are great pleasure on 
the couch. An additional safety bar is attached to 
the front end

eibe fantallica Bicycle Spring Rocker

eibe fantallica Classic Spring Rocker

eibe fantallica Recliner Spring Rocker

Info box

Info box

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Spring rockers

Minimum space: Ø 300x231 cm
Free falling height: 51 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x 5632100 + 1x CF

5 67 222 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Minimum space: 639x620x255 cm
Free falling height: 75 cm
Impact protection net: 26 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 3x 5632280 + 3x CF

5 59 155 0 SW pi FL 1

Minimum space: Ø 320x242 cm
Free falling height: 62 cm
Impact protection net: 8,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x 5632280 + 1x CF

5 67 223 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Several children can have fun together at the same time on 
the three rocking beams arranged in the shape of a star.  For 
installation we recommend the use of eibe ground anchors for 
spring rockers 2.

eibe climbo Three-Way Spring Rocker

There is space for many children in the Gondola, and each child 
can grip the safety bar without problems.

eibe fantallica Gondola Spring Rocker

rocking fun for two.

eibe fantallica Stand-Up Spring Rocker

Info box Info box

Info box

for standing upright
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Overview of foundations for all spring rockers!

5 59 160 0 Concrete -

eibe Concrete Foundation for eibe 
basis Spring Rockers

Scope of delivery

1 concrete foundation Weight: 42 kg, 
30x30x30 cm, Safety guaranteed: ƒ

Our concrete prefabricated foundation ensures 
the safe, long-life and stable installation of all 
of our eibe basis Spring Rockers.  The fixing 
bolts for the spiral pressure springs are already 
permanently cast in concrete.

5 63 228 0 Steel -

Ground Anchor for eibe Spring 
Rockers 2

Scope of delivery

1 ground anchor

Scope of delivery

1 adapter, screws

For mounting the polyethylene spring 
rocker with its plastic body and stainless 
steel spring rocker securely.

5 63 210 0 Steel -

Ground Anchor for eibe Spring 
Rockers 1

Scope of delivery

1 ground anchor

The spring rocker is attached on a stable 
ground anchor with a baseplate made of 
corrosion-proof steel. We strongly advise that 
eibe basic spring rockers which are in frequent 
use should be set in concrete.

5 63 045 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 046 0 Rubber granulate -

Floor tiles for single spring rocker, pair

Extension Tile for Double Spring Rocker

Scope of delivery

Two tile halves: rubber

The eibe impact-attenuating tiles for spring rockers can be laid on 
consolidated or non-consolidated surfaces. It makes playing with 
the spring rockers safer, keeps the area around the spring rockers 
clean and prevents the formation of unattractive pits where dirt can 
collect. The tiles are made of rubber, are hard-wearing, quick-drying, 
weatherproof and hygienic. Two tile halves with connecting plugs, see  
① and ②.

5 63 212 0 Steel -

adaptor for spring rockers  
⌀= wire 21 mm

Can also be used as ground anchor 1

*

***

5 67 019 0 eibe Cat without Spring

5 67 235 0 eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Dolphin and whales, without spring

5 55 248 0 ibondo double seesaw Grasshopper, w/o spring

5 67 020 0 eibe Fish without Spring

5 67 234 0 eibe climbo multi-spring rocker Jumbo without spring

5 67 021 0 eibe Pony without Spring

5 67 023 0 eibe Duck without Spring

5 67 026 0 eibe noris without Spring

5 67 028 0 eibe Butterfly without Spring

5 67 114 0 eibe Flight of the Bumble Bee without Spring

5 67 029 0 eibe minimondo Little Beetle without Springs

5 67 031 0 eibe playo double spring rocker animal Bärli without spring

5 67 115 0 eibe Beetle Ride Without Spring

5 67 032 0 eibe playo double spring rocker Fröschli without spring

5 55 251 0 ibondo spring rocker for four, Beetle quartet w/o spring

5 67 036 0 Snake with Protruding Head without Springs

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Minimum space: Ø 540x257 cm
Free falling height: 77 cm
Impact protection net: 23 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 130 0 Steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Satellite Carousel

Scope of delivery

1 nest seat: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel cable, PE
1 bearing: stainless steel
1 attachment plate: stainless steel

The Satellite carousel is particularly suited for comfortable lying 
or light rotation.

Roundabouts & Aerial cableways

Info box

SwingS, Rocking, RoundaboutS & aeRial cablewayS

Aerial cableways from 498
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Minimum space: Ø 555x275 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 24,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 56 070 0 Stainless steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Jupiter roundabout with seats 
ø 200 cm

Scope of delivery

1 mounting panel: stainless steel 
1 suspension: stainless steel 
1 floor panel: stainless steel, rubber
Basic construction: stainless steel 

The Jupiter carousel‘s seating offers children safety. In addition 
they are able to control their speed by varying the strength of 
the disc‘s rotation.

Minimum space: Ø 600x275 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: 28,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 56 071 0 Stainless steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Neptune roundabout with seats 
ø 155 cm

Scope of delivery

1 mounting panel: stainless steel 
1 suspension: stainless steel 
1 floor panel D 150 cm: stainless steel, rubber
Basic construction: stainless steel 

The Neptune carousel‘s seating offers children safety. In 
addition they are able to control their speed by varying the 
strength of the disc‘s rotation.

Info box

Info box
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Roundabouts

Minimum space: Ø 456x312 cm
Free falling height: 12 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 56 066 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Minimum space: Ø 515x330 cm
Free falling height: 17 cm
Impact protection net: 40,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 56 069 0 Stainless steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Venus stand-up roundabout ø 50 cm

eibe fantallica Uranus stand-up roundabout ø 115 cm

Scope of delivery

1 mounting panel: stainless steel 
1 suspension: stainless steel 
1 floor panel D 50 cm: stainless steel, rubber
Basic construction: stainless steel 

Scope of delivery

1 mounting panel: stainless steel 
1 suspension: stainless steel 
1 floor panel D 115 cm: stainless steel, rubber
Basic construction: stainless steel 

The Venus carousel‘s linear design is captivating, as is its 
steady motion, which is achieved via the central retaining 
bearing.

The retainer provides safety for passengers on the outside and 
on the inside.

Info box

Info box
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Minimum space: Ø 850x273 cm
Free falling height: 73 cm
Impact protection net: 57 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 56 072 0 Stainless steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Saturn whizzer ø 250 cm

Scope of delivery

1 mounting panel: stainless steel 
1 suspension: stainless steel 
1 floor panel D 250 cm: stainless steel, rubber
Basic construction: stainless steel 

The rotating disc Saturn provides speed, movement and action 
for many children at the same time.

Info box
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Roundabouts

Minimum space: Ø 661x244 cm
Free falling height: 44 cm
Impact protection net: 35,57 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 64 003 0 Stainless steel FL 3

eibe fantallica Integration Carousel

Scope of delivery

Basic construction: stainless steel
1 attachment plate: stainless steel
Seating: HPL
1 bearing: stainless steel

Here, people with special needs can enjoy the feeling of speed 
and rotation and share this together with others. Children in 
wheelchairs can independently drive the carousel because when 
the safety bar is opened, a brake prevents further rotation. For 
installation on even ground.

Info box

Only for  

supervised  

areas!



Seilbahn
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Minimum space: 2184x499x392 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 85 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 262 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 3184x499x392 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 125 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 263 5 SW pi FL 3

Experience the feeling of flying and of speed with the eibe 
pendulum-style aerial cableway system even on level terrain. 
No ground modeling required thanks to the starting platform. 
Easy cable tensioning by rope drum. The safety-tested travelling 
carriage has an automatic brake that is released by the user‘s 
weight.

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra 20 m eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra 30 m

Scope of delivery

1 cable bolt: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 cable tensioning device: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 aerial cable way carriage: stainless steel 
1 carrying cable L 20 m: steel rope 
2 braking springs: spring steel 
1 pendulum seat: rubber 
2 face plates: HPL 
1 start platform: pressure impregnated SW 
Basic construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Info box Info box
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Aerial cableways

Minimum space: 2184x699x392 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 125 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 55 264 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 3184x699x392 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 165 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 55 265 5 SW pi FL 3

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra Duo
One, two, three, go! 

This way, travelling down the cable side-by-

side or racing each other is much more fun. No 

ground modelling required thanks to the star-

ting platform. Simple cable re-tensioning by 

rope drum. The safety-tested travelling carriage 

has an automatic brake that is released by the 

users weight.

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra Duo 20 m eibe ibondo aerial cableway Sierra Duo 30 m

Scope of delivery

2 cable bolts: hot-dip galvanised steel 
2 cable tensioning devices: hot-dip galvanised steel 
2 aerial cable way carriages: stainless steel 
2 carrying cables L 20 m: steel rope 
4 braking springs: spring steel 
2 pendulum seats: rubber 
2 face plates: HPL 
1 start platform: pressure impregnated SW 
Basic construction: pressure impregnated SW
 Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Info box Info box
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Minimum space: 2048x400x317 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: 75 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 266 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 3048x400x317 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: 115 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 267 5 SW pi FL 3

Fly from hill to hill and back again on 
the Montana aerial cableway system. 
Easy cable tensioning by rope drum. 
The safety-tested travelling carriage has 
an automatic brake that is released by 
the user‘s weight.

eibe ibondo aerial cableway 
MONTANA

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana 20 m for hill 
installation

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana 30 m for hill 
installation

Scope of delivery

1 cable bolt: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 cable tensioning device: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 aerial cable way carriage: stainless steel 
1 carrying cable L 20 m: steel rope 
2 braking springs: spring steel 
1 pendulum seat: rubber 
Basic construction: Pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Info box Info box

for hill installation
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Aerial cableways

Minimum space: 2048x600x317 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: 115 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 55 268 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 3048x600x317 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: 160 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

5 55 269 5 SW pi FL 3

Double fun for two kids! Fly together from hill to hill and back 
again on the Montana aerial cableway system. Easy cable ten-
sioning by rope drum. The safety-tested travelling carriage 
has an automatic brake that is released by the user‘s weight.

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana 
Duo for hill installation

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana Duo 20 m 
for hill installation

eibe ibondo aerial cableway Montana Duo 30 m 
for hill installation

Scope of delivery

2 cable bolts: hot-dip galvanised steel
2 cable tensioning devices: hot-dip galvanised steel
2 aerial cableway carriages: stainless steel
2 carrying cables 20 m: steel cable
4 braking springs: spring steel
2 pendulum seats: rubber
Basic construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Info box Info box
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Minimum space: 2850x584x371 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 76,2 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 15 034 133 00 Steel FL 3

Minimum space: 3842x580x365 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 107 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 15 035 133 00 Steel FL 3

eibe ecorino aerial cableway Jota 20

eibe ecorino aerial cableway Jota 30

Scope of delivery

Cable bolt: hot-dip galvanised steel 
Cable tensioning device: hot-dip galvanised steel 
Aerial cable way carriage: stainless steel
Carrying cable: steel cable
Set of support springs: spring steel 
Pendulum seat: rubber 
Basic structure: hot-dip galvanised steel

A delicious way to experience Speed. 

Almost as good as flying! Sky riders and 

crash pilots will enjoy this unit.

eibe ecorino aerial 
cableway system Jota

Info box

Info box
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Aerial cableways

Minimum space: 440x450x280 cm
Free falling height: 95 cm
Impact protection net: 18 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 007 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: 3800x450x400 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 120 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 006 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Minimum space: 2800x450x400 cm
Free falling height: 146 cm
Impact protection net: 80 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 005 053 06 Robinia FL 3

eibe paradiso aerial cableway Bardo for hill 
installation 20 m

eibe paradiso aerial cableway Bardo for hill 
installation 30 m

Scope of delivery

Basic construction: robinia
Cable bolt: galvanised steel 
Cable tensioning device: hot-dip galvanised steel 
Aerial cable way carriage: stainless steel 
Carrying cable 20 m: steel cable
Support springs: spring steel 
Pendulum seat: rubber

No playground without an aerial cableway – 

it is just too much fun! It is the perfect, high-

ly inviting tool for joyful physical activity.

The new paradiso aerial cableway – a delight 
for younger & older children!

eibe paradiso start platform for aerial cableway Bardo

Scope of delivery

Start platform with posts: robinia

With a platform, the aerial cableway offers even more playing 
fun.

Info boxInfo box

Info box

New
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Minimum space: 2319x400x301 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

Minimum space: 3319x400x301 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

From hill to hill and back in a dash. The modern, functional design of the 
cableway Fjall makes it the highlight of any playground.

eibe fantallica aerial cableway Fjall for hill 
installation

eibe fantallica aerial cable way Fjall 20 m eibe fantallica aerial cable way Fjall 30 m

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated
Carrying cable L 30 m with holder
Aerial cable way carriage
Pendulum seat

5 55 275 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 275 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 275 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 275 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 275 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 55 276 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 276 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 276 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 276 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 276 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box Info box

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Aerial cableways

Minimum space: 2189x600x345 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 12x CF

Minimum space: 3319x400x301 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF

The trip is double the fun when it’s parallel. The modern, functional design 
of the cableway Fjall makes it the highlight of any playground.

eibe fantallica double aerial cable way Fjall 

eibe fantallica double aerial cable way Fjall 20 m eibe fantallica double aerial cable way Fjall 30 m

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised steel, powder-coated
Carrying cable L 20 m with holder
Aerial cable way carriage
Pendulum seat

5 55 278 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 278 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 278 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 278 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 278 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 55 279 0 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 55 279 0 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 55 279 0 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 55 279 0 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 55 279 0 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Info box Info box
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5 55 085 0 Steel, rubber -

5 55 076 0 Steel, rubber -

5 55 075 0 Steel, rubber -

Pendulum seat 160 cm

Pendulum seat for aerial cableways

eibe Pendulum Seat, length: 180 cm

eibe Pendulum Seat, length: 200 cm

Scope of delivery

1 pendulum seat L=160 cm: hot-dip galvanised steel, rubber

Scope of delivery

1 pendulum seat L = 180 cm: hot-dip galvanized steel, rubber

Scope of delivery

1 pendulum seat L = 200 cm: hot-dip galvanized steel, rubber

*

*

*

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLTinG
on SiTE
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Aerial cableways

5 55 280 0 Steel -

5 55 281 0 Steel -

5 55 066 000 01 Steel -

Rope anchor Sierra/Montana

Rope tensioning device Sierra/Montana

eibe Stop Spring with Buffer

Scope of delivery

1 cable bolt: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 cable tensioning device: hot-dip galvanised steel

5 55 065 0 Steel -

5 55 066 0 Steel -

5 55 073 0 Stainless steel -

5 55 069 0 Steel -

eibe Track Cable for Cableway System

eibe Stop Spring with Buffer

eibe Cableway Travelling Carriage for all Cableway 
Systems

eibe Track Cable for Cableway System

Scope of delivery

21 m  supporting cable: steel cable

Scope of delivery

1 stop spring with buffer: spring steel

Scope of delivery

1 cableway carriage: stainless steel

*

*

*

*



Product uses

Physical development

Psychological development

· supports the child‘s physical development
· improves muscular strength
· supports the development of a good  
  posture
· strengthens the cardiovascular and  
  respiratory systems
· strengthens the nervous system
- increases general physical efficiency
· strengthens the immune system

· encourages development of 
  perceptiveness
· helps the children to understand  
  their environment
· encourages development 
  of the central nervous system

Never-ending versatility!

The possible combinations for your individual ibondo active trails are 
endless. Each element creates a unique and exciting climbing landscape 
when combined with the island.

LabyrinthHoneycomb shape

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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Motoric development

Social development

- imparts body and motion experiences
· encourages perception and movement 
  co-ordination
· improves motion confidence  
  and thus helps to prevent accidents

· encourages attentiveness and 
  concentration
· increases self-awareness and  
  self-confidence
· improves self-perception

· encourages social interaction
· encourages the development of 
  social skills

Balancing, climBing

Balancing

Climbing equipment, Climbing trestles,  

Rope trestles from 533
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5 25 019 053 06 Robinia Fl 3
5 25 019 073 06 eucalyptus oiled Fl 3

Eucalyptus Robinia 

The active trail meets the  
children‘s motor and  
psycho-social requirements.

Minimum space: 357x366x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

Palisade D = 140 cm: oiled hardwood
Set of platform posts: oiled hardwood
Platform carriers: hot-dip galvanised steel

The ibondo active trail ‚Island‘

The climbing island is the central element of the eibe ibondo 
active trail. Up to three crossovers can be attached to it. Differing 
levels of difficulty provide a variety of trails and create endless 
new challenges.

I totally love 

this!

*

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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ibondo active trail Crossovers

5 25 001 053 00 Robinia Fl 3
5 25 001 071 00 eucalyptus oiled Fl 1

5 25 002 053 00 Robinia Fl 3
5 25 002 071 00 eucalyptus oiled Fl 1

Scope of delivery

Palisade track consisting of 5 palisades: oiled 
hardwood

Scope of delivery

Zigzag beam with post bases: oiled hardwood, 
hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 496x346x230 cm
Free falling height: 50 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 525x375x213 cm
Free falling height: 33 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

eibe ibondo active trail palisade trail crossover L1 eibe ibondo active trail zig-zag beam crossing L2

Although even small climbers master the jump from pole to pole, 
courage and concentration is still needed.

This trail is completed in zig-zag. A sense of balance and body 
control are required to reach the island at the other side.

LeveL 1  
eaSy

* *
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5 25 003 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 003 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

5 25 004 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 004 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

Scope of delivery

Zigzag bridge, premounted: oiled hardwood, polyester-coated steel rope

Scope of delivery

Rope-and-post tracks, premounted: oiled hardwood, polyester-coated steel rope

Minimum space: 544x341x217 cm
Free falling height: 37 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

Minimum space: 564xx327x214 cm
Free falling height: 34 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

eibe ibondo active trail zig-zag bridge crossing L3

eibe ibondo active trail rope-and-posts track 
crossover L4

Everything swings and sways, and there is no chance of holding 
on tight. Each step of this crossing requires total concentration.

Poles must be climbed on this swaying rope, which can also be 
used to hold on to.

LeveL 1  
eaSy

*

*
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ibondo active trail Crossovers

5 25 005 053 00 Robinia Fl 1
5 25 005 071 00 eucalyptus oiled Fl 1

Scope of delivery

Beam crossing with post bases: oiled hardwood, hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Honeycomb net, polyester-coated steel cable                        
Holding rope: polyester-coated steel cable                            

Minimum space: 566x327x231 cm
Free falling height: 51 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

eibe ibondo active trail beam crossing crossover L5

eibe ibondo active trail honeycomb net crossing L6

It‘s topsy-turvy on this beam. A sense of balance and body 
control are required here.

Crawl like a sider in a web, hand-over-hand climb and climb to 
get to the next island.

Minimum space: 564x300x278 cm
Free falling height: 98 cm
Impact protection net: 15 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 25 006 190 00 PP steel cable -

Info box

*
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Scope of delivery

Rope crossing, polyester-coated steel cable                           

eibe ibondo active trail crossover rope crossing M1

A swinging rope is used for balancing and the rope crossing can 
be used to hold on to. If this is too easy, use the diagonal ropes 
on their own as a climbing trail.

Minimum space: 566x325x214 cm
Free falling height: 34 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 25 007 190 00 PP steel cable -

Info box

5 25 008 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 008 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

Scope of delivery

Pre-assembled suspended bridge, oiled 
hardwood  
polyester-coated steel cable

Minimum space: 544x335x216 cm
Free falling height: 36 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

eibe ibondo active trail hanging bridge crossing M3

This hanging bridge is quite something! Missing planks must 
be jumped over and anyone who doesn‘t take care may find 
themselves off balance!

LeveL 2  

MedIuM

*
*
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ibondo active trail Crossovers

Scope of delivery

Rope shaft: polyester-coated steel cable                                 

eibe ibondo active trail rope wave crossing M3

The rope moves like a wave with every step and every 
movement. Concentration and body control are challenged in 
order to master each new situation.

Minimum space: 566x306x246 cm
Free falling height: 66 cm
Impact protection net: 8,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 25 009 190 00 PP steel cable -

Info box

5 25 010 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 010 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

Scope of delivery

Pole chain, premounted: oiled hardwood, polyester-coated steel rope
Stay rope: polyester-coated steel rope

Minimum space: 544x328x214 cm
Free falling height: 34 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info boxeibe ibondo active trail pole chain crossover M4

Effort and courage are required to cross this chain of wobbly 
posts. Experienced climbers will make the crossing carefully at 
first and later with aplomb.

*

*

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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5 25 011 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 011 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

5 25 012 053 00 Robinia Fl 1
5 25 012 071 00 eucalyptus oiled Fl 1

Scope of delivery

Rotating beam: oiled hardwood
Stay rope: polyester-coated steel rope
Bearing: maintenance-free

Scope of delivery

Beam wave with post base: oiled hardwood, hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 564x331x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

Minimum space: 563x346x256 cm
Free falling height: 76 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

eibe ibondo active trail rotating beam crossover M5

eibe ibondo active trail beam wave crossover M6

Hold on tight! This beam swivels. If you use all your strength you 
can really get it moving!

The target is cross the beam wave crest. First up, then down 
again. The trail requires a sense of balance and body control.

LeveL 2  

MedIuM

*

*
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ibondo active trail Crossovers

Scope of delivery

Net wave: polyester-coated steel cable                                   
Wave poles: stainless steel                                              

Scope of delivery

Pole trail: stainless steel                                                  

eibe ibondo active trail net wave crossover S1 eibe ibondo active trail pole path crossover S2

Crawling, climbing and hand-over-hand climbing will get you over 
this net wave. First up, then down. This hurdle requires skill and 
body co-ordination.

The pole trail demands maximum strength and physical effort 
and provides a great challenge for big and small climbers.

Minimum space: 544x389x279 cm
Free falling height: 99 cm
Impact protection net: 13,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 25 013 191 00 PP steel cable Fl 1

Info box

Minimum space: 563x358x199 cm
Free falling height: 99 cm
Impact protection net: 15,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 25 014 121 00 stainless steel Fl 1

Info box

LeveL 3  

advanced

* *
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5 25 015 050 00 Robinia -
5 25 015 070 00 eucalyptus oiled -

Scope of delivery

Wobbly beam: oiled hardwood 
Steel chain: stainless steel

Minimum space: 564x336x243 cm
Free falling height: 63 cm
Impact protection net: 13,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info boxeibe ibondo active trail wobbly beam crossover S3

The wobbly beam gets everyone tumbling. The target is to cross 
this obstacle without a holding rope. Concentration and a sense 
of balance are essential.

Scope of delivery

Liane trail: polyester-coated steel cable                                  
Anchorage: chain, stainless steel

eibe ibondo active trail liane crossing S4

For anyone who feels at home in the jungle! Swing from rope to 
rope to reach the next island.

Minimum space: 563x304x212 cm
Free falling height: 32 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

5 25 016 191 00 PP steel cable Fl 1

LeveL 3  

advanced

*
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ibondo active trail Crossovers

Scope of delivery

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Double rope: polyester-coated steel cable                             

eibe ibondo active trail hand-over-hand ladder 
crossing S5

eibe ibondo active trail double rope crossing S6

The hand-over-hand climbing bridge is a real challenge! Stamina, 
strength, ambition and endurance are a must! For extra-sporty 
people

The next island is reached with the physical effort, skill and 
concentration of a tightrope walker. Advanced acrobats can try it 
backwards as well!

Minimum space: 566x322x205 cm
Free falling height: 79 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

5 25 017 120 00 stainless steel -

Info box

Minimum space: 544x325x214 cm
Free falling height: 34 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

5 25 018 190 00 PP stahlseil -



Trampolin

*
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5 62 070 0 steel Fl 3

Minimum space: 430x430 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 62 068 0 Rubber granulate, gFRP Fl 3

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 trampoline frame: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 vault mat: rubber

Scope of delivery

Floor trampoline, D=190 cm
1 row of impact-attenuating tiles
GFRP insertion frame, 4 pc.

eibe fit Robust Floor Trampoline

eibe fit installation frame for floor trampoline, robust

eibe fit floor trampoline, round, incl. installation frame

Our little ones can really fly high with this trampoline, and they 
will have lots of fun on their way! The rectangular floor trampoline 
is a must-have for every playground and allows jumping fun 
at safe heights. Foundations: 1xCF or 1x installation frame. 
Installation frame (5620700) available for easier mounting. 
Please order separately.

The floor trampoline is an all round winner on the playground.

installation frame comprised

Order 

SeParateLy

Minimum space: 550x475 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box

5 62 066 0 steel, rubber Fl 3*
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Trampoline

5 62 098 0 steel, wire-reinforced webbing - vandal-proof Fl 3

5 62 096 0 Rubber granulate -5 62 099 0 Rubber granulate -

5 62 094 0 steel, PVC coated mesh fabric Fl 3

5 62 097 0 steel, PVC coated mesh fabric Fl 3

5 62 095 0 steel, wire-reinforced webbing - vandal-proof Fl 3

The jumping sheet is highly vandalism-proof owing to the wire reinforced 
sides and centre of the fabric. Particularly suitable for non-supervised play 
areas.

Your benefits at a glance:

* suitable for playgrounds, GS certified (DIN EN1176)
* highest safety and quality standards
* also ideal for use in non-supervised play areas
* promotes the development of coordination  
  and motor skills in children
* vandalism-proof (if equipped with vandalism-proof jumping sheet)
* easy transport and installation, with instruction video
* 100% made in Germany for more than 50 years
* different sizes, shapes, and versions
* perfect for combination of several trampolines
* attractive price

Material: Steel, wire-reinforced webbing - vandal-proof
Scope of delivery: Kids Tramp „Playground“, mounting frame 150x150 cm, height 30 cm, 
jumping sheet 107x107 cm from wire-reinforced webbing for unsupervised playground 
operation, 36 steel springs

Material: Steel, wire-reinforced webbing - vandal-proof
Scope of delivery: Kids Tramp large „Playground“, mounting frame 200x200 cm, height 30 cm, 
jumping sheet 156x156 cm from wire-reinforced webbing for unsupervised playground Business, 
56 steel springs

Material: Rubber granulate
Scope of delivery: Fall protection system euro flex plate for mounting frame 150x150 cm, 30 mm 
thick, with a suitable adhesive material

Material: Rubber granulate
Scope of delivery: Impact protection Euro Flex system for mounting frame 200x200 cm, 3 cm 
thick, with a suitable adhesive material

Material: Steel, PVC coated mesh fabric
Scope of delivery: Kids Tramp „Kindergarten“, mounting frame 150x150 cm, height 30 cm, 
jumping sheet 107x107 cm of PVC-coated mesh fabric, 36 steel springs

Material: Steel, PVC coated mesh fabric
Scope of delivery: Kids Tramp large „kindergarten“, mounting frame 200x200 cm, 30 cm, 
jumping sheet 156x156 cm of PVC-coated mesh fabric, 56 steel springs

Size: Square, 150x150 cm

Size: Square, 200x200 cm

Case cover for trampoline A Case cover for trampoline B

Trampoline B Trampoline B vandalism proof

Trampoline A Trampoline A, vandalism proof

A real highlight for your playground,  

kindergarten, and school yard!

Floor trampoline Floor trampoline,  
Vandalism-proof 

New
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5 55 325 0 sW pi Fl 2 5 55 325 5 sW pi Fl 1

eibe fit Beginner‘s Walk for paved surfaces

Scope of delivery

1 x 5553080 Cross-Over 
1 x 5553040 Quick Step 
1 x 5553060 Disco Fox 
3 x 5553100 Steps 40 
3 x 5553110 Steps 60 
16 “duck feet” post shoes

Scope of delivery

1x 5553085 Cross Over: pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5553045 Quick Step: pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5553065 Disco Fox: pressure impregnated SW
3x 5553105 Step 40: pressure impregnated SW
3x 5553115 Step 60: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel, painted plate

eibe fit Walk for Beginners – buy the full set and 
benefit from the discount!

Buy the eibe full set  
and save money!
Choose your favourite combination of the following balancing stations:  

We will be happy to advise you on an affordable solution! 

*

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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Balancing stations

eibe fit Step 60 for Paved Surfaces

5 55 310 0 sW pi Fl 2
5 55 306 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 311 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 304 0 sW pi Fl 25 55 308 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 310 5 sW pi Fl 3
5 55 306 5 sW pi Fl 1

5 55 311 5 sW pi Fl 3

5 55 304 5 sW pi Fl 15 55 308 5 sW pi Fl 1

Scope of delivery

1 windbreak Cross Over: pressure-impregnated SW
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 Quick Step: pressure impregnated SW 
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 balancing beam: pressure-impregnated SW
2 springs: spring steel
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 356x79x215 cm
Free falling height: 35 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 5x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 722x181x215 cm
Free falling height: 35 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 400x20x230 cm
Free falling height: 50 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box
Minimum space: 46x20x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box

eibe fit Cross-Over Wind Fall
eibe fit Quick Step Criss-Cross (Tarantula)  
for paved surfaces

eibe fit Balancing Trainer Disco Fox

eibe fit Step 40 for Paved Surfaces

This combination is especially suitable for the very first balancing 
attempts. The children feel like balancing on fallen tree logs.

This balancing system trains and develops the children’s sense 
for their own bodies and reactions and improves as well their 
sense of balance and control.

The Balance Trainer, which moves and rocks on two springs, 
requires maximum concentration and trains all the muscles in the 
body.

Even the way from one piece of play equipment to the next is a 
real challenge with the steps.

Scope of delivery

1 step 40 / 60: Soft wood, pressure 
impregnated Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel 

* *

*
*

*



*
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eibe fit Paso Doble Professional for paved surfaces

Scope of delivery

1x 5553240 Boogy Woogy: pressure impregnated pine
1x 5553130 Cha Cha Cha: pressure-impregnated pine
1x 5553160 Samba: pressure impregnated pine
3x 5553100 Step 40: pressure impregnated pine
3x 5553110 Step 60: pressure impregnated pine Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1x 5553245 Boogy Woogy: pressure impregnated SW
1x 5553135 Cha Cha Cha: pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5553165 Samba: pressure impregnated SW
3x 5553105 Step 40: pressure impregnated SW
3x 5553115 Step 60: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel, painted plate

5 55 324 0 sW pi Fl 2 5 55 313 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 324 5 sW pi Fl 1

5 55 327 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 313 5 sW pi Fl 1

5 55 327 5 sW pi Fl 1

eibe fit paso doble for Professionals – buy the 
full set and benefit from the discount!

Scope of delivery

1 spiral: stainless steel
2 crossbeams: pressure impregnated pine
4 “duck feet” post shoes: powdered steel

Scope of delivery

2 hand rails: stainless steel 1 chain suspension: hot-dip 
galvanized steel 2 cross beams: pressure impregnated 
pine 7 stepping boards: pressure impregnated pine Set 
of post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Minimum space: 246x129x234 cm
Free falling height: 54 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 246x109x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

eibe fit Boogie Woogie Pipeline Course  
for paved surfaces

eibe fit Cha-Cha-Cha Wobbly Bridge  
for paved surfaces

Maximum concentration is required when crossing the stainless 
steel spiral in order not to fall off.

Concentration and balancing skills are needed to cross the 
wobbly bridge.

*

*
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Balancing stations

5 55 316 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 316 5 sW pi Fl 1

Scope of delivery

5 ropes: polyester-coated steel cable
Wooden structure: pressure impregnated 
pine Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

1 Step 80: pressure impregnated SW
Post shoe: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 balancing beam: stainless steel

Minimum space: 246x129x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

eibe fit Samba Net Footbridge for Paved Surfaces

eibe fit Step 80

eibe fit Balancing Beam Mambo

The five ropes vary in distance from each other, so that maximum 
concentration is required when crossing.

Step 80 is used to join the items of play equipment together; 
walking or running the length of the course without touching the 
ground is possible.

The Balancing Beam has the appearance of a acrobat‘s rope, 
which makes the act of balancing even more interesting.

Minimum space: Ø 318x260 cm
Free falling height: 80 cm
Impact protection net: 8 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 312 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 208x16x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 55 305 5 stainless steel Fl 3

Info box

*

*

*
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5 55 315 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 307 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 309 0 sW pi Fl 2

5 55 315 5 sW pi Fl 1

5 55 307 5 sW pi Fl 1

5 55 309 5 sW pi Fl 3

Scope of delivery

2 hand rails: stainless steel 
1 chain suspension: hot-dip galvanised steel 
2 cross beams: pressure impregnated SW 
3 stepping boards: pressure impregnated SW 
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 Snoopy Flotsam: pressure impregnated SW
Set of post shoes: powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1 post: pressure impregnated SW 
1 mushroom head: GFRP
Post shoe: hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 246x109x225 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 299x152x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 46x30x239 cm
Free falling height: 59 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box

eibe fit Jive Tibetan Bridge for Paved Surfaces

eibe fit Snoopy Flotsam for paved surfaces

eibe fit Jump-Over Mushroom Square Dance

Crossing this bridge is a “dodgy business” in the truest meaning 
of the word.

The Snoopy Flotsam really sets big challenges to the little balancing 
artists because the wooden beams are also raised high.

The exercises with the Jump-Over Mushrooms are similar to the 
well-known “leapfrog“. Square Dance is also suitable for obstacle 
courses and races.

*

*

*
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Balancing stations

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised steel
2 ropes: polyester-coated steel cable

Scope of delivery

1 skipping board: corrugated HPL
3 springs: spring steel

Scope of delivery

1 slackline, with bag

Scope of delivery

1 slackline, 1 mounting instruction, 1 carrier bag

Scope of delivery

2 mats

eibe fit Waltz Balancing Rope with Metal Posts

eibe fit Flower Jumping Plates

Gibbon Funline

Gibbon Slackline

Gibbon tree protection

The children stand on the lower rope, while the upper rope helps 
them to balance or swing.

The eibe basis Flower jumping plates help children to coordinate 
their movements during sporting activities with other children. We 
recommend the use of groups of three plates.

The original Gibbon Slackline-Funline for 
children. With extra ratchet protection and 
non-slip rubber surface on the line. TÜV/GS-
certified as sports equipment!

The original! The all-round slackline for 
beginners and advanced users! Robust, 
flexible, unique! 50 mm width, for a low 
installation height. 2-part ratchet-system for 
quick installation and removal. These two mats protect the tree from the 

friction caused by the slackline.

Minimum space: 349x10x220 cm
Free falling height: 40 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 55 331 0 steel Fl 2

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 300x206 cm
Free falling height: 26 cm
Impact protection net: 7,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 59 007 0 HPl Fl 3

4 37 217 0 4 37 206 0 4 37 218 0 

Info box

Gibbon -  
The original!

Caution! Only for domestic use. Caution! Use only under direct adult supervision. Caution! Only for domestic use. Caution! Use only under direct adult supervision. Caution! Use only under direct adult supervision.
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5 10 027 001 00 HPl Fl 1
5 10 027 002 00 HPl Fl 2

5 10 018 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 018 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 018 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 018 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

eibe playo play course – buy the full set 
and benefit from the discount!

Scope of delivery

Balancing snake Terraserpe: SW
Balancing station Terratrampolino: SW, HPL
Balancing station Terracoccodrillo: SW
Balancing platform Terrapodio: HPL

Scope of delivery

Play platform with post shoes: HPL, hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 822x787x233 cm
Free falling height: 53 cm
Impact protection net: 8,8 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 17x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 365x199 cm
Free falling height: 19 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 1x CF or 2x PFs

Info box

eibe playo play course Terracombi midi

eibe playo balancing platform Terrapodio

The different activity courses with alternating balancing beams 
require much dexterity and concentration. On the platform in 
the centre of the activity course, the children can gather their 
strength and relax briefly.

The balancing beam Terrapodio is ideally suited as intermediate 
element for the different balancing beams.

trains the sense of balance 

and coordination of movements

*
*

*
*
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Balancing stations

5 10 021 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 021 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 021 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 021 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

5 10 014 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 014 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 014 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 014 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

5 10 025 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 025 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 025 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 025 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

Scope of delivery

Balancing boards with rubber supports: SW, HPL
Diving board with spring: HPL
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Balancing crocodile: SW
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 pre-mounted head element: SW
3 pre-mounted centre elements: SW
2 base elements: SW

1 end element: SW
8 post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 550x335x210 cm
Free falling height: 30 cm
Impact protection net: 8,8 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 5x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 478x300x233 cm
Free falling height: 53 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 657x332x233 cm
Free falling height: 53 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 8x PFs

Info box

eibe playo balancing station Terratrampolino

eibe playo balancing station Terracoccodrillo

eibe playo balancing station Terraserpe

The balancing station Terratrampolino makes a wonderful end 
element. It can be attached to all balancing beams of the playo 
brand.

Here, you must have a good sense of balance and body control 
because there is very little room for the foot to step on.

All goes higgledy-piggledy over the different balancing blocks! 
This activity trains the sense of balance and the body control.

*
*

*
*

*
*
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5 10 022 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 022 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 022 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 022 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

5 10 024 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 024 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 024 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 024 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

5 10 023 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 023 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 023 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 023 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

Scope of delivery

Balancing beam with obstacles: SW, HPL, stainless steel 
Set of post shoes: galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Wavy balancing beam: SW
Set of post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Balancing beam with wobbly foot prints: SW, HPL, PAH-
free rubber
Set of post shoes: galvanised steel

Minimum space: 482x337x209 cm
Free falling height: 29 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 490x300x205 cm
Free falling height: 25 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 3x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 474x317x211 cm
Free falling height: 31 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 2x CF or 2x PFs

Info box

eibe playo balancing station Terracupolino

eibe playo balancing station Terraonda

eibe playo balancing station Terrapiedi

You need much dexterity to stay up on the stainless steel caps. 
The wavy shape of the balancing board adds even more of a 
challenge.

You must be concentrated to walk over the balancing beam 
‚Wave‘.

Transparent paint, suitable for all common surfaces and priming 
types. Intensive, brilliant colours, shiny and wipe-proof.

*
*

*
*

*
*
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Balancing stations

Pogo, Salsa,  
      Rock´n Roll –  
     everybody‘s dancing!

Scope of delivery

1 Pogo hand-over-hand climbing ladder: pressure-
impregnated SW, HPL
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

8 hand climbing grips: polyester-coated steel cable
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Wood construction: pressure-impregnated pine
1 crossbeam: stainless steel
1 treadmill: rubber

eibe fit Pogo Hand Climbing Ladder

eibe fit Rock n‘ Roll  
Hand Climbing Bridgeeibe fit wobbly bridge Salsa

Children can hand-over-hand climb along, using their own 
strength. This is similar to „Rock‘n‘Roll“, but the exercise is made 
easier by the wooden handles which do not move.

How you can train your strength in a playful way shows the Rock 
‘n’ Roll hand climbing beam. Children can improve their fitness 
by swinging along the handles.

Jumping, balancing and having fun together. The rope bridge 
Salsa encourages children to play together and improve their 
social behaviour and consideration for each other.

Minimum space: 730x414x411 cm
Free falling height: 231 cm
Impact protection net: 25,5 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 55 329 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 711x394x320 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 24 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 55 330 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 1135x410x230 cm
Free falling height: 50 cm
Impact protection net: 44,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 14x CF

5 55 328 0 sW pi Fl 3

Info box
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Scope of delivery

Balancing beam: robinia
Set of posts: robinia

Scope of delivery

11x unstructured arranged balance beam

paradiso balancing beam Oswin, 4 m

paradiso balance combination Rochwin

The ideal device for improving your sense of balance in a playful 
manner. 
– With access steps to help the beginners.

Here, you need body balance and concentration. It looks so easy 
but requires patience and perseverance.

Minimum space: 700x320x250 cm
Free falling height: 58 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

5 45 016 053 06 Robinia Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 850x720 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 41 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 11x CF

5 45 084 053 06 Robinia Fl 3

Info boxNew
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Balancing, climBing

Climbing equipment,  
Climbing trestles, Rope trestles

5 10 056 011 00 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 056 012 00 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 056 041 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 056 042 00 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of climbing boards with grips: HPL, GFRP
Climbing pole: stainless steel
Climbing rope: polyester-coated steel rope
Climbing rungs: robinia

Minimum space: 490x490x219 cm
Free falling height: 211 cm
Impact protection net: 20,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Info box

eibe playo gymnastics tower Parrot

With its various climbing ascents, the gymnastics tower ‚Parrot‘ 
is perfect for little mountaineers.

„Climbing,  
hand-over-hand climbing,  
and swinging in versatile 

combinations require and promote 
the courage to take risks, an appetite 
for testing the limits, creative use of 

one‘s motor skills, and the application of 
all one‘s power. 

 
Dr. Rolf Schwarz, Diplom-Pädagoge, Spielpädagoge 

and Junior Professor für Bewegungserziehung 

(movement education) at the Pädagogische 

Hochschule Karlsruhe

*
*



*

*
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5 10 013 011 03 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 013 012 03 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 013 041 03 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 013 042 03 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

5 10 012 011 03 sW pi Fl 1
5 10 012 012 03 sW pi Fl 2
5 10 012 041 03 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 10 012 042 03 larch, oil-primed Fl 2

Scope of delivery

Climbing element with rungs: SW, robinia, hot-dip galvanised steel 
Climbing element with net: SW, polyester-coated steel rope
Set of parapets: three-layer SW board

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of horizontal bars: robinia
Gymnastics pole with hand-over-hand climbing grips: stainless steel
Crawling tube: PP

Minimum space: 443x384x342 cm
Free falling height: 162 cm
Impact protection net: 13,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Info box

Minimum space: 578x400x299 cm
Free falling height: 119 cm
Impact protection net: 17,5 m²
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 9x CF

Info box

eibe playo nursery climbing trestle Raccoon

eibe playo sliding and climbing unit Weasel

The climbing trestle ‚Raccoon‘ consists of a runged ladder and a 
climbing net. For the parents, it is easy to assist the children in 
safely completing the skill.

The climbing combination „Weasel“ is the perfect way to 
combine all mini sport units so that many children can be 
physically active together.

Day nurseries

*
*

*
*
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

4 posts: pressure impregnated SW 
3 horizontal bars: powder-coated steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

3 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Tri-Level Horizontal Bars

eibe ibondo Two-Level Horizontal Bars

Practicing gymnastics in a group of three is just great fun!  The 
height of the horizontal bars is 82 cm, 107 cm and 132 cm.

Ideal for budding little gymnasts. The height 
of the horizontal bars is 82 cm and 132 cm.

Minimum space: 661x310x312 cm
Free falling height: 132 cm
Impact protection net: 17,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 55 121 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 544x310x312 cm
Free falling height: 132 cm
Impact protection net: 14 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 55 120 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box

*

*
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Scope of delivery

1 runged element: pressure impregnated SW and ash 
2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 sliding poles: powder-coated steel
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Wooden structure H 200 cm: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 runged element: pressure impregnated SW and ash 
2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 sliding poles: powder-coated steel
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Wooden structure H 260 cm: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Hexagonal System 200 eibe ibondo Hexagonal System 265

The eibe ibondo original Hexagonal System is a compact piece of equipment for playing, gymnastics and keeping fit out of doors. For 
children, it is a playground system which helps them to acquire physical skills, while for adults, it can be used for power training.

Minimum space: Ø 630x395 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 31,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

5 55 010 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 710x445 cm
Free falling height: 265 cm
Impact protection net: 40 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

5 55 008 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

* *
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Climbing equipment

Climbing fun with 
climbing boards!
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Scope of delivery

2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 runged element: pressure-impregnated SW, ash
1 climbing wall: HPL
28 climbing grips: GFRP
Wood construction H260 cm: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
1 rung element: pressure impregnated SW and ash 
1 climbing wall: HPL 
20 climbing grips: GFRP
Wooden structure H 200 cm: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Hexagonal System with Climbing Wall 265eibe ibondo Hexagonal System with Climbing Wall 200

This is a version of the eibe ibondo original Hexagonal System 
with a climbing wall for all little mountaineers.  The climbing wall 
is fitted out with an HPL board and climbing grips.

Minimum space: Ø 710x445 cm
Free falling height: 265 cm
Impact protection net: 40 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

5 55 193 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 630x395 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 31,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

5 55 192 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 climbing wall: HPL 
2 cable constructions: polyester-coated steel cable 
1 horizontal bar: stainless steel 
1 sliding pole: stainless steel 
Runged wall: stainless steel
Wood construction: pressure impregnated SW 
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo hexagonal fun climbing unit 210

This hexagonal unit is just the thing for climbing enthusiasts. The 
slant climbing wall offers a simple climbing route on the outside 
and a more demanding one on its inside.

Minimum space: Ø 650x310 cm
Free falling height: 205 cm
Impact protection net: 34 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 8x CF or 8x PFs

5 55 227 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

six types of climbing 

fun in one unit

* *

*
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Scope of delivery

2 runged elements: pressure-impregnated 
SW, ash
1 climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
2 climbing ropes: polyester-coated steel cable

2 swing ladders: polyester-coated steel cable, 
polyethylene
Wood construction H200 cm: pressure-
impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 runged element: pressure-impregnated SW, ash
2 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
2 horizontal bars: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ibondo Climbing Frame H = 200 cm

eibe ibondo Climbing Frame with Double Horizontal Bars

The climbing frame will fulfill all the demands made of it by the 
little climbers.

This play equipment invites children of different age groups to 
take part in various gymnastic activities.

Minimum space: 641x501x380 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 29,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF or 4x PFs

5 55 021 5 sW pi Fl 1

Info box

Minimum space: 517x498x323 cm
Free falling height: 143 cm
Impact protection net: 18,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 55 125 5 sW pi Fl 3

Info box
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

21 x unstructured arranged beams in different sizes, 2 x 
climbing net, 3 x rope rungs, 1 x climbing rope

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: robinia
Set of bars: stainless steel

paradiso climbing tree Ema

paradiso three-level horizontal bar Albin

The challenging climbing combination trains body coordination 
and motor skills.

The three-level horizontal bar is perfect for playing, gymnastics, 
and having fun. 
- It is ergonomically adapted to children of various age groups.

Minimum space: 920x760 cm
Free falling height: 210 cm
Impact protection net: 51 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 21x CF

5 45 083 053 06 Robinia Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 670x340x250 cm
Free falling height: 132 cm
Impact protection net: 20 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 015 053 06 Robinia Fl 3

Info box

New
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip 
galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Platform: SW
Rung ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW

Slide PH 145 cm: GFRP
Swing frame: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Safety swing seat with stainless steel chain
Set of swing joints: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Platform: SW
Rung ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel
Climbing net ascent: polyester-coated steel rope
Swing frame: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Safety swing seat with stainless steel chain
Set of swing joints: hot-dip galvanised steel

Minimum space: 926x719x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 37,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF or 7x PFs

Minimum space: 719x800x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 29,9 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Info box

Info box

eibe ecorino combination play unit Minos

eibe ecorino play unit Aris

Our combination play unit ‚Minos‘ offers the three key play 
values: climbing, swinging and sliding – and all that at a very 
reasonable price.

Aris, the smaller version of ‚Minos‘, has no slide and ensures 
great playing fun with an extra small footprint.

5 15 041 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 041 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 041 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 041 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 041 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 041 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

5 15 042 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 042 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 042 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 042 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 042 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 042 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

*
*

*
*
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post shoes: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of climbing boards: PP
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel
Climbing pole: stainless steel
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of parapets: PP 
Platform: SW
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel rope
Climbing board: PP 

Minimum space: 540x623x386 cm
Free falling height: 206 cm
Impact protection net: 23,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF or 6x PFs

Minimum space: 518x387x325 cm
Free falling height: 145 cm
Impact protection net: 16 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Info box

Info box

eibe ecorino climbing unit Hexafun

eibe ecorino combination play unit Fivi

Little monkeys enjoy our ’Hexafun‘! They use panels, nets, or 
rungs to climb in all directions, and the sliding pole to get down 
again. It feels good to romp to one‘s heart‘s delight, test out 
one‘s powers, and improve one‘s climbing skills.

You always thought: „We don‘t have enough room!“ But we have 
the solution for cramped locations: our space-saving ‚Fivi‘ unit 
with a footprint of only just 16.8 sqm.

5 15 010 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 010 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 010 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 010 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 010 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 010 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

5 15 043 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 043 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 043 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 043 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 043 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 043 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

Climbing equipment

*
*

*
*
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of climbing boards: PP
Rung ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW 
Seating beam: SW

Scope of delivery

Set of posts with post bases: SW, hot-dip galvanised steel
Set of climbing boards: PP 
Set of rope ascents: polyester-coated steel rope
Reclining net: polyester-coated steel rope
Runged ascent: hot-dip galvanised steel, SW

Minimum space: 472x518x375 cm
Free falling height: 195 cm
Impact protection net: 17,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Minimum space: 547x472x375 cm
Free falling height: 195 cm
Impact protection net: 20,7 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

Info box

Info box

eibe ecorino climbing unit Tau

eibe ecorino climbing unit Xenia

The climbing unit ‚Tau‘ allows active climbing fun without 
barriers. Accessible from all sides, it poses a challenge for every 
little mountaineer.

Double climbing fun for high fliers! The large climbing 
combination Xenia convinces with additional climbing elements.

5 15 045 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 045 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 045 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 045 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 045 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 045 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

5 15 044 011 01 sW pi Fl 1
5 15 044 012 01 sW pi Fl 2
5 15 044 013 01 sW pi Fl 3
5 15 044 041 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 1
5 15 044 042 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 2
5 15 044 043 01 larch, oil-primed Fl 3

*
*

*
*

simple and fast  

installation with the  

eibe prefabricated  

foundation
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanised and powder coated steel
Set of bars: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: galvanised and powder coated steel
Set of bars: stainless steel

Minimum space: 518x300x282 cm
Free falling height: 132 cm
Impact protection net: 15,5 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 687x360x305 cm
Free falling height: 155 cm
Impact protection net: 24,7 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

eibe fantallica two-level horizontal bar 

eibe fantallica three-level horizontal bar 

The two level high bar is ideal for little gymnasts.

Three children can do gymnastic exercises at the same time.

5 55 209 0 23 stainless steel, steel, turquoise Fl 3
5 55 209 0 24 stainless steel, steel, blue Fl 3
5 55 209 0 25 stainless steel, steel, grey Fl 3
5 55 209 0 26 stainless steel, steel, red Fl 3
5 55 209 0 27 stainless steel, steel, orange Fl 3

5 55 210 0 23 stainless steel, steel, turquoise Fl 3
5 55 210 0 24 stainless steel, steel, blue Fl 3
5 55 210 0 25 stainless steel, steel, grey Fl 3
5 55 210 0 26 stainless steel, steel, red Fl 3
5 55 210 0 27 stainless steel, steel, orange Fl 3

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered 
steel
Net element: polyester-coated steel cable
Set of climbing board element with grips: HPL, 
GRP
Rung element: stainless steel
Rotation curver: stainless steel

Climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Climbing pole: stainless steel 
Vertical climbing net: polyester-coated steel 
cable
Horizontal climbing net: polyester-coated steel 
cable

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
Climbing net: polyester-coated steel cable
Rung element: stainless steel
Horizontal bar: stainless steel
Climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable
Climbing pole: stainless steel

Minimum space: 677x673x350 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: 47 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF

Info box

Minimum space: Ø 650x400 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box

eibe fantallica hexagonal system Astra

eibe fantallica hexagonal facility  

With its great variety of climbing combinations, the hexagonal 
Astra enables several children to play together at the same time. 
The integrated spider web is the system’s meeting point and is 
the place from which social skills is encouraged.

The hexagonal Metal is one of the basic pieces of equipment for 
any playground and encourages children to be active.

5 55 357 0 23 steel, turquoise Fl 3
5 55 357 0 24 steel, blue Fl 3
5 55 357 0 25 steel, grey Fl 3
5 55 357 0 26 steel, red Fl 3
5 55 357 0 27 steel, orange Fl 3

5 55 362 0 23 steel, turquoise Fl 3
5 55 362 0 24 steel, blue Fl 3
5 55 362 0 25 steel, grey Fl 3
5 55 362 0 26 steel, red Fl 3
5 55 362 0 27 steel, orange Fl 3

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

Set of posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
Bar: stainless steel
Net element: polyester-coated steel cable
Set of climbing plates with grips: HPL, GRP
Rotation curver: stainless steel
Climbing rope: polyester-coated steel cable

Minimum space: 840x534x390 cm
Free falling height: 210 cm
Impact protection net: 23,7 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 7x CF

Info box

eibe fantallica Aktiv climbing unit
The versatile obstacle course with its zigzag arrangement, trains 
mobility, co-ordination and body control. A special challenge for 
teams or individual competitions.

5 30 006 143 23 steel, turquoise Fl 3
5 30 006 143 24 steel, blue Fl 3
5 30 006 143 25 steel, grey Fl 3
5 30 006 143 26 steel, red Fl 3
5 30 006 143 27 steel, orange Fl 3

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Scope of delivery

1 rope trestle Eagle‘s nest: aluminium, polyester-coated steel 
rope

eibe climbo Aerie Rope Tree

The aerie rope tree is particularly suitable for active group 
play because it offers enough space for many children to play 
together at the same time.

Minimum space: Ø 505x387 cm
Free falling height: 187 cm
Impact protection net: 21 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 118 0 steel Fl 3

Info box

Climbing & spinning

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

1 rope trestle Stork‘s nest: aluminium, polyester-coated 
steel rope

eibe climbo Stork‘s Nest Rope Tree

This Rope Tree combines many items of play equipment such as 
a merry-go-round, climbing and hand climbing equipment.

Minimum space: Ø 575x370 cm
Free falling height: 190 cm
Impact protection net: 26 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

5 55 123 0 steel Fl 3

Info box

Climbing & spinning
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Scope of delivery

1 climbing pyramid H 3 m: steel, 
ropes: polyester-coated steel rope

climbo climbing pyramid 300

The net triangle is a climbing element specially designed for 
children. It offers loads of space for climbing and gymnastics

Minimum space: 750x300 cm
Free falling height: 150 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF

5 55 628 0 steel Fl 3

Info box

Height 3 m
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

1 climbing pyramid, 4.5 m: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-
coated steel rope 
8 turnbuckles for floor mounting

eibe climbo Climbing Pyramid 4.5 m

The optimum exercise equipment for little mountain climbers.

Minimum space: 1100x450 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: -

5 55 625 0 steel Fl 3

Info box

Height 4.50 m

The optimum exercise 
equipment for little 
mountain climbers.
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Scope of delivery

1 climbing pyramid H 6.5 m: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-
coated steel rope 
1 nest seat: hot-dip galvanised steel, polyester-coated steel rope 
8 turnbuckles for floor mounting

eibe climbo Climbing Pyramid 6.5 m

You can reload your batteries on your way to the top, or simply 
enjoy the view in the base-camp nest seat. 

Minimum space: 1440x650 cm
Free falling height: 200 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: -

5 55 626 0 steel Fl 3

Info box

Height 6.50 m
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Climbing equipment

5 55 585 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

2 climbing grips XL: GFRP 
5 climbing grips L: GFRP 

5 climbing grips M: GFRP 
3 climbing grips S: GFRP

eibe fit 15-Piece Grip Set, 
Intermediate, Blue

5 55 584 0 gFRP -

5 55 590 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

8 climbing grips XL: GFRP 
7 climbing grips L: GFRP

eibe fit 15-Piece Grip Set, 
Beginner, Green

5 55 578 0 gFRP -

5 55 580 0 gFRP -

5 55 574 0 gFRP -

5 55 586 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

5 children’s climbing grips 
XL: GFRP 
2 climbing grips XL: GFRP 

4 climbing grips L: GFRP 
5 climbing grips M: GFRP 
4 climbing grips S: GFRP

eibe fit Climbing Grip, Size L

eibe fit Climbing Grip, Size XL

eibe fit 20-Piece Set of  Climbing 
Grips

5 55 577 0 gFRP -

eibe fit Climbing Grip, Size M

eibe fit 20-Piece Set of   
Climbing Grips

5 55 583 0 gFRP -

5 55 592 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

3 climbing grips L: GFRP 
6 climbing grips M: GFRP 
6 climbing grips S: GFRP

eibe fit 15 Piece Grip Set,  
Advanced, Red

eibe fit 15-Piece Grip Set, Advanced, 
red for concrete construction

eibe fit 15-Piece Grip Set, Beginner, 
green for concrete construction

eibe fit climbing grips for 
highest demands!

5 55 571 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

4 climbing element boards: GFRP
20 climbing grips: GFRP

100 x 85 cm per plate

eibe fit 4-Piece Climbing Element Board

These boards have been developed for free climbing and can also 
be used individually as modules in playscapes or installed indoors 
on walls. They consist of textured, beautifully modelled, glass 
fibre-reinforced polyester. Additional grips can be placed at various 
positions on the outer face. The boards can be screwed directly on to 
existing walls. No substructure is necessary!

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Scope of delivery

1 Matterhorn 300 cm: GFRP

eibe fit Matterhorn 300 cm

For big and small summiteers:
True-to-scale projections in the robust Matterhorn‘s rocks 
enable children from the age of three onwards to climb safely to 
the top.

Minimum space: Ø 680x450 cm
Free falling height: 270 cm
Impact protection net: 36,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x PFs

5 55 566 0 gFRP Fl 1

Info box

Summit height 2.70 m 
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Climbing equipment

Scope of delivery

1 boulder wall 14.4 m²
3 support posts L 360 cm, D 101 mm: hot-dip 
galvanised steel 
4 climbing boards: polymer concrete 
48 climbing grips: synthetic resin

Scope of delivery

1 boulder wall 28.8 m²
5 support posts L 360 cm, D 101 mm:
hot-dip galvanised steel 
8 climbing boards: polymer concrete 
96 climbing grips: synthetic resin

Scope of delivery

1 boulder wall 21.6 m²
4 support posts L 360 cm, D 101 mm:
hot-dip galvanised steel 
6 climbing boards: polymer concrete 
72 climbing grips: synthetic resin

eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type II 14.4 m²

eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type IV 28.8 m²eibe Boulder Climbing Wall Concrete, Type III 21.6 m²

The Boulder Climbing Wall has a highly challenging character and 
can be installed almost anywhere. Because of the modular system, 
it can be expanded at any time. The basis construction consists of 
hot-dip galvanised steel tubing. The 3 cm-strong climbing boards 
made of polymer concrete are attached to the support posts by 
means of the side-affixed pipes. Because of the textured surface 
the wall has a boulder optic.
Boulder Climbing Wall made of Polymer Concrete: vandalism-proof, 
extremely stable, weatherproof, safe, mobile and climbable from 
both sides.
Please note: in order to be able to ensure a quick and problem-free 
delivery, the location must be able to be accessed by a large truck 
or a forklift with a lifting height of 4.5 metres, that has to be already 
present on-site.

Minimum space: 480x300x284 cm
Free falling height: 300 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

5 62 078 0 steel, concrete Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 480x300x568 cm
Free falling height: 300 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF

5 62 080 0 steel, concrete Fl 3

Info box

Minimum space: 480x300x426 cm
Free falling height: 300 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 62 079 0 steel, concrete Fl 3

Info box



Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit information board 
‚Hand bike‘

5 54 017 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

3 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 rotating structures: stainless steel 
3 parapets: HPL

eibe fit Active Station ‚Hand bike‘
This ergonomically adapted station enables communication at 
the same time as exercises are being carried out.

Minimum space: 211x68x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 6x CF

5 54 005 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

Info box
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556 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
2 palms: HPL

eibe fit information board ‚Spinning disc‘, single

eibe fit Active Station ‚Spinning disc‘, single
These spinning discs allow you to work on the mobility of both 
your arm and shoulder muscles. They furthermore synchronize 
the motion apparatus of the two body halves.

Minimum space: 230x150x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

5 35 005 143 25 Steel FL 3

5 35 002 143 25 Steel FL 3

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

4 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
4 palms: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active station ‚Spinning disc‘, double

eibe fit information board ‚Spinning disc‘, double

Ideal for two people!
Trains the mobility of the arm and shoulder muscles and allows 
the users to communicate during their workout.

Minimum space: 442x430x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 4x CF

5 35 003 143 25 Steel FL 3

5 35 006 143 25 Steel FL 3

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site



558 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

Scope of delivery

2 motion pendulums: stainless steel

eibe fit information board ‚Pendulum‘

eibe fit Active Station ‚Pendulum‘
Paddling, dancing, shadow boxing - so many things to do for 
one or two players! Suitable for the young and the old.

Minimum space: 95x66x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 4x CF

5 54 018 0 Steel FL 3

5 54 006 0 Stainless steel FL 3

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powder coated steel

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 seat: stainless steel, rubber
1 pedal: stainless steel
1 hand bike: stainless steel

eibe fit information board ‚Upright and hand bike‘

eibe fit Active ‚Upright and hand bike‘
This multi-talented equipment helps you to exercise your leg and 
arm muscles.

Minimum space: 211x68x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 6x CF

5 35 004 143 25 Steel FL 3

5 35 001 143 25 Steel FL 3

Info box



560 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 seat/recliner: stainless steel, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
1 seat plate: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active Station ‚Upper body trainer‘

eibe fit information board ‚Upper body trainer‘

Work on your agility and fitness while sitting up in a relaxed 
position.

Minimum space: 145x136x180 cm
Free falling height: 48 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 5x CF

5 54 007 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

5 54 019 0 Steel FL 3

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

1 post: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
1 runged ladder: stainless steel, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 parapets: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active Station ‚Wall bars‘

eibe fit information board ‚Wall bars‘

Compact unit for an endless variation of exercises - an attraction 
for users of all age groups.

Minimum space: 524x526x399 cm
Free falling height: 220 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 3x CF

5 54 009 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

5 54 021 0 Steel FL 3

Info box
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Scope of delivery

4 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
2 hand rails with balls: stainless steel 
9 palisade fences: rubber granulate 
4 parapets: HPL

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active Station ‚Stepped path‘

eibe fit information board ‚Stepped path‘

Balancing over the steps is a challenge to the dexterity of 
children and all age groups.

Minimum space: 298x156x200 cm
Free falling height: 20 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 8x CF

5 54 000 0 Steel FL 3

5 54 012 0 Steel FL 3

Info box
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Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

3 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
3 parapets: HPL 
2 hand rail sets: stainless steel
2 roller walks: steel

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active Station ‚Treadmill‘

eibe fit information board ‚Treadmill‘

The treadmill is an old favorite of fitness enthusiasts, and with 
the varying levels of the hand rails users of any height will enjoy 
this product.

Minimum space: 156x153x200 cm
Free falling height: 20 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 9x CF

5 54 001 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

5 54 013 0 Steel FL 3

Info box



564 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

3 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
4 foot stands: stainless steel 
3 parapets: HPL 
1 set of hand rails: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit Active Station ‚Leg trainer‘

eibe fit information board ‚Leg trainer‘

Stay in motion while standing, multifunctional mobility fun for 
young and old.

5 54 024 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

5 54 014 0 Steel FL 3

Minimum space: 181x88x197 cm
Free falling height: 17 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit information board ‚Parallel swing‘

5 54 015 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 post: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 foot stands: stainless steel 
1 parapet: HPL

eibe fit Active Station ‚Parallel swing unit‘
All-year-round training of side swings and curving, not only 
for ski enthusiasts. Suitable for all age groups.

5 54 003 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

Minimum space: 115x70x203 cm
Free falling height: 19 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box



566 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit information board ‚Hip and back trainer‘

5 54 020 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 post: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 stand structures: stainless steel 
1 parapet: HPL 
1 set of handles: steel

eibe fit Active-Station ‚Hip and back trainer‘
Fun to use for one or two players. Swinging, twirling, and 
dancing while sitting down or standing up.

5 54 008 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

Minimum space: 132x96x242 cm
Free falling height: 62 cm
Impact protection net: 16,72 m²
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Outdoor Gym Equipment

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit information board ‚Leg massage‘

5 54 022 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
4 massage rollers: die-cast, stainless steel
2 plates: HPL 
2 hand rails: steel

eibe fit Active-Station ‚Leg massage‘
Relaxation and massage unit.

5 54 010 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

Minimum space: 149x115x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box



568 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 information board: stainless steel
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit information board ‚Hip and back massage‘

5 54 023 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
1 massage device: stainless steel, die-cast 
2 parapets: HPL

eibe fit Active Station ‚Hip and back massage‘
Relaxation and massage unit - a taste of the spa. Suitable for all 
age groups.

5 54 011 0 Steel, HPL FL 3

Minimum space: 130x107x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box



Trimm dich

Beinheben
3x10-15

Für: Bauchmuskeln
Ausführung: Unterarme auf die Stützen ablegen.

Langsam Knie Richtung Brust 
anheben.
Beine langsam wieder absenken.
Rücken dabei gegen Haltestange 
abstützen, um Pendeln zu vermeiden.

Tipp: Nicht ins Hohlkreuz gehen!
Variante: Beine langsam seitlich anheben

Twist 
2x1 min

Für: seitliche Bauchmuskeln
Ausführung: Haltestange greifen, auf Drehplatte steigen 

und gleichmäßig, nicht ruckartig,
Unterkörper gegen Oberkörper verdrehen

www.¬.net

5 55 156 5

www.¬.net

5 55 157 5

Crunches
3x15

Für: BauchmuskelnAusführung: Füße auf Sprosse legen, langsam Oberkörper
anheben und Hände nach vorne schieben

Tipp: Je höher die Sprosse desto schwierigerAnfänger Füße unter die niedrigste Sprosse

Rückenstrecker
3x10

Für: unteren Rücken, GesäßAusführung: Hüfte auf Bock auflegenFersen unter SposseLangsam Oberkörper senken und heben
Tipp: Je höher die Sprosse desto schwieriger Sp
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eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Keep fit Introduction
These exercises conform to the so-called “antagonist training” which means that move-
ments and counter-movements are trained shortly one after the other on the same piece 
of equipment. It is not only important to train and stretch the muscles used in competitive 
sports, but also to strengthen their “counterparts” (antagonists).  
Otherwise, one-sided training will cause very quickly muscular “imbalances” and retrac-
tions which then restrict performance or may even lead to serious injuries.

In a combined set. two different exercises are performed one after the other without a 
break. In the classical form of combined sets, exercises are selected that train the cor-
responding “antagonists”, i.e. the muscles lying opposite one another (e.g. biceps and 
triceps). The concentration of the blood in this region of the body produces a particularly 
intensive training effect, while simultaneously saving time.

(Peter Knebel, Sports Advisor at the University of Heidelberg)

5 55 161 5 HPL -

5 55 171 5 HPL -

5 55 176 5 HPL -

5 55 179 5 HPL -5 55 172 5 HPL -

5 55 177 5 HPL -

5 55 180 5 HPL -5 55 173 5 HPL -

5 55 178 5 HPL -

5 55 181 5 HPL -

5 55 191 5 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 information board: HPL, mounting accessories

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 1

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 2

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 3

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 4

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 5

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 6

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 7

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 8

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 9

eibe fit Keep Fit Board Station 10

eibe fit Posts for the Keep Fit Tables

Boards

Fitness

Sport & phySical fitneSS

Ball sports from 575

Skating units from 585
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570 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

3 upright posts: pressure-impregnated pine
3 mushroom caps: GFRP
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

2 horizontal bars: powder-coated steel
10 posts: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe fit Station 1 - Turning Sprints/Leapfrogging

eibe fit Station 2 - Press and Chin Ups

As an obstacle course or for speed training, either alone, 
together or against one another, turning sprints are always good 
for the condition.

Press ups and chin ups are no problem after training on this 
equipment.

5 55 150 5 SW pi FL 3

5 55 151 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 1312x312x280 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 23 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 3x CF

Minimum space: 463x451x280 cm
Free falling height: 100 cm
Impact protection net: 16 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Fitness

Scope of delivery

3 horizontal bars: powder-coated steel
6 posts: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

eibe fit Station 3 - Chin Ups/Dips
Even well-trained people begin to sweat when they pull 
themselves up and down on the two horizontal bars positioned 
at right angles to one another or when they do chin ups on the 
horizontal bar.

5 55 152 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 640x472x410 cm
Free falling height: 230 cm
Impact protection net: 25 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Scope of delivery

2 posts: pressure-impregnated pine
1 jumping rope: poly-coated steel cable
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized steel

Scope of delivery

3 ropes: poly-coated steel cable
6 posts: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe fit Station 4 - Jumping Rope

eibe fit Station 5 - Jumping Course

The jumping rope trains take-off power, either alone or with 
others.

The Jumping Course increases take-off power continuously due 
to the various rope heights.

5 55 153 5 SW pi FL 3

5 55 155 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 562x312x235 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: 712x362x235 cm
Free falling height: 55 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box

Info box
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572 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 horizontal bar: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel
3 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
2 arm rests: HPL, rubber, 
1 rotating disc: HPL
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 suspension with limited rotation: 
electro galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 rung element: pressure impregnated pine and ash 1 reclining board: 
HPL, rubber
1 trestle: pressure impregnated pine Post shoes: hot-dip galvanized 
steel

eibe fit Station 6 - Abdominal Twist

eibe fit Station 7 - Abdomen/Back

Turning on the disc and raising the legs trains the abdominal 
muscles.

Lying on your abdomen or back strengthens the torso muscles.

5 55 156 5 SW pi FL 3

5 55 157 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 342x303x306 cm
Free falling height: 126 cm
Impact protection net: 8,4 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 381x410x253 cm
Free falling height: 73 cm
Impact protection net: 13 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

Info box

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Fitness

Scope of delivery

8 hand-over-hand climbing grips: polyester-coated steel 
cable
Wood construction: pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe fit Station 8 - Hand Climbing Bridge
This equipment improves the strength of the arm muscles and 
trains coordination.

5 55 196 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 741x420x340 cm
Free falling height: 240 cm
Impact protection net: 27 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box
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574 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

2 posts: pressure-impregnated SW
1 reclining board: HPL, rubber
4 grip rods: powdered steel
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 hand climbing ladder: pressure-impregnated pine, ash
2 posts: pressure-impregnated pine
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe fit Station 9  - Abdomen/Back Table

eibe fit Station 10 - Hand Climbing Ladder

This table trains the abdominal and back muscles.

Moving along the wooden handles requires a lot of arm strength.

5 55 159 5 SW pi FL 3

5 55 198 5 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 400x350x245 cm
Free falling height: 65 cm
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: 608x436x432 cm
Free falling height: 252 cm
Impact protection net: 21,5 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 goal with basketball unit: HPL, hot-dip galvanised and 
powdered steel 
Boards: HPL
Metal structure: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fit goal unit Playland Flex
This unit is not only a haven for budding football stars. It is also 
perfect for scoring baskets. Multi-functionality for great playing 
fun over a long service life.

5 53 013 0 HPL, steel FL 3

Minimum space: 430x270x380 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 12 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 5x CF or 5x Schraubfundament

Info box

Ball sports

Sport & phySical fitneSS

Skating units from 585
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Scope of delivery

1 net 3x2 m: PE rope

eibe fit Net for Small Field Goals 3 x 2 m
The nets for the Small Field Goals consist of green, 3 mm-thick 
polyethylene cord;  the mesh width is 10 cm.

5 62 002 0 Pe -

Scope of delivery

1 small-field goal 3x2 m: aluminium
2 ground anchors: aluminium

Scope of delivery

1 goal frame 100x100x50 cm: aluminium
1 net: PE rope

eibe fit Small Field Goals 3 x 2 m

eibe fit Hockey Goal 100 x 100 x 50 cm

The dimensions of the Small Field Goals correspond to 
tournament specifications and they are approved as football 
goals for older children.  The goals are available in the sizes 
3 x 2 m or 5 x 2 m.  The goal frames are made of aluminium. 
Please order nets separately.

This Hockey Goal guarantees hours of hockey fun!  It is easy to 
erect, practical and transportable.

5 62 003 0 Aluminium FL 3

5 62 024 0 Aluminium, Pe -

Minimum space: 316x150x200 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: 100x50x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 goal with goal board: HPL, hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
2 boards: HPL 
2 posts: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 

eibe fit soccer goal Playland Flex
The little goal for the big moments in sports. Sturdy metal and 
HPL construction.

5 53 012 0 HPL, steel FL 3

Minimum space: 650x160x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: 6 m²
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF or 4x Schraubfundament

Info box
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eibe hold the right to change design without noticeeibe hold the right to change design without notice

Ball sports

Scope of delivery

1 soccer field goal 316x200x70 cm: aluminium
6 threaded rods: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 goal frame 100x100x50 cm: aluminium profile
1 net: PE rope

Scope of delivery

1 mini goal frame 180 x 120 x 60 cm: aluminium profile  
1 net: PE rope

Scope of delivery

1 street goal 132x60x86 cm: hot-dip galvanised steel
2 ground anchors

eibe fit All-Purpose Goal 3 x 2 m

eibe fit Mini Goal 120 x 80 x 60 cm

eibe fit Mini Goal 180 x 120 x 60 cm

eibe fit Street Goal made of Steel 120 x 80 cm

This completely welded aluminium construction is ideal for 
playgrounds, school yards and recreational areas. The goal has 
to be placed on foundations; it is fixed in place by means of 
threaded rods.
H = 200 cm, 90 kg

This Mini Goal made of aluminium is ide-
al for smaller football fields, recreational 
areas and playgrounds as it only requires 
a small amount of space.

The eibe fit Street Goal consists of a fully welded, hot-dip 
galvanised steel construction. The goal is fixed in place with 2 
ground anchors that are included in scope of delivery.

5 62 012 0 Aluminium FL 3

5 62 013 0 Aluminium -

5 62 014 0 Aluminium -

5 62 048 0 Steel -

Minimum space: 316x70x208 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: 120x60x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 180x60x180 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: -

Minimum space: 132x60x86 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

Info box

Info box

Info box
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578 eibe hold the right to change design without notice

Scope of delivery

1 catching/protection net 1 sqm: polypropylene

eibe fit protection and retaining net for ball catch 
Net, 3 mm thick, matching the light metal post. Made from 
polypropylene, mesh width 4.5 cm. 1 sqm.

5 62 084 0 PP -

Scope of delivery

1 all-purpose goal: aluminium
1 basketball equip. with basket/net: aluminium
6 threaded rods: stainless steel

Scope of delivery

1 upright post incl.  net hook: light metal
1 ground sleeve
1 protection cap

eibe fit All-Purpose Goal with Basketball Equipment

eibe fit vertical post, light metal, for ball catch fence

This combined goal and basketball equipment offers hours of 
fun for different types of athletic interests.  The goal has to be 
installed on foundations.  H = approx. 350 cm

Posts, comprising net hooks, ground socket and cover plate, 
height 4.0 m, profile 80x80 mm, rear with profile rail, insertion 
depth 50 cm, profiles reinforced.

5 62 047 0 Aluminium FL 3

5 62 083 0 Aluminium FL 3

Minimum space: 316x178x348 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 4 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Minimum space: -
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: -

Info box

Info box

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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Ball sports

Scope of delivery

1 wooden goal 204x12x145 cm: pressure impregnated SW

5 62 027 0 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 wooden goal 324x12x225 cm: pressure impregnated SW

eibe fit Wooden Goal solo 3x2 m

eibe fit Wooden Goal solo 1,2x1,8 m

These wooden goals are ideal for playing beach soccer and will 
stand up to heavy use.  The goal posts are concreted in.

5 62 025 0 SW pi FL 3

Minimum space: 324x12x225 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

net not available
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Scope of delivery

1 target board 120x90 cm: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 basket: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 chain net: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 post L 325 cm: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 ground socket: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 target board 120x90 cm: GFRP
1 basket: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
1 chain net: hot-dip galvanised steel
1 post L 323 cm: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 
1 ground socket: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe fit Basketball System Robust

eibe fit Basketball System Steel Tube

A basketball system especially designed for football fields, 
playgrounds and schoolyards. The solid construction is made of 
galvanised steel profiles 90 x 3 mm. The overhang is 1250 mm. 
The basket is at a height of 305 cm and the system is installed 
by means of ground sockets.

The elegant basketball system for higher standards.  Steel tube 
Ø90 mm, overhang 1150 mm, target board made of GFRP.  
Basket height: 250 cm

5 62 044 0 Steel FL 3

5 62 051 0 Steel, gFRP FL 3

Minimum space: 162x120x352 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Minimum space: 163x120x323 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box

Info box
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Ball sports

Scope of delivery

1 basket: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel 

Scope of delivery

1 chain net: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 target board 1.20 x 0.90 m: GFRP

Scope of delivery

1 target board 1.80 x 1.05 m: GFRP

eibe fit Removable Basketball Basket, 35 kg

eibe fit Chain Net for Basketball Baskets

Basketball nylon net

eibe fit Basketball Target Board

The perfect solution for the problem of broken-off basketball 
baskets. The detachable basket is made of 20 mm solid steel 
and can be mounted to almost any target board.

Robust climbing net made of galvanized steel

All basketball target boards have the regulation markings. They 
are supplied without drill holes and can thus be perfectly aligned 
to fit the existing basket attachment on-site.

5 62 041 0 Steel -

5 62 065 0 Steel -

5 62 043 0 nylon -

5 62 038 0 gFRP -

5 62 039 0 gFRP -

Scope of delivery

1 ball distributor: GFRP 
1 post: hot-dip galvanised steel 
1 ground anchor: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe fit Ball Catcher as Ball Distributor
The Ball Catcher collects the balls from various directions and 
distributes them at random.  The posts are made of steel tube 
Ø90 mm.  
Total height approx. 250 cm

5 62 030 0 Steel, gFRP FL 3

Minimum space: Ø 200x200 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: 1x CF

Info box
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Scope of delivery

2 table legs: polymer concrete
1 table tennis board: GFRP
1 net: stainless steel

eibe fit Table Tennis Table, Outdoor Model GFRP Board
The eibe fit Outdoor Table Tennis Table is now also available 
with a board made of fibreglass-reinforced polyester. This 
heavy-duty material will stand up to the most extreme use 
– also in recreational areas used by the general public, in 
playgrounds, schools and swimming pools.  The two board 
halves are positioned on a hot-dip galvanised metal frame that is 
connected to the solid concrete sub-structure. This table tennis 
table can be securely set up everywhere and is guaranteed 
immovable. The indestructible net made of solid stainless steel 
is included in the price of the System.

5 62 037 0 gFRP FL 3

Minimum space: 875x550x300 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

Scope of delivery

1 table tennis board: GFRP
1 4-set of nets: stainless steel
4 table legs: polymer concrete

eibe fit Tables Tennis Table, Round GFRP

5 62 064 0 gFRP FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 table tennis board: polymer concrete
1 4-set of nets: stainless steel
4 table legs: concrete

eibe fit Table Tennis System, Round
The eibe fit Round Table Tennis system is frost-resistant and 
weatherproof and is ideally suited for leisure centres, parks and 
schools.

5 62 034 0 Acrylic concrete FL 3

Minimum space: Ø 640x250 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box
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Scope of delivery

2 table body: MDF
8 kicker rods: stainless steel
4 feet: powder-coated steel Scope of delivery

1 net: stainless steel

eibe fit Garden Table Football

eibe fit Stainless Steel Net for Table Tennis Table

Everybody enjoys playing table football, whether they play 
football themselves or not.  The kicker rods are made of 
non-corrosive stainless steel, while the black metal feet are 
powder-coated.

5 62 029 0 MDF, steel - 5 62 031 0 Stainless steel -

Ball sports

Scope of delivery

Table tennis table, rectangular, 274 x 152.5 cm, 
made of reinforced polymer concrete. Moulded-in 
playground markings. Substructure of reinforced 
polymer concrete with floor fastening. Total weight 
approx. 560kg

eibe fit table tennis unit Outdoor, green
The eibe fit table tennis unit Outdoor is equipped with a polymer 
concrete table top. This material is one of the most stable and 
solid materials available, as it has triple the pressure resistance 
and flexural strength of cement concrete. It has the added 
advantage of being resistant to aggressive chemical influences 
and UV radiation. It is absolutely frost- and weather-proof as 
well. The table tennis units Outdoor only differ in the colour of 
the table tops.

5 62 085 0 Polymer concrete FL 3

Scope of delivery

Table tennis table, rectangular, 274 x 152.5 cm, made of reinforced polymer concrete. 
Moulded-in playground markings. Substructure of reinforced polymer concrete with floor 
fastening. Total weight approx. 560kg

eibe fit table tennis unit Outdoor, blue

5 62 086 0 Polymer concrete FL 3

Scope of delivery

Aluminium net with holder, suitable for Outdoor table tennis units. Material thickness: 4mm

eibe fit aluminium net for table tennis unit Outdoor

5 62 087 0 Aluminium -
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Scope of delivery

1 net; PP 3 mm

Scope of delivery

1 ground socket: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

32 chess pieces: plastic

Scope of delivery

1 chess/drafts board: polyester

Scope of delivery

1 box 140x90x90 cm: weather-proof plastic

eibe fit Universal Net 900 x 100 cm eibe fit Ground Sockets for Concreting-in

eibe fit Chess Pieces, Outdoor, Polyester

eibe fit Chess and Drafts Board

eibe fit Box for Chess Pieces

Ideal for volleyball, fistball, tennis, beachball, badminton and 
other ball games where a net is required.  The mesh width is 10 
cm.

Made of steel for the volleyball system: with a centre bar for 
casting in concrete.

5 62 009 0 PP -
5 62 017 0 Steel -

5 62 071 0 Plastic -

5 62 073 0 Plastic -

5 62 075 0 Plastic -

Outdoor games encourage contact 

between people, provide rest and rela-

xation and keep body and mind active.  

The height of the unbreakable, weather-

proof plastic pieces: king 64 cm, pawns 

43 cm, diameter: 25cm.

Scope of delivery

2 posts including tensioning device: aluminium profiles

eibe fit Volleyball System Miami
Volleyball system made of special aluminium profiles Ø 83 mm.  
Prepared for ground sockets. The system can be used for both 
indoor and outdoor areas because of the tensioning device with 
the tensioning lever and chain.  Please order the net and ground 
sockets separately.

5 62 015 0 Aluminium FL 3

Minimum space: -
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 5 years and up
Foundations: -

Info box

eibe fit volleyball field 9x18 m
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Skating units

Sport & phySical fitneSS
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eibe rampart Skating units

For most avid fans, skating is more than just a sport; it‘s a way of life. It 
is trendy, a perfect combination of fun and games, and is an increasingly 
popular pastime with teenagers and young adults.

Skate parks enable the youth of today to satisfy their hunger for their sport in 
a safe environment without inconveniencing others. 

eibe will help you create the perfect playspace with a rampart skating facility 
as its centrepiece. Used by skaters and BMX fanatics, rampart facilities are 
multi-functional and always meet the end users‘ needs.

Optimum skating opportunities, high running smoothness, plus a host of 
other benefits:

· 100% abrasion-proof
· absolutely weather-resistant
· maintenance-free
· extremely quiet
· seamless
· dazzle-free in the sunlight
· does not heat up
· excellent grip also in the sunlight
· suitable for beginners, advanced skaters and pros
· optimum running characteristics for inline skaters, skaters, and BMX bikers
· useful life 10 - 15 years

The basic frame
The rampart skating facilities have a basic frame made from hot-dip 
galvanized steel tube, 30x30 mm. All  
skating rinks have an additional side panel of 1.5 mm hot-dip galvanized steel 
plate. This further reduces the noise emission from the eibe rampart skating  
facilities and and offers excellent protection from vandalism damage. All other 
skating  
elements like slides, rails, curbs, and grinds are made of galvanized steel  
tubing. All rampart skating elements can be mounted without foundations on 
any level, hard surface (tarmac, asphalt, concrete, etc.). At your request,  
Tecnivalor dowels are available to anchor the units even more safely in the 
ground.

Inspection and maintenance

rampart skating facilities require very little maintenance as they are made 
from fault-free, premium-quality materials and manufactured with the 
greatest care. Nevertheless, rampart skating facilities must be inspected and 
checked at regular intervals and repaired if necessary. This is particularly 
true for skating facilities in public areas. Regularly maintain and repair 
your skating facilities to ensure their optimum safety and long useful 
life (DIN33943/11.2000). To this end, have qualified experts check the 
skating facilities and their environment in regular intervals for safety and 
operativeness.
Before carrying out any modification to the design of the skating facility 
affecting its general safety, you must consult eibe or a qualified expert. Keep 
evidence of the regular checks and inspections of your skating facility to prove 
that you have always taken all necessary steps to maintain and care for it 
properly.

Warranty and safety

The basic frame and surface of all eibe rampart 
skating facilities are covered by 5 years warranty. 
It goes without saying that all eibe rampart skating 
facilities are TÜV tested and comply with DIN 
33943, as amended.
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- Different requirements for each user group:
Inline skaters prefer higher and larger elements, as they usually have 
a secure footing on their skates which are firmly fitted to the foot. 
Their maximum speed is 50 km/h.
BMX bikers need roughly the same sort of facilities as inline skaters. 
Skateboarders prefer flatter, lower facilities as their boards are not 
securely attached to the foot, which makes them less surefooted. 
Their maximum speed is 25 km/h.

- Skills and sizes of each user group. 
Division of users into skaters, inline skaters, and BMX cyclist groups.  

- How much space is available?
Minimum space for mini ramp: 100 sqm
Minimum space for street course approx. 300 sqm

- The surface must be suitable for skating, absolutely level, 
and with an inclination of approx. 2% to allow for rain water 
drainage. 
- Fine-grade asphalt or concrete are particularly well suited as 
an underground. 
- Is it possible to position all skating equipment on the planned 
area so as to comply with valid norms and standards?
- Does the facility‘s arrangement make sense and is it suitable 
for skating? 
- The elements should be spaced at a minimum distance of 5 m, 
with up to 10 m for larger installation heights.

Rule of thumb:
Distance of one quarter-pipe to the next street element:
min. installation height x 5 max. installation height x 7.
Start-up distance without quarter-pipe: approx. 10 m

- Distance to next residential building?
- Do you need to take special measures for noise protection?
- Do you need to set up noticeboards with safety information 
(Art. No. 5302040) in the local language?
- Should we enclose a drawing with our quotation, or do you 
already have an idea for design and/or layout?
- Should benches and rubbish bins be provided?
- Should additional equipment for teenagers be included in the 
planning, e.g. pavilion, teenager bench Wave, etc.?
Fewer girls than boys like to skate - their requirements should also be 
taken into consideration during the planning phase.
- Who will assemble the equipment?
A trained erecting engineer should be present on site at all times 
while the equipment is being assembled.

Check list for planning and building 
skating facilities
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Skating units

          Improved edge protection
Bolted rectangular profiles made of stainless steel tube provide additional  
protection for the edges of the running surface. They not only keep the surface 
material safely in place but also make it possible to use the edges for grinding – 
for added skating fun and stunt options. 

         Connection by through bolts
Running surface and base frame are connected by through bolts with  
self-locking counter-nuts. Besides preventing the bolts from coming loose from 
the surface material, this feature provides added safety and noise reduction.

         Additional noise reduction
rampart skating facilities are very quiet. This is due to an innovative noise 
reduction feature and has been confirmed by the TFÜ (Technical Supervisory 
Association) by means of comparative noise measurement.
With the additional insulation, an average noise reduction of almost 3dB(A) was 
achieved. This means that the noise emanating from the existing sources was 
reduced by half: two quarter-pipes in the insulated rampart version do not make 
more noise than one uninsulated quarter-pipe.
Comparing the insulated version with a wooden quarter-pipe, the difference is as 
high as max. 5.4 dB(A).
Thus, a wooden quarter-pipe would be almost as loud as four insulated  
rampart skating facilities.

The surface is what makes the difference
eibe skating units are equipped with a specifically developed seamless glass 
fibre polyester material. This „silent cover“ derives its unique properties from 
its composition that ensures optimum skating properties for highest quality 
expectations: 
- 100% abrasion-proof
- absolutely weather-resistant
- maintenance-free
- extremely quiet
- seamless
- dazzle-free in the sunlight
- does not heat up
- excellent grip also in the sunlight
- suitable for beginners, advanced skaters and pros
- optimum running characteristics for inline skaters, skaters, and BMX bikers
- useful life 10 - 15 years
Cover with structured surface for even more grip.

The basic colour of the glass fibre polyester cover material is green.
Worn or defective surface covers of existing skating units can be re-covered with 
the glass fibre polyester material.
We recommend the following surface covers:
5302000   6 mm polyester, for street elements
5302010   7 mm polyester, for mini ramps 
The basic frame
eibe skating facilities have a basic frame made from hot-dip galvanized steel tube, 
30x30 mm, and can be mounted on any level, hard surface (asphalt, concrete, 
etc.). We recommend that you build foundations beneath the skating facilities. 
All slides, curbs, rails and grinds are made of galvanized steel tubing. 
eibe skating rinks have a side panel of 1.5 mm hot-dip galvanized steel plate. This 
reduces the noise emission and is an excellent protection from vandalism damage. 
The basic frame and glass fibre polyester cover material of all eibe rampart 
skating facilities are covered by 5 years warranty.
Warranty and safety
All eibe skating facilities are TÜV tested. 

Quality features / materials:

- hot-dip galvanized steel metal parts with non-corrosive coating with or without powder coating

- stainless steel (V2A): stainless nickel-plated steel with chrome alloy

- GFRP: weather-resistant, glass fibre reinforced plastic board with good abrasion properties.

Materials Overview
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eibe rampart skate park Rooky

eibe rampart skate park Scary

Planning example

Planning example

We will be happy to plan your individual skate park. Based on your wishes and 

ideas, our experienced planners will create successful skate parks.

For more information on the different skating facilities, please contact your ei-

be sales expert or go to www.eibe.net.

5 30 032 0

5 30 016 0

5 30 038 0 5 30 030 0

5 30 025 0

5 30 023 0

5 30 030 0

5 30 113 0

5 30 038 0

5 30 026 0

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSuLting
on Site
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eibe rampart skate park Rooky

Skating units
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 Products Overview 3D display as an example only! Coating colour is not blue - please see photographs for colours available.

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.2x2.4

eibe rampart Mini-Ramp 1.5 
closed

eibe rampart Wallride big

eibe rampart Midi-Ramp 1.8 
closed eibe rampart Bank 0.4 eibe rampart Bank 0.6

eibe rampart Startplatform 1.2x2.4 eibe rampart Startplatform 1.8x3.6 eibe rampart Two Level Quarterpipe

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5x3.6 eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.8x3.6

eibe rampart Flatland 1.2x4.8

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5x2.4
5 30 016 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 31 001 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 005 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 31 002 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 030 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 029 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 049 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 019 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 015 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 035 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 036 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 023 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 042 0 Steel, gFRP -

eibe rampart Quarterpipe 0.8 F eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.2 F eibe rampart Quarterpipe 1.5 F
5 30 950 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 951 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 952 0 Steel, gFRP -
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eibe rampart Jump Ramp 0.6 eibe rampart Jump Ramp 0.8 eibe rampart SSW 0.8
5 30 026 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 025 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 027 0 Steel, gFRP -

Skating units

3D display as an example only! Coating colour is not blue - please see photographs for colours available. Products Overview

eibe rampart 1/2 Pyramid with 
wall

eibe rampart Wave little

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox
eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with 
slide

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with 
slide & curb

eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox with 
slide eibe rampart Full funbox

eibe rampart Full funbox with 
slide

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with 
ledge and 1/2 Pyramid eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox

eibe rampart 3/4 Funbox with 
slide

5 30 047 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 008 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 100 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 102 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 103 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 111 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 112 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 113 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 009 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 104 0 Steel, gFRP -

5 30 106 0 Steel, gFRP -

eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox F
eibe rampart 1/2 Funbox with 
slide F

5 30 960 0 Steel, gFRP - 5 30 962 0 Steel, gFRP -



Benutzerhinweise

Befahren auf eigene Gefahr

Befahren mit Fahrrädern nicht gestat-
tet (mit Ausnahme von BMX-Fahrrä-
dern nach DIN 79105)

Benutzung der Anlage nur mit geeig-
neter Schutzausrüstung wie Kopf-, 
Knie-, Handgelenk- und Ellenbogen-
schützern

Sicherheitsbereiche sind keine Aufent-
haltsbereiche und freizuhalten

Auf andere Benutzer achten!

·

·

·

·

·

eibe Produktion + Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG
Industriestraße 1 | 97285 Röttingen | Germany
Tel. +49 (0) 93 38 89-0 | Fax +49 (0) 93 38 89-199
www.eibe.de

Safety Rulesenter the skatepark on your own risk

driving with bicycle is forbidden

only use this skatepark with protectors 

an protection helmet

keep the safety areas free

keep an eye on other persons

·

·

·

·

·

eibe Produktion + Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG

Industriestraße 1 | 97285 Röttingen | Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 93 38 89-0 | Fax +49 (0) 93 38 89-199

www.eibe.de
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eibe rampart Curb 2 metres eibe rampart Curb 3 metresQuartz synthetic coating 6mm

Safety sign for skate parks

Quartz synthetic coating 7mm

5 30 033 0 Steel - 5 30 034 0 Steel -5 30 200 0 gFRP -

5 30 204 0 Plexiglas -

5 30 201 0 gFRP -

eibe rampart Handrail 3 metres eibe rampart Grind 4 metres eibe rampart Handrail 6 metres

eibe rampart Curved Grind Rail 
6000

5 30 032 0 Steel - 5 30 039 0 Steel - 5 30 031 0 Steel -

5 30 074 0 Steel -

eibe rampart Ollie-Box 3.0
5 30 038 0 Steel, gFRP -

 Products Overview 3D display as an example only! Coating colour is not blue - please see photographs for colours available.
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Skating units
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Find the printed QR code at the 
Start column of the Interactive 
Zone.

Instructions are provided for 
every game, plus information 
about the different levels of 
difficulty that you can even 
play in the dark.

Read the QR code with your 
smartphone and call up a ma-
ximum of 8 current games.

In three stops into the I-Zone: Switch your mobile on 

and go to the Play world.
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Interactive

InteractIve

Truly animating – 8 games with 
individual degrees of difficulty

The I-Zone inspires the young and 
the old. The interactive play and 
physical activity concept is a true 
challenge for fitness and team 
spirit. It allows people of diffe-
rent ages and group affiliations to 
play together. Thanks to adaptive 
learning options, all users im-
prove their skills faster and more 
efficiently. Fitness, coordination, 
and memory – this is how you train 
these faculties today!



I-Zone
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Defeat you competitors in a game 
of eTennis. The speed of the game 
automatically adapts to the players. 
Reactivity training 

This game for teams is great fun. Up to six teams can play 
simultaneously. Two pairs play each other. The team that 
hits its satellites last must quit the game. The team that 
stays in the longest is the winner.
Team play, fun, and competition 

Beat your competitors on an identical 
track. Pay attention to your competitor‘s 
movements and speed. A fast game. 
Body coordination, reactivity, and sense of 
balance

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

Consulting
on site
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I-Zone

Minimum space: 600x200x120 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 9x CF

5 52 130 0 steel Fl 3

Scope of delivery

8 Post: Steel, Duplex
8 satellites with software: shock resistant plastic
1 set of cables with connector box and transformer 220/24V
Mounting hardware

eibe I-Zone 1

challenging
Children, teenagers and adults love being face to face with the 
opponent and competing with others in a team. These action-
laden games are great play value. Integrated in an attractive 
playing field, they stimulate onlookers to join in, are highly 
entertaining, and involve plenty of physical activity.  
I-zone 1 is low-maintenance, affordable, vandalism-resistant, 
and has a small footprint. To put it simply, the package provides 
maximum play value at low operating costs.

Info box

Illustration does not correspond to the 
scope of delivery.
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Defeat you competitors in a 
game of eTennis. The speed of 
the game automatically adapts 
to the players. 
Reactivity training 

Find the matching patterns under the 
satellites in the entire playing field. 
The task is getting more and more 
difficult for the players. Designed 
for two or more players or teams; 
particularly suitable for schools.
Memory training 

After the start of ‚Stop Watch‘, take the outer or inner track 
and follow the route. Try to hit the satellites one after the other. 
The players decide themselves which way to take through the 
satellites.
Motivation and competition 

Two players or teams compete. 
The winner is the team that hits 
more satellites of the team‘s 
colour within 30 seconds.
Action, fun, and competition 
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I-Zone

Minimum space: 1200x550x120 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 13x CF

5 52 140 0 steel Fl 3

Scope of delivery

12 Post: Steel, Duplex
12 satellites with software: shock resistant plastic
1 set of cables with connector box and transformer 220/24V
Mounting hardware

eibe I-Zone 8
endless flow
This unit allows playing in an endless flow and provides for an 
unforgettable action experience for every age group. Suitable for 
young and older users as the degree of difficulty of the games 
individually adapts to the skill of the players. The attractively 
shaped playing field with its beautiful colours and harmonious 
design is an eye catcher for every outdoor playground and 
innovative free space. 

Info box
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Defeat you competitors in a game of Chaos. 
The speed of the game automatically 
adapts to the players. A high-speed game 
which is best when played by several 
players.
Reactivity and coordination 

After the start of ‚Stop Watch‘, take the 
outer or inner track and follow the route. Try 
to hit the satellites one after the other. The 
players decide themselves which way to 
take through the satellites.
Motivation and competition 

Find the matching patterns under the 
satellites in the entire playing field. The task 
is getting more and more difficult for the 
players. Designed for two or more players 
or teams; particularly suitable for schools.
Memory training 

Two players or teams compete. The winner 
is the team that hits more satellites of the 
team‘s colour within 30 seconds.
Action, fun, and competition 

This game for teams is great fun. Up to 
six teams can play simultaneously. Two 
pairs play each other. The team that hits its 
satellites last must quit the game. The team 
that stays in the longest is the winner.
Team play, fun, and competition 
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Minimum space: 1275x1210x120 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 16x CF

5 52 150 0 steel Fl 3

Scope of delivery

16 Post: Steel, Duplex
16 satellites with software: shock resistant plastic
1 set of cables with connector box and transformer 220/24V
Mounting hardware

eibe I-Zone Q
social hotspot
Thanks to its highly inviting characteristics, the I-zone Q creates 
relationships between individuals and groups of any age range. 
Appealingly shaped, the playing field turns into a get-together-
zone for spontaneous games and competitions. The innovative 
hot-spot promotes new contacts between people and stimulates 
young and older users to playful physical activity. 

Info box

I-Zone
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Playing computer games 
out of doors, in a team

Minimum space: 979x766x260 cm
Free falling height: 250 cm
Impact protection net: 76 m²
Recommended age group 6 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 52 100 0 stainless steel Fl 3

Scope of delivery

Set of spider legs, welded: stainless steel
Spider body: GFRP
16 satellites with software: impact-resistant synthetic material
Cable set with connector box and transformer 220/24 V
Instruction board with posts in the local language

PlayAlive Spider
Finally, computer games have been integrated into public
playgrounds in a meaningful manner. The new generation 
of interactive play equipment promotes physical activity, co-
ordination, perception and team spirit. Children are magically 
attracted to the robust controls with their vandalism-proof 
satellite caps. The unique climbing spider contains a wide 
variety of game programmes and levels that the users can 
choose themselves. A computer game with physical activities.

Info box

Scope of delivery

Set welded spider legs: Steel, Duplex
Spider‘s body: Fiberglass
12 satellites with software: shock resistant plastic
Wiring kit with connector box and transformer 220/24V
Information board with posts in the local language
Mounting material, product passport

PlayAlive Spider 12

5 52 120 0 steel Fl 3
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Interactive

Additional vandal-
proofing for the 
toughest environ-
mental conditions.

Scope of delivery

16 satellites Caps: Cast Iron

Scope of delivery

1 satellite Ncap: cat iron

Set of satellite caps for PlayAlive Spider

Satellite cap 1 pc.

5 52 110 0 grey-cast -

5 52 209 0 grey-cast -

Defeat you competitors in a game of Chaos. The speed 
of the game automatically adapts to the players. A high-
speed game which is best when played by several players.
Reactivity and coordination 

Try to hit as many satellites as possible in 30 seconds and 
beat the high score. A very lively game.
Fitness and speed

Two players or teams compete. The winner is the team that 
hits more satellites of the team‘s colour within 30 seconds.
Action, fun, and competition 



Scope of delivery

1x table surface
2x fixed to bench area

paradiso seating group Sitmo

Added value for every garden: classical bench-and-table set 
in robinia design.

Minimum space: 500x450 cm
Free falling height: 45 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 1 year and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 45 087 053 06 Robinia FL 3

Info box

Bench height 45 cm 

Bench length 200 cm 

Bench depth 42 cm 

Depth of entire set 180 cm 

Table height 72 cm 

Table depth 86 cm
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Seating furniture

Seating furniture, Impact attenuation

New

Impact Protection from 621

Impact attenuation - examples
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5 10 063 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 063 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo toddlers‘ bench without backrest Sederli 
mini

5 10 064 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 064 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo toddlers‘ stool Sederli mini

5 10 065 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 065 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo toddlers‘ table Sederli mini

5 10 062 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 062 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo toddlers‘ bench with backrest Sederli mini

5 10 066 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 066 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo toddlers‘ bench-and-table suite Sederli mini

movable

Table length 135 cm

Stool length 60 cm

Bench length 125 cm

Bench length 125 cm

Seat height 26 cm

Table height 46 cm

Nursery / U3

Scope of delivery

1x table: 135x51x46 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench with backrest: 125x30x26 cm, backrest 
height 52 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench without backrest: 125x30x26 cm, SW, 
powdered steel
2x stool: 60x30x26 cm, SW, powdered steel

*

*

*

*

*
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Seating furniture

Our bench-and-table suite for children Sederli is characterized by a 
sturdy, ergonomic, mobile, design that matches children‘s tastes and 
requirements.
The children can move and rearrange  
the elements themselves.

5 10 085 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 085 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo adults‘ table Sederli maxi
5 10 070 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 070 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo children‘s table Sederli midi

5 10 084 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 084 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo adults‘ stool Sederli maxi
5 10 069 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 069 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo children‘s stool Sederli midi

5 10 082 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 082 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo adults‘ bench with backrest Sederli maxi
5 10 067 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 067 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo children‘s bench with backrest Sederli midi

5 10 083 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 083 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo adults‘ bench without backrest Sederli maxi
5 10 068 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 068 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo children‘s bench without backrest Sederli 
midi

5 10 086 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 086 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo adults‘ bench-and-table suite Sederli maxi
5 10 071 010 00 SW pi -
5 10 071 040 00 Larch, oil-primed -

eibe playo children‘s bench-and-table suite Sederli midi

Seat height 35 cm Seat height 42 cm

Table height 57 cm Table height 70 cm
Scope of delivery

1x table: 135x51x57 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench with backrest: 125x30x32 cm, backrest 
height 65 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench without backrest: 125x30x35 cm, SW, 
powdered steel
2x stool: 60x30x35 cm, SW, powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1x table: 135x51x70 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench with backrest: 125x30x42 cm, backrest 
height 85 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x bench without backrest: 125x30x42 cm, SW, 
powdered steel
2x stool: 60x30x42 cm, SW, powdered steel

Seat height nursery/U3: 26 cm
Seat height kindergarten: 35 cm

Seat height after-school care centre/adults: 42 cm

best performance

Special frame geometry for 
tilt-resistance

Kindergarten After-school care centre/adults

*

*

*

*

*
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5 60 026 0 SW pi, steel -

Children‘s seat set, 3-pc.

5 60 002 0 SW pi -

5 60 003 0 SW pi -

5 60 076 0 SW pi, steel -

Scope of delivery

1x 5600760 table: 135x50x55 cm, SW, powdered steel
1x 5600770 bench with backrest: 135x30x31 cm, backrest height 60 cm, SW, 
powdered steel 
1x 5600780 bench without backrest: 135x30x31 cm, SW, powdered steel

Scope of delivery

Hexagonal table: 136x123x55 cm, pressure-impregnated SW, HPL

Scope of delivery

Trapezoid bench: 116x32x30 cm, pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

Table: 135x50x55 cm, SW, powdered steel

Hexagonal table

Trapezoid bench

Children‘s seat set

The children‘s bench-and-table-kit made of enamelled steel 
tubing invites children to relax or to have a picnic lunch.

The eibe hexagonal table accommodates 6 to 12 children. With 
abrasion-proof HPL tabletop. For much company at the table, for 
discussing, telling stories, playing and communicating. The ideal 
place to learn what team spirit is about.

With the hexagonal table, we recommend this trapezoid bench 
made of soft wood.

5 60 078 0 SW pi, steel -

5 60 077 0 SW pi, steel -

Scope of delivery

Bench without backrest: 135x30x31 cm, SW, powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1 bench with backrest: 135x30x31 cm, backrest height 60 cm, SW, powdered steel

Children‘s seat set

Children‘s seat set

Children‘s 3-pc. bench-and-table suite

Table 135x50x55 cm

Bench with backrest 135x30x31 cm

Bench 135x30x31 cm

Bench height 30 cm

Table height 52 cm, ⌀= 136 cm
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Seating furniture

Minimum space: 298x149x212 cm
Free falling height: 32 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 2 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

5 59 260 0 SW pi FL 3

Info box

Scope of delivery

1x 5592320 eibini figure Cookadoodle: pressure impregnated SW
1x 5593030 eibini rubbish bin Ducky: pressure impregnated SW
1x 5592350 eibini figure Lolly: pressure impregnated SW
2x 5601760 eibini seat/table top: pressure impregnated SW
1x 5601770 eibini seat with backrest: pressure impregnated SW
1x round-head palisade for table: pressure impregnated SW

eibini Arena

The eibini Arena is the cosy seating arrangement for having a 
chit-chat and for watching the world go by.  Includes litter bin.

5 60 176 0 SW pi -

5 60 177 0 SW pi -

5 55 005 0 SW pi FL 3

5 55 006 0 SW pi FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 seat/table top: 102x40 cm, pressure impregnated SW 
2 mounting brackets: powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1 seat with backrest: 104x40 cm, pressure impregnated SW 
2 mounting brackets: powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1 post L 110 cm, ⌀= 14 cm: pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 post 140 x ø14 cm: pressure-impregnated SW

eibini Seat and  
Table Surfaces

eibini Seat Surface with Backrest

eibe Rounded-Head  Surface, Palisade for Seat

eibe Rounded-Head Palisade for Table

An amazingly simple system – pre-assembled seat and table 
surfaces are bolted to round, wooden palisades:  The special 
design of the seat and table surfaces allows you to arrange 
seats and tables according to your individual requirements and 
available space – either upright or to an angle of up to 45°.
Additional charm is provided by including our eibini figures in the 
system. These can be used as posts as with our rounded-head 
palisades.
The eibe rounded-head palisades for seat and table heights are 
supplied with ground anchors and screws, and can be bolted to 
foundations.

5 59 303 0 SW pi -

5 60 047 0 Steel FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 post: pressure-impregnated SW, PE
1 pc. rubbish bin: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 post L=120 cm: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibini Litter Bin Ducky

Metal Litter Bin Posts

The eibini Ducky is a litter bin made of hot-dip galvanised metal 
and has a stove-enamel colour finish.

Seat height 32 cm

*

*

*
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This suite of tables and seats is ideal for kindergartens, schools, 
gardens and parks, picnic areas and open-air swimming pools. 
The solid design of the benches’ substructure guarantees its 
stability, even on a soft surface such as lawn.

Using this kit, the components of the Spessart set of table and 
seats can be permanently fixed to any load-bearing surface or 
concrete foundation on-site.

5 60 019 0 SW pi -

5 60 009 0 SW pi -

5 63 218 0 Steel -

5 60 015 0 SW pi -

5 60 008 0 SW pi -

5 60 011 0 SW pi -

5 60 012 0 SW pi -

5 60 013 0 SW pi -

5 60 016 0 SW pi -

5 60 017 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1x 5600170 square timber table: 150x62x65 cm, pressure impregnated SW
1x 5600150 square timber bench Spessart with backrest: 150x40x40 cm, backrest height 
76 cm, pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5600160 square timber bench Spessart: 150x40x40 cm, pressure-impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1x 5601460 round table: ø 130x74 cm, pressure- impregnated SW
1x 5601440 round bench with backrest: 210x40x43 cm, arch length 183 cm, backrest height = 
88 cm, pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5601450 round bench without backrest: arch length 183x40x43cm, pressure-impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1x 5600130 square timber table: 150x62x70 cm, pressure impregnated SW
1x 5600110 square timber bench Spessart with backrest:  150x40x46 cm, backrest height 
82 cm, pressure-impregnated SW
1x 5600120 square timber bench Spessart without backrest:  150x40x46 cm, pressure-
impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

2 mounting brackets: galvanised steel
Mounting material

Scope of delivery

1 pergola bench: pressure impregnated SW

eibe cité Spessart Set of Table and Seats

eibe cité Spessart Set of Table and Seats

eibe Ground Fixing Kit for the Spessart/Thuringia

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench with Backrest

eibe cité Thuringia Bower Bench

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench with Backrest

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench

Spessart Squared Timber Table

Spessart Squared Timber Park Bench

Spessart Squared Timber Table

For quiet chats, party games or just sitting together and relaxing, 
the Thuringia Set of Table and Seats is ideal as it provides space 
for up to 12 people.

The Thuringia Bower Bench is ideal for erecting around a tree or 
in a corner of a garden or park. A shady spot under the trees.

eibe cité Thuringia Set of Table and Seats

eibe cité Thuringia Round Park Bench with Backrest

eibe cité Thuringia Round Park Bench

eibe cité Thuringia Round Table

5 60 143 0 SW pi -

5 60 144 0 SW pi -

5 60 145 0 SW pi -

5 60 146 0 SW pi -

Other tables and benches available on request

Length 150 cm

Length 200 cm

Bench height 40 cm

Seat height 43 cm

Table height 70 cm

Table height 75 cm

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*

*
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Seating furniture

The permanent attachment on a load-bearing surface or to 
concrete foundations cast on-site is possible at any time using 
this kit.
For the complete eibini Set of Table and Seats, 3 Ground Fixing 
Kits are required.

5 60 156 0 SW pi -

5 60 155 0 SW pi -

5 60 154 0 SW pi -

5 63 219 0 Steel 

Scope of delivery

Table: 200x64x78 cm, pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

Bench with backrest: 200x48x43 cm, backrest height 76 cm, 
pressure-impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

Bench without backrest: 200x48x43 cm, pressure-impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

4 mounting brackets: galvanised steel 
Mounting material 

eibini table

eibini bench with backrest

eibini Bench without backrest

Ground Fixing Kit for the eibini Set of Table and Seats

5 60 172 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

1 table-and-chair suite, 160x155x74 cm: robinia

eibe cité bench-and-table set  
‚Eulenberg‘

As this bench and table set is united into one single element, it 
can be moved to a new place quickly and easily.

5 60 171 0 Robinia -

Scope of delivery

1 table-and-chair suite, 120x95x60 cm: robinia

eibe playo bench-and-table set  
‚Sheep pasture‘

When playing outdoors, our children love to sit in a small group 
to play or have lunch together, or to have a good chat.

The attractively shaped table-and-chair suie invites to have a 
rest and a nice chat.

Length 120 cm, table height 60 cm, bench height 31 cm Length 160 cm, table height 74 cm, seat height 45 cm

Bench length 200 cm 

Table height78 cm 

Table width 64 cm

Seat height 43 cm

Seat depth 48 cm

Backrest height 76 cm

New
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Scope of delivery

1 bench: grey-cast, glazed fir 

150 cm

200 cm

Benches Fichtelberg
This bench forms a pleasant contrast to its natural surroundings, 
is comfortable and ergonomically designed to fit the shape of 
your body and invites you to sit down and while away the hours.

5 60 030 0 Steel, SW pi -

5 60 101 0 SW pi -

5 60 100 0 SW pi -

Scope of delivery

Bench 200x41x46 cm, backrest height 75 cm: SW
Bench substructure: galvanised steel

Monika park bench

The park bench Monika is of classic design with clear, well-
balanced lines. Thanks to its generous dimensions, it is 
extremely stable.

New

Length 200 cm 

Seat height 46 cm 

Seat depth 41 cm

Backrest height 75 cm
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Seating furniture

Backrest height 82 cm 

Bench length 200 cm

eibe fantallica bench with backrest, seat height 42 cm

eibe fantallica bench without backrest,  
seat height 42 cm

Scope of delivery

1 bench with backrest: 200x36x42 cm, backrest height 82 cm, Douglas fir
1 bench substructure: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

Scope of delivery

1 bench without backrest:  200x36x42 cm, Douglas fir
1 bench substructure: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

                          A place to relax in!
The new seating furniture is colour  
co-ordinated to match our range of  
fantallica play equipment

5 30 011 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 011 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 011 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 011 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 011 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

5 30 012 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 012 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 012 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 012 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 012 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Minimum space: 227x48x82 cm
Free falling height: 42 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

Minimum space: 227x36x47 cm
Free falling height: 42 cm
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group -
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

5 30 013 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 013 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 013 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 013 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 013 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 rubbish bin: stainless steel ø 40 cm, H = 118 cm
1 post: hot-dip galvanised and powdered steel

eibe fantallica rubbish bin with posts
Tidiness is a must! The rubbish bin is a perfect match for the range of 
fantallica play equipment.

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

Seat height 42 cm 

Seat depth 36 cm 

Seat height 42 cm 

Seat depth 36 cm 

Bench length 200 cm
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eibe ecorino bench Galini, with backrest

eibe ecorino table Galini eibe ecorino bench Galini

Scope of delivery

Bench with backrest: 154x27x48 cm, seat rest 75 cm, SW, PP
Post base: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Table: 154x46x75 cm,SW, PP 
Post base: hot-dip galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

Bench without backrest: 154x27x48 cm, SW, PP 
Post base: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe ecorino seating scape Galini
The seating furniture ’Galini‘ has much room for 

relaxation and recreation during and after the play 

session.

5 15 038 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 038 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 039 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 039 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

5 15 040 013 01 SW pi FL 3
5 15 040 043 01 Larch, oil-primed FL 3

Minimum space: 722x608x390 cm
Free falling height: 210 cm
Impact protection net: 37,4 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 15x CF

Info box

Length 154 cm Table height 75 cm, 

Backrest height 75 cm

Seat height 48 cm table depth 46 cm, 

Seat depth 27 cm table length 154 cm

*

* *
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Seating furniture

Scope of delivery

1 hexagonal pavilion: pressure-impregnated SW, stainless steel
4 parapets: pressure-impregnated SW
4 park benches: seat height 43 cm, pressure-impregnated SW
Post shoes: hot-dip galvanised steel

eibe cité Hexagonal Pavilion with Weather Boarding

As a shelter for get-togethers and in rest areas, the spacious 
Pavilion offers protection from sun.

Minimum space: 419x365x344 cm
Free falling height: -
Impact protection net: -
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 6x CF

5 55 509 5 SW pi FL 3

Info box

Height 344 cm 

Seat height 43 cm
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eibe fantallica teenagers‘ bench M47

Scope of delivery

1 log bench: stainless steel

Teenagers can chill out here!

5 30 008 121 00 Stainless steel FL 3
5 30 008 122 00 Stainless steel FL 2
5 30 008 131 00 Steel FL 3
5 30 008 132 00 Steel FL 2

Minimum space: 430x360x259 cm
Free falling height: 79 cm
Impact protection net: 13,6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

eibe fantallica teenagers‘ meeting point M46

Scope of delivery

Set of benches, set of table and roof surfaces: galvanised and powder coated steel.

An ideal meeting place for teenagers to hang out, chat, relax and 
check things out

5 30 007 143 23 Steel, turquoise FL 3
5 30 007 143 24 Steel, blue FL 3
5 30 007 143 25 Steel, grey FL 3
5 30 007 143 26 Steel, red FL 3
5 30 007 143 27 Steel, orange FL 3

Minimum space: 543x469x252 cm
Free falling height: 110 cm
Impact protection net: 19,3 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 4x CF

Info box

Beam length 160 cm 

Beam height 85 cm + 36 cm

Select one of 5 attractive colours
Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015
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Seating furniture

5 60 189 0 SW pi FL 2
5 60 190 0 SW pi FL 1

Scope of delivery

1 log bench: hot-dip galvanised steel,  
pressure-impregnated SW

eibe fit log benches for foundation mounting

The eibe fit log benches:  the seating option with a simple 
design and an appealing functionality.

5 60 004 0 Stainless steel FL 2

Scope of delivery

1 net couch: stainless steel, poly-coated steel 
cable

eibe fit Net Couch
The eibe cité Netcouch is sure to impress with its futuristic 
design and is also extremely vandalproof. The frame is 
completely made of stainless steel.

Minimum space: 456x219x301 cm
Free falling height: 121 cm
Impact protection net: 6 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box

Beam length 160 cm 

Beam height 85 cm + 36 cm

*

Minimum space: 460x312x265 cm
Free falling height: 85 cm
Impact protection net: 12,5 m²
Recommended age group 3 years and up
Foundations: 2x CF

Info box
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Rubbish bins

5 60 042 0 SW pi -

5 60 331 80 Steel -

5 60 038 0 SW pi -

5 60 046 0 Steel -

Scope of delivery

1 rubbish box H 100 cm, D 45 cm: pressure impregnated SW, 
plastic, galvanised steel

Scope of delivery

1 litter bin: hot-dip galvanized and powder-coated steel

Scope of delivery

1 rubbish bin, wood, 46x46x60 cm with wire basket insert:  wire 
basket, pressure impregnated SW

Scope of delivery

1 pc. waste paper basket, D 25 cm, H 40 cm: hot-dip galvanized 
steel, Rail and key

eibe cité Wooden Waste Box

Rubbish bin Cian

eibe cité Wooden Litter Bin

eibe cité Litter Bin Metal

The eibe Wooden Waste Box can be used with 
a plastic bag.

This metal waste bin blends into its 
surrounding perfectly. Available in two metallic 
colours

The removable basket consists of spot-
welded, 2 mm-thick wire mesh.

The metal waste bin has an impressively 
simple design an a removable basket and lock

5 62 090 0 Polymer concrete FL 3 5 60 329 0 Douglas fir -

Scope of delivery

1 table: weatherproof polymer concrete
Scope of delivery

1 stool 50x50x45 cm: Douglas fir
Wooden structure: hot-dip galvanised steel

Outdoor bistro table Seat cube

This highly-modern stand up table is great for a get-together. The seat cube is excellently suited for use as a chair, to delimit 
areas, or to provide an additional design element.
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Impact  
attenuation

*3 Without silty or clayey particles.

Ground material *1 Description Minimum thickness 
of layer *2 (mm)

Max. height 
of fall (mm)

Concrete / stone
Bitumen-bound surfaces
Topsoil
Grass

Bark mulch

Woodchips

Sand³

Gravel³ Grain size 2 to 8 mm

Grain size 0.2 to 2 mm

Wood, reduced in size mechanically (no 
derived timber products), without bark or
foliage, grain 5 to 30 mm

Granulated softwood bark, grain size 20 
mm to 80 mm

in Germany
in Austria and Switzerland

other surface materials and 
other layer thicknesses

critical height of fall 
as tested

as tested pursuant to HIC (see EN 1177)

*2 In case of loose fill material, 100 mm must be added to the minimum layer thickness to compensate for the displacement through use.
*1 Surfacing materials suitable for children‘s playgrounds

Quality tested and certified 
pursuant to DIN ISO 9001, DIN EN 
1177:2008, ASTM F 1292:2004, EN 
71/3

Recycled granulated rubber and 
coloured binder

Pre-mounted connectors prevent 
slipping and removal

Highest safety and long useful life

With dome-shaped bottom for 
excellent drainage

Advantages:

The impact attenuation tiles provide highest safety standards on 
children‘s playgrounds. They attenuate the impact of a child jumping 
or falling off a play unit, reducing the risk of injury. Children like the 
feel of the tiles and can romp free of danger.

Owing to the excellent water 
permeability of the material, playing 
on the tiles is possible in all weather

with dome-shaped bottom for 
excellent drainage

200
300

200
300

200
300

< 600
< 600
< 1000

< 1000
< 1500 

< 2000
< 3000

< 2000
< 3000

< 2000
< 3000
< 2000
< 3000

200
300



30 mm                   55 mm                    70 mm                                     110 mm

Unterbauplatte 40 mm

1,00 m             

1,75 m             

2,10 m             

3,00 m             Plattenstärken mit entsprechenden Fallhöhen

1

2

3
4

5
6

1  Untergrund verdichten
2  Tragschicht, je nach Örtlichkeit, 
    ca. 15 cm Schotterschicht
3  Pflasterbett, ca. 3 cm Splitt
4  Fallschutzplatten
5  Rabatteneinfassung
6  Ebenerdiger Erdanschluss

Untergrund im Aufbau

30 mm                   55 mm                    70 mm                                     110 mm

Unterbauplatte 40 mm

1,00 m             

1,75 m             

2,10 m             

3,00 m             Plattenstärken mit entsprechenden Fallhöhen

1

2

3
4

5
6

1  Untergrund verdichten
2  Tragschicht, je nach Örtlichkeit, 
    ca. 15 cm Schotterschicht
3  Pflasterbett, ca. 3 cm Splitt
4  Fallschutzplatten
5  Rabatteneinfassung
6  Ebenerdiger Erdanschluss

Untergrund im Aufbau
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Standard impact 
attenuation tile

Heavy duty flooring for football, streetball, volleyball and basketball. 
HIC certified.

Foundation tile 40 mm

1. Compact the underground
2. Base layer, depending on situation on site,
    approx. 15 cm gravel
3. Setting bed, approx. 3 cm chippings
4. Impact attenuation tiles
5. Borders
6. Connection at ground level

5 63 539 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 540 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 541 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 542 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 551 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 553 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 554 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 555 0 Rubber granulate -

red-brown green

Price per sqm

Falling height < 100 cm

Falling height < 175 cm

Falling height < 210 cm

Falling height < 300 cm

Impact attenuation for free falling heights 
100 cm, 175 cm, 210 cm or 300 cm
Tile thicknesses for respective falling heights

Layout of substructure

50 x 50 cm

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 50x50x3 cm 
each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 50x50x5.5 cm 
each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 50x50x7 cm 
each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 50x50x11 cm 
each: Rubber granulate, 1 tile H 7 cm, 1 tile H 
4 cm

Impact attenuation half-
tile

Ground covering for football, street ball, volleyball, basketball. 
Extremely hard-wearing. HIC-tested

5 63 565 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 566 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 567 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 565 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 566 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 567 50 Rubber granulate -

red-brown green

Price per sqm

Falling height < 100 cm

Falling height < 175 cm

Falling height < 210 cm

25 x 50 cm

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 25x50x3 cm 
each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 50x50x5.5 cm 
each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating tiles, 25x50x7 cm 
each: rubber granulate
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Impact attenuation

5 63 547 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 548 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 564 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 546 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 548 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 560 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 543 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 544 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 545 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 560 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 543 50 Rubber granulate -

5 63 544 50 Rubber granulate -

Edge impact attenuation tiles

The professional transition between the surface and the impact-
protection covering.  Suitable for wheelchairs.

Corner edge impact 
attenuation tiles

The professional crossover from the surface to the impact 
attenuation plates reduces the danger of tripping and allows 
wheelchairs to pass safely. HIC certified. 

red-brown green red-brown green

Price per piece Price per piece

Scope of delivery

1 310ml cartridge for 300 cm safety border or 1 sqm impact attenuation

Impact-attenuating tile
Impact attenuation plate glue ensures a lasting and secure 
attachment to concrete and asphalt surfaces.

5 63 033 0 PUR-adhesive -

Falling height < 100 cm

Falling height < 175 cm

Falling height < 210 cm

Falling height < 300 cm

Falling height < 100 cm

Falling height < 175 cm

Falling height < 210 cm

Falling height < 300 cm

Easy to realise: 
colourful design for 
playing fields

Cartridge, 310 ml, black

100 x 25 cm 100 x 25 cm

Scope of delivery

1 edge tile 100x25x3 cm rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 edge tile 100x25x2/5 cm: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 edge tile 100x25x2/7 cm: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 edge tile 100x25x2/11 cm: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 corner edge tile 100x25x3 cm rubber 
granulate

Scope of delivery

1 corner edge tile 125x25x2/5 cm: rubber 
granulate

Scope of delivery

1 corner edge tile 100x25x2/11 cm: rubber 
granulate

Scope of delivery

1 corner edge tile 125x25x2/7 cm: rubber 
granulate
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5 60 001 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 036 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 007 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 032 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 013 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 019 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 004 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 029 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 010 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 035 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 016 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 022 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 002 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 027 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 008 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 033 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 014 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 020 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 005 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 030 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 011 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 017 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 023 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 025 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 003 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 028 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 009 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 034 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 015 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 021 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 006 187 20 Rubber granulate - 5 60 031 187 20 Rubber granulate -

Themed impact attenuation tile 50x50cm, circle

Themed impact attenuation plate 50x50cm, lamb

Themed impact attenuation plate 50x50cm, horse

Themed impact attenuation tile 50x50cm, boat

5 60 038 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 043 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 041 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 046 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 037 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 042 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 040 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 045 187 20 Rubber granulate -

Themed impact attenuation tile 50x50cm, square

Themed impact attenuation plate 50x50cm, footprints

Themed impact attenuation tile triangle

Themed impact attenuation tile 50x50cm, arrow

Themed impact attenuation plate 50x50cm, cow

Themed impact attenuation plate 50x50cm, anchor

5 60 039 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 044 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 012 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 018 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 024 187 20 Rubber granulate -

5 60 026 187 20 Rubber granulate -

red-brown 
720

grey
721

Impact-attenuation tiles 
with alphabet letters

Impact-attenuation 
tiles with numbers

Themed impact 
attenuation tiles

rubber granulate

Available in many colour  
combinations! Please contact 
us to learn more!

Falling height < 175 cm 

50 x 50 x 4.5 cm

all themed impact attenuation tiles in pc.

A

B

C

D

E

F

G

H

I

J

K

L 

M

N

O

P

Q

R

S

T

U

V

W

X

Y

Z

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9



1

1

1

2

2

2

3
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Impact attenuation

Granulate palisades

1 pc. granulate palisades D 25 cm, H 40 cm: 
galvanised steel, rubber granulate

1 pc. granulate palisades D 25 cm, H 60 cm: 
galvanised steel, rubber granulate

1 pc. granulate palisades D 25 cm, H 80 cm: 
galvanised steel, rubber granulate

An elegant border for playgrounds and sandpits.  The galvanised 
steel pipe is 30 cm long and is to be concreted in. 

5 63 534 0 Rubber granulate FL 3

5 63 535 0 Rubber granulate FL 3

5 63 536 0 Rubber granulate FL 3

Scope of delivery

1 pc. granulate edging  100x25x6 cm: rubber granulate

Granulate Border Mounting  100 x 25 x 5 cm
For side borders between loose ground surfaces and impact 
protecting areas or paths.  Simply concrete in.

5 63 533 0 Rubber granulate FL 3

5 63 045 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 046 0 Rubber granulate -

Floor tiles for single spring rocker

Extension Tile for Double Spring Rocker

Scope of delivery

Two tile halves: rubber

The eibe impact-attenuating tiles for spring rockers can be laid 
on consolidated or non-consolidated surfaces. It makes playing 
with the spring rockers safer, keeps the area around the spring 
rockers clean and prevents the formation of unattractive pits 
where dirt can collect. The tiles are made of rubber, are hard-
wearing, quick-drying, weatherproof and hygienic. Two tile 
halves with connecting plugs, see  ① and ②.

Scope of delivery

1 hole mat  100x25x3 cm: rubber

Scope of delivery

1 sqm interlocking impact-attenuating tiles, H 4.5 cm rubber granulate

eibe Perforated Rubber Matting  
100x140x2,3 cm, black

eibe Impact-Attenuating Interlocking Tiles

resilient flooring for frequently-used lawns

Beautiful design and top safety.

5 35 000 0 Rubber -

5 63 022 0 Rubber granulate -
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Scope of delivery

1 pc. sports field tile 50x50x3 cm: rubber granulate
Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating plates, 50x50x3 cm each: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 sqm impact-attenuating plates, 50x50x3 cm each: rubber granulate
Surface: Astroturf

Scope of delivery

1 pc. block step  100x25x3 cm: rubber granulate

Scope of delivery

1 seating cube: rubber granulate

Sports Field Tiles 50 x 50 x 1,5 cm, m²Impact attenuation tile sports field grey

Impact-attenuating plate with astroturf

Stair Block 100 x 30 x 15 cm

Seat cube

Heavy duty flooring for football, streetball, volleyball and 
basketball. HIC certified.

The professional transition from the surface into the impact-
attenuating tiles. Suitable for the disabled.

The alternative to high-maintenance grass lawns

For staircases, creating enclosures or seating, the steps fit 
perfectly into the whole picture of the impact attenuation plates.

The granulated cubes are superbly suited as seating in the 
sandpit or for fencing off seperate areas.

5 63 550 0 Rubber granulate -5 63 550 80 Rubber granulate -

5 63 559 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 531 0 Rubber granulate -

5 63 549 0 Rubber granulate -
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Impact attenuation

width of falling 

space in m

free falling height in m

equipment spaceclearance

falling space

impact surface

width of the impact surface

Free falling height

c) reading off a diagramb) reading from a diagram

For fall heights between 150 and 300 cm, 
the width of the falling space = free falling 
space x 2/3 + 50 cm

a) computing

Width of the impact zone:

The European Standards series for 
playground equipment and playground 
surfacing covers the following areas:

EN1176 Part 1 Playground Equipment  and Playground Surfacing

EN1176 Part 2 Swings

EN1176 Part 3 Slides

EN1176 Part 4 Aerial cableways

EN1176 Part 5 Roundabouts

EN1176 Part 6 see-saws

EN1176 Part 7 Maintenance and Operation

EN1176 Part 10 Fully Enclosed

 Play Equipment

EN1176 Part 11 Spatial Networks

EN1177, Impact-Attenuating Playground Surfacing

For playground planners or operators, 
minimum space requirements and surfacing 
requirements are of special relevance. Below, 
please find a short summary of the regulations.

For children‘s play equipment, Ω Part 
1 specifies the following 5 types of 
spaces:

1. Equipment space
The space occupied by the equipment.

2. Falling space
The space occupied by a user falling from an 
elevated part of the equipment (width of impact 
area multiplied by free height of fall).

3. Free space
This is defined as the space in, on, or around 
the equipment occupied by a user undergoing 
a movement forced by the equipment (e.g. 
sliding, swinging, rocking) that the user 
cannot spontaneously stop him/herself.  (Is 
already considered in the data of your planning 
documents.)
The total of these 3 spaces is defined as 
minimum space.  Pursuant to Ω Part 1, this is 
the minimum space required for the safe use 
of the equipment.
In your planning documents, this minimum 
space is defined by a dotted line.  We also 
made sure that the children have sufficient 
headroom.  In the appropriate places, we 
therefore added 180 cm to the standing 
height.

For playground equipment, also for falling 
heights under 60 cm, an impact zone of no 
less than 1.50 m must be provided around the 
unit. This zone must be free of hard, sharp-
edged, or projecting parts which a child might 
hit in his/her fall.
Accordingly, steel dividing strips between the 
lawn and the sand area are not permitted in 
the impact zone.

4. Free height of fall
The free height of fall is the height that can be 
measured between the intended supporting 
surfaces – for example the edge of a platform 
– and the ground vertically below it, for 
example grass.
This important information is also to be found 
in the catalogue.

5. Width of the impact area
Pursuant to EN1176 the width of the impact 
area (surface area of the falling space / 
formerly called safety area) is defined by the 
free height of fall. You can define the width 
by a) calculating it, b) reading it off a table, c) 
reading if off a diagram.

free falling height Width of falling space

0-60 cm 150 cm

60-150 cm 150 cm

165 cm 160 cm

180 cm 170 cm

195 cm 180 cm

210 cm 190 cm

225 cm 200 cm

240 cm 210 cm

255 cm 220 cm

270 cm 230 cm

285 cm 240 cm

300 cm 250 cm
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A
Aba-Tawa 246
Accessories 610
Acer 273
 397, 414-419, 421-437,  

440-442
Active climbing unit 545
Active course boards 569
Active course information boards 569
Active course stations 570-574
Active Station 554, 556-568
Active Trail cross-overs 511-519
Active Trail Island 510
Adapter fitting 431
Adapter for spring rocker 492
Additional floor mats for spring rockers 492, 625
Add-on slide 339, 346-350
Add-on slides 338-341
Add-on spiral slide 346, 348
Add-on tubular slide 347, 349-350
Adhesive 422, 623
Adhesive for impact-attenuation tiles 422, 623
Adults’ bench 609
Adults’ stool 609
Adults’ table 609
Aerial cableway 498-501, 503-505, 507
Aerial cable way carriage 507
Aerial cableway system 502
Albatross 366
Albin 539
Alexander 384
Algiers 247
Alicante 297
Alligator 331
All-weather 328, 334
Alnus 274
Alpha 308, 616
Alphabet 327
Aluminium net 583
Amadinda 330
Amazonas 239
Animal-shaped spring rocker body 486-488, 492
Apple Tree 216
Apricot 381
aqcua 417
Arena 611
Ariane 320
Aris 540
Arlo 428
Astana 260
Asteri 417
Astra 544
Athens 395
Awning 356, 444-445
Aylin 283

B
Badger 290
Baku 323
Balance trainer 523
Balancing beam 525, 532
Balancing combination 532
Balancing platform 528
Balancing rope 527
balancing station 529
Balancing station 529-530
Bali 236
Ball Catcher 581
Ball catch fence 578
Bardo 503
Bärli 492
Barn owl 288
Base valve 431
Basket 581
Basketball 580-581
Basketball unit 580
Beam 619
Beam balance 408, 410, 420
Beam crossing 513
Beam pump 430-431
Beam see-saw 478-481

Beam wave 516
Bear tunnel 219, 221
Beetle Quartet 487, 492
Bench 592, 608-610, 612-616
Bench-and-table suite 606, 608-610, 612-613
Bern 257
Beta 309
Big railway 366, 369
Bike 490
Bird’s nest wing 457
Bistro table 620
Block step 626
Boat 356, 358, 489
Boogy Woogy 524
Borneo 236
Boulder wall 553
Bounty 360-361
Box for chess pieces 584
Braking spring for aerial cableway system 507
Bridge with steps 562
Brontosaurus 376
Brown bear 291
Brussels 266
Bucharest 248
Building site 399-401, 403, 405-406
Buttercup 223
Butterfly 486, 492

C
Cable bolt 507
Cable tensioning device 507
Cairo 398
Canberra 251
Car 374
Caracas 253
Cardan joint 473
Cargo ship 241
Carnation 214
Carpinus 275
Carriage 375
Carrying cable for aerial cableway system 507
Cartagena 301
Castle - Carriage - Slide 377
Castle tower 364, 379
Cat 482, 492
Centre bracing 441
Centre post rod 441
Cha Cha Cha 524
Chain net 581
Chain train 368
Cheese slide 222
Cherry 217
Chess pieces 584
Children’s bench-and-table suite 610
Children’s Play house 385
Chios 307
Chute foot 435
Chute funnel 432-433
Chute weir 432
Chute wheel 432
Cian 620
Cimbing tower 363
Circular hammock structure 471
Circular structure 471
Circular swing 470, 476
Classic 490
Cleto 284
Climbing and play combination 315
Climbing and play unit 228, 512-516, 518
Climbing boards 551
Climbing castle 322
Climbing combination 298, 534
Climbing course 524
Climbing equipment 544
Climbing fun 537
Climbing grip 551
Climbing house 229
Climbing mountain 552
Climbing pyramid 548-550
Climbing tower 232-233, 380
Climbing trestle 413, 534, 536, 538
Climbing trestle for nurseries 534

Climbing unit 230-231, 273-275, 316, 320, 322, 412, 533, 
537, 541-542, 544-545

Climbing wall 539, 553
 270-280, 374-377, 386-387, 484-485, 489, 

491-492, 546-550
Cloud 416
Cloud tunnel 219
Color 474, 476
Colossus 409-410, 420
Combination for nurseries 534
Combination play unit 231, 270-272, 276-279, 540-541
Compact climbing unit 273-275, 542
Concrete foundation for spring rockers 492
Condor 456-457
construction crane 405, 421
Construction trestle 413
Continuous flow pool 433
Conveyor belt 401, 403, 421
Copenhagen 261
Coral 215
Cormorant 304
Corner bollard 417
Cosmo 368
Counter 327
Covered Wagon 375
Cover for impact attenuation 521
Crane 465
Crank pump 430
Crank weir 436
Crawling bridge 326
Crawling tube 410, 420
Crawling tunnel 350
Creative station 226
Cross Over 523
Cube 620
Cuckoo 382
Curb 594
Curved Grind Rail 594
Curver 468-469

D
Daisy 446, 448
Dandelion 220-221
Darcon 235
Delta 287, 312
diagonal strut 512-516, 518
Dinghy 357-358
Dino 485
Disco Fox 523
Distributor pool 433
Dog 485
Dolphin and Whales 484
Double aerial cableway 505
Double curver 469
Double high bars 543
Double rope 519
Double spring rocker 487-488
Double swing 449-451, 453-456, 458, 460, 462, 465
Double swing frame 450, 453, 455, 458
Dragon 331
Drain 429
Dublin 254
Duck 482, 485, 492
Ducky 611

E
Eagle 450-451
Eagle’s Nest 546
Earthenware drum 331
 287, 307-314, 333, 371-373, 383, 388, 390, 

406-410, 417, 420-421, 454-455, 479-481, 502, 540-542, 
616

ecorino swing 454-455
Edelweiss 224
Egret 293
eibini 611, 613
Eiko 325
Elephant Family 223
Elephants’ piano 327
Ema 539
Enchanted mirror 329

Index
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Endless slide 353
Eno 325
Epsilon 311
Erlan 417
Eulenberg 613
Excavator 373
Explorer’s island 367
Extron 230-231

F
 315-322, 332, 363, 380, 396, 411-413,  

460-463, 467-472, 480-481, 490-491,  
493-497, 504-505, 507, 543-545, 590, 615, 618

Faucet 437
Fenia 453
Fichtelberg 614
Finlo 383
Firuna 385
Fish 482-483, 492
 520-527, 531, 551-554, 556-584, 620
Fivi 541
Fjall 504-505
Flatland 592
Flex 575-576
Floor mats for spring rockers 492, 625
Floor trampoline 520-521
Flotsam 526
Flying Beetle 487, 492
Flying Bumblebee 487
Fold-down weir 436
Folding adapter for sunshade umbrella 443
Football goal 577-578
Fort unit 234
Fosball table 583
Foundation anchor 325
Four-seater 479-481
Fox’s burrow 382
Foxglove 215
Frame stand 443
Fredo 285
Freiland 582
Fritz the Fish 329
Full funbox 593
Funbox 593

G
Galini 616
Gamma 310, 333
Garden 583
Gentian 222
Georgetown 262
Ghost castle 376
Gibbon Funline 527
Gibbon tree protector 527
Goal unit 575
Gold mine 388, 407
Golpio 479
Gondola 491
Granada 295
Granulate palisade 625-626
Grass-Grow-Through’ tile 625
Grass hopper 487
Great tit 294
Greenfinch 294
Green woodpecker 402
Griffon vulture 405, 421
Grind 594
Grip kit 551
Ground anchor for spring rocker 375, 482-485,  

488-489, 492
Ground fixing kit 612-613
Ground socket 441, 443, 584
Ground socket for sunshade umbrella 443
Gwala 231
Gymnastics tower 533

H
Hamburg 242
Hammock 463
Hammock swing 453
Hand bike 559
Hand-over-hand climbing bridge 324, 531, 573

Hand-over-hand climbing ladder 531, 574
Hand-over-hand-over-hand climbing ladder 519
Handrail 594
Hand wheel 554, 559
Hansel and Gretel 280
Harvester 371
Harvis 325
Helicopter 370
Helsinki 251
Hexafun 541
Hexagonal climbing unit 537, 544
Hexagonal pavilion 617
Hexagonal table 610
Hexagonal unit 536-537, 544
Hill platform 325, 335, 345
Hill platforms 335, 345
Hip and back massage 568
Hip and back trainer 566
Hockey goal 576
Honeycomb net 513
Horizontal bar 543
Horizontal bars 535
Horse 485
Hygipäd 418

I
 228-229, 235-269, 323-324, 326, 332, 344, 

356-357, 360-361, 364-366, 368-369, 374, 378, 394-395, 
398-399, 418, 437, 450-451, 464-466, 477-479, 486-487, 

492, 498-501, 510-519, 535-538, 611, 613, 617
Icarus 458-459
Iceberg 380
Iltras 228
Impact attenuation 492, 625
Impact-attenuation compound tile 625
Impact attenuation tile 622-623, 626
Info board 569
Information board 554, 558, 560-568
Information board Active Station 556-557, 559
Installation frame 520
Integrative roundabout 467, 497
Integrative sand play unit 411
Interactive 604-605
Ira 390
Ivo 367
Ivy 224
I-Zone 598-603, 605

J
Jago 358
Jeep 374
Jive 526
Jota 502
Jumbo 484
Jump 593
Jupiter 494

K
kalimba 331
Kappa 409
Keltor 229
Kestrel 289
Kiev 250
Kingston 257
Klondike 399
Kongo 237
Kyklos 417

L
Labyrinth 332
Lago 389
Lake house 386-387
La Palma 297
La Plata 293
Lazybones 471
Leg massage 567
Leg trainer 564
Lesla 229
Liana path 518
Liara 227

Lighthouse 240, 363
Lily of the Valley 449
Lima 324
Lisbon 255
Little Bear 488
Little beetle 486, 492
Little Frog 488, 492
Little house with balcony 383
Little lake house 389
Little woodpecker 402
Log cabin 384
Luna 460-462
Luta 282
Lynx 290

M
M12  545
M17 319
M18 316
M19 318
M20 317
M21 320
M22 412
M26 413
M28 322
M32 322
M34 318
M35 319
M42 332
M44 315
M46 618
M47 618
M49 411
M51 396
M52 316
Magari 394
Magpie 298-299
Malum 271
Mambo 525
Managua 259
Manila 323
Marble arch 326
Marguerite 216
Marimba 330
Marja 286
Market hall 388
Matterhorn 552
Mentras 232-233
Merida 301
Metallophone 330
Metal posts 347
Miami 584
Minerva 321
Mini goals 577
 210, 214-224, 326, 359, 381, 446, 448-449, 

486, 492
Mini-Ramp 592
Minos 540
Modular slides 351
Mole 397
Monika 614
Montana 500-501, 507
Montevideo 263
Moon 416
Motorway service station 387
Mountain cock 298
Mountaineer’s ramp 325
Mounting bracket for wooden chute 429
Mounting kit 328
Mounting kit for play boards 332
Mud pool 417, 428, 433
Mud pool platforms 434
Mud pool substructure 435
Mud table 414
Multi-function swing 466
Multi-point suspension 476
Multi-spring rocker 375, 484
Mura-Mura 243
Musical instrument 330-331
Music Station 330

N
Naxos 307-308
Neptune 494
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Nest seat 464, 473
Nest seat swing 448, 452, 461-462, 470, 479
Net 441
Net bridge path 525
Net for small-field goal 576, 584
Net landscape 549-550
Net sofa 619
Net wave 517
Nina 357
Nivo 358
Noris 482, 492
Nut shell 359
Nylon net 581

O
Ofelia 225
Okaia 226
Ollie Box 594
Ombra 443
Omikron 314
Orinoco 238
Oslo 256
Oswin 532
Ottawa 255
Outdoor 583, 620

P
Painting board 328, 334
Palisade 611
Palisade sandpit 419, 422
Palisade track 511
Pamplona 306
 281-286, 325, 358, 367-368, 383, 385, 389, 

405, 417, 428, 448, 452-453, 479, 483, 503, 532, 539, 606
Parallel swing 464
Parallel swinger 565
Park bench 612, 614-616, 618-619
Parrot 533
Paso Doble 524
Pavilion 617
Pendulum 558
Pendulum seat 506
Pergola bench 612
Pinta 356
Pirate’s outlook 280
Pirate corsair 358
Pirus 1 272
Platform 335, 345, 429, 431, 528
Platform for wooden tub 429
Platforms 430, 434
PlayAlive 604-605
Play and climbing tower 232-233
Play and climbing unit 230-231
Play board 327-329, 332
Play boards 328
Play boat 217, 359, 362
Play combination 215, 221-222, 224, 227, 229, 

235, 281, 284, 286-290, 293-294, 296, 298-299, 304-305, 
308-314, 333, 408-409, 616

play course 528
Play house 280, 381-390, 392-394, 396, 417-418
Play house for nurseries 396
Playing field for chess pieces 584
play kitchen 414
 288-306, 327-329, 334, 344, 359, 382, 384, 

391-393, 400-405, 414, 421, 443, 456-459, 482-483, 488, 
492, 528-530, 533-534, 608-609

play platform 228, 512-516, 518
Play tower 227, 280, 307
Play unit 210, 214-229, 231, 235-272, 276-279, 281, 

284, 286-306, 308-314, 316-319, 323, 333, 371-378, 395, 
398-401, 403, 406-407, 428, 512-516, 518, 540-541, 616

Play unit for nurseries 281, 315
Play wall 332
playwall Flower Field M42 332
Pogo 531
Pole chain 515
Pole path 517
Pontevedra 299
Pony 483, 492
Port au Prince 264-266
Port Louis 252
Porto 292
Posts 327

Posts for Active course boards 569
Posts for ball catch fence 578
Posts for Elephants’ piano 327
Posts for Play board 328
Prefabricated foundations 212
Pretoria 256
Protection and retaining net 578
Pull-up dips 571
Pull-up weir 436
Pump 430-431
Pump base 431
Pump platform 430-431
Pyramid 593

Q
Quarterpipe 592
quartz plastic surface 594
Quick Step 523

R
Raccoon 534
Railway 368
Rain Wheel 331
rampart 590, 592-594
Recliner 490
Reclining pull-ups 570
Red kite 288
Resi Raupe 329
Riddle sifter 406, 410, 420-421
Riga 324
Robin Hood 278
Robinia trunk 325
Robinson 277
Rochwin 532
Rock’n’Roll 531
Rocker 477, 481-483, 485-492
Rocker animal 483
Rocking 527
Rollauer 329
Rome 395
Room underneath 416
Rope-and-post tracks 512
Rope crossing 514
Rope trestle 546-547, 550
Rope wave 515
Rose 210
Rotating beam 516
Rotation disc 332
Rotterdam 241
Roundabout 467, 493-497
Round bench 612
Round-head palisade 611
Round table 332, 612
Rubbish bin 325, 611, 615, 620
Rubbish box 620
Rung 325

S
Safari 374
Safety chain 473
Safety chain for universal joint 473
Safety high rocker 481
Safety sign for skate parks 594
Safety swing seat 475
Salsa 531
Salvia 221
Samba 525
Sand building crane 405, 421
Sand building house 404
Sand building site 402, 404-405
Sand crane 409-410, 420
Sand digger 397
Sand kitchen 414
Sandpit 415-419, 422, 442
Sandpit cover 440, 442
Sandpit module 420
Sandpit safety border 422
Sand Play board 417
Sand play boat 356-357, 362
Sand play climbing unit 412
Sand play combination 408-409
Sand Play house 418

Sand play table 415-417
Sand play trestle 413
sand Play unit 406, 411
Sand play unit 424-425
Sand Play unit 318-319, 407
Sand raft 354
Sandro 405
Sand sifter 421
Sand silo 421
Sand wheel 407, 410, 420
Sand wreck 360-361
San Juan 299
San Salvador 253
Santa Cruz 296
Santa Fe 302
Santa Maria 362
Santa Ponsa 303
Santiago 300
Santo Domingo 265
Satellite cap 605
Satellite roundabout 493
Saturn 496
Seagull 217, 359
Seat bollard 417
Seat cube 620, 626
Seated bike 559
Seating and play table deal boards 417
Seats/table surface 611
Seats surface 611
Sea Turtle 331
Sederli 608-609
See-saw 478-481
See-saw four-seater 478
See-saw two-seater 478
Selina 383
Sense of balance 527
Shadra 234
Shamrock 414
Sheep 483
Sheep pasture 613
Shelter 388
Sherwood 279
Sierra 498-499, 507
Sifter 406, 410, 420-421
Silo 421
Single curver 468
Single-point suspension 476
Single swing 459
Single swing frame 459
Sitmo 606
Sitting beam 619
Six-seater swing 465
Skating unit 592-594
Skipping course 571
Skipping flower 527
Skipping mushroom 526
Skipping rope 571
Slackline 527
Sleeping Beauty 276
Slide 222, 307-308, 336-337, 339, 342-343,  

352-353
Slide entry plate 344, 366
Slide platform 283, 285
Slides 283, 285, 338-341, 347, 349-351
Sliding and climbing tower 288-289
Sliding and climbing unit 316, 320, 322
Sliding and play tower 307
Sliding and play unit 226
sliding combination 222, 224
Sliding combination 315
Slope slid 352
Slope slide 352
Small-field goals 576
Snake 486-487
Snake’s nest 296
Snoopy 526
Soccer goal 576
Sofia 249
Soft 422
Soundplay 330
Spessart 612
Spider 604-605
Spine 593
Spinning disc 554, 556-557, 560-568
Spiral climbing course 524
Spiral disc 332
Spirit 489
Spotted woodpecker 404
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Spring rocker 375, 482-489, 491-492
Spring rocker for four 487, 492
Spring rocker for three 491
Spring rockers 485, 489-492, 625
Square Dance 526
Square timber bench 612
Square timber table 612
Stainless steel net 583
Stair ascent 323
Stairway 325
Stand for sunshade umbrella 443
Stand-up rocker 477, 491
Stand-up roundabout 494-496
Star 416
Start platform 592
Start platform for aerial cableway 503
Start platform for modular slides 351
Station 573-574
Stations 570-574
Stella 480
Step 523, 525
Stockholm 268-269, 378
Stool 608-609
Stork’s Nest 547, 550
Street goal 577
Suction/pressure pump 431
Suction pipe 431
Sun Bakery 418
Sunflower 220
Sun protection 444-445
Sun shade 441
Sunshade umbrella 439, 443
Surcharge for slides 338-339
Suspension bridge 514, 531
Swing 446, 448-462, 464-466, 470, 472, 476, 479
Swing axle 476
Swing cradle 474
Swing for nurseries 448, 479
Swing frame 450, 453, 455-456, 458-459
Swing joint 474
Swing rope 476
Swing seat 473-475
Swing snake 464
Swing suspension 449-450, 474
Swing worm 473

T
Taba laga 245
Table 416, 583, 608-609, 612, 616, 620
Table foot 417
Table tennis unit 582-583
Target board 581
Tarnuk 227
Tarpaulin 442
Tarragona 295
Tarzan swing 472
Tau 542
Tawny owl 289
Taya Laya 244
Teenagers’ bench 618
Teenagers’ circular structure 471
Teenagers’ meeting point 618
 354, 362, 364-365, 370, 375, 379
Tennis unit 583
Terracoccodrillo 529
Terracombi 528
Terracupolino 530
Terraonda 530
Terrapiedi 530
Terrapodio 528
Terraserpe 529
Terratrampolino 529
Themed impact attenuating tiles 624
Themed play unit 320-321, 354, 356-357,  

360-361, 364-377, 379
Theta 408
Three-level horizontal bar 539, 543
Three-level horizontal bars 535
Throwing game 581
Thüringen 612
Tibetan bridge 526
Tile 625
Timor 428
Tirana 248
Toddlers’ bench 608-609
Toddlers’ bench-and-table suite 608-609

Toddlers’ stool 608-609
Toddlers’ table 608-609
Torre 302
Tower slide 282
Tractor 372
Trampoline 520-521
Trapezoid bench 610
Trawler 240
Treadmill 563
Treasure island 280
Tree House 364-365
Tree house ‘Nesting box’ with ropes course 365
Tubular posts 441
Tulip 218
Tummy & back 572
Tummy & back table 574
Tummy twist 572
Tunis 267
Turnaround spring/leapfrog 570-574
Turtle 331, 489
Two Level 592
Two-level horizontal bar 543
Two-level horizontal bars 535
Two-seater see-saw 480
Tyre swing seat 474

U
Ugo 483
Ulmus 270
 225-235, 394
Universal joint 473
Universal net 584
Upper body trainer 560
Uranus 495

V
Vaduz 250
Valve pool 433
Vario 417, 420
Venus 495
Vigo 305
Violet 214
Vogelburg 471
Volleyball unit 584

W
Walk 522
Wall bar 561
Wall bars 538
Wall mounting kit 328
Wallride 592
Walter the Butterfly 329
Waltz 527
Warsaw 258
Waste-paper basket 620
Water/sand see-saw 421
Water and sand play unit 424-425
Water and sand play wheel 400, 421
Water Chute 434
Water mushroom 437
Water play system 436
Water play unit 426-428, 430, 432-437
Water pump 430-431
Water spiral 437
Waterway system 423
Water wheel 432-434
Wave 593
Wavy slide 342-343
Weasel 534
Weight weir 436
Wild flower meadow 304-305
Willow huts 392-393
Willow pyramid 391
Willow shell 391
Willow tent 391
Wilne 226
Wind chime 330-331
Wind protection 523
Winja 281
Wobbly beam 518
Wobbly bridge 324, 524
Wooden chute 429

Wooden goal 579
Wooden water tub 429
Wood pigeon 404

X
Xenia 542

Y
Yanna 452-453
Yola 325

Z
Zaragoza 303, 305
Zeta 313
Zigzag beam 511-512
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0 – 60 cm

60 – 100 cm

100 – 150 cm

150 – 300 cm

The innovative world of playThe choice of toddlers

More than an economy 
model for the public sector

Imaginative play worlds 
made of metal

For highly used playgrounds

Learning while playing, 
limitless play value, opti-
mum benefits

Inspiration and fascinati-
on for every child

Experiencing nature – 
with robinia

Enjoying sports at 
every age

Themed expeditions

Discovering water in a 
playful way

useful and important accessories 
not assigned to a specific brand

5  Base layer, approx. 10 cm gravel
6  Underground
7  Impact attenuation tiles

1  Prefabricated foundation
2  Cast foundation
3  Concrete floor plate
4   Loose impact attenuation, e.g. 

sand

Impact zone

Impact attenuation

Ground material *1 Description Minimum thickness of 
layer *2 (mm)

Max. height of 
fall (mm)

Concrete / stone < 600

Bitumen-bound surfaces < 600

Topsoil < 1000

Grass
in Germany
in Austria and Switzerland

< 1500
< 1000

Grass Granulated softwood bark, grain size 20 
mm to 80 mm

200
300

< 2000
< 3000

Woodchips
Wood, reduced in size mechanically (no 
derived timber products), without bark or
foliage, grain 5 to 30 mm

200
300

< 2000
< 3000

Sand³ Grain size 0.2 to 2 mm
200
300

< 2000
< 3000

Gravel³ Grain size 2 to 8 mm
200
300

< 2000
< 3000

other surface materials and 
other layer thicknesses as tested pursuant to HIC (see EN 1177) critical height of 

fall as tested

All impact zones that 
differ from the layout 
shown on the left
dotted line: impact zone 
without impact attenuation
continuous line: 
impact zone with 
impact attenuation

Falling height:

Overview on the required shock 
attenuation in the impact zone 
pursuant to DIN EN-1176-1.

An overview of the foundation levels

*3 Without silty or clayey particles.

*2 In case of loose fill material, 100 mm must be added to the minimum layer thickness to compensate for the displacement 
through use.

*1 Surfacing materials suitable for children‘s playgrounds

   Larch, oiled Robinia Eucalyptus
  

  x

 x

 x x

 x

   x

 x x

 x

 x x

 x

 x

hot-dip-galvanised and powdered steel

page 212

page 8 page 621

Abbreviations in the catalogue

Materials Overview

page 212

Brand world

SW: softwood
GL:  glued-laminated timber
PI:  pressure-impregnated
RAL:   RAL quality mark for 

wood preservation agent
MDF:  medium-dense fibre board
HPL:  high-pressure laminate
GFRP:   glass fibre rein-

forced plastic
PP:  polypropylene
VA, V2A:  stainless steel
PE:  polyethylene
PU:  polyurethane
PPM:  polypropylene multifill
PAH:   polycyclic aroma-

tic hydrocarbons

PA:  polyamide
PVC:  polyvinyl chloride
PH:  platform height
SH:  seat height
TH:  table height
CF:  concrete foundation
PFs:   prefabricated  

foundation small
PFr:   prefabricated  

foundation round
PFl:   prefabricated  

foundation large
L:  length
W:  width
H:  height
D:  diameter

Softwood, 
pressure-

impregnated

MIscellAneOus
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ORIG IN A L

Order  

sepArAtely

running, climbing, jumping, 
dancing, romping, gymnas-
tics, hand-over-hand clim-
bing, crawling

communication, playing 
together, meeting

playing with water, sand, 
mud, nature materials

Making music, singing, 
creating sounds

Building, constructing

crafting, painting, 
designing, working 
with tools

experimenting,  
studying, observing

together

doing puzzles, threading 
beads, promoting  
coordination

sorting, Arranging, 
keeping things safe

resting, laying down, 
unwinding

throwing, catching, 
batting, shooting, 
juggling

touching, hearing, seeing, 
concentrating

Integration

reading, arithmetic, 
writing, counting in the 
context of physically 
active play

sliding, swinging, 
rocking, turning, 
driving

Balancing, rocking

Turquoise,  
RAL 6034

Orange,  
RAL 2011

Red,  
RAL 3000

Silver-grey,  
RAL 7015

Blue,  
RAL 5015

eibe Brand world
from page 50

Individual
from page 184

Modular
from page 196

Play systems 
slides & Platforms
from page 210

Themed play  
play houses  
sand & water
from page 354

Swings 
Rocking, Roundabouts
Aerial cableways
from page 446

Balancing 
Climbing
from page 508

Sport & Physical fitness
from page 554

Interactive
from page 596

Seating furniture 
Impact attenuation
from page 606

HOW we think

WHere we work

WHAt we make

WHO we are

red
_26

grey
_22 _31

RAL Green

labels

the value of play

page 339/340

select one of 5 
attractive colours

slides GFK

Attractive shape

best performance

New

Consulting. Design. Cost effective.

ConSULTInG
on SITE

only available at



eibeplay Ltd, eibe House 
Forsyth‘s Home Farm | A3 Bypass Road, Hurtmore, Surrey | GU8 6 AD | UK

Tel. +44 (0)14 83/813 834 | Fax +44 (0)14 83/813 851 
eibe@eibe.co.uk | www.eibe.co.uk

eibe Produktion + Vertrieb GmbH & Co. KG 
Industriestraße 1 | D-97285 Röttingen | Germany

Tel. +49 (0) 93 38 89-0 | Fax +49 (0) 93 38 89-199 
eibe@eibe.de | www.eibe.net
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